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Abstract

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are different from the traditional wired LANs

in terms of their easy exposure to potential threats and vulnerability to exploitation.

Hence, there is an urgent need for effective Intrusion Handling Systems (IHSs) and the

methods for their evaluation. Analyses of the IHSs (Snort Wireless, Bro and Kismet) for

WLANs performed in this work have shown that they are all built as proprietary systems.

These IHSs do not consider the existence of other IHSs nor do they try to determine ways

to establish inter-IHS collaboration in order to achieve a better security for WLANs.

Based on these analyses the unified presentation of the features and architectures of these

IHSs have been developed.

In this thesis, it has been identified a distinct absence of a standardised reference model

for IHSs. Hence, a novel reference model is proposed for a scalable distributed IHS that

defines system architecture, specifying the need for identification and response systems

with associated sets of methods and inter-IHS communications protocol. A model of IHS

description for ad hoc networks with a present intruder has been developed and a need for

Unified Intrusion Handling Report Format, Inter IHS Message and Inter IHS

Communication Subsystem for inter IHS communications has been identified. Ontology-

based approach for modelling of IHS has been suggested and formally adopted

throughout. IHS Modeling Ontology (IHSMO) has been developed based on the previous

analyses of IHSs. This IHSMO is unique because it has components specifically

addressing WLANs. The IHSMO is built using the Hozo ontology editor that allows both

specification and verification of the model's integrity, which established a common

framework for comparison and benchmarking. For evaluation purposes the ontology-

based models of the same IHSs (Snort Wireless, Bro and Kismet) have been built using

Hozo ontology editor. Comparison of their ontologies was undertaken in a unified way

using IHSMO as a reference. This enabled the functionality gap analysis to be performed

using IHSMO concepts and slots in order to demonstrate lack of essential functionalities

in some systems. This further informed in the evaluation of the proposed model. The

approach allows adopting and extending the IHSMO if knowledge changes in future.
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1. An Introduction to Security Issues in Wireless LANs
The rapid deployment of IEEE 802.11, known as Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs)

can be credited to their obvious benefits over the wired LANs due to the elimination of

cables. Unlike wired networks in which clients (workstations) send and receive data

across cables and wires, a WLAN, uses radio frequencies (RF) or infrared light (IR) for

data transmission. The use of RF is far more popular than IR due to its longer range,

higher bandwidth, and wider coverage.

Provision of sufficient communications and information security is an important issue for

many organisations nowadays. A number of mechanisms and techniques have been applied

for defending network resources. Firewalls, encryption, authentication, vulnerability

checking and other techniques can all help to enhance the network security. However,

WLANs are coming with embedded flaws such as potentially reduced security (see

Appendix A and B for various attacks on WLANs). This is reflected in many publications

(see e.g. [HarrI997, Zhan2000, Gi1l2006, Sale2007]) and research towards building more

secure WLANs is still undergoing.

Hence this project is focusing on development of a new reference model for Intrusion

Handling Systems (lHSs) in WLANs. Such IHS reference model for WLANs should be

capable of being used in the same manner as the OSI/ISO model for computer networks

(i.e. use of standardised terminology, clearly defined functional components, etc.),

namely as a reference for evaluation of the current, and development of the future

generations of IHSs for WLANs.

1.1 Operation Principles of WLANs
WLANs use the following main types of wireless network devices [Tane2003]:

• Wireless Network Interface Card (WNIC) is equivalent to an ordinary NIC used in

wired networks. The difference is that WNICs use radio interfaces to communicate

with each other.

• Wireless Access Point (WAP) is an equivalent of a hub that assumes like a logical

"star" topology with typical coverage area of 30 meters indoors and 90 meters
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outdoors. Like hub it retransmits packets to all other connections including ordinary

wired LAN if it is connected to a WAP.

• Wireless Router is a combination of a WAP, a switch and a router which involves

OSI layer two and three devices respectively.

• Wireless bridge (OSI layer two device) interconnects a wired LAN usually located in

separate building to larger network in the same manner as a wired bridge.

• Range Extender is an equivalent of wired Ethernet repeater which simply extends the

range of a WLAN by retransmitting and boosting the signal.

WLANs essentially operate in two modes: ad hoc and infrastructure (Figure 1.1 and 1.2)

Figurel.1. Ad hoc mode wireless
Network

~
Figure1.2. Infrastructure mode wireless
network

Ad hoc WLANs are formed by wireless nodes that communicate directly to each

other using their WNICs. It works the same way as peer-to-peer networking or the

so called Independent Basic Service Set (lBSS). The first ad hoc node in the area

establishes an IBSS and starts sending beacons, which are essential to maintain

synchronization among other ad hoc nodes. Other ad hoc nodes can also join the

WLAN after receiving a beacon and accepting the IBSS elements and parameters,

for example, beacon interval, etc found in the beacon frame's format. All nodes that

join the ad hoc network must send a beacon periodically. If a node doesn't hear a

beacon from another node within a very short delay period, then the node assumes

that no other nodes are active in this ad hoc network, and a new beacon needs to be
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sent. Infrastructure networks (also called Extended Service Set-ESS) work by

wireless nodes communicating via a WAP which retransmits received packets

appropriately. The main role of a WAP is to form a bridge between wireless and

wired LAN, i.e. they form a part of the wired network infrastructure. When there is

an Access Point (AP) present, stations do not communicate on a peer-to-peer basis

but do it via WAP. The absence of a WAP in ad hoc WLAN means that ad hoc

WLAN nodes must take on more of the MAC Layer responsibilities.

In infrastructure mode, a node sends a probe request frame when it needs to

determine which WAPs are within the range in order to obtain information from it

and unlike the ad hoc mode, only that WAP sends beacons to announce its presence

and relay information, such as timestamp, Service Set Identifier (SSID), and other

parameters. Obviously, it is similar to the wired "star" topology and works in the

same way.

To establish a relationship with a WAP, wireless clients scan the frequency band to

select a WAP with the best communications quality. There are two types of

scanning, active and passive.

An active scan is where the wireless client sends out a "probe request" on specific

channels and assesses its response. A probe is a request from client to discover a

WAP. A passive scan is where the wireless client assesses the communications

quality from the beacon message of the WAP. The beacon is a message send by

WAP to inform clients of their existence. The Access Point maintains a list of

associated stations in the MAC database table. It also records the client's capability

(data-rate). The client's Media Access Control (MAC) address is well maintained in

the bridge learns table associated with the port it is located on.

To control access to the network infrastructure via an authentication, the clients

identify themselves to other clients or a WAP prior to transmission of data traffic or

association, using either the Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) methods which are

open system or shared key authentications. Thus, WAPs primarily concerns are,

allowing unauthenticated packets to enter WLAN. Because of that the easiest and
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the earliest method of defending such packets can be achieved by some system

operating at WAPs.

1.2 Wireless Networks Security Threats and Vulnerabilities
All the attacks explained in appendix A.5 can threaten or damage the WLANs

either destructively or non-destructively. Damages include but not limited to

leaking confidential information, message contamination and host impersonation.

From now on it will be focused on ad hoc mode of wireless networks due to its

natural vulnerabilities compare to infrastructure mode. This means that wireless ad

hoc networks do not have a clear line of defence hence hosts in ad hoc networks

must be prepared for encounters with either direct or indirect adversaries

[Zhan2003].

Mobile hosts are capable of roaming independently and thus, they and their

infrastructure must be prepared to function in a format that they do not trust peers

without appropriate authentications.

WLANs are special due to the lack of centralised audit/access points as compared

to wired networks where traffic monitoring is usually done at switches, routers and

gateways. The mobile ad hoc environment does not have such traffic concentration

points where the IDS can collect audit data (logging history) for the entire network.

Therefore, at anyone time, the only available audit trace will be limited to

communication activities taking place within a part of the network accessible by

wireless devices [Zhan2000].

Due to decentralised format of wireless ad hoc environment, wireless network

algorithms rely on the cooperative participation of all hosts and the infrastructure,

therefore lack of this centralised authority means that the adversaries can exploit

this vulnerability for new types of attacks designed to break the cooperative

algorithms [Zhan2003].
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Another issue with wireless networks is the limited battery power and amount of

bandwidth, which makes the communications between mobile hosts much slower

compare to wired networks.

Wireless ad hoc security threats and vulnerabilities have inherent features of open

air environment, dynamic changing of its topology, cooperative algorithms, lack of

centralised monitoring and management point and finally lack of clear line of

defence.

In summary, the following is the most significant natural characteristics and

vulnerabilities to attacks in ad hoc networks:

• Mobility causing dynamic network topology

• Scalability of area coverage

• Multi-hopping

• Limited bandwidth

• Resource limited operation causing a need for energy conservation

• Limited physical security

• Decentralised network control

1.3 Intrusion Handling Process in the Current Systems
A number of mechanisms and techniques have been used for defending network

resources. Firewalls, encryption, authentication, vulnerability checking and other

techniques can all help to enhance the network security. As mentioned earlier, the

main problem with WLANs is due to its nature because intrusion (unauthorised

access) may happen where the intruder (unauthorised user) is no longer gaining

physical access to the network in order to compromise its security. It creates new

vulnerabilities that do not exist in traditional wired networks; making many proven

security measures ineffective [Zhan2000].

1.3.1 Defining Intrusion Handling System
Anderson first introduced the concept of intrusion detection in 1980 [Ande 1980]

and defined intrusion as "an intrusion as an attempt or a threat to be a deliberate
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unauthorised attempt to access or manipulate information or render a system

unreliable or unusable". Handling of intrusions may involve various activities

while their implementation depends on the available resources, intelligence of

devices and existence of the enabling technologies. IDS is probably the earliest

known term describing an embodiment of a set of intrusion handling functions in

the particular hardware/software components which was varying from a vendor to

vendor by its functionality, efficiency, used terminology, etc. The first task, here is

detection of the presence of the intruder. To counteract this potential threat, the

system should be capable of detecting the intruder and take appropriate reaction by

gaining possibility to read/write information or change system parameters in order

to block its access and/or hostile its activity using a set of actions. Dealing with

intrusions in any system involves various activities related to intrusion handling and

because of the terms such as "detection" or "identification", "prevention" or

"reaction" that are often used interchangeably, a variety of new functions have been

created which is primarily used in the proprietary systems. These functions can be

implemented in various commercial and open source systems under different names

such as IDS, IPS, etc. Extensive research has been done in order to protect wired

networks by developing efficient IHSs [Mukh 1994, Skar1999, Cans2002,

Huan2003, Kong2003, Krug, Vign2003, Vign2004, Bake2005, Fari2006]. More

modem definition of intrusion related to networks in general is given in [lim2003]

as: "a sequence of related actions by a malicious adversary that results in the

occurrence of unauthorised security threats to a target computing or network

domain. An intrusion consists of a number of related steps performed by the

intruder who violates a given security policy". These systems usually monitor

users, system and network level activities continuously and normally have a

centralised decision making entity. In the rest of this thesis, a general term

"Intrusion Handling System" (IHS) is used as discussed in [Sale2005, Paks2006,

Sale2007] except where more details about particular IDS/IPS systems are given.

1.3.2 IHS Functions and Basic Terminology
In [Lim2003], it is stated that Intrusion Detection "is a sequence of identifying and

responding to malicious activities targeted at computing and network resources"
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(italics are emphasised by authors). Therefore, IHS can also be referred to as IIRS

(Intrusion Identification and Response System). This is one good example of the

confusing terminology where detection also includes response. The suggested term

is intrusion identification because it better describes activities of the IHS before

anything is done to deal with intrusion (i.e. before any response action).

There are two main approaches to intrusion identification; analysing "live" packets

and; use of audit data logs (stored data about previous sessions). Methods based on

the audit data logs can either be identifying misuse and/or anomaly in the user

behaviour.

Intrusion identification is normally followed by the response actions which can be

of these types:

• Informing (passive) action such as logging of the intrusion details or real-time

(alarming) notification to a system administrator who may require human

interaction,

• Defending (active) reaction such as disabling the entire network in order to

protect valuable information from access. This normally can be pre-

programmed for automatic implementation,

• Defending/configuring (manual) reaction performed by the system

administrator.

1.3.2.1 IHS Classifications Based on Audit Data
Audit data are specific information which IHS systems can work on to determine

occurrence of any intrusions. Most IHSs take either a network-based or a host-

based approach for identifying and analysing attacks based on the audit data

gathered in the system. These data are specific patterns that usually indicate

malicious or suspicious intent [Lee2000]. Therefore, based on the audit data source

of an IHS, it can be classified as following: (a) network-based, (b) host-based, or

(c) hybrid.
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1.3.2.1.1 Network-based
An IHS is network-based when it looks for traffic patterns in network traffic. For

example, it is a system which is located in the gateway and inspects the forwarded

packets. It monitors and analyses all traffic in real-time as it travels across the

network. It can also analyse the payload within the packet in order to identify the

type of the host application.

Advantages of network-based IHS

Firstly, it doesn't require modification of existing entities in the network. Secondly,

it doesn't depend on existing entities in the network so they are more failure

resilient and thirdly installation of network-based IHS boxes are quite straight

forward.

Disadvantages of network-based IHS

Firstly, it examines the traffic only on the network segment to which it is directly

connected and such localised vision is especially a problem in switched Ethernet

environments. Secondly, the encryption at the application layer, high data rate and

switched networks present significant problems for such systems. Thirdly, it is

susceptible to a type of attack known as "evasion" i.e. the attacker is aware of the

existence of the IHS system in the target network and is trying to evade the IHS

detection [Basi2005].

1.3.2.1.2 Host-based
Host-based IHSs look for the specific patterns in log files and they can recognise

and detect actions such as repeated failed access attempts or changes to critical

system files. They perform this by accessing log files and monitoring real-time

system usage on every host [Lee2000].

Advantages of host-based IHS [Yar02000] are: (a) it provides much more detailed

information than network-based IHS, e.g. it can determine what commands the user

entered, what files, he/she accessed, etc.; (b) it tends to have lower false alarm rates

than network-based IHS and this is because it provides more specific and focused

information than network-based IHS; (c) it can be completely self-contained.
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On the other hand the disadvantages of host-based IHS are: (a) it has to be installed

on the particular device one wants to protect; (b) often configuration of protected

entity has to be altered; (c) it also has a local vision restrictions and can be

completely unaware of the network environment; (d) there are significant

difficulties (compared to network-based IHS), when testing host-based IHS in an

off-line manner and some researchers are directed to employ real-time testing

[Basi2005].

1.3.2.1.3 Hybrid-based
A combination of a host- and network- based approach seems to be the most

suitable for WLANs due to their changing topology.

1.3.3 Anomaly and Misuse Identifications
Anomaly identification monitors activities that significantly deviate from the

established normal usage profiles known as anomalies. For example, the normal

profile of a user may contain the averaged frequencies of some system commands

used in his or her login sessions. If for a session that is being monitored, the

frequencies are significantly low or high then an anomaly alarm will be raised.

Therefore, anomaly identification does not require prior knowledge of intrusion and

can thus detect new intrusions however it may exhibit high rates of false positives

[Gaya2003]. Hence it requires the creation of statistical user profiles (profile of

normal activities).

Misuse identification is also known as signature based identification and it relies on

a large database of known intrusion attacks (signatures) in order to match and

identify suspected intrusion. This database must be updated regularly. The misuse

identification has a low rate of false alarm. However, it is not capable of detecting

novel attacks.

Hybrid identification combines both anomaly and misuse identifications techniques

at the same time in order to exploit the best features of both techniques.
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In view of above definitions the anomaly identification is about finding the normal

usage patterns from the audit data, whereas misuse identification is about encoding

and matching the intrusion patterns using the audit data [Lee2000].

1.3.4 Recent research on Intrusion Identification
In 1998, U.S. Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) sponsored

the first intrusion identification evaluation to survey the state-of-the-art of research

in intrusion identification [Krug]. The results indicated that the research IHS

systems were much more effective than the leading commercial IHS systems.

However, even the best research systems failed to identify a large number of new

attacks, including those that led to unauthorised user or root access [Zhan2000].

Sekar presented a new approach for network intrusion identification [Seka1999]; a

key feature of which is a domain specific language for capturing patterns on normal

and/or abnormal network packet sequences. The language supports concise and

easy-to-write attack patterns. This in turn increases the confidence in attack

specifications and reduces the development and debugging times needed for

defending against new attacks. Convenient and excessive abstractions for

aggregating data across multiple network packets are developed with also efficient

implementation of these abstractions. In addition, efficient implementation of the

pattern matching operations which is needed in the language was also developed.

Sekar also carried out specification-based anomaly identification through various

experiments, showing that the new approach combines the primary benefits of

anomaly identification and specification-based identification, namely, good

identification of unknown attacks and low false alarm rates [SekaI999]. At the

same time, the new approach alleviates the principal problems associated with

either approaches. Specification development is simplified by protocol

specifications and only a handful of protocols need to be specified in order to

identify most attacks. In [Seka 1999], it is shown that protocol specifications

simplify the manual feature selection process that often plays a major role in other

anomaly identification approaches. In particular, most attacks discussed in the
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experimentation section could be identified by simply monitoring frequency

distribution information associated with state machine transitions. Identification of

other attacks requires further partitioning of frequency information based on

sources and destinations of network packets.

The work by Zhang has stated that a better architecture for intrusion identification

in wireless ad hoc networks should be distributed and cooperative [Zhan2000]. A

statistical anomaly identification approach should be used. The trace analysis and

anomaly identification should be done locally in each node and possibly through

cooperation with all nodes in the network. Further intrusion identification should

take place in all networking layers in an integrated cross layer manner.

In [Dona2002], a system is presented for characterising the dynamics of

conversations occurring across a boundary of an organisation's network. This

system appears to have a significant potential for monitoring the health of networks

as well as intrusion identification. The system is modelled after statistical mechanic

methods for developing notional trends from large amount of data. This system has

been observed operating in real network environments and has produced some

intriguing results. Specifically, the system has been shown to identify phenomena

that are not identified by any other network sensors. While not always an indicator

of malicious activity, this has proven to be a significant resource for network

administrators as an aid to understanding how their network is being used.

[Ning2002] is presented a practical method for constructing attack scenarios

through alert correlation, using prerequisites and consequences of intrusions. The

approach was based on the observation that in series of attacks, component attacks

are usually not isolated, but related as different stages, with the earlier stages

preparing for the later ones. It was proposed a formal framework to represent alerts

along with their prerequisites and consequences, and developed a method to

correlate related hyper-alerts together, including an intuitive representation of

correlated alerts that reveals the attack scenario of the corresponding attacks. An

online tool based on the formal framework was also developed. The initial
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experiments have demonstrated the potential of this method in correlating alerts and

differentiating false and true alerts.

[Wagn2002] has shown how attackers may be able to evade identification in host-

based anomaly IHSs, and there is presented initial evidence that some IHSs may be

vulnerable. It is not clear how serious a threat mimicry attack will be in practice.

Nonetheless, the lesson is that it is not enough of merely protect against today's

attacks. One must also defend against tomorrow's attacks, keeping in mind that

tomorrow's attackers might adapt in response to the protection measures, we deploy

today. It was suggested that more attention should be paid in the intrusion

identification community to ensure security against adaptive attackers.

In [Huan2003], a set of rules is presented for identifying the type of attacks for well

known attacks. In some cases, the rules can also identify the attacking or

misbehaving nodes.

A practical passive attack model against ad hoc routing protocols is presented in

[Kong2003]. It's demonstrated that existing ad hoc routing protocols are vulnerable

to passive attacks. The work shows the necessity to devise untraceable ad hoc

routing schemes to protect wireless nodes' mobile privacy in hostile environments.

In addition to the traditional content privacy concerns, mobile nodes need more

support to ensure their location privacy, anonymity/identity privacy, and motion

pattern privacy.

A methodology of fusing identification information from diverse intrusion sensors

is outlined in [Shan2003]. The data fusion techniques have been applied to fuse

alerts generated by different detectors that signal the potential presence of an

intrusion. The advantage of this technique is that dissimilar and independent

detectors of intrusion can be combined efficiently without increasing false-alarm

rates. To relate the local identification to containment, further investigation was

carried out on a mathematical model to analyse intrusion spreading and throttling

effects. The results suggested that an autonomous response system that reacts at the
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local intranet level in under ten seconds can be effective in keeping a majority of

aggressive intrusions from spreading unchecked.

The general notion of contextual signatures as an improvement on the traditional

form of string-based signature-matching used by Network Intrusion Handling

Systems (NIHSs) is developed by [Somm2003]. Rather than matching fixed strings

in isolation, contextual signatures augment the matching process with both low-

level contexts, by using regular expressions for matching rather than using simply

fixed strings, and high-level contexts. This is achieved by taking advantage of the

rich, additional semantic contexts made available by Bro's protocol analysis and

scripting language. By tightly integrating the new signature engine into IHS system

of Bro's event based architecture, several major improvements over other

signature-based NIHSs will be achieved which frequently suffer from generating a

huge number of alerts. By interpreting a signature-match only as an event, rather

than as an alert by itself should leverage Bro's context and state-management

mechanisms to improve the quality of alerts. In [Somm2003], several examples of

the power of this approach are shown. These are matching requests with replies,

recognising to exploit scans, making use of vulnerability profiles, and defining

dependencies between signatures to model attacks that span multiple connections.

The design of a non-overlapping Zone Based Intrusion Handling System (ZBIHS)

for mobile ad hoc networks is discussed in [Sun2003]. Based on a local Markov

chain based anomaly identification engine, an aggregation algorithm for ZBIHS is

presented and a suitable Mobile Ad hoc Network IHS (MANET IHS) alert data

model is discussed. Using the routing disruption attack as the threat model, it's

carried out extensive simulation studies and demonstrated the effectiveness of this

system. Using the aggregation algorithm under the zone based framework, the false

alarm ratio is reduced to an acceptable level, especially at high mobility levels. The

gateway node can also present more diagnostic information about the attacks.

Therefore, the local IHS agents and the aggregation algorithm under the zone based

framework complement each other to form a complete MANET IHS.
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The State Transition Analysis Technique (STAT) framework, the corresponding

extension process, and the result of applying the framework to develop a family of

IHSs have been described in [Vign2003]. The STAT framework is an approach to

the development of IHS based on the State Transition Analysis Technique.

In [Dreg2004], it is stated that in large-scale environments, network IHS face

extreme challenges with respect to traffic volume, traffic diversity, and resource

management. This study is discusses the operational experiences with an IHS in a

high performance network.

In [Ho1l2004], it is stated that an explicit concept of suspicion shows promises in

assisting a model-based IHS. In addition, deductive links between the suspicions

helped to confirm that these suspicions are correct, and also clarifies the

relationships between events so that they can be clearly explained to a human

analyst, or any other consumer. The separation of the deductive graph and the

suspicion graph allows the use of certainties associated only with normal behaviour

in the deductive graph, and focus exclusively on relationships between potential

indications of malicious behaviour in the suspicion graph, only updating a view of

the world once the suspicions have been confirmed.

A flow-based abnormal network traffic identification method and its system

prototype is presented in [Kim2004]. This method is efficient, since it can reduce

system overhead in the processing of packet data by aggregating packets into flows.

It can detect the traffic of several attacks with similar traffic patterns using one

identifying function. This function can cover even mutant attacks that use new port

numbers or a changed payload. It also increased the detecting accuracy. When

identifying abnormal traffic, the parameters that used can reflect changes in traffic

characteristics during attacks. However, this proposed method strictly focuses on

the identification of DoSIDDoS attacks. If an attack does not influence network

traffic, it is difficult to identify this type of attack.

A technique for the black-box testing of network-based signatures and a tool based

on such a technique is presented in [Vign2004]. The tool takes exploit templates
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and generates exploit mutants. These mutants are then used as test cases to gather

some insight on the quality of the signatures used by network-based lHSs. This tool

is applied to ten common exploits and applied the test cases against two of the most

popular network-based IHSs. The results showed by composing several evasion

techniques, it is possible to evade a substantial number of the analysed signatures.

Therefore, even though the tool does not guarantee complete coverage of the

possible mutation space, it is useful in gaining assurance about the quality of the

signatures of an IHS.

The methodology for evaluating intrusion identification in tactical MANETS is

presented in [Watk2004]. It is stated that intrusion identification is a necessity in

tactical MANETS because encryption techniques and security policy are not

enough to protect an open medium. There is clearly a need to identify the strengths

and weaknesses of conventional IHS in the environment. If current IHS weaknesses

in the environment are identified, directions to new techniques may be explored.

Two problems are addressed in [Ye02004]. Wireless monitoring technique and its

applications in MAC traffic characterisation and network diagnosis. It first

identifies the pitfalls of wireless monitoring and provides two feasible solutions,

namely merging multiple sniffers and their placements.

A methodology and a tool for system level optimisation using graph-based

partitioning and tree-based matching of large intrusion identification pattern

databases is discussed in [Bake2005]. By optimising at a system level and

considering an entire set of patterns instead of individual string matching units,

these tools allow more efficient communication and extensive reuse of hardware

components for dramatic increases in area-time performance.

A scheme for the classification of intrusion identification sensor alerts based on

their role as part of goal-oriented multistage attacks is discussed in [Math2005]. It's

also shown some examples of Snort alert classifications based on this scheme and

have demonstrated experimentally how this provides enhanced situation awareness.
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It is explained how this fits into the Indications & Warning framework advocated

by the military.

A Bayesian game formulation for IHS implementation in wireless ad hoc networks

is proposed in [Liu2006]. In these games, each player tries to maximise its payoff.

The attacker seeks to inflict the most damage in the network without being

identified, while the defender tries to maximise his defending capabilities with a

constraint on its energy expenditure for heavy traffic monitoring using IHS, and

without complete information on the type of his opponent.

The accuracy, robustness and usability of the Received Signal Strength (RSS) and

Round Trip Time (RTf) identification techniques and the event based correlation

engine are demonstrated in [GiII2006]. Both the identification techniques accurately

and precisely identified the session hijacking attacks at the correct frame numbers

and hence proved to be reliable and effective. However, accuracy of the

identification techniques depends upon selection of appropriate threshold values.

Low threshold values tend to result in a greater volume of false positives while

higher threshold values lead to more false negatives.

In [Fari2006], it is shown that reliable client identifiers can be created using signal

strength measurements reported by access points acting as sensors. It's shown that

while malicious clients can lie about their MAC addresses, the signal prints, they

produce are strongly correlated with their physical location. It's also demonstrated

that by tagging packets with their signal prints and crafting proper matching rules, a

wireless network can identify a large class of effective denial-of-service attacks

based on MAC address spoofing. There are a number of attacks presented that can

be easily mounted in IEEE 802.11 networks.

The benefits of transitioning from taxonomies to ontologies and ontology

specifications languages have been discussed in [Unde2003]. They have produced

an ontology specifying a model of computer attack using the DARPA Agent

Markup Language+ Ontology Inference Layer, a descriptive logic language. They

have compared and contrasted the IETF's IDMEF, as an standard that uses XML to
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define its data model, constructed using DAML+OIL as an ontology language. In

their research, they have focused on low level kernel attributes at the process,

system and network levels, to serve as those taxonomic characteristics. They have

illustrated the benefits of utilising ontology by presenting use case scenarios within

a distributed IRS. Although they have clearly shown the boundary between

taxonomies and ontologies and transmission of one to other but they have not

discussed the benefit of developing a reference model for wireless IRS systems and

they have clearly addressed this in their paper.

1.3.5 Taxonomy of IHSs and Relevant Methods
In general IRS systems can be classified as shown below.

Figure 1.3. General IRS Taxonomy

Figure 1.3 shows a general IRS taxonomy however IRS systems can also be

classified based on their structure as shown in Figure 1.4.

Although many of these techniques have proven to be effective but they often

would not produce expected results when applied to WLANs. This is due to their

nature, namely that the current wireless technology offers little means to control of

the coverage area. As a result, WLANs are still susceptible to attacks from intruders

who take advantage of the access via open air as well as exploitation of the

operating system flaws [Spen2000, lim2003].
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Figure 1.4. Structural IHS Taxonomy

Provision of system security is one of the tasks for network management systems.

There are many works reported on network management issues towards

standardisation of it (TINA-C [Wade 1997, Hils2000], TNM [Grif1997]) but they

have not considered WLAN security and IHS issues.

There are some IHS products, which are partially addressing the needs of WLANs

environment (e.g. PC-cillin from Trend Micro, Madge WLAN Probe 2, Kismet,

Airsnort, etc.). They use different terminology for describing similar or even the

same functions.

Much of the previous research on IHSs mentioned earlier [Mart2000, Zhan2000,

Kach2003, Fari2006] either focus on only layer three of OSI model vulnerabilities

or propose methods to secure or design their own proprietary IHS which is not

compatible with open source or commercial systems as other existing IHSs.

Also, despite work undertaken on IHSs for wireless ad hoc networks, (see e.g.

[Mart2000, Zhan2000, Zhan2001, Kach2003, Kong2003, Sun2003, Unde2003,

Zhan2003, Ye02004, Watk2004, Ihea2005, Stam2005]), there is still no clear

standardised reference model for IHSs, which can help to design, compare and

evaluate the IHSs. Thus, this is (a) confusing for the end-users when they have to

choose right IHS for their purpose, and (b) does not help to design IHSs in the same
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way as many other systems. Such reference model for IHS for WLANs should be

capable of being used in the same manner as the OSIIISO reference model for

computer networks (i.e. use of standardised terminology, clearly defined functional

components, etc), namely as a reference for evaluation of the current, and

development of the future generation of IHSs for WLANs.

In the following chapters, the need for such a reference model with the use of

practical examples from most popular IHSs will be emphasised and principles of

building it will be formulated. This will also lead towards creation of taxonomy and

ontology of the IHSs.

1.4 Current Issues with IHSs for WLANs
The traditional techniques of protecting networks with current IHSs as it is done in

the wired networks [Mukh 1994, Bala 1998, Seka 1999, Krug2000, Lee2000,

Yaro2000, Wagn2002, Basi2005] are no longer sufficient and effective in mobile

ad hoc networks [Zhan2000, Zhan2003]. The most important difference is that

WLANs are special due to the lack of centralised audit/access points as compared

with wired networks where traffic monitoring is usually done at switches, routers

and gateways. The mobile ad hoc environment does not have such traffic

concentration points where the IHS can collect audit data (logging history) for the

entire network. Therefore, at anyone time, the only available audit trace will be

limited to communication activities taking place within a part of the network

accessible by wireless devices [Zhan2000]. Thus, the intrusion identification

algorithms must be made to work on this partial and localised information.

Standard tools, which are monitoring wired networks and ensuring their security,

examine only network layer or higher layers based on the assumption that the lower

layers are protected by the physical security of the wires which is not true in

WLANs. Ideally, an IHS for WLAN should function at the data link layer or even

physical layer if extremely high security is required [Mukh 1994].

Issues related to routing are discussed in [Zhan200 1, Lim2003] show integrity

validation using redundant information from adjacent nodes such as those being
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used in secure routing also relies on the trustworthiness of other nodes. This could

likewise be a weak link for sophisticated attacks if the adjacent nodes have already

been compromised. Also, misuse and anomaly model cannot be clearly separated

because a node that sends out false routing information could be the one that has

been compromised or temporarily out of sync due to volatile physical movement.

Two of the most important issues related to WLANs are their energy constraints

and their potential for developing faults. Thus issues related to routing in WLANs

are fault-tolerance and energy-efficient permute routing protocols [Amit2005]. A

station usually powered by battery, which cannot be recharged while on a mission.

Hence any protocol designed for a WLAN should be energy efficient. Also it is

possible that some stations may not work perfectly and therefore this protocol

should also be fault-tolerant for permutation routing.

Issues of efficient use of resources such as utilisation of wireless link capacity are

discussed in [Mukh 1994]. Due to relatively high utilisation of wireless link capacity

for the IHS internal activity as compared to wired networks, an IHS in WLANs

must be extremely efficient in order to limit the management overheads. Also, IHS

by itself requires dedicated host and can be prone to the network attack

[Kach2003 ].

Special modulation [Tech200I, Tech2006] techniques can also be useful for

identification purposes on the physical layer because they may help to distinguish

between "friendly" and "unfriendly" signals (e.g. ignore "unfriendly" signals as

noise in the same manner as FM radio receiver ignores AM broadcasts).

To summarise the issues, the general limitations and problems with the existing

IHSs based on monolithic architectures are [Bala1998]:

• The central analyser is a single point of failure.

• Scalability is limited.

• It is difficult to reconfigure or add capabilities to the IHS.

• Analysis of network data can be flawed.
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Finally, distribution of resources and processing may help to cope with a workload

and such a trend was observed in the IHSs where system architecture changed to

hierarchical. In such architecture data collection is distributed but data processing

and analysis are done centrally. Nearly all contemporary commercial IHS systems

follow a hierarchical architecture [Basi2005].

1.5 Conclusion
This chapter has looked at the current security issues in WLANs and recent research

activities in this area. It has also looked at intrusion handling process in the current

systems and defined the intrusion handling systems by looking at its legacy versions

of IDS and IPS systems. The IHS functions and its basic terminology were also

explained. The IHS systems were classified based on the audit data and their

anomaly, misuse and hybrid identification methods were discussed. Finally this

chapter has analysed the recent research activities on intrusion identification by

looking at various research papers which led to identifying the current issues with

IHSs for WLANs. It has shown the need for IHS reference model and how to design

this model, using an ontology modelling approach. Currently there is no standardised

reference model which may help to design, compare and evaluate the existing or

future IHSs for WLANs. This research is thus focusing on the ontology based

approach for defining the IHS reference model.

1.6 Overview of the Rest of the Thesis
Chapter two introduces the requirements and step by step design considerations of

the new IHS reference model for ad hoc WLANs. It proposes the structure of new

IHS reference model and explains in detail the major internal components of this new

model by defining the identification and response subsystems and describing the

necessary terms and definitions of building block of the new IHS reference model in

a host based ad hoc structure.

Chapter three is focusing on some most popular IHS systems and their features

including identification and response (prevention) subsystems. The new IHS is

based on comparison approach of most popular open source legacy IDSIIPS systems
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and for this reason the research is focusing on development of an Ontology based

reference model and not a system itself.

Chapter four starts with introducing Inter IHS Message (IIHSM) Format for the

inter IHS communications subsystems of the new IHS reference model. It addresses

the need of a UIHRF for translating the non standard intrusion report's formats

from different type of IHSs to a UIHRF. This chapter also introduces the

requirement for IIHSM which was intended to be independent of the IDP

[Wood2007] or IDXP [Fein2007].

Chapter five which is the most extensive chapter focuses on designing of IHS

modelling ontology in order to construct, design and develop the new IHS

Modelling Ontology (lSHMO). An IHSMO was designed using Hozo ontology

editor in order to act as a "reference model" to represent a unified IHS reference

model and to standardise the building blocks of existing and new IHS systems.

Chapter six is looking at testing and evaluation of the new IHS reference model and

its capabilities by using the IHSMO to evaluate the existing IHS systems. It is

shown that an affective IHS system should be structured by following the intensive,

comprehensive and effective structure of IHSMO reference model. This approach

allows achievement of the most accurate, reliable, effective and efficient IHS

system without the compatibility issues in a distributed network.

Chapter seven concludes the thesis and it includes relevant publications by author

together with recommendation for future works in this subject area.
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2. Analysis and Development of a Framework for IHS
Reference Model in WLANs.
This chapter will discuss in detail the structure and components of most common

open source IHS systems and focus on the methods of intercommunications of their

internal components for the purpose of handling an intrusion.

At this stage, it's vital to investigate the architecture of most common systems and

employ a relevant approach to prepare the foundation of the new reference model and

to describe its components.

2.1 Analysis of architecture of the most common IHSs in WLANs

2.1.1 Snort Architecture
By examining the source code of Snort from snort.org, the architecture of Snort can

be described as follows:

• The snort.c file which is the main Snort code.

• The decode.c file which is the packet decoder.

• The rules.c file which is the rules engine.

• The detect.c file which is the detection engine.

• The log.c file which is the logging engine.

Snort's major components are the packet decoder, the pre-processor, the detection

engine, and the alert or logging components. All of these are implemented as

plugins in order to increase flexibility.

In Figure 2.1 Snort using Libpcap Packet captures Library developed by LBNL's

Network Research Group, which is also used by other IHS systems. Pcap is an

application programming interface for packet capturing. The implementation of

Pcap for Unix based systems is known as libpcap and the windows version of it is

called WinPcap. Libpcap and WinPcap may be used by a program to capture

packets travelling over a network and, in newer versions, it also be used to transmit

packets on a network at the data link layer, with the capability of collecting a list of

network interfaces that can be used with Libpcap or WinPcap. Libpcap and

WinPcap are the packet capture and filtering engines of many open source and
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commercial network tools, including packet sniffers, traffic generators, network

testers protocol analysers, network monitors and network intrusion handling

systems. There is no packet filtering occurs in Libpcap in Snort architecture.

Instead the packet decoder (I) would filter the packets based on their level of risk.

The pre-processor] is used to take the packet data and process it before the data gets

checked against the rules in the detection engine.

The Pre-processor decodes the raw data link layer packets; recogmse different

protocols, including Ethernet, 802.11, Token Ring, and other higher layer protocols

such as lP, 'I'C]', and UDP. The pre-processor arrange or modify data packets

before the detection engine does some operation to find out if the packet is being

used by an intruder. The pre-processor is very important for IHS to prepare data

packets to be analysed against rules in the detection engine (5). Hackers use

different techniques to fool an IHS in different ways. Packets are then examined

and manipulated by the pre-processor before being handed to the detection engine.

The pre-processor checks each packet to see if this packet is something it should

look at, alert on, or modify.

The detection engine works by checking the data in each packet against a rule set.

The rules set contains of misuse signatures and anomaly signatures are created on

demand customisation of new rules.

The alert or logging component takes the output of the data after it has been

checked against the rule set. The data can go straight into a log file in a text or

binary format. In addition, the data can be stored in a SQL databases, or sent over

the network through SNMP traps or through Win pop up messages.

The function of the packet capture and decoder engine is as follows. First, traffic is

acquired from the network link via the libpcap library (1). Packets are then passed

through to the decoder engine (2), which first fills out the packet structure for the

1Preprocessor is a program that processes its input data in order to produce output that in tum is also used as input to
another program. The output is said to be a pre-processed form of the input data, which is often used by some
subsequent programs i.e. compilers.
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link level protocols, which are then further decoded for higher level protocols such

as TCP and UDP ports. Then they are sent down to the pre-processor (3).

Extern. ..tl Network

1

Libpcap Capture
Library

2 Packets

4

vOL..-,,;Prep;......,..roce_:!;sor___.~

Iplugings I 5 6 IPlugings'

10

Snort

Figure 2.1. Snort Architecture

The function of the pre-processor plugins is as follows. Packets are sent through a

set of pre-processors and they are examined and manipulated by the pre-processor's

plugins before being handed to the detection engine (5). Each pre-processor

determines if the packet is something it should look at, alert on or modify.

Packets are then sent through the detection engine (6). The detection engine checks

each packet against the various options listed in the Snort rules files (7 & 8) by
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performing single, simple tests on an aspect or field of the packet. The detection

plugins provide additional detection functions on the packets. Each of the keyword

options in the rule is linked to a detection plugin that can perform additional tests.

The function of the output plugins is as follows. Snort then outputs the alerts from

the detection engine, pre-processors or the decode engine. Detection engine (8),

either automatically using layer three based preventions i.e. access control lists or

an alert (9) by sending the packet to prevention system or transfer them to

administrator for further action (10). It is vital to mention that Snort is detecting at

layer two and layer three of the OSf model but preventing only in layer three.

2.1.2 Bro Architecture
Bra is an open-source, Unix-based Network IHS (NIHS) that passively monitors

network traffic and looks for suspicious activity. Bro detects intrusions by first

parsing network traffic to extract its application-level semantics and then executing

event-oriented analysers that compare the activity with patterns deemed

troublesome. These rules might describe activities (e.g., certain hosts connecting to

certain services), identify activities are worth alarming (e.g., attempts to a given

number of different hosts constitutes a "scan"), or signatures describing known

attacks or access to known vulnerabilities. If Bra detects something of interest, it

can be instructed to either issue a log entry or initiate the execution of an operating

system command such as sending email, or creating a router entry to block an

address. Its analysis includes detection of specific attacks including those defined

by signatures, but also those defined in terms of events and unusual activities such

as certain hosts connecting to certain services or patterns of failed connection

attempts [LBNL2007].

Bro's architecture is layered into three major components. It uses the libpcap packet

capture library (1) and filters the packet stream in the kernel for high performance.

This is a built in format of packet filtering, therefore there is no separate packet

decoder system as in case with Snort.
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Figure 2.2. Bro IDS Architecture

The filtered packets are then passed along to Bro's event engine (2) or (detection

engine for Bro), which reduces the filtered stream into a series of higher level

events (3). These events reflect network activity in policy neutral terms. That is,

what has happened but not why or whether it is significant.

Finally, Bro's policy script interpreter executes event handlers written in the custom

Bro scripting language (5). These scripts express a site's security policy, such as

what actions to take when the monitor detects different types of activity. Scripts can

generate real time alerts and can also execute arbitrary programs which mean that

Bro can respond to attacks. Policy script interpreter is basically a server of both

anomaly and misuse signatures. Bro-IDS is only capable of layer three detections.
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2.1.3 Kismet Architecture
Kismet is an 802.11 layer two wireless network detector, sniffer, and intrusion

detection system. Kismet can sniff 802.11 a, 802.11 b, 802.11 g and 802.11 n with any

wireless card which supports raw monitoring mode. Kismet is completely passive.

It identifies networks by passively collecting packets and detecting standard named

networks, detecting hidden networks, and inferring the presence of no beaconing

networks via data traffic. Kismet is a signature and trend based Layer two IDS.

Kismet runs on Linux, some BSD, and OSX operating environments. It will

provide alerts based on fingerprints (specific netstumbler versions, other specific

attacks) and trends (unusual probes, excessive disassociation, etc).

Figure 2.3. Kismet Architecture
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Kismet also uses the libpcap packet capture library (with no filtering capabilities) to

capture packets from the network (1). It then passes the packets on through the

capture source (2). A capture source in Kismet is anything which provides packets

to the Kismet engine (3). Capture sources define the underlying engine needed to

capture data from the interface, how to change channel, and how to enter rfmon

mode. The Kismet engine then matches settings based on the configuration files (4)

to sent alerts and logs (5) to admin. Configuration file is a signature server only for

issue type of signatures, no anomaly. Kismet only detects layer two attacks.

2.2 Comparison of the Identification and Response Subsystems
Analysis of the Snort, Bro and Kismet architectures has revealed several drawbacks

such as:

• Lack of support for identification of intrusion at layer two of the OSI model in

Snort and Bro;

• Lack of support for response to intrusion at layer two of the OS! model;

• They all are network based IHSs.

2.2.1 Layer Two Identification and Response
Snort is a very powerful network based IHS which identifies intrusion by matching

signatures at the layer three of the OSI model. This is fine for a wired network, but

for a wireless environment layer two, the data link layer, is extremely vulnerable to

exploits due to weakness of the adjacent layer, the physical layer of OSI model.

Similarly Bro IDS, which is based on Snort, is a very powerful network based IHS,

however like Snort, it identifies only intrusion at the layer three of the OSI model.

Only Kismet can be considered as an IHS that is capable of identifying intrusion at

the layer two of the OSI model. As far as prevention of the identified intrusion is

concerned, none of the mentioned IHSs are capable of preventing an intrusion at the

layer two of the OSI model. Snort can drop packets after it has been identified an

intrusion by matching signatures at layer three of the OSI model. Bro IDS, which is

based on Snort, can similarly handle events after the events have been identified

and matched at layer three of the OSI model. Although Kismet has the capability of

detecting an intrusion by matching intrusion signatures at the layer two of the OS!
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model, it completely lacks all response features. Table 2.1 based on the recent

architectural comparison presents a comparison of the identification and response

methods.

Table 2.1. Summary of the identification and response functions

Snort-Wireless Bro IDS Kismet
Identification Features
Real Time ~ ~ v
Syslog alert ~ ~
Logs to events log ~
Email/page administrator ~
Alert to UNIX Socket ~
Packet logged to ASCIIlbinary file ~
Win popup alert ~
Log to database ~
Log to cvs file ~
Arp_decoding ~
Decode layer 2 header ~ ..
Promiscuous mode ~
Test IP header ~
Check Payload size ~
Match Payload pattern ~ f.'
Test TCP header ~ v
Test ICMP header ~
Dump application layer info of a session ~
Monitors packet information i"'
MonitorRPC ~ ~
Search URI portion of packets ~
Detect port scan ~ ~
Detect password scans v

Detects vulnerability scans ~
Test frame information ~ '"rloginltelnetlssh analyser ~
Monitor HTTP/FTP sessions ~
DNS analyser ~
Monitor software versions ..
Detect unusual probes ~
Detects excessive disassociation ~
Prevention Features
Severe connection ~
Block websiteslhosts ~ ~
Edit router ACL ~
General Features
*NIX based OS ~ ~ ~
License: Open Source ~ ~ ~
Network based ~ v ~
Passive monitoring of network traffic ~ ~ v

Signature based ~ ~ ~
Anomaly based ~
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2.3 The Fundamentals of a New IHS Architecture
In general the above IHSs have the following major issues:

I. They do not have a consistent structure as a result of being various vendors'

products.

2. They do not interoperate.

3. Due to sophisticated format of packet processing and handling in layer three

(i.e. Snort) and therefore too much CPU overhead and reducing battery life

some of the IHS systems are not practically suitable to use in WLANs. This

could be counted towards their inefficiency issue in WLANs.

4. Layer three is not secure due to layer two higher vulnerabilities and its direct

link to layer three which let malicious packets pass through layer two directly to

its neighbour, layer three.

5. Not detecting and preventing attacks for both misuse and anomaly identification

before reaches other layers.

Therefore the ideal IHS design should be efficient in term of resources and should

protect layer two before attack reaches layer three of OSI model. The proposed

architecture in Figure 2.4 would be as follows:

1. Packet passing to a "Filtering System" at (A).

2. Packets will be filtered and enters the pre-processor (8).

3. Pre-processor uses plugins (C) to process packets in order to prepare the

captured packets for analysis.

4. The system protects application layer where it resides but identifies and

responses only to layer two attacks which consequently protects other layers of

OSI model by preventing attacks reaching those layers. This would reduce

unnecessary processing of CPU and therefore saves the battery life of mobile

hosts in WLANs.

5. It can be noted that, it is likely that the layer 2 frames mainly originated from

internal threats without JP header information which statistics [Aird2006]

shows these types of attacks are counted towards 60% of total existing attacks.

In this case layer three attacks are assumed mainly external threats which would

also be detected at layer two.
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6. Identification system should be capable of updating the rule set server every

time a new set of rules created, therefore in order to achieve the latest rules, the

update of the rule set server should happen in regular intervals. This would

enhance precision of the identification system.

There are three approaches to identification which are based on frame's

structure when frames reach identification system (D). They are automatic

identification using misuse identification system, automatic or manual

identification using anomaly identification system and no identification. Based

on Figure 2.4, when a frame reaches identification system (D) one of the

following will happen:

a) If the frame consists of malicious codes (an attack) containing in frame

header, trailer or payload of the frame and it matches with (6) the rule set

(G), then identification system use misuse identification and will

automatically produce an alert by sending an alert message (7) to response

system. The response system in tum would send a message (9) to prevention

action (I) causing an automatic prevention. A copy of this prevention action

(IO) would also be send to admin. The response subsystem would also issue

an alert (H) for the admin's attention (II). In this scenario, (l0) would

inform the admin about the incident and (11) would show the action taken.

b) When it comes to detecting anomaly attacks, the identification system will

not be able to find any matching with rule sets. The identification system

would perform mirror monitoring of frames and acts like a legacy Intrusion

Detection System where abnormal/malicious frames are only stopped either

automatically or by admin's response but there are no preventions. In

anomaly attacks the identification system would detect unusual/abnormal

changes to normal profile of frame's behaviour. These abnormalities of

frame's header, trailer and payload are in form of a sudden increase in size

or unusual changes in payload's format by malicious codes, etc.

Subsequently identification system would send an alert (8) to response

system (H) in order to either stop the frame and report to admin or just

report to admin for further actions. The identification system would set a
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new rule for this new anomaly attack, so next time it will use this rule to

stop the same type of attack like in the same way as misuse detection.

Because IHS system would not repeat the same processes for the same

attack, it would save on the battery life of the mobile system which it

resides, by less processing of its CPU and memory. Therefore this can be

counted towards achievement of system efficiency and energy saving using

new IHS model as a reference.

c) If it's a normal frame with no suspicious codes, the identification system

would send the frames out the interface to upper layers without any further

action.

IPacket FilUringSystem A

! ! !2
B Pi-epl'Ocessol'

5

Misuse

F

r 6.
.Rule set Server

Figure 2.4. Towards Architecture of New IHS Reference Model: A design,
based on Comparisons Approach of Most Common IHS Architectures.
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The above design is generic and is not dependant on implementation's format of

IHS (host, network and hybrid based).

2.4. Architecture of IHS Reference model for Ad hoc WLANs

2.4.1 Requirements to IHS Reference Model for Ad hoc WLANs
The open IHS reference model has to support the following requirements:

• Inclusion of both detection and prevention functions;

• Minimising false alarms or even total absence of them;

• Fault-tolerant operation;

• High performance and less overhead on platform which is running;

• Runs continuously and remains non-obtrusive to the user;

• Uses as little system resources as possible which is especially important for

wireless environment (e.g. energy consumption, use of bandwidth).

2.4.2 Design Considerations of IHS Reference Model for Ad hoc WLANs
Development of the new IHS reference model in ad hoc WLANs are based on the

following major design considerations [Yee2003]:

A. Each IHS is operating autonomously and is protecting one host where it is

residing and because of the nature of WLAN where there is no any specific point of

entry for packets, it must also monitor the traffic between the hosts;

B. IHSs may communicate to each other in order to update and share information

about intrusions; this would help to block further access by detected intrusive

devices before they become capable of engaging into the operational wireless

LAN's system;

C. IHSs residing in different hosts may be produced by different vendors and use

different methods for identification of, and responses to the intrusions;

D. System is built on the modular principles;

E. Data source with filtering functionality is a separate system and has not been

included in the design.

The proposed ontological based IHS model presented in this thesis has been

designed to work for hybrid system environments. To achieve this, the IHS systems

which their structure adhere to the reference model should be distributed across the
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network based on a specific network design. The approach would be a cluster based

design. Each cluster in tum, using a client also called an analyser (hop or centre of

cluster) and a server also called a manager (spoke or branch of cluster) which in

tum would create a star topology for IHS systems. While each wireless host is

connected to another wireless host creating a full mesh topology, the intra

communications is based on star or "hop and spoke" or "client and server"

approach. By distributing and expanding the IHSs, an extended star design would

be created. Where all star designed IHS systems working individually on each host

and they detect the intrusion and response to it and transparently reports the

incident to their local hop which is also a local IHS server. The communication

between a local IHS server (hop) with the clients (spokes) member of its cluster

happens in a fixed periodic time, for instance every interval of two seconds (can be

changed). Then the hop and spokes are sending and receiving keep alive (beacons)

messages every interval of two seconds (as explained in "802.11 Topologies"

section of appendix A, the beacons periodic update within the ad hoc nodes needs

to be configured for instance two seconds, a very short delay period). If the local

server doesn't receive the keep alive frame (beacons) after for instance four seconds

it would assume that the host has been attacked and would shut down its connection

and would report to Central Super Server also called the main manager. This would

reduce waste of bandwidth and unnecessary usage of resources as beacons are not

the actual data. The local IHS server will inform other IHSs in its cluster by

updating local managers (hops) IIHSM. The IHS servers in this extended star

distributed design would be communicating and correlating events (IlHSM) across

the network with other IHS servers using Inter IHS communication Protocol

(IIHSCP). The IHS servers can be re-elected if for any reason they go down within

the cells. This ensures full time connectivity if the servers their selves are also

attacked. The IIHSCP should be compatible with the existing ad hoc routing

protocols, such as Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV), Dynamic Source

Routing (DSR), Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR), and Zone Routing

Protocol (ZRP) [Perk2002, John2002, Clau2002, Hass2002]. By correlating WLAN

traffic across multiple IHS servers, the model reduces false positives (a recent
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major issue) while providing more accurate results. All IHS servers are also

connected to the Central Super Server and can be manually controlled by the

Network administrator.

In this design, any of IHS servers simultaneously act like a network based IHS

system for inter IHS communication but the wireless connectivity is still in ad hoc

mode. This way of establishing distributed star and extended star design would

create a suitable hybrid defence system to protect a Mobile ad hoc WLAN. Figure

2.5 illustrates this approach, showing an IHS and server design, where there is full

mesh connection between ad hoc devices. The dotted lines show the Inter IHS

Communication between the local server and clients.

lHS client/spoke

IHS client/spoke

IHS server/hop

Figure 2.5. IHS client and server design

Figure 2.6 shows the communication between local servers and central super

server, monitored by network administrator.

Thus, according to such scenario each IHS system must have three mam

subsystems:

1) Identification Subsystem;

2) Response Subsystem;

3) Inter IRS Communications Subsystem.
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Figure 2.6. IHS client and server extended star design

Figure 2.7 presents the taxonomy of such design based on the above definitions for

each modular component of IHS system.

The proposed reference model will be based on above taxonomy. It will show how

the IHS system would communicate internally with the three layers of the OSI

model which are data link, network and transport layers [Sale2005, Paks2006,

Sale2007, Sale201 Oa, Sale20 1Ob].
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Figure 2.7. Taxonomy of the IHS reference model
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2.4.3 Definition of Identification and Response Modules in IHS Model
IHS use identification subsystem to identify only at data link layer but for response

and inter IHS communications purposes the IHS should also communicate with

transport, network and data link layer [Sale2005, Sale2007].

The identification subsystem is based on the two sets of modules implementing

various detection methods (all methods will be discussed later):

• Analysis of "live" packets (Method Ll , ... Method LN) for anomalies which

must have direct access to the Data link layer;

• Analysis of recorded audit data (Method AI, ... Method AN) for misuse, which

must have access to the audit data logs.

• Response Subsystem also has variety of different methods, Method RI,

Method RN that must have direct access to the data link, network and transport

layers.
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Here the intrusion identification method is defined (using definition of intrusion

from [lim2003]) as an activity for identification of a sequence of related actions by

a malicious adversary that results in the occurrence of unauthorised security threats

to a target computing or network domain and corresponding intrusion response

method as an activity for blocking of the intrusion e.g. by not forwarding malicious

packet to the destination application or preventing possible damages e.g. switching

off the station as described earlier in Table2.1 . In general the proposed IHS which

is built using proposed reference model shall perform two actions at the same time

i.e. the IDS and the IPS legacy abilities and functions but with more intelligent

features.

Obviously, acceptance of such a general type of reference model by the wider

community is an ultimate goal which does not always depends on the quality of the

reference model or performance of the implemented prototype but can be affected

by the real life considerations such as vendor's competition. According to the

anecdotal evidence collected by the authors at the event "Infosecurity Europe 2006"

(London, 25-27 April 2006) the current situation in IHS-related market can be

characterised as "immature". Many people expressed interest in the authors work

but also noted that these ideas may not be used right away. One person (the owner

of the small/medium size enterprise) commented: "Speaking technically I very

much support this idea but commercially I cannot afford to give results of my

'know-how' away to the competition by simply exporting my knowledge to other

vendor's IHS". On the other hand in a seminar hosted by AirDefence on 1st

December 2006 in Canary Wharf UK, the AirDefence's chief security and one of

the presenters of the seminar also expressed his interest in this project and

emphasised that such reference model is vital for evaluation of current and

development of future IHSs system to further contribute in enhancing security level

of layer 2 and 3 of OSI model in WLANs which have always been vulnerable to

intruders. Similar views and comments were also received in the recent event

"Infosecurity Europe 2009" (London, 28-30 April 2009).
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Figure 2.8. Architecture oflRS Reference Model

It thus seems that it is not an appropriate time yet for a new industrial forum for

standardisation of IRSs (i.e. situation is similar to the times before X.25!OSI

standardisation was started).

The IRS system should also be capable of protecting the most important and crucial

type of WLANs implementation known as "host based IRS systems in ad hoc

usage of WLANs". In order to achieve an IRS model with highest efficiency,

integrity and performance, each components of model should be defined and

relevant terms and definitions also need to be clarified. The next chapter will look

at this importance.
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2.5 The Terms and Definitions for the New IHS Reference Model in
WLANs
In order to have a better understanding of the elements and building blocks of the

new IHS reference model in a host based ad hoc structure; there are some terms and

definitions which need to be clarified. These terms are presented in alphabetical

order. The diagram at the end of this section, illustrates the relationships of some of

the terms defined here in.

2.5.1 Activity
In [Refe2007] activity is defined as the state or quality of being active or being in a

state of existence, progress, or motion. In [Wood2007] an activity is defined as

elements of the data source or occurrences within the data source that are identified

by the Detection system as being of interest to the operator. Examples of this include

(but are not limited to) network session showing unexpected telnet activity, operating

system log file entries showing a user attempting to access files to which he is not

authorised to have access, application log files showing persistent login failures, etc.

Activity can range from extremely serious occurrences (such as an unequivocally

malicious attack) to less serious occurrences (such as unusual user activity that's

worth a further look) to neutral activity (such as user login).

In the proposed model here, activity is defined as any suspicious incident which

triggers the identification subsystem. This includes but not limited to, malicious

frame, unauthorised access, an abnormal behaviour of users, etc.

2.5.2 Administrator
In [Refe2007], an administrator is defined as a person who manages or has a talent

for managing. In [Wood2007] an administrator is shown as a human with overall

responsibility for devising the security policy of the organisation, and thus, for

making decisions about deploying and configuring the IHS. This mayor may not be

the same person as the operator of the IHS. In some organisations, the administrator

is associated with the network or systems administration groups. In other

organisations, it's an independent position.
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In the proposed model here an administrator is also a person who set ups and

configures the network and is responsible for management, security and maintenance.

An administrator is also managing operators.

2.5.3 Alert
In [Refe2007], an alert is defined as an attitude of vigilance, readiness or caution

before an expected attack. In the proposed model here an Alert is defined as a

message from Identification (Anomaly) or Response (Misuse) subsystem to

local/central IHS servers that an event of interest has been detected. An alert

typically contains information about the unusual activity that was detected, as well as

the specifics of the occurrence.

2.5.4 Identification Subsystem
In [Refe2007] the identification is defined the act of identifying by recognising or

establishing as being a particular person or thing or discovering or ascertaining the

existence, presence, or fact of. In the model proposed in this thesis, the IHS

identification module or process that analyses the data for signs of unauthorised or

undesired activity or for events that might be of interest to the local/central IHS

server or manager.

2.5.5 Response Subsystem
In [Refe2007], a response is defined as an answer or a reply, as in words or in some

action. In the proposed model here, the IHS response module or process that listens

to identification module's alert in order to automatically prevent the unauthorised

activity or attack.

2.5.6 Data Source
In [Refe2007], a data source is defined as a source or collection of pieces of

information, as facts, statistics, or codes. In [Wood2007] the data source is defined

as raw information that an intrusion identification system uses to detect

unauthorised or undesired activity. In the proposed model here, the data source is

defined as the raw information collected by the Data Capture library Interface

(DCLI) (i.e. Libpcap) that an Intrusion Handling System uses to detect

unauthorised or undesired activity. Common data sources include (but are not
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limited to) raw network packets, operating system audit logs, application audit logs,

and system-generated checksum data.

2.5.7 Event
In [Refe2007], an event is defined as something that happens or it is happening. In

the proposed model here, the event is defined as the occurrence in the data source that

is detected by the IHS system and that may result in an IIHSM alert being

transmitted, for example, an attack.

2.S.B/HS
An intrusion handling system is combinations of one or more of the following

components: identification and response subsystems, inter IHS communication

subsystems, local/central IHS servers.

2.5.9 Manager
In [Refe2007], a manager is defined as a person who has control or direction of an

institution, business, etc or of a part, division, or phase of it. In the proposed model

here, manager is defined as one of the IHS components or process from which the

administrator/operator manages the various components of the IHS system.

Management functions typically include (but are not limited to) system configuration,

event notification management, data consolidation, and also reporting.

2.5.10 Notification
In [Refe2007], a notification is defined as an act or instance of notifying, making

known, or giving notice. In [Wood2007] notification is defined as a method by which

the IHS manager makes the operator aware of the alert occurrence and thus the event.

In many IHSs, this is done via the display of a coloured icon on the IHS manager

screen, the transmission of an e-mail or pager message, or the transmission of a

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) trap, although other notification

techniques are also used. In the proposed model here, the notification is an alert

which the administrator/operator has received from IHS manager in variety of

formats i.e. email, pager messages or transmission of any type of messaging

protocols i.e. SNMP.
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2.5.11 Operator
In [Refe2007], an operator is defined as a person who operates a machine, apparatus,

or the like. In the proposed model here and in [Wood2007] human is defined as the

primary user of the IHS manager. The operator often monitors the output of the IHS

system and initiates or recommends further action.

2.5.12 Response
In [Refe2007], a response is defined as an answer or reply, as in words or in some

action. In the proposed model here, similar approach has been taken to define

response. Therefore response is defined as actions that have taken in response to an

event. Responses may be undertaken automatically by some entity in the IHS

architecture or may be initiated by an operator (human). Sending a notification to the

operator is a very common response. Other responses include (but are not limited to)

logging the activity; recording the raw data (from the data source) that characterised

the event; terminating a network, user, or application session; or altering network or

system access controls

2.5.13 Inter IHS Communication Subsystem
Inter IHS communication subsystems is a method by which the IHS system passes

IIHSM to other IHS systems using IIHSCP.

2.5.14 Sensor (Network Based)
In [Refe2007], a sensor is defined as a mechanical device sensitive to light,

temperature, radiation level, or the like, that transmits a signal to a measuring or

control instrument. It is the IHS component that collects data from the data source.

The frequency of data collection will vary across IHS offerings. The sensor is set up

to forward events to the identification subsystem.

2.5.15 Signature
In [Refe2007], a signature is defined as a person's name or a mark representing it, as

signed personally or by deputy, as in subscribing a letter or other document. In the

model proposed here, signature is defined as a rule used by identification subsystem

to identify interesting activity to the security administrator. One of the mechanisms to
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detect an intrusion is signatures matching however this is not necessarily the only

mechanism by which IHSs detect intrusions.

2.5.16 Security Policy
In [Refe2007] security policy is defined as definite course of action adopted for the

sake of expediency, facility, etc. In [Wood2007] and in the proposed model here,

security policy is defined as a predefined formally documented statement that defines

what activities are allowed to take place on an organisation's network or on particular

hosts to support the organisation's requirements. This includes, but is not limited to,

identification of hosts that are to be denied external network access.

2.5.17IHS Entities and Relationships
Figure 2.9 illustrates the IHS entities and their relationships. The alphabetic matching

of arrows shows relative instances. The main components of IHS are also shown by

different letters from Al to A5. Other components which are also collaborating with

IHS main components are shown by letters D. Not every IHS will have all of these

separate components exactly as shown. Some IHSs will combine these components

into a single module; some will have multiple instances of these modules.

As shown in Figure 2.9, if frame consists of an attack that matches the rule sets, the

identification subsystem use misuse detection and would send a message (P1) to

response subsystem. Response subsystem (A3) would automatically generate a

prevention action and would send a notification message to manager/management

console (P2).

When IHS system detects anomaly attacks, the identification subsystem will not be

able to find any matching with rule sets. The identification subsystem would perform

mirror monitoring of frames and acts like a legacy Intrusion Detection System where

abnormal/malicious frames are only stopped either automatically or by admin's

response but there are no preventions. In anomaly attacks the identification

subsystem would detect unusual changes in frame header or payload in a format of

sudden increase in size of payload or changes in payload's format by malicious

codes, etc. Then identification subsystem would send a message (01) to response

subsystem in order to either stop the frame and report to admin or just report to admin
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for further actions. The management console would send this anomaly report (04) to

administrator. Administrator in turn would update the security policy (S 1, 2 and 3).
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Figure 2.9. IHS entities and relationships

Security policy originally created by head of security of the organisation and passed

to administrator by creating a new rule set which would be send to the rule set

database using S3 via A 1 so then the similar type of attack could be prevented

through response subsystems like a new misuse detection. As explained earlier this

would count towards achieving most efficient IHS system by saving on battery life of

mobile host. If it's a normal frame with no suspicious codes, detection engine would
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send the packet out the interface without any changes. The identification subsystem

would also communicate with other IHSs through inter IHS communication module

(A2) in order to update their security database and inform other IHSs about the

incident using IIHSM shown by El.

2.6 Analysis of IHS Operation in an Ad Hoc WLANs
Figure 2.10 shows an ad hoc WLAN which has a number of stations in the cell and

there is also an intruder presents. Set S represents all stations belonging to WLAN in

the cell, S= {SI, S2,... , s., ... ,SNs} where Ns is the maximum number of stations and i is

the current station. It is assumed that each station is equipped by client IHS and a set

H represents all different IHSs residing on stations, H= {hi, h2, ••• , hk,... ,hNh} where

Nh is the maximum number of different types of IHSs in the cluster and k is the

current IHS. This means that some stations may be equipped by the same type of

IHS. Looking at the above definitions, it is clear that 1:S;Nh :S;Ns.

Each IHS type is using its own methods to identify and respond to intrusions. Total

set of these methods is defined as set M,

M = {J.1), J.12, ... J.1j, •.. , J.1Nm} (2-1)

Where J.1j is a current individual method and Nm is the maximum number of

methods used by different IHSs. Each method generates a unique report associated

with it. Here the report means either an alerting message generated by IHSs when it

is identified an intrusion or informing message about action which is taken or will

be taken.

The same method J.lj may have different instantiations denoted as mj,k of hk in

different IHSs and as a result, it produces semantically equal but differently

structured reports denoted as rj, k • Thus we have the sets of all reports RA: for all

individual IHSs hk

(2-2)

where ri. k is a current report format for IHS hk and N, is the maximum number of

report instantiations.
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Figure 2.10. A model of ad hoc WLAN with present intruder

A total set 9t contains all possible reports in all h, and for all methods M:

(2-3)

Not all methods Jlj will be presented in all h, and consequently different Re may

have different cardinalities # Rk .

Thus we have a triples set of each stations with different reports for different IHSs

showing as <Si, hk, Rr >, for each station Si where Si E S, hk E H, IU E 9t .
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Obviously, in order to exchange information about intrusions, it is necessary to

define Inter IHS Communication Protocol (IIHSCP), (Figure 2.11). Also, it is

necessary to unify the format of the reports ri. k E 9t and as result a set of unified

reports 9l~ can be formed. Where u stands for unified.

mu {u U u}~j= r. , ... ,rj, ...,rNp (2-4)

IHSA + liP
I IHSB

Transport~ ~Transport
I

+ NetworkNetwork +
Data Link~ +Oata Link

•
Physical I + Physical

t I
Figure 2.11. Inter IHS Communication Protocol

In order to implement such approach it is necessary that a report is produced by a

method in a form of external text but not just a call to operating system or the

Application Programme Interface (API). It is also clear that such text requires

defining a structure which includes format, language, terminology, etc. Thus, based

on 9l~ a Unified Intrusion Handling Report Format (UIHRF) should be defined for

the purpose of inter IHS communications.

In this distributed system all IHSs residing on different stations will be able to

converge to the latest data in order to fulfil their function and enhance their security

level more efficiently; this would be accomplished through client and server

communications. This way each station individually would save a considerable

amount of link capacity and efficient utilisation of CPU and battery life which are

important issues for WLANs [Lim2003].
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2.7 Introduction to ontology and its use in the engineering context
The ultimate task of this research is to consider an ontology modelling language to

design and evaluate the new IHS reference model. Ontology is a term in philosophy

and its meaning is a "Theory of existence". Ontology is a model of some domain of

knowledge. Domain ontology is an explicit list and organisation of all the terms,

relations and objects that constitutes the presentational scheme for that domain

[Genn1995].

2.7.1 Importance of ontology and its definition
In recent years the development of ontologies (explicit formal specification of the

terms in the domain and relations among them [Grub1993]) has been moving from

the realm of the Artificial-Intelligence laboratories to the desktops of domain

experts. Many disciplines now develop standardised ontologies that domain experts

can use to share and annotate information in their fields [Noy2001].

Some of the main reasons of ontology development are summarised in [Noy2001]:

• To share common understanding of the structure of information among

people or software agents;

• To enable reuse of domain knowledge;

• To make domain assumptions explicit;

• To separate domain knowledge from the operational knowledge;

• To analyse domain knowledge.

Sharing common understanding of the structure of information among people or

software agents is one of the more common goals in developing ontologies

[Muse1992, Grub 1993].

The construction of ontologies is difficult, time-consuming and expensive process

[Grun2002]. It requires certain skills because it is still an art rather than a

technology. Ontology involves the specification of concepts and relationships that

exist in the domain, besides their definitions, constraints and properties [Mian2004,

Mian2003]. For instance, in the mechanical design setting, previous designs are

often used as a reference for design of new products [Mizo1997]. One of the critical

issues in such cases is how to understand the intentions and justifications of various
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decisions made in them by different designers. They are collectively called a

Design Rationale (DR). DR information is often implicit and the implicitness often

causes difficulties in reusing the designs. Thus, DR is as important as design

drawings. Ontology plays a role similar to DR in reusing knowledge bases. In order

to reuse knowledge in a knowledge base (KB), underlying conceptualisation must

be known which reflects the assumptions and requirements made in the problem

solving using the KB. Although many KBs have been built to date, no such

information has been described. Ontologies as DR information of KBs will

contribute to reuse of KBs and play the roles of backbones of KBs. The future KBs

should be built with explicit representation of ontologies.

In the current practices in industry, engineers have suffered from the difficulty of

reusing technical documents of such functional knowledge, since the documents

tend to be written in ad hoc manner using each engineer's vocabulary and are

specific to products or domains. For resolving these difficulties, an ontological

framework of functional knowledge was developed which includes an ontology of

device and function as conceptual viewpoint and a functional concept ontology as a

controlled vocabulary [Kita2005]. These ontologies playa role as guidelines or

constraints to avoid ad hoc modelling. This framework was successfully deployed

in a manufacturing company in Japan in daily activities such as design review,

equipment improvement and patent application.

As discussed in [Mizo1997] there are eight levels of usage of ontology:

Levell: Used as a common vocabulary for communication among distributed

agents.

Level 2: Used as a conceptual schema of a relational data base. Structural

information of concepts and relations among them is used. Data retrieval from a

data base is easily done when there is an agreement on its conceptual schema.

Level 3: Used as backbone information for a user of a certain KB. Levels higher

than this play roles of the ontology which has something to do with "content".

Level4: Used for answering competence questions.
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Level5: Standardisation

5.1 Standardisation of terminology (at the same level of Levell)

5.2 Standardisation of meaning of concepts

5.3 Standardisation of components of target objects (domain ontology).

5.4 Standardisation of components of tasks (task ontology)

Level 6: Used for transformation of data bases considering the differences of the

meaning of conceptual schema. This requires not only structural transformation but

also semantic transformation.

Level 7: Used for reusing knowledge of a KB using DR information.

Level8: Used for reorganizing a KB on DR information.

Ontology has been defined in several ways by different researchers and various

ontologists are found in the field of philosophy as well as in the area of computer

sciences.

1. Ontology defines a logical common vocabulary for researchers who need to

share information in a domain. It includes machine-interpretable definitions of

basic concepts in the domain and relations among them. Thus, ontologies are "a

way of specifying the structure of domain knowledge in a formal logic,

designed for machine processing" [Noy2001].

2. Ontology is explicit specification of the conceptualisation that inevitably

continues to evolve over time due to domain changes, adaptations to different

applications, changes to the conceptualisation or understanding of a domain,

etc. Ontology evolves over time, when they are altered to correct time, to

accommodate new information, or to adjust the representation of the domain as

the world changes [Grub1993].

3. A definition of ontology in Artificial Intelligent (AI) community by Tom

Gruber and The Knowledge Systems Laboratory at Stanford University

[GrubI993] also indicates the same by this explanation: "Ontology is an explicit

specification of a conceptualisation. The term is borrowed from philosophy,
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where ontology is a systematic account of existence. For AI systems, what

'exist' is that which can be represented".

4. A definition of ontology in KB community IS "a theory of primitive

vocabulary/concepts used for building artificial systems" [Mizo 1993].

5. Ontology is a term in philosophy and its meaning is a "theory of existence"

[MizoI997, Miz02005]. Ontology consists of concepts and relations and their

definitions, properties and constraints expressed as axioms. Ontology is simply

a model of some domain of knowledge. A domain ontology is an explicit list

and organisation of all the terms, relations and objects that constitutes the

presentational scheme for that domain [Genn1995]. Ontology may take a

variety of forms, but necessarily it will include a vocabulary of unambiguous

term and some specification of their meaning.

The ultimate purpose of ontology engineering is defined as follows [Mizo1997]:

"To provide a basis of building models of all things in which computer science is

interested". The definition number five above will be used as working definition

through the rest of the thesis.

2.7.2 Rules in ontology design
It can be noticed that the ontology building methodology are not mature enough

however there are some methodologies for the design and evaluation on the

ontology [UschI995, Lin1996, Noy2001, Kita2005].

The quality of the ontology can only be assessed in the application in which it has

been designed for. There are some fundamental rules in ontology design. These

rules may seem rather dogmatic but in many cases they can help to make design

decisions. The rules are formulated as:

1) There is no one correct way to model a domain. There are always viable

alternatives. The best solution almost always depends on the application that

you have in mind and the extensions that you anticipate.

2) Ontology development is necessarily an iterative process.
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3) Concepts in the ontology should be close to objects (physical or logical) and

relationships in your domain of interest. These are most likely to be nouns

(objects) or verbs (relationships) in sentences that describe your domain

[Noy2001].

2.7.3 Ontology Terminology
Classes represent concepts in the domain and not the words that denote these

concepts. It should be reminded that Ontology is a model of reality of the world and

the concepts in the ontology must reflect this reality. Classes are the focus of most

ontologies. The name of a class may change if we choose a different terminology,

but the term itself represents the objective reality in the world. For example, a class

of Shrimps can also be renamed as Prawns however the class still represents the

same concept [Noy200 1]. Slots are the properties of each concept describing

various features and attributes of the concepts. It is also called a role or property.

Terminology is a theory of the labels of concepts. The labels of concepts are named

after coming to an arrangement on them which involves a process of discussion in

the certain community.

A Taxonomy is a hierarchy of ontological concepts which defines relationship

between concepts with the help of ontology links such as an "is-a" or "part-of' link.

The synonym for ontology would be model (of something in data), and the

synonym for taxonomy would be tree. The taxonomy of a tiger is that it is a subtype

of cat (classification), but an ontological description may be that the tiger has a

relationship to Asia, the continent on which it lives. Taxonomy is Ontology in the

form of a hierarchy. In other words Taxonomies are things of interest arranged in a

hierarchical structure, typically in a supertype/subtype relationship [Hobe2008].

A vocabulary is a set of words where each word indicates some concepts.

Vocabulary is language dependent [Rahm2006b, Sale201Oa,Sale201Ob].

An axiom is a declaratively and rigorously represented knowledge which has to be

accepted without proof. In predicate logic case, a formal inference engine is

implicitly assumed to exist. Axioms have two roles in ontology description, rule 1
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is to represent the meaning of concepts rigorously, and rule 2 is within the scope of

the knowledge represented declaratively, to answer the questions on the capability

of the ontology and things built using the concepts in the ontology [Mizo 1997].

Finally a formal ontology is axiomatic description of an ontology. It can answer

questions about the capability of ontology. Ontology is an explicit and less

ambiguous description of concepts and relations among them appearing in the

target thing. Such ontologies exist as many as the possible target things. There is no

need to use logic to describe it. Formally ontology consists of terms, their

definitions and axiom relating to them; terms are typically organised in taxonomy

[Mizo1997, Sale2010a, Sale2010b].

2.7.4 Symbols and Axioms
A formal definition of the ontology requires certain instruments such as symbols

including links to slots and concepts, etc as well as axioms. The following symbols

and their meanings are used for the definitions of the ontology construction.

• Concepts/Class I I
• Slot!Attribute

~
• Link to (Sub) Concepts/Class

• Link to Slot/Attribute

Here the concept/class is represented by a rectangle and the slot/attribute is shown

by ellipse/oval. It should be noticed that the links between concepts and between

slots are represented by two different types of arrows indicating either part-of or is-

a relationship.

Table 2.2 is showing symbols [LinI996, Mian2004] which will be used for defining

the axioms in this project.
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Table 2.2. Symbols used to represent the axioms used for IHSMO

Symbol Meaning
'1;/ For all
3 There exist
--, Not
/\ And
v Or
~ Implication
B Equivalent
c Belong to
u Union

2.7.5 Axioms
Definitions of the axioms are based on [Lin1996, Mian2004, Rahm2006b].

A part is a component of the artifact being designed. The artifact itself is also

viewed as a part. The concept of 'part' introduced here represents the physical

identity of the artifact, software components and services. The structure of a part is

defined in terms of the hierarchy of its components parts. The relationship between

a part and its components is captured by the predicate parttlf, Between two parts x

and y,partO/(x, y) means that x is a part/components (subpart) ofy.

The following two axioms state that a part cannot be a component of itself and it is

never the case that a part is a component of another part which in tum is a

component of the first part. This shows that the relation partof is non-reflexive and

anti-symmetric:

(V'X) --,partO/(x,x)

(V'x,y) partOI(Y,x) ~-. partOj(x,y)

(AI)

(A2)

The relation partO/ is transitive; that is, if a component of another part that is a

component of a third part, then the first part is also a component of the third part.

(V'x,y,z) partoftz.y) 1\parttlfty.x) ~ partO/(z,x) (A3)
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A part can be a (sub) component of another part. But since each part has a unique

ID (its name), it cannot be sub-component of two of more distinct parts that are not

components of each other.

(l7'x,y,Z)partOj(x,y) A parttlftx.z) ~ x vpartOj(y,z) v partOj(z,y) (A4)

Parts are classified into two types depending upon the partOj relationship it has

with the other parts in the hierarchy. The two types are primitive and composite.

• A primitive part is a part that can not be further subdivided into components.

These types of parts exist at the lowest level of the artifact decomposition

hierarchy. Therefore, a primitive part cannot have sub-parts.

(tix) primitivetx) ~ (-dy) partOj(y,x) (AS)

Primitive parts serve as a connection between the design stage and the

manufacturing stage.

• A composite part is a composition of one or more parts. A composition part

cannot be a leaf node on the part hierarchy; thus, any part that is composite is

not primitive.

(vx) compositetxt-e=prtmitivetx) (A6)

More composite parts are assemblies that are composed of at least two or more

parts.

(l7'x) assembly(x) H(3y,Z) partOj(y,x)ApartOj(z,x)/I)':;t!;Z (A7)

Sometimes a designer may need to find out the direct component of a part. A part is

a direct component of another part if there is no middle part between the two in the

product hierarchy.

(l7'y,Z)direct_partOj(y,z) HpartOj(y,z)A(-dx) partOj(y,x) ApartOj(x,z) (A8)

Where y is a direct part of z if y is a component of z and there is no x such that y is

a part of x and x is a part of z.

Ify is a part x then x is the whole ofy

(tix,y) partOj(y,x) H wholeOj(x,y) (A9)
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Classes are disjoint if they cannot have any instances in common:

(\ix,y) disjoint (x,y) ~ (-dz) partO!(z,x)/\partOj(z,y) (AlO)

2.7.6 Recommended steps in building ontology
The construction and development of the ontology includes [Noy200 1]:

• Defining classes/concepts in the ontology;

• Arranging the classes/concepts in a taxonomic (subclass-super class)

hierarchy;

• Defining slots (will be discussed in next section) and describing allowed

values (cardinality) for these slots;

• Filling in the values for slots for instances.

It has also been suggested [Noy200 1] that, to start the development of an ontology

by defining its domain and scope. That is, answer several basic questions:

• What is the domain that the ontology will cover?

• For what we are going to use the ontology?

• For what types of questions the information in the ontology should provide

answers?

• Who will use and maintain the ontology?

The answers to these questions may change during the ontology-design process, but

at any given time they help limit the scope of the model.

There are also several approaches in developing a class hierarchy in ontology

construction which is suggested in [UschI996]:

• A top-down development process starts with the definition of the most

general concepts in the domain and subsequent specialisation of the

concepts.

• A bottom-up development process starts with the definition of the most

specific classes, the leaves of the hierarchy, with subsequent grouping of

these classes in to more general concepts.
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• A combination development process is a combination of the top-down and

bottom-up approaches.

2.8 Conclusion
An in depth comparison is accomplished on the architecture of the most common

existing open source IHS systems. None of the systems are compatible with each

other and each employs different methods for intrusion identification and response.

None of the systems could deal with malicious attacks in layer 2. Therefore, the

proposed architecture is designed to protect layer 2 of the OSI model thus bringing

more efficiency, reliability and higher security to WLANs.

The proposed format of client and server structure of IHS for distribution of the

host based ad hoc networks is also proven to be vital in order to achieve more

reliable, secure Wireless ad hoc networks. This approach would save a considerable

amount of link capacity and efficient utilisation of CPU and batteries, which are

important issues for WLANs and they are addressed in [Toh2001, Amit2005,

Bon02007].

The ultimate task of this research is to consider a modelling language to design and

evaluate the new and existing IHS reference model. Ontology can provide adequate

guide and suggestion on building models. Therefore, an introduction to ontology

and its use in the engineering context has been introduced. Rules in ontology

design, terminology and steps on building ontology are also discussed.

The next chapter looks at the detailed comparison of the features of the real IHSs

using case study approach.
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3. A Detail Comparison of the Features of Real IHSs using
Case Study Approach
There are many commercial IHSs for wired networks, among which Snort is an

advanced open source and Linux based IHS system. However there are only a few

Wireless IHSs in Wireless Networks, some are open source and others are

proprietary/commercial. The followings are the list of the current most popular IHS

systems for WLANs:

• Snort Wireless,

• Kismet,

• Bro-IDS

• Proventia Desktop Security (Windows),

• Airdefence

3.1 Snort Wireless
Snort-Wireless adds several new features of 802.11 IHS functionalities to the

standard Snort's distribution [Lock2003]. These features allow one to specify

custom rules for detecting specific 802.11 frames, rogue access points, ad hoc

networks, and Netstumbler [StumOOOO]like behaviour in the vicinity of the Snort-

Wireless sensor. In order to accomplish this, Snort's rule engine has been

augmented with support for a new "wifi" protocol. The remaining features are

implemented as pre-processors that can be configured and tuned as desired

according to the site of deployment.

The following is intended to be a guide for writing rules using the new "wifi"

protocol and its accompanying plugins, as well as the pre-processors used for rogue

network and netstumbler detection [Lock2003].

3.1.1 802.11 Detection Rules
Writing custom rules for detecting 802.11 frames matching your specific criteria is

just as easy as writing any other type of custom Snort rule. The 802.11 rule engine

of Snort-Wireless is built upon the rule engine of the standard Snort distribution

and for the most part, it shares the same syntax. The only difference between the
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two is that instead of specifying a source IP address and port or destination IP

address and port, you simply specify source and destination MAC addresses.

Format: <action> wifi <mac> <direction> <mac> «rule options»

3.1.2 Rule Actions
The format of information in rule header defines who, where and what type of

packets are involved. It also specifies what to do in the event that a packet with all

the attributes indicated in the rule should show up. The first element in a rule is the

rule action. The rule action tells the Snort what to do when it discovers a packet that

matches the rule criteria. There are five available default actions in Snort, defined

as follows [Lock2003].

• Alert - generate an alert using the selected alert method, and then log the

packet;

• Log - log the packet;

• Pass - ignore the packet;

• Activate - alert and then turn on another dynamic rule;

• Dynamic - remain idle until activtaed by an activate rule and then act as a

log rule

More details on these rules and the Snort wireless features can be found In

AppendixC.

3.2 Kismet
Kismet is a popular program that combines 802.11 layer 2 wireless network

discovery, packet sniffing and IHS capabilities. Kismet works with any wireless

card which supports raw monitoring (rfmon) mode, and can sniff 802.11b, 802.11a,

and 802.l1g traffic. Kismet can identify networks by (a) passively collecting

packets and detecting standard named networks, (b) detecting (and given time,

decloaking) hidden networks, and (c) by inferring the presence of non-beaconing

networks via data traffic [Kers2007].
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3.2.1 Feature Overview
As seen in [Kers2007], Kismet has the following features which are useful in

different situations for monitoring wireless networks:

• Ethereal/TCPdump compatible data logging;

• Airsnort compatible weak-iv packet logging;

• Network JP range detection;

• Built-in channel hopping and multicard split channel hopping;

• Hidden network SSID decloaking;

• Graphical mapping of networks;

• Client/Server architecture allows multiple clients to view a single Kismet server

simultaneously;

• Manufacturer and model identification of access points and clients;

• Detection of known default access point configurations;

• Runtime decoding ofWEP packets for known networks;

• Named pipe output for integration with other tools, such as a layer 3 IDS like

Snort;

• Multiplexing of multiple simultaneous capture sources on a single Kismet

instance;

• Distributed remote drone sniffing;

• XML output;

• Over 20 supported card types.

3.2.2 Useful Applications
According to [Kers2007] common applications which Kismet is useful for:

• Wardriving for mobile detection of wireless networks, logging and mapping of

network location, WEP, etc.

• Site survey for monitoring and graphing signal strength and location.

• Distributed IDS for multiple remote drone sniffers distributed throughout an

installation monitored by a single server, possibly combined with a layer 3 IDS

like Snort.
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• Rogue AP Detection for stationary or mobile sniffers to enforce site policy

against rogue access points.

3.2.3 Experimentation on Wireless Attack Using Kismet and Aircrack
The target network would have been found using a network discovery program,

such as Kismet in Figure 3.1. After choosing the target network, collecting of the

packets being sent across that network can be started for the purpose of breaking

the WEP key. One of the tools for breaking WEP key is Aircrack [Crac] in Figure

3.2.

Figure 3.1. Using Kismet as a network discovery program to find the targeted

network

Many other programs exist for cracking the WEP key including Airsnort, WEPlab,

WEPAttack and WEPCrack.

There is a drawback of using this method to crackWEP encryption, and that is the

long time taken to get the required amount of packets. One way of overcoming this

problem is traffic injection by which more packets can be captured in a given

amount of time. This is possible by listening for a certain type of packet, which is

then re-injected into the network creating responses and therefore creating more

wireless traffic on the target network and speeding up the process.
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Figure 3.2. Using Aircrack to recover the actual WEP key

An example of this is the ARP-request sent by hosts to bind the already known IP

address to the unknown MAC address. This type of event happens fairly regularly,

as the ARP tables of computers are wiped regularly and ARP-requests are sent to

maintain communication between hosts. This type of wireless network attack can

be performed by Aireplay, which is part of the Aircrack tools. Aireplay injects

traffic by monitoring network activity, and as soon as it detects an ARP-request it

copies it and replays it onto the network [Crac]. ARP-requests are a good choice of

packet to replay onto a network, because they are always responded to and this

activity can severely increase the packets on a wireless network.

The prevention system experiment can be found in Appendix B followed by a

summary of Kismet's features in appendix C.

3.3 BRO-Intrusion Handling System
As introduced in [LBNL2007], Bro detects intrusions by first parsing network

traffic to extract its application-level semantics and then executing event-oriented

analyses that compare the activity with patterns deemed troublesome. Its analysis

includes detection of specific attacks (including those defined by signatures, but

also those defined in terms of events) and unusual activities (e.g. certain hosts
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connecting to certain services, or patterns of failed connection attempts). Bro uses a

specialised policy language which allows a site to tailor Bro's operation, both as site

policies evolve and as new attacks are discovered. If Bro detects something of

interest, it can be instructed to either generate a log entry, alert the operator in real-

time and execute an operating system command (e.g. to terminate a connection or

block a malicious host on-the-fly). In addition, Bro's detailed log files can be

particularly useful for forensics [LBNL2007]. Bro targets high data rate (Gbps),

high volume intrusion detection. By judiciously leveraging packet-filtering

techniques, Bro is able to achieve the necessary performance while running on

commercially available PC hardware, and therefore can serve as a cost-effective

means of monitoring a site's Internet connection [LBNL2007].

3.3.1 BRO Features and Benefits
Following describes different types ofBro's topologies and their specifications

[LBNL2007].

3.3.1.1 Network Based
Bro is a network-based IHS which collects, filters, and analyses traffic that passes

through a specific network location. A single Bro monitor, strategically placed at a

key network junction, can be used to monitor all incoming and outgoing traffic for

the entire site. Bro does not use or require installation of client software on each

individual, networked computer.

3.3.1.2 Custom Scripting Language
Bro uses its own language to write policy scripts which contain the "rules" that

describe what types of activities are potential to a threat. They analyse and monitor

the network activities and initiate actions based on these analyses. Bro language

would take some time to learn, once mastered, the user should be able to write or

modify Bro policies to detect and alert on most types of network activities.

3.3.1.3 Pre-written Policy Scripts
Bro can use its policy scripts to detect the most common Internet attacks with

minimum false positives, i.e., alerts that confuse uninteresting activity with the

important attack activity. As mentioned in these supplied policy scripts will run
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"out of the box" and do not require knowledge of the Bro language or policy script

mechanics.

3.3.1.4 Signature Matching Facility
Bro policies incorporate a signature matching facility coupled with a technique

looking for specific traffic content. For Bro, these signatures are expressed as

regular expressions, rather than fixed strings. It has been noticed that because Bro

uses its own special language, it would add a great deal of power to its signature-

matching capabilities. This also allows Bro to not only examine the network

content, but also to understand the context of the signature which as a result would

contribute towards reducing the number of false positives. Bro uses a set of high

value signature policies which are selected for their high detection and low false

positive characteristics.

3.3.1.5 Network Traffic Analysis
The important feature of Bro is its multitasking ability. It's not only looking for

signatures, but also capable of performing the following:

• Analysing network protocols.

• Connections, transactions, data amounts, and many other network

characteristics.

• Powerful facilities for storing information about past activities and

incorporating them into an analysis of new activities.

3.3.1.6Identification Followed by Action
Bro policy scripts can generate output files recording the activities seen on the

network, including normal and non-attack activities. They can also generate a

problem alerts to event logs, including the operating system syslog facility. In

addition, scripts can execute programs, which can, in tum, send e-mail messages,

page the on-call staff, automatically terminate existing connections, or, with

appropriate additional software, insert access control blocks into a router's access

control list. With Bro's ability to execute programs at the operating system level,
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the actions that Bro can initiate are only limited by the computer and network

capabilities that support Bro.

3.3.1.7 Snort Compatibility Support
The Bro distribution includes a tool, snort2bro, which converts Snort signatures

into Bro signatures. Along with translating the format of the signatures, snort2bro

also incorporates a large number of enhancements to the standard set of Snort

signatures in order to take advantage of Bro's additional contextual power and

reduce false positives. See Appendix B for more detail.

3.3.2 How Is Bro Different From Snort?
Snort is solely signature based system, which means it looks for a very specific

content in the network stream and reports each instance of a particular signature.

Bro has a capability of analysing network traffic at a higher-level of abstraction,

and also has facilities for storing information about past activities and incorporating

them into an analysis of new activities. Bro also provides a signature mechanism

similar to Snort's [LBNL2007].

3.3.3 Signature-Matching Facility
Like other IHSs, i.e. Snort, Bro also provides a signature-matching facility that

looks for specific traffic content. In Bro, these signatures are expressed as regular

expressions (for Snort, they are fixed strings). Bro adds a great deal of power to its

signature-matching capability because its rich language allows it to not only

examine the network traffic, but to understand the context of the signature,

therefore greatly reducing the number of false positives, i.e., alerts that confuse

uninteresting activity with the important attack activity.

3.3.4 Bro Uses Snort Signatures
Bro includes Snort-compatibility support. The Bro distribution includes a script,

snort2bro, which converts a set of Snort signatures into Bro signatures. Along with

translating the format of the signatures, snort2bro also incorporates a large number

of enhancements to the standard set of Snort signatures to take advantage of Bro's

additional contextual power and reduce false positives [LBNL2007].
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3.3.5 Will Bro Catch AI/Intrusions?
Nothing can catch all intrusions. Intrusions are devised and executed by intelligent

people who are often actively trying to avoid detection. A skilled attacker might be

using a few known techniques that are very difficult to detect. However, experience

has shown that most intrusions are attempted by intruders who use standard, well-

known techniques that they have learned from others. Usually Bro can detect these.

Even expert attackers are susceptible to eventual mistakes leading to tell signatures

that Bro will detect. More over, rather than relying solely on unique signature

identification, Bro's more advanced features can often discern network anomalies

that are caused by hostile activity. Even if previously-unknown attack techniques

are used, they can often be detected by observing the corresponding network

activity that violates the rules of expected traffic [LBNL2007].

See Appendix B for more details. A summary of Bro's features can be found in

appendix c.

3.4 Proventia Desktop Security
Proventia Network Anomaly Identification System (AIS) is another popular

Network IHS which is a Windows based platform system [Prov2007]. This network

behaviour analysis system enhances network intelligence and security by auditing

network flow data from existing infrastructures. Proventia Network AIS provides a

clear view of a network's behaviour while automatically detecting active security

threats, risky user behaviour, performance issues and noncompliant activities, such

as policy violations and unapproved network changes. Proventia Network AIS

complements and expands upon protection from the existing Intrusion Prevention

System (IPS) by continually examining the behaviour of users, networks and

applications across the entire enterprise. Proventia Network AIS mitigates threats

and complements firewall and IPS technologies. When anomaly detection is used in

conjunction with IPS, businesses gain security and compliance advantages in three

areas:

• Greater network visibility - enhancing compliance and overall security posture;

• Multi-layered protection available only from IPS;
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• Maximised intrusion prevention and the ability to stop evolving and internal

threats.

Proventia Network Anomaly Identification System (AIS) uses network flow data to

determine which users and hosts communicate with each other and how. Proventia

Network AIS continuously delivers a clear view of your network inventory and

behaviour, while automatically detecting active security threats, risky user

behaviour, performance issues and noncompliant activities, such as policy

violations and unapproved network changes.

3.4.1 Protection Features

3.4.1.1 Stateful Flow Reassembly
Proventia Network AIS goes beyond the basic NetFlow collection in order to

perform full reassembly of all disparate flow information, converting raw flow into

actionable security information.

3.4.1.2 Relational Modelling
Proventia Network AIS uses patented technology to model networks and

understand internal threats.

3.4.1.3 Multi-dimensional Identification
Proventia Network AIS leverages six unique identification systems to constantly

monitor for threats, network abnormalities and misuse. These are:

• Worm Identification for identification of propagating patterns of abnormal

behaviour;

• Fingerprint Identification for identification of traffic that violates a behavioural

fingerprint;

• Rate-based Anomaly Identification for determining of sudden shifts from

baseline traffic levels over time;

• Recon Identification for identification of slow scans, fast scans, "stealth" scans

and host sweeps;

• Insider Misuse for identification of behavioural violations of specified security

policy;
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• Availability Outages for identification of drops in traffic on critical servers and

links.

Other features can be found in Appendix C.

3.4.1.4 Multi-layered Protection
Proventia Network AIS integrates with Proventia Network Intrusion Prevention,

Proventia Network Enterprise Scanner and other third party security technologies

through Proventia Management Site Protector. As part of a multi-layered security

strategy, Proventia AIS and Proventia IPS provide the most effective protection

from security threats regardless of where the threat originates.

Proventia Network AIS complements Proventia IPSs with:

• Network-wide Visibility;

• Behavioural Identification;

• Network Usage and Performance.

Proventia Network AIS complements Proventia Network Enterprise Scanner with:

• Passive Network Assessment;

• Service Usage Statistics;

• Policy Violations.

3.4.2. Management Features

3.4.2.1. Centralised Management System Integration
Proventia Network AIS can be centrally managed using the Proventia Management

Site Protector Security management system. Site Protector is a scalable system that

allows your staff to control, monitor and analyse events efficiently. It delivers a

single interface and consolidated workflow structure for managing, monitoring and

measuring security [Prov2007].

3.4.2.2. Web-based Local Management
Proventia's web-based local management interface (LMI) simplifies device setup,

management and monitoring.
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3.4.2.3 SNMP Management
Proventia integrates with third-party network management products to provide key

operational status indicators to network operations and security operations groups

[Prov2007]. See Appendix C for more details.

3.S. AirDefense
AirDefense [Aird2006] is another popular proprietary 802.11a/b/g WLAN Intrusion

Handling System that identifies security risks and attacks and provides real-time

network audits and monitors the health of the WLANs.

3.5.1. Features of AirDefence
• It detects all rogue WLANs (Full functionality of AirDefense Rogue Watch).

• It secures a wireless LAN by recognizing and responding to intruders and

attacks, as they happen.

• It performs real-time network audits to inventory all hardware, tracks all

wireless LAN activities and enforces WLAN policies for security and

management.

• It monitors the health of the network to identify and respond to hardware

failures, network interferences and performance degradation.

Based on the AirDefense platform, AirDefense guard consists of distributed sensors

and server appliances. The remote sensors sit near 802.11 access points in order to

monitor all WLAN activities and report back to the server appliance. It thus

analyses the traffic in real time. The platform allows enterprises to easily upgrade

from AirDefense RogueWatch to AirDefense guard.

3.5.2. Wireless Intrusion Identification & Response
AirDefense Guard provides intrusion identification for wireless LANs based on

signature analysis, policy deviation, protocol assessment, policy deviation and

statistically anomalous behaviour. AirDefense is designed to detect and respond to:

• Identity theft by stealing an authorised MAC address: AirDefense tracks the

digital "fingerprints", vendor specific characteristics and personal trademarks of

authorised users to identify intruders in the network.
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• Denial of Service (DoS) attacks: AirDefense quickly recognises the early signs

and protocol abuses of a DoS attack that jams the airwaves and shuts down a

wireless LAN.

• MITM attacks: AirDefense detects MITM attacks by ensuring that access points

only operate on set channels and proper protocols are used.

More on AirDefence can be found in Appendix C.

3.6 Comparison of Identification and Response Techniques for
Selected Wireless IHSs

Table 3.1 compares the recent experimental IHS systems. The comparison is based

on their identification and response techniques and capabilities in defending real

time attacks, etc. Here the intrusion identification method is defined using the

definition of intrusion from [lim2003] as "an activity for identification of a

sequence of related actions by a malicious adversary that results in the occurrence

of unauthorised security threats to a target computing or network domain". The

corresponding intrusion response method is an activity for blocking of the intrusion

(e.g. by not forwarding a malicious packet to the destination application) or

preventing possible damage (e.g. switching off the station). Table 3.1 will be used

to define the components of identification and response systems in the new IHS

reference model in the next chapters.
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Table 3.1. Detailed comparison of selected IHSs.
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3.7 Conclusion
Looking at above selected IHSs and their structure including identification and

response (prevention) subsystems, the systematic categorisation described below

has been achieved and used later to define the components of our novel reference

model.

Ad hoc networking allows portable devices to establish a communication

independent of a central infrastructure. However, the fact that there is no central

infrastructure and devices can move randomly makes this type of networks more

vulnerable to intrusion threats. Therefore, the author would focus on wireless ad

hoc networks architecture. All the IHSs (Legacy IDSs/IPSs) described here are only

capable of working in an infrastructure mode of WLANs and they are all network

based. Further more, they rely on an Access Point (AP) as the only concentration

point. Not only none of these systems are supporting Wireless ad hoc networks but

also some of them (Le. AirDefence) have been designed in a way that identification

of an ad hoc network would be considered as a possible rogue AP attack causing a

security risk to their networks. In network based WLANs traffic monitoring is

usually done at the gateways or AP. The mobile ad hoc environment does not have

such traffic concentration points where the IHS can collect audit data (logging

history) for the entire network [Zhan2000]. The intrusion identification algorithms

should thus be made to work on this partial and localised information. For these

reasons, a combination of host and network based (Hybrid System) seems to be the

most suitable approach for WLANs due to their changing topology.
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4. Wireless Inter IHS Message Format
According to the design requirements of a new IHS, each IHS must operate

autonomously and protect one host where it resides. Because of the nature of

WLANs where there is not any specific point of entry for packets, it must also

monitor traffic between the hosts and communicates with other IHSs in order to

update and share information about intrusions. This would help to block further

access by the detected intrusive device before they become capable of attacking

other working WLAN devices.

IHSs residing in different hosts may be produced by different vendors and use

different methods for identifications of and responses to the intrusions. Therefore, in

addition to communication between the internal components of IHS systems residing

in the individual host, a Unified Wireless Intrusion Handling Report Format (UIHRF)

should also be used to translate the non standard intrusion report's formats from

different type of IHSs to a UIHRF. The UIHRF will use IIHSM standard data format

to prepare the reports for delivery between IHSs using IIHSCP. The rationale behind

the wireless format of this standard was described in chapter 1.4.A good example for

this can be a letter (analogous to UIHRF) that needs to be sent to multiple overseas

recipients who don't talk the same language. The letter is written in English (UIHRF)

so it can be read by all recipients and sent by airmail standard envelopes (analogous

to IIHSM). The post man and aircraft (analogous to IIHSCP) will be used to deliver

this letter to destination.

The need for IIHSCP was first identified in [Pak~2006, Sale2007]. Later it was

discovered that there was an ongoing work by IETF towards the IDMEF and its

requirement [Deba 2007]. In fact, this RFC has never acquired acceptance, which

further confirms the complexity of this topic. Thus currently there is a new version of

this RFC [Wood2007], complementary to RFC4765 [Deba2007].

In [Wood2007] the requirement of IDEMF is presented by the author, and it is

proposed that such requirement should be used to evaluate existing communications

protocols for wired networks. Obviously, it would not be acceptable to ignore this
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effort but one have to keep in mind the fact that it is generic and not targeting

Wireless IHSs and relevant specific issues. In addition to that, in [Deba2007], the

IETF disclaims any knowledge of the fitness of this RFC for any purpose, and it

warns that readers of this RFC should exercise caution in evaluating its value for

implementation and deployment.

4.1 Analysis of the IETFActivities on different IHS Report Format
The UIHRF messages should be stored in Intrusion Handling Message Exchange

Database (IHMD) within inter IHS communication subsystem/module of different

IHSs using IIHSM as shown in Figure 4.1 below.
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Figure 4.1. Inter IHS communication module with a database of unified messages

stored in IHMD.

The IIHSM should be considered as a standard data format that automated intrusion

handling systems can use to report alerts about events that they deem suspicious in

the unified format (UIHRF). The main reason for this, its compatibility with the

developed new IHS reference model, which should also run as efficient as possible in

a host based ad hoc WLANs contrary to the proposed IDMEF in [Wood2007] which

is developed to work only on Network based IHS systems in Wired LANs. The

development of IIHSM standard format will enable interoperability among any types

of Wireless IHS Systems, including commercial, open source, and research systems.

This will allow users to mix-and-match the deployment of their systems according to

their strong and weak points to obtain an optimal implementation. Therefore, it

should be assumed that IIHSM is protocol independent and can be used by any type
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of IIHSCP i.e. Wireless format of the IDMEF Communication Protocol (lOP)

[Wood2007] or Intrusion Detection Exchange Protocol (lDXP) [Fein2007]. Figure

4.2 shows the relations between these three RFCs with a comparison to IIHSM.

Inter IHSs Communication

Any compatible Wireless Protocol
I.•.Wire .... format of IDXP?

(IDXP, RFC4767)

Figure 4.2. Diagram of relationships between RFC 4765, 4766 and 4767 with a
comparison to IIHSM.

4.1.1IHMD Implementation Assumptions
IHMD is a database of unified messages within IICS of individual IHSs. These

messages are carried between IHSs using IIHSM. The implementation of such

database has been explained in IDMEF development in RFC4765 [Deba2007].

In [Deba2007] it is suggested that the best place to implement the IHMD database

is in the data channel between an intrusion identification analyser (or identification

subsystem, can also be a sensor for network based) and the manager (or console) to

which it sends alarms, This fully complies with our design where the IHMD is

placed in Inter IHS communication module which is residing in between

IdentificationiResponse module and management console. In [Deba2007] there are

also other places suggested where the IHMD can be useful:
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1. A single database system that could store the results from a variety of intrusion

handling systems would make it possible for data analysis and reporting

activities to be performed on "the whole picture" instead of just a part of it;

2. An event correlation system that could accept alerts from a variety of legacy

intrusion detection products would be capable of performing more

sophisticated cross-correlation and cross- confirmation calculations than one

that is limited to a single product;

3. A graphical user interface that could display alerts from a variety of intrusion

handling systems would enable the user to monitor all the products from a

single screen, and require him or her to learn only one interface, instead of

several; and

4. A common data exchange format would make it easier for different

organisations (users, vendors, response teams, law enforcement) to not only

exchange data, but also communicate about it. The diversity of the application

of the IHMD, necessitate consideration when selecting its method of

implementation.

Previous research [Wood2007] also defines requirements for the Intrusion

Detection Message Exchange Format (IDMEF) which is a product of the Intrusion

Detection Exchange Format Working Group (IDWG). IDMEF was planned to be a

standard format that automated Intrusion Identification Systems (IISs) can use for

reporting what they have deemed to be suspicious or of interest. The four reasons

IDMEF format should be useful are given by [Wood2007] and described below.

Note that similar approach should also be applied to IIHSM:

• A number of commercial and free IHSs are available and more are becoming

available all the time. Some products are aimed at detecting intrusions on the

network; others are aimed at host operating systems, while still some others are

aimed at applications. Even within a given category, the products have very

different strengths and weaknesses. Hence it is likely that users will deploy
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more than a single product, and users will want to observe the output of these

products from one or more manager(s). A standard format for reporting will

simplify this task greatly.

• Intrusions frequently involve multiple organisations as victims, or multiple sites

within the same organisation. Typically, those sites will use different IHSs. It

would be very helpful to correlate such distributed intrusions across multiple

sites and administrative domains. Having reports from all sites in a common

format would facilitate this task.

• The existence of a common format should allow components from different

IHSs to be integrated more readily. Thus, research in the Intrusion Handling

reference model should migrate into commercial products more easily.

• In addition to enabling communication from IHS identification to an IHS

manager, the IIHSM notification system may also enable communication

between varieties of IHS components.

As defined in the terms above, it's been assumed that identification subsystem

determines somehow that a suspicious event has been detected or an alert has been

sent to a management console/operator. It's also been assumed that the identification

subsystem and management console are separate components, and that they are

communicating pair wise across a TCPIIP network [Wood2007].

4.2 Requirement for IIHSM
The IIHSM is intended to be independent of the IOMEF and its Communication

Protocol (lOP) [Wood2007] or IOXP [Fein2007]. It should be possible to use a

completely different transport mechanism without changing the IIHSM format. The

main reason behind this requirement is to ensure a clear separation between

semantics and communication mechanisms. This makes IIHSM to be remaining

compatible with future enhanced new protocols.
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The requirement of IIHSM may structurally be similar to IDMEF (RFC4566) despite

IDMEF has never been defined for ad hoc WLANs. Therefore, the future research

will look at this matter. To find out about the requirement of IIHSM see Appendix D.

4.3 Cisco Approach to IIHSM
Cisco had also adapted the IDMEF and named it Cisco Intrusion Detection System

Message Exchange Format (CIDMEF). It is a message exchange format for Cisco

IDS architecture data and the specification of CIDMEF format is based on XMLlI.O

schema document [Cisc].

4.4 Using XML for IIHSM Communications
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is becoming the universal format for data

exchange between applications [MiI02003]. XML is gaining widespread attention as

a language for representing and exchanging documents and data on the Internet, and

as the solution to most of the problems inherent in Hyper Text Markup Language

(HTML). It is a very flexible text format and is a simplified version of the Standard

Generalised Markup Language (SGML), syntax for specifying text markup defined

by the ISO 8879 standard [Sper2000]. XML was published by the World Wide Web

Consortium (W3C) as a metadata language i.e. a language for describing other

languages that enable an application to define its own markup. It allows the

definition of customised markup languages for different types of documents and

different applications. This differs from HTML, in which there is a fixed set of

identifiers with preset meanings that must be "adapted" for specialised uses. Both

XML and HTML use elements (tags) (identifiers delimited by '<' and '>') and

attributes (of the form "name='value'''). But where "<p>" always means "paragraph"

in HTML, it may mean "paragraph", "person", "price", or "platypus" in XML, or it

might have no meaning at all, depending on the particular application [Deba2007].

4.4.1 XML Implementations for IHS
Two implementations of the IDMEF were originally proposed to the Intrusion

Detection Working Group (IDWG) [Wood2007]: one using the Structure of

Management Information (SM!) to describe a Simple Network Management Protocol

(SNMP) MIB, and the other using a Document Type Definition (DTD) to describe
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XML documents. These proposed implementations were reviewed by the IOWG at

its September 1999 and February 2000 meetings. It was decided at the later meeting

that the XML solution was best at fulfilling the IOWG requirements [Oeba2007].

A standard intrusion signature representation model using the XML specification has

been shown in [Cans2002]. The importance of intrusion signatures and their usage by

intrusion detection systems, like ACME!-IOS are also discussed. The research has

paid special attention to the need of a unified way of storing, processing, analysing

and reporting intrusion patterns. The research also shows that the modularisation is a

very important feature of the standard intrusion signature representation model. It

provides the possibility for different systems to share information related to intrusive

events. This modularisation also makes the parsing of Anomaly Identification

Systems (AISs) easy and diminishes the process overhead which is a good and

desirable feature of IHSs. The use of XML comes with a new standardisation

tendency regarding information sharing. It supplies pre-processing of data,

organisation uniformity and easiness of graphical signature representation.

4.5 Conclusion
This chapter introduced the new IIHSM as a standard data format for the Inter IHS

communications subsystems of the new IHS reference model. In addition to

communication between the internal components of IHS systems residing in the

individual host, a UIHRF should also be used to translate the non standard intrusion

report's formats from different type of IHSs to a UIHRF. This chapter has also

introduced the requirement for IIHSM which was intended to be independent of the

IOMEF Communication Protocol (lOP) [Wood2007] or IOXP [Fein2007]. The

XML Implementations for IHS has also been explained. The two implementations

of the IOMEF that were originally proposed to IOWG [Wood2007] were also

explained. These proposed implementations were reviewed by the IOWG and it was

decided at the February meeting that the XML solution was best at fulfilling the

IDWG requirements [Deba2007]. At the time of this research, it had been planned to

use XML for IIHSM implementation however it came to the author's attention that a

new RFC [Wood2007] has been published, which uses a similar approach hut it is
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only network based and it doesn't precisely specify the type of physical layer of LAN

which the IHS may operate. An important message has also been noted in RFC4766

which reads as: "This RFC is not a candidate for any level of Internet Standard. The

IETF disclaims any knowledge of the fitness of this RFC for any purpose and in

particular notes that the decision to publish is not based on complete IETF review for

such things as security, congestion control, or inappropriate interaction with deployed

protocols". This gives an indication that the RFC may be modified or updated based

on our requirement for XML implementation with IIHSM or may use similar

approach with some modifications. Next chapter will look at the ontology approach

to development of IHS reference model.
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5. Ontology Approach to Construction of New IHS Reference
Model
An Intrusion Handling System Modelling Ontology (IHSMO) is constructed and

discussed phase by phase in this chapter. This ontology is based on the concepts of

various ontology modelling and simulation tools. Careful attention is given to

consistent development of ontologies in order to support two functions. Firstly, to be

able to manage the dependencies between ontologies and at the same time to keep

and restore consistencies of them if they are changed in order to accommodate new

information. Secondly, to adjust the representation of the domain according to the

future changes and updates to ontologies as future requirement and expectation of

domain of knowledge may change.

5.1 Design of IHS Modelling Ontology
A combination process has been considered and will be applied to the construction

of IHS Modelling Ontology (IHSMO) since different components of new IHS

model were previously defined in this project, it is feasible to take the combination

approach instead of a top-down or bottom-up process [Usch1996].

One of the key important factors in designing a new ontology is efficiency in

design. This can be achieved by splitting the ontology into several component

ontologies. We call this a "collaborative design". In collaborative design each

component of ontologies will be built first, and then they all are compiled into a

unique and unified ontology. To accomplish this, it is necessary that every

component of ontologies is identified separately according to their domain or

conceptual level [Sale201Oa].

Therefore in order to design the Identification Subsystem Modelling Ontology

(ISMO), all the component of the ISMO will be designed separately, and then they

are all compiled and subsequently composed a single unified ISMO ontology

[Sale201Oa].
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5.1.1 Design of Identification Subsystem Ontology
The Intrusion Identification Subsystem (liS) is capable of identifying attacks

against a host and network (Hybrid system) by mirroring traffics and performing

the action of identification which identifies malicious attacks on host and network

(Hybrid) resources.

It should also be noted that this is a temporary defence mechanism; it is not a

permanent prevention of attacks like legacy IPSs. The identification subsystems

would use various methods for identifying malicious attacks based on previous

research and detailed comparison of selected IHSs shown in Table 3.1.

Figure.5.l is illustrating the methods for Identification and Response subsystems

based on previous research and case studies.

• Policy (OID,tilllte
• Statistically IIIOIIIIIous beblVior

IHS

• Policy (QIIIplilllce
• Custom sipalIrc based 011_ "wHi" Prtlocols
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(Aulollltic Pmeation Methods)

• BlodlincTrIfI'K
• Hosl Shul dcnm
• Access lisl creation

• Blocking Tnftic
I------l. HosIShuldcnm

• Access litl

lafomin, or Ame mJlOlllC
(Muul! Action MeIho4s)

• Alerting Mllllganenl consolo'
Adminislnlor

Figure 5.1. Structure, definitions and methods of IHS model
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It should be noted that the design of Identification Subsystem Ontology (ISO) will be

based on Figures 2.8, 2.9, 5.1 and analysis of previous case studies discusses earlier.

The slot, type, cardinality and other constraints/facets of the identification ontology

are shown in Table 5.1. The complete ISO will be presented later, when all the

ontology components for identification subsystem accumulate in order to compose

the ISO [Sale2010a].

Table 5.1. The concepts for Identification Ontology and their facets

Ontology: Identification Subsystem:

Slot Type Cardinality Other Facets Allowed Value

Hybrid E Single Class=Identification Method Signatures,

Misuse E Single Class=Identification Method Various Methods

Anomaly E Single Class=Identification Method

A value-type facet shown below describes what types of value can fill in the slot or

concept. The most common value types are alphanumeric, string, number and

enumerated. Some systems distinguish only between single cardinality by allowing at

most one value and multiple cardinalities by allowing any number of values. For

simplicity the following symbols are used to represent data/value types.

A: Alphanumeric, E: Enumerated, N: Number and S: String

The approach used in Table 5.1 to represent the composite types and other facets are

also used in [Noy2001, Sale2010a].

Figure 5.2 represents the Identification ontology with concepts and Table 5.2 shows

the corresponding axioms. Similar approach to represent axioms in Table 5.2 has also

been used in [Mian2003].The ontology in Figure 5.2 follows the axioms as partOf

[Sale2010a].

As explained in chapter two, attributes/slots are the properties of each concept

describing various features and attributes of the concepts therefore any new added

attributes will not change the concept itself and so the ontology as a whole. The
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ontology may change if one or more concepts completely changes or a new concept

is added to the existing ontology.

Identification
Subsystem

Misuse
Identification

Anomaly
Identification

Figure 5.2. Basic view of identification ontology

Since ontology is not a formal mechanism such as set theory therefore different

shorthands may be used for different concepts/classes and attributes/slots in order

to develope different ontologies.

For simplicity, following letters are used to represent different concepts for

identification ontology [Sale2010a]. The same approach will be used for the

remaining ontologies in this chapter. The followings are the only concepts available

for the identification ontology:

A: Identification subsystem

A I: Hybrid identification method

B: Misuse identification method

C: Anomaly identification method

It can be noted that Band C are both subset of AI, therefore: B,C !;;;;;AI, therefore

AI=BvC. However, Al is also a subset of A; hence concepts Band C are as well a

subset of concept A. This means that: Al c A where AI=BvC therefore BvC!;;;;;A.

In conclusion: A= BvC or A=Al.This means that identification ontology is

formally a hybrid identification ontology which consists of Misuse and Anomaly

identification ontologies.

In the identification ontology, there must be a Hybrid, Misuse and Anomaly

identification methods that can be represented by axioms 7, 8, 9. The concepts A,
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AI, Band C all together define the whole identification ontology represented by

axioms shown in the Table 5.2.

Q. Hybrid Identification
As shown in Table 5.2, the Hybrid identification method consists of both misuse

and anomaly methods [Sale201Oa].

b. Misuse Identification
The Misuse identification method can be expressed by Rule Set Database (RSDB)

concept. The RSDB concept belongs to the class Misuse as shown in Figure 5.3

[Sale20IOa].

Table 5.2. Axioms for Identification Ontology

ID Axioms ID Axioms

1 partOf( Hybrid, Identification) 2 Composite(Hybrid)

3 partOf( Anomaly ,Hybrid) 4 partOf( Misuse ,Hybrid)

5 Composite (Anomaly) 6 Composite (Misuse)

7 (Vx, 3y) Identification (x) /\ Hybrid (y) /\ partOf( Hybrid, Identification) v

True

8 (vx, 3y) Hybrid (x) /\ Anomaly (y) /\ partOf( Anomaly ,Hybrid) v True

9 (Vx, 3y) Hybrid (x) /\ Misuse (y) /\ partOf( Misuse ,Hybrid) v True

10 (Vx, 3,b,c) Hybrid (x) /\ Misuse(b) /\ Anomaly(c) /\ partOf(b, x) /\ partOf(c,

x)

11 (Vx, 3a) Identification (x) /\ Hybrid (a) /\ partOf(a, x)

Misuse
Identification

Rule Set
Database (RSDB)

Figure 5.3. Misuse Ontology
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For simplicity notation B 1 is used to represent the RSDB concept, therefore B 1 is

the Rule Set Database (RSDB). B I is a subset of B, hence: B I c B. Table 5.3

shows the axioms that are followed by Misuse ontology. The RSDB concept in turn

can be expressed by the attributes/slots as Methods A 1 to An. The different

methods will be described later in the next sections. These attributes belong to the

class RSDB as shown in Figure 5.4 [Sale2010a].

Table 5.3. Axioms for Misuse Ontology

ID Axioms ID Axioms

1 partOf( RSDB, Misuse) 2 Composite (RSDB)

RSDB

..................

Figure 5.4. RSDB Concept

The following notations are used to represent attributes/slots of RSDB concept:

bI: Method Al

b2: Method A2

bn:Method An

It should be reminded that attributes/slots are always part of their concept/class

therefore attributes/slots b 1 to bn are all subsets of B 1. If in future, a new attribute

becomes available, it will not affect its concept within the ontology. Here it is

assumed that currently there are only the attributes/slots b l to bn available for the

RSDB concept. The existing methods will be explained in the next section.

Formally using set theory: b 1cB I, b2 ~ B 1, .... , bn ~ B I. Since all attributes b 1 to

hn are part of concept B 1, it can be noted that: B 1=b 1ub2 ..... ubn. The same logic,
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concept and approach have been used to define the remaining ontologies in this

chapter. Table 5.4 shows the axioms abided by the RSDB concept.

Table 5.4. Axioms for RSDB concept

ID Axioms ID Axioms

1 partOf (MethodA 1, RSDB) 2 partOf (MethodA2, RSDB)

3 partOf (MethodAn, RSDB) 4 Primitive (Method A I)

5 Primitive (Method A2) 6 Primitive (Method An)

5.1.1.1 Misuse Identification Methods
In general, Misuse identifications can be categorised as following:

• Policy Compliance
A security policy is a set of rules established by a network administrator to

safeguard the network from attacks. In general, rules are normal permitted

activities by users. The identification subsystem will react as soon as it

identifies a deviation from the rules [Sale20IOa].

• Signature Recognition
These are recorded signatures from previous attacks which system holds

these signatures in its database. The system should recognise the intrusion

by their defined markings or the vendor-specific fingerprints and identify

these previously documented attacks by looking at its recorded database

[Sale20 IOa].

• Custom Signature Based on New "wi-fi" Protocols
These are recorded signatures for new ''wi-fi'' Protocols.

c. Anomaly Identification

The anomaly identification is based on a profile that defines normal user activity.

Therefore, an anomaly based IHS should generate alarms for previously unknown

attacks, as long as the new attack deviates from normal user activity. This makes

the anomaly-based IHS being capable of identifying novel attacks when they used

for the first time. The Anomaly concept can be expressed by the attributes/slots:
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Method Ll , MethodL2 and Method Ln. The different methods will be described

later in the next sections. These attributes belong to the class anomaly as shown in

Figure 5.5 [Sale2010a].

Anomaly
Identification

..............
Method L2

Figure 5.5. Anomaly concept

The following notations are used to represent slots of Anomaly concept:

cl: Method LI

c2: Method L2

cn: Method Ln

It can be noted that these slots are subsets of concept C, that is:

cl~C, c2 ~ C, .... , cn ~ C. Hence: C=cluc2 ..... ucn.

Table 5.5 shows the axioms abide by the Anomaly concept.

Table 5.5. Axioms for Anomaly concept
ID Axioms ID Axioms
1 partOf (Method Ll , Anomaly) 2 partOf (Method L2, Anomaly)

3 partOf (Method Ln, Anomaly) 4 Primitive (Method LI)

5 Primitive (Method L2) 6 Primitive (Method Ln)

5.1.1.2 Anomaly Identification categories
In general, anomaly identifications can be categorised as following:
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• Protocol Specification and Analysis (Live Packets Analysis). Identification of

novel attacks, risks and threats that have not been previously recorded or

documented. This is mainly based on the intruder's approach and the way the

intruder breaks 802.11 protocols of communication [Sale2010a].

• Policy Compliance/Script. Policy compliance deviation is achieved by

monitoring the normal behaviour of a device. It is determined on a customised

basis for acceptable behaviour for each device. This program contains set of

rules that describe what types of activities are potentially considered as a

vulnerability to the system. They would monitor and analyse the network events

and would initiate identification actions based on these analyses [Sale201Oa].

• Statistically Anomalous Behaviour / Unusual activities.

Dynamically alert the operator in real-time to abnormal behaviour of network

devices, such as repeatedly failed login access to a system or transformation of

5 MB file from one wireless host to another host at 5 am.

5.1.1.3/dentification Methods
The anomaly and misuse identifications use the following methods to identify the

intrusions. These are stored in an identification database [Sale20 lOa].

A. Misuse Identification Database, Methods A1to An

A. 1.Decoding based (layer 2 Identifications):
• ARP decoding,
• Layer 2 header decoding.

A.2. Protocol based (layer 3Identification):
• TCP, UDP,ICMP and IP •
• Test the IP header's TTL field

value, •
• Test the ICMP type field against a

specific value, •
• Test the ICMP ECHO ID field

against a specific value, •
• Test the ICMP ECHO sequence

number against a specific value, •
• Test the ICMP code field against

a specific value, •
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• Process TCP fragments,
• Test the fragmentation bits of the

IP header,
• Test the IP header's fragment ID

field for a specific value,

• Flag HTTP-based worm sources
such as Code Red,

• Detailed analysis of http requests,
• Detailed analysis of http replies.

A.3. Frame structure based (layer 2ldentification)

• Tests the entire frame control • Tests more data frame control
field, flag,

• Tests the 802.11 frame's type, • Tests the WEP frame control flag,

• Tests the 802.11 frame's subtype, • Tests the order frame control flag,

• Tests the distribution system • Tests the frame's duration/id field,
frame control flag, • Tests the frame's BSSID,

• Tests more fragments frame • Tests the frame's sequence
control flag, number,

• Tests the retry frame control flag, • Tests the frame's fragment

• Tests the power management number,
frame control flag, • Tests the frame's 4th address

field.

B. Live Anomaly Identification, Methods L1to Ln

B. 1. Alert based:
• Send alerts to syslog,
• Send WinPopup alert messages to

Windows machines,
• Send a record log in a cvs file

alerts to a *NIX socket that
another program can listen on,

• Log alerts to event logs,

• Write the alert in a simple format,
• Packets logged to a decoded

ASCII format or a binary log file,
• Record log in a database,
• Sending alert to administrator's

email or pager.

B.2. Protocol based (layer 3 Identifications)
• FTP analysis,
• Identify and log TFTP sessions,
• ICMP analysis, DNS analysis,
• Search for a set of patterns in the

packet's payload,

• Logging based, detects password
scans,

• Analysing rlogin/telnet, access
and record connection events.

B.3.Frame structure based (layer 2ldentificafion)
• Networks with known WEP keys • BSSID (MAC address) of the

can be decrypted in real-time, network,
• Tracks probe requests and • Display Last-advertised channel

responses, Fuzzy encryption for network,
detection,
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• Display Number of clients • Identifies excessive
(unique MACs) seen on network, disassociation,

• Display Network status flags, • Identifies Netstumbler probe
• Display extra AP information requests,

included by some manufacturers, • Identifies
• Display number ofLLC packets, deauthenticate/disassociate Flood,
• Identifies manufacturer and model • Identifies Lucent link test,

of AP and client, • Identifies SSID brute force
• Display maximum supported rate attempt,

as advertised by AP , • Identifies AP changing to a new
• Display name of the network or channel,

group, • Identifies broadcast
• Display last seen noise level, disconnectldeauthenticate ,
• Display last seen signal level, • Identifies invalid BSS
• Display network type (Probe, Ad timestamps,

hoc, Infra, etc), • Identifies weak-iv packet,
• Display WEP status, • Identifies MITM attacks,
• Identifies unusual probes, • Identifies MAC spoofing attacks.

BA. Other unclassified Identifications

• Identifies vulnerability scans, • Track software versions,
• Identifies port scans, • Identifies for blaster worm,
• Identifies incoming and outgoing • Identifies synflood attacks,

connections that are ssh, identifies • SSL analyser,
backdoors, • Identifies clear text passwords,

• Watch & record RPC services for • Promiscuous mode,
specific, Application/procedure • Search for a pattern in the URI
calls, portion of a packet.

• Record and analyse email traffic,

In summary, the identification ontology now can be composed by collaboration of

Misuse and Anomaly ontologies that are part of the Hybrid ontology and can be

formally described as follows:

A=AI where AI= BvC

Figure 5.6 shows a final view of identification ontology.

5.1.2 Design of Response Subsystem Ontology

A. Features of Response Subsystem
One of the key important factors in designing a new ontology is efficiency in design.

This can be achieved by splitting the ontology into several components of
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ontologies. As mentioned earlier, this is a "collaborative design". In collaborative

design each component of ontologies will be built first, and then they all are

compiled into a unified ontology. To accomplish this, it is necessary that every

component of Response Subsystem Ontology (RSO) identified separately according

to their domain or conceptual level before they are all compiled to realise a single

unified RSO.

Identification PartOf
Subsystem

Figure 5.6. Final view ofIdentification Subsystem Ontology

The intrusion response subsystem is capable of stopping attacks against a given

network and provides the following real-time defence mechanism:

• Prevention: it permanently stops detected misuse attacks from execution. In the

case of an anomaly based attacks, it temporarily stops the detected attack from

execution either automatically or via true management console. In such scenarios,

anomaly and misuse, the IHS would send logs to a management console through

the response subsystem.

• Reaction in anomaly based attacks: it immunises the system from future attacks

from the same malicious source by storing the rule-set created by administrator so

next time the same attack will be considered as a misuse attack.
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For misuse identification, that is whenever a signature matches the anomaly

identification (defending response), the response subsystem will automatically take

direct action to prevent its execution. In addition, the IHS will establish an automatic

prevention method. For anomaly identifications where response systems cannot

automatically function, the IHS will establish a manual action method. This is

referred to as informing or passive response [Sale201Ob].

B. Concepts and Axioms of RSa
The attributes/slots, concepts/classes, possible constraints and values related to the

response ontology are shown in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6. The concepts for response ontology and their facets

Ontology: Response Subsystem:

Slot Type Cardinality Other Facets Allowed Value

Active S Multiple Class=Response Various Methods

Passive S Multiple Class= Response

The response subsystem may use different methods for each passive and active

response. The following symbols are used for simplicity:

E: Response, F: Active, G: Passive

Using set theory this can be expressed as:

F, G ~ E therefore:

E=FuG

The concepts F & G are subsets of response concepts. The axioms which response

ontology follows are shown in Table 5.7.

Table 5.7. Axioms for response concept

ID Axioms ID Axioms

1 partOf( Active, Response) 2 partOf( Passive, Response)

3 Composite (Active) 4 Composite (Passive)

5 (Vx, 3y) Response (x) A Active (y) A partOf (Active, Response) v True

6 (Vx, 3y) Response (x) A Passive (y) A partOf(Passive, Response) v True
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The active concept can be expressed by the attributes/slots Method RI, Method R2

and Method Rn. The different methods will be described later in this section. These

attributes belong to the class active response as shown in Figure 5.7 [Sale20 IOb].

Active
Response

Method Rn

...........

Figure 5.7. Active response concept

The active ontology can be decomposed into several slots. These slots are

representing different methods. For simplicity the attributes are shown as follows:

fl: Method RI

f2: Method R2
I

fn: Method Rn

It can be noted that these slots are subsets of concept F, therefore:

fl, f2, .... fn ~ F hence F = fluf2 .... ufn

The axioms of active concepts are shown in Table 5.8 below.

Table 5.8. Axioms for active concept

ID Axioms ID Axioms

1 partOf(Method RI, Active) 2 partOf (Method R2, Active)

3 partOf (Method Rn, Active) 4 Primitive (Method RI)

5 Primitive (Method R2) 6 Primitive (Method Rn)

5.1.2.1 Response Methods
In general possible reactions of active response methods in order to prevent intruder

can be summarised as:
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• Blocking Traffic: Denies traffic from the source address of the attack;

• Host shut down;

• Policy: Creation of Access Control List (ACL) Policy.

The passive concept can be expressed by the attributes/slots Method R' 1, Method

R'2 and Method R'n. The different method will be described later in this section.

These attributes belong to the class passive response as shown in Figure 5.8

[Sale20 1Ob].

Passive
Response

Method R'2

Figure 5.8. Passive response concept

The following shows the decomposition of passive response ontology into several

slots. These slots are representing different methods. For simplicity the attributes

are shown as follows:

gl: Method R' 1

g2: Method R'2
I I

gn: Method R'n

It can be noted that these slots are subsets of concept G (passive response).

Therefore: gl, g2, .... gn ~ G hence G = glug2 .... ugn.

The axioms of passive concepts are shown in Table 5.9 below.
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Table 5.9. Axioms for passive concept

ID Axioms ID Axioms

1 partOf (Method R' 1, Passive) 2 partOf (Method R' 2, Passive)

3 partOf(Method R'n, Passive) 4 Primitive (Method R' 1)

5 Primitive (Method R '2) 6 Primitive (Method R'»)

In general the followings are the reaction of passive response methods (manual action

methods) in order to prevent intrusion:

• Alerting administrator: Sends alarms to management console via response

subsystem;

• Logging management console: Sends alarms to management console via

response subsystem;

• Blocking traffic: Denies traffic from the source address of the attack;

• Host shut down;

• Policy: Creation of Access Control List (ACL) Policy.

In summary, the response ontology now can be composed by the collaboration of

Active and Passive response ontologies and can be formally described as follows:

E=FuG. Figure 5.9 shows a final view of the RSO.

5.1.3 Administrator/Manager Console Ontology
In chapter two, Figure 2.9 has illustrated the IHS entities and their relationships

where an administrator has been defined as a person who sets up the network and is

responsible for management, security and maintenance. An administrator is also

responsible for managing operators. Although Figure 2.9 shows a separate block for

the manager console and administrator but in fact, the administrator has full control

over the manager/management console. Therefore for the sake of the ontology

definition it has been assumed that the administrator and manager consoles are in the

same block and they have the same responsibilities.
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Active
Response

Passive
Response

...........

Figure 5.9. Final view of the RSO

The attributes/slots, concepts/classes, possible constraints and values related to

Management Console Ontology (MCO) are shown in Table 5.10 [Sale20l0b].

For simplicity the concepts and attributes/slots ofMCO are denoted below. In future,

there might be new attributes/slots become available but these will not affect the

concept itself. For the MCO ontology, here it is assumed that there are currently only

attributes/slots hl to h4 are available for the concept. The same approach was applied

to all ontologies and will be applied to the remaining ontologies in this chapter,

hence:

H: AdministratorlManager Console

hI: Security Policy Database

h2: Updating Rule set Database

h3: Manual Prevention

h4: Network Monitoring
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Table 5.10. The slots for ontology of administrator/ manager entity and facets for
these slots

Ontology: Administrator/Manager Console

Slot Type Cardinality Other Facets Allowed Value

Security Policy E Multiple Class-Administrator New Policy

Data Base
Updating Rule Set S Multiple Class=Administrator New Signatures

Data Base
Manual Prevention E Multiple Class=Administrator SNMP or Other

similar Protocols
Network E Single Class=Administrator

Monitoring

Based on the logic behind the previous ontologies, it can be noted that these

attributes/slots are all subsets of H. Formally using set theory: hi, h2, h3, h4 ~ H

Since all attributes hl to h4 are parts of concept H, it can be noted that:

H = hI uh2uh3uh4.

The axioms of the administrator/manager console ontology are shown in Table 5.11

below.

Table 5.11. Axioms for administrator/manager console concept

ID Axioms ID Axioms

1 PartOf (h 1, H) 2 PartOf (h2, H)

3 PartOf(h3, H) 4 PartOf(h4, H)

5 Primitive (h 1) 6 Primitive (h2)

7 Primitive (h3) 8 Primitive (h4)

9 (vx, 3y) H(x) /\ hl(y) /\ partOf( hI, H) v True

10 (Vx, 3y) H(x) /\ h2(y) /\ partOf( h2, H) v True

11 (Vx, 3y) H(x) /\ h3(y) /\ partOf( h3, H) v True

12 (Vx, 3y) H(x) /\ h4(y) /\ partOf( h4, H) v True
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Figure 5.10 shows final view of administrator/manager console ontology.

Administrator/
Manager Console

Figure 5.10. Final view of administrator/manager console ontology

5.1.4Inter IHS Communication Subsystem Ontology
This ontology deals with communication between different IHS systems which are

residing in different hosts. It is assumed that such systems are produced by different

vendors and use different methods for identifications of and responses to intrusions.

Therefore a Unified Intrusion Handling Report Format (UIHRF) should be

considered to translate the non standard intrusion report formats from different type

of IHSs to a UIHRF using IIHSM.

To exchange alerts from multiple IHS products with different output formats, first the

identification subsystem needs to convert the diversified output format of these

multiple products into a unified standard format. These unified messages are stored in

unified Intrusion Handling Message Database (lHMD) within inter IHS

communication module, as described before (Figure 4.1).

The IIHSM should be considered as a standard data format that automated intrusion

handling systems can use to report alerts about events that they deem suspicious. The

main reason for this is because of its compatibility with the developed new IHS

reference model which should also run as efficient as possible in a host based ad hoc
WLANs. The development of IIHSM standard format will enable interoperability

among any types of wireless IHS systems including commercial, open source, and

research systems. It will allow users to mix-and-match the deployment of their
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systems according to their strong and weak points to obtain an optimal

implementation. The attributes/slots, concepts/classes, possible constraints and values

related to Inter IHS Communication Subsystem (IICS) Ontology are shown in Table

5.12.

Table 5.12. the slots and concept for IICS ontology and their facets

Ontology: IICS

Slot Type Cardinality Other Facets Allowed Value

IIHSM S Single Class=IICS Wireless IDXP, etc

IHMD S Single Class=IICS N/A

UIHRF S Single Class=IICS N/A

The concepts and slots are denoted as follows:

M: Inter IHS Communication Subsystem (IICS)

U: IIHSM

ml: IHMD

m2:UIHRF

It can be noted that these slots and concept U are all subsets of M. Formally using

the set theory: U, m1, m2 ~ M. Hence: M = UUm 1um2.

The axioms ofIIeS ontology is shown in Table 5.13 below. Figure 5.11 shows a

basic view ofllCS ontology without IIHSM attributes.

a e Xloms or onto ogy
ID Axioms ID Axioms
1 PartOf (IIHSM, IICS) 2 PartOf(IHMD, ncsi
3 PartOf (UIHRF, lies) 4 Composite (IIHSM)

5 Primitive (IHMD) 6 Primitive (UIHRF)

7 (Vx, 3y) lIeS(x) /\ IIHSM(y) /\ partOf( IIHSM, lIeS) v True

8 (Vx, 3y) ncsoo /\ IHMD(y) /\ partOf( IHMD, ncsi v True

9 (Vx, 3y) IIeS(x) /\ UIHRF(y) /\ partOf( UIHRF, ncsi v True

T hI 5 13 A . fi ncs
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Inter IHS Communication
Subsystem (IICS)

IIHSM

IHMD

Figure 5.11. Basic view of lies ontology

The IIHSM concept in turn can be expressed by the attributes/slots of Methods TI,

Method T2 and Method Tn. The various methods or in this case the attributes will

be described later in the next section .These attributes belong to the class IIHSM as

shown in Figure 5.12 [Sale2010b].

IIHSM

Figure 5.12. IIHSM concept

The following notations are used to represent slots of IIHSM concept:

u1:Method Tl

u2: Method T2

un:Method Tn

It can be noted that these slots are subsets of concept U, that is:

ul !;;U,u2!;; U, .... , un!;; U. Hence formally: U= uluu2 ..... uun.
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Table 5.14 shows the axioms abide by the IIHSM concept.

Table 5.14. Axioms for IIHSM concept

ID Axioms ID Axioms

1 partOf(Method Tl, IIHSM) 2 partOf (Method T2, IIHSM)

3 partOf (Method Tn, IIHSM) 4 Primitive (Method T'l)

5 Primitive (Method T2) 6 Primitive (Method Tn)

In summary, The IICS ontology now can be composed by collaboration of IIHSM

ontology and can be formally described as U~ M therefore:

M= mlum2 uuluu2 ..... uun.

Figure 5.13 shows a final view ofIICS ontology with IIHSM attributes.

Figure 5.13. Final view oflICS ontology

It should be assumed that IIHSM is protocol independent. This means that methods

used in IIHSM ontology can be considered as any type of compatible wireless inter

IHS communication protocols including but not limited to Wireless format of

Intrusion Detection Exchange Protocol IDXP (RFC4767). This has also been

discussed earlier and Figure 4.2 has illustrated the relations between the RFC 4765,

4766 and 4767 with a comparison to IIHSM.
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S.1.SIHS Data/Trafflc Source Ontology

The IHS data/traffic source in Figure 2.9 is represented by the IHS data source

ontology. This data source refers to the Libpcap packet capture library (Figure 2.4)

that resides in the application layer of OSI model. As shown in Figure 2.4 earlier,

Libpcap packet capture library was developed by LBNL's Network Research

Group. Pcap is an application programming interface for packet capturing. The

implementation of Pcap for Unix based systems is known as Jibpcap. The windows

version of libpcap is called WinPcap and it may be used by a program to capture

packets travelling over a network. Libpcap and WinPcap are the packet capture and

filtering engines of many open source and commercial network tools, including

packet sniffers, traffic generators, network testers, protocol analysers, network

monitors and network intrusion handling systems. Packet filtering does not occur in

Libpcap in the comparison based IHS model in Figure 2.4; instead a packet decoder

would filter the packets based on their level of risk. The pre-processor decodes the

raw Data Link layer packets. They recognise different protocols, including

Ethernet, 802.11, Token Ring, and other higher layer protocols such as lP, TCl',

and UDP. In Figure 2.4, the pre-processor arranges or modifies data packets before

the identification system carries out some operation to find out if the packet is being

used by an intruder. The pre-processor is very important for IHS because it prepares

data packets to be analysed against rules in the identification system [Sale2010b].

The attributes/slots, concepts/classes, possible constraints and values related to the

TrafficlData Source ontology are shown in Table 5.15.

Table 5.15. the slots and concept for IHS data source ontology and their facets

Ontology: TrafficlData Source

Slot Type Cardinality Other Facets Allowed Value

Libpcap E Multiple Class-Data Source N/A

Winpcap E Multiple Class=Data Source Level of risk,

Filtering System S Single Class=Data Source 802.11 Protocols, lP,

Pre-processor S Single Class-Data Source TCP,UDP, etc
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For simplicity the concepts and slots are denoted as:

Q: TrafficlData Source (OS)

R: Libpcap /Winpcap (CAP)

rl: Filtering System (FS)

r2: Pre Processor (PP)

It can be noted that these slots and concept R and slots rl and r2 are all subset of Q.

Formally using the set theory: ri, r2 ~ Rand R ~ Q. Hence: R, rI, r2 ~ Q and

therefore formally: Q= Rurl ur2. The axioms of IHS data source ontology are

shown in Table 5.16 below. Figure 5.14 shows IHS data source ontology including

its concept and relative attributes.

Table 5.16. Axioms for IHS data source ontology

ID Axioms ID Axioms

1 PartOf(CAP, OS) 2 PartOf (FS,OS)

3 PartOf (PP, DS) 4 Composite (CAP)

5 Primitive (FS) 6 Primitive (PP)

7 (Vx, 3y) TS(x) 1\ CAP(y) 1\ partOf( CAP, TS) v True

8 (vx, 3y) TS(x) 1\ FS(y) 1\ partOf( FS, TS) v True

9 (Vx, 3y) TS(x) 1\ PP(y) 1\ partOf( PP, TS) v True

Data Source

Figure 5.14. IHS data source ontology
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5.1.6 IHS Modelling Ontology as a Whole
The new reference model for IHS consists of data source, administrator/manager

console, identification and response subsystems and inter IHS communications

subsystem and other related components and information. A final ontological

representation of this new IHS domain in Figure 5.15 is composed by collaboration

of ontologies of all the components described earlier in this chapter. This IHS

model can be represented as:

IHS model =Qu HuAuEuM

Hence an IHS model is:

(Vx: IHS)( 3Q: Traffic Source) (3H: Admin/manager console) (3A: Identification
Subsystem) (3E: Response Subsystem) (3M: Inter IHS communication Subsystem)
(partOf(Q,x) /\.partOf (Hx)», partOf(A,x) /\.partOf (Ex)», partOf(M,x))

r-------Q-~In-------I
1 1
1 IIHSM 1
: lIesOntology Ontology 1__________________ J

r "T';;";;-s;;;;'; o;;';'n-,
1 I
I 1
I TraffIC Source
I Ontology
I

: ~
: LibpeapIWinpeap

Ontology1 ---

Response
OntologymSMO

~------------------~
Passive Response

Outology

-----------------~
Figure 5.15. Final view oflHSMO

The domains mentioned in Figure 5.15 are defined as follows.

• Traffic Source Domain:
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('\7'Q:Traffic Source) (3R: Libpcap/Winpcap) 1\ (partOf(R,Q))

• Identification Domain:

('\7'A: Identification Subsystem)(3Al: Hybrid)(3B: Misuse)(3C: Anomaly) (partOf

(AI ,A)) 1\ (partOf(B,A)) 1\ (partOf(C,A))

• Response Domain:

('\7'E: Response Subsystem)(3F: Active)(3G: Passive) «partOf (F,E)) 1\ (partOf

(G,E))

• IICS Domain:

('\7'M:IICS) (3N: IIHSM) 1\ (partOf(N,M))

5.2 Ontologies Based Research Activities using Ontology Editorial
Tools
There are not any records of any research activities similar to our approach in the

IHS subject area. However, the following shows some examples of ontology

research, in different subject areas:

• "Conceptual Level Programming and Task Ontology" [Mizo1992] the major

objectives of MULTIS project is to bridge the gap between domain experts and

computers to enable computers to elicit domain experts' ways of problem

solving using task ontology. This can be interpreted in another way: MULTIS

can help an end user describe how they perform a task at the conceptual level

without considering how computer works. This interpretation creates a new idea

that "Conceptual level programming supported by task ontology" which is an

advancement of utility oftask ontology research [Seta1996].

• "Ontologies of Function and Behaviour and Explanation Generation"

[SasaI995]. This research is motivated by a strong desire to know what function

is and what behaviour is. In spite of the long history of the research in this

subject, there is still no satisfactory model of them that has been obtained.

Needless to say, well-established understanding of them is indispensable to

qualitative modelling, and hence model-based problem solving [Mizo1997].
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• "Ontology of Time and Causality of Fluid for Qualitative Simulation"

[Kita 1996] Qualitative simulation based on sophisticated ontology of causality

is indispensable for model-based problem solving. This research is deeply

concerned with ontology of time and causality. Qualitative simulation has a

different ontology from the real time but it is not so clear how different they are

[Mizo 1997]. Other areas of research are "Communication Network Ontology"

[Jame2006], which provides a definition of terminology related to the telephone

communications system, radio systems, television broadcast, etc. However they

seem very general. Basic computing terminology (e.g. computer, CPU, Hard

Disk Drive, Computer Process, etc) along with a few communications terms

(e.g. LAN, Data Transfer, IP address, etc) Also, a method of developing an

ontology for electrical network applications and its reuses have been described

in [Bern1996]. Ontology of an electrical distribution network domain has been

designed and is described in [Dali 1997]. It is vital to mention that there are

several ontology development tools and ontology representation languages

available for ontology researchers.

5.2.1 Ontology Languages
The most popular existing languages for representing ontologies are the following:

• Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) [Gene] which was one of the first

knowledge representation languages and it is a computer-oriented language for

the interchange of knowledge among disparate programs.

• Open Knowledge base Connectivity (OKBC) provides a uniform model of

Knowledge Representation Systems (KRSs) based on a common

conceptualisation of classes, individuals, slots, facets, and inheritance. The

Generic Frame Protocol (GFP) Knowledge Model is the implicit representation

formalism underlying OKBC. OKBC is defined in a programming language

independent fashion, and has existing implementations in Common Lisp, Java,

and C.
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• Resource Description Framework (RDF) [Klyn2004] was designed to describe

metadata for the resources on the web in means of "statements", "resources"

and "properties". Statements in RDF describe resources that can be web pages

or real world object like publications, persons or institutions.

• XOL stands for XML-based Ontology exchange Language [Karp1999]. It was

designed for the exchange of bioinformatics ontologies but it could be applied

to different domains. The language was dedicated to the exchange of ontology

definitions among different systems like database systems, ontology

development tools or application programs.

• Ontology Interference Layer (OIL) [Fens2000] is a proposal for a joint standard

for specifying and exchanging ontologies. Its definition is based on existing

frame-based language such as OKBC, XOL and RDF [Ribi2000].

• The DAML project (Darpa Agent Markup Language) proposed a first release of

an ontology language called DAML-Ont. After discussing differences between

this language and the OIL proposition, two projects merged to propose DAML

+ OIL which is a language based on RDF and RDF Schema with richer

modelling primitives. DAML+OIL provide modelling primitives commonly

found in frame-based languages. The language has a clean and well defined

semantics based on description logics.

Other ontology languages include: Telos [MyloI990], LOOM [MacGI991],

Operational Concept Modelling Language (OCML) [ShadI993], Concept

Modelling Language (CML) [Schr1994], Cycl, Ontolingua, Frame Logic (F-Logic)

[Kife 1995], Simple HTML Ontology Extensions (SHOE) [Luke2000],CYC

[Lena 1990, LenaI995], Wordnet [Mi111990], Gene Ontology [Clar2004] and

Standard Upper Ontology [Jame2006].

5.2.2 Ontology Tools
Ontology design is a creative process and ontologies designed by different people

would be different. The potential applications of the ontology and the designer's
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understanding and view of the domain will undoubtedly affect ontology design

choices [Noy2001].

There are many software tools available to accomplish most aspects of ontology

design and development. Many of those are in use today but the most common and

widely used tools are: Protege-2000 [GrossI999], OntoEdit [Maed2000], WebOnto

[April2001], WebODE [Domi1999], OilED [Bech2001] and Hozo [Miz02004]. A

detail comparison table of all existing ontology tools can be found in

(http://www.xml.comllpt/a/1061).

The developed ISHMO ontology can be expressed using languages discussed in

section 5.2.1 or it can also be represented/edited by the above tools. However,

sharing vocabulary is a main step towards unification, but it is not in itself sufficient

because of the following reasons:

• Knowledge changes and updates itself.

• Individual ontology researches evaluate data differently.

Therefore, IHSMO is not an absolute and definite way of building a unified IHS

ontology model because ontology developers may use their own view and approach

in order to define the elements of IHSMO. Because of this, in the next chapter the

IHSMO will be evaluated to show the quality of its concepts, attributes, axioms and

other elements. A successful evaluation of IHSMO can prove its uniqueness and

robustness as a reference model to develop future or to evaluate the existing IHS

systems.

To summarise, in this section an ontology-development methodology approach has

been used to construct, design and develop the new IHS Modelling Ontology

(lSHMO). The development of IHSMO was based on Figure 2.8, the Architecture of

IHS Reference Model, Figure 2.9, IHS entities and relationships, some of the existing

logics, concepts and functions found in the legacy IDSIIPS software tools (Bro,

Snort, Kismet, etc) and using the logics and concepts behind the structure of some

ontology tools (protege-2000, Ontolingua ,Onto Edit and Hozo). The first and higher-
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order logics are used for defining the terminology of the IHSMO which gives a

precise and unambiguous semantics for each term. The precision helps to avoid

possible conflicts and different interpretations by different ontology

researchers/designers.

5.2.3 Hozo Ontology editor terminologies
Hozo is an ontology editor tool and it is an environment for Developing/building

and using a new ontology. The following is the terminology used in Hozo ontology

editor tool.

5.2.3.1 Wholeness and Relational Concepts
The ontology system handles two concepts individually [Miz02004):

• Wholeness concept: A concept of a thing considered as the whole, which is

composed of multiple concepts, each of which makes up a part of the thing.

• Relational concept: Conceptualised relationship between multiple concepts.

5.2.3.2 Node
In this system, the unit to represent a class/concept is called "node". In [Miz02004]

the class/concept (=node) has been defined as:

• Labels describing the concept.

• Super ordinate concept.

• Definition by natural language (description).

• Partial Concept: Partial concept described by the "part-of" relationship.

• Slot: slots described by the "part-of" relationship.

• Axiom.

5.2.3.3 Slot
In this system, the unit to represent a partial concept or attribute is called "slot".

The types of relationships between partial concepts (attributes) which are handled

in this system (slot) are shown by "partof" relationship. The definitions of the

partial concept (=slot) given below [Miz02004] as:

• Role concept: A concept represented by partial concepts from the viewpoint of

the whole.
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• Class constraint: A constraint of the class to which the entity that bears the role

defined by the role concept belongs.

• Role holder: A concept that represents the basic concept of the state bearing the

role defined by the role concept.

• Definition by natural language (description of the content).

• Axiom

5.2.3.4 Link
In this system, the unit to represent a relationship between class/concept is called

"link". The types of relationships between classes/concepts which are handled in

this system (link) are also outlined below [Miz02004]:

• is-a relationship

• Relationship based on the relational concept

5.2.4 Development of IHSMO using Hozo
Because of the above described features, it is concluded that Hozo ontology editor is

suitable for building IHSMO which allows both specification and verification of the

integrity of the developed model. Hozo ontology editor has three different outputs for

the developed IHSMO. One is the graphical layout of the IHSMO consisting

concepts, slots, and the relationship between them as shown in Figure 5.16.2 Second

one is the XML source code of IHSMO in text format. The third one is the user

friendly text format of converted XML code. Appendix E contains the second and

third outputs.

The Figure 5.16 also shows that the Libpcap/Winpcap is used as capturing system

for incoming traffics both for *NIX and Windows based operating systems

respectively. The filtering system uses the pre-processor mechanism to filter the

traffic before entering the IHS system. In this model, there is no packet filtering

occurs in Libpcap/Winpcap; instead packet decoder filters the packets based on

their level of risk. The pre-processor decodes the raw Data Link layer packets as

well as higher layer protocols such as lP, TCP, and UDP. The pre-processor

2 The electronic version of Figure 5.16 consists of6 separate pages because of the size ofHozo output. However, the
printed version additionally contains a foldable full version of the all-in-one chart.
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arranges or modifies data packets before the identification subsystem execute some

operation to find out if the packet is being used by an intruder. The pre-processor is

very important for IHS to prepare data packets to be analysed against rules in the

identification subsystem. Figures for IHSMO without slots can be found in

Appendix Eland E2.
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Figure 5.16. IHSMO using Hozo editor (1/6)
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Figure 5.16. IHSMO using Hozo editor (2/6)
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Figure 5.16. IHSMO using Hozo editor (3/6)
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Fizure 5.16. IHSMO usinz Hozo editor (4/6)
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Figure 5.16. IHSMO using Hozo editor (5/6)
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5.2.4.1 Methods for Misuse and Anomaly Identifications
The misuse identification uses the following methods to identify the intrusions. The

following methods are stored in identification database.

Misuse Identification Database, Methods At to An
Decoding based (layer 2 Identifications):

ARP decoding

Layer 2 header decoding

Protocol based (layer 3 Identification):

Protocols: tcp, udp, icmp, and ip

Test the IP header's TTL field value

Test the IP header's TOS field value

Test the IP header's fragment ID field for a specific value

Watch the IP option fields for specific codes

Test the fragmentation bits of the IP header

Test the packet's payload size against a value

Test the TCP flags for certain values

Test the TCP sequence number field for a specific value

Test the TCP acknowledgement field for a specific value

Test the ICMP type field against a specific value

Test the ICMP code field against a specific value

Test the ICMP ECHO ID field against a specific value

Test the ICMP ECHO sequence number against a specific value

Filter for SYN/FIN/RST TCP packets

Process TCP fragments

Flag HTTP-based worm sources such as Code Red

Detailed analysis of http requests

Detailed analysis of http replies

Frame structure based (layer 2 Identification):

Tests the entire frame control field

Tests the 802.11 frame's type

Tests the 802.11 frame's subtype
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Tests the from distribution system frame control flag

Tests the to distribution system frame control flag

Tests the more fragments frame control flag

Tests the retry frame control flag

Tests the power management frame control flag

Tests the more data frame control flag

Tests the wep frame control flag

Tests the order frame control flag

Tests the frame's duration/id field

Tests the frame's BSSID

Tests the frame's sequence number

Tests the frame's fragment number

Tests the frame's 4th address field

Other unclassified Identifications

The anomaly identification uses the following methods to identify the intrusions.

The following are live identification methods.

Live Anomaly Identification, Methods Lt to Ln

Alert based:

Send alerts to syslog

Write the alert in a simple format

Send alerts to a *NIX socket that another program can listen on

Packets logged to a decoded ASCII format or a binary log file

Send WinPopup alert messages to Windows machines

Record log in a database

Record log in a cvs file

Sending alert to administrator's email or pager

Log alerts to event logs

Protocol based (layer 3 Identifications):

FTP analysis

Identify and log TFTP sessions
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ICMP analysis

DNS analysis

Search for a set of patterns in the packet's payload

Logging based

Detects password scans

Analysing rloginltelnet

Access and record connection events

Frame structure based (layer 2 Identification):

Networks with known WEP keys can be decrypted in real-time

Tracks probe requests and responses

Fuzzy encryption detection

BSSID (MAC address) of the network

Display Last-advertised channel for network

Display Number of clients (unique MACs) seen on network

Display Network status flags

Display Extra AP information included by some manufacturers

Display Number of LLC packets

Identifies Manufacturer and Model of AP and Client

Display Maximum supported rate as advertised by AP

Display Name of the network or group

Display Last seen noise level

Display Last seen signal level

Display Network type (Probe, ad hoc, Infra, etc)

Display WEP status

Identifies unusual probes

Identifies excessive disassociation

Identifies Netstumbler probe requests

Identifies DeauthenticatelDisassociate Flood

Identifies Lucent link test

Identifies SSID brute force attempt

Identifies AP changing to a new channel
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Identifies Broadcast disconnectldeauthenticate

Identifies Invalid BSS timestamps

Identifies weak-iv packet

Identifies MITM attacks

Identifies MAC spoofing attacks

Other unclassified Identifications:

Identifies vulnerability scans

Identifies port scans

Watch & record RPC services for specific application/procedure calls

Record and analyse email traffic

Track software versions

Identifies for blaster worm

Identifies synflood attacks

SSL analyser

Identifies incoming and outgoing connections that are ssh

Identifies backdoors

Identifies clear text passwords

Promiscuous mode

Search for a pattern in the URI portion of a packet

5.2.4.2 Methods for Passive and Active Responses
Informing/Passive Response. Methods KI to R'n

Terminate a connection

Block a malicious host

Edit router's ACL to block hostile hosts

Passive monitoring of network traffic

Defending/Active Response. Methods RI to Rn

Alert based:

Send alerts to syslog

Write the alert in a simple format

Send alerts to a *NIX socket that another program can listen on
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Packets logged to a decoded ASCII format or a binary log file

Send WinPopup alert messages to Windows machines

Record log in a database

Record log in a cvs file

Sending alert to administrator's email or pager

Log alerts to event logs

Terminate a connection

Block a malicious host

Edit router's ACL to block hostile hosts

Dumps the application layer information for a given session

Block web sites.

5.2.4.3 Methods T1 to Tn in IIHSM and IHMD Database Contents
Below "plo" stands for part-of.

p/o 1 Fuzzy encryption detection(UIHRF)

plo 1 BSSID (MAC address) of the network(UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies unusual probes (UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies excessive disassociation(UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies Netstumbler probe requests(UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies DeauthenticatelDisassociate Flood(UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies Lucent link test(UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies SSID brute force attempt(UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies AP changing to a new channel(UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies Broadcast disconnectideauthenticate(UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies Invalid BSS timestamps(UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies weak-iv packet (UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies MITM attacks(UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies MAC spoofing attacks (UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies vulnerability scans(UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies port scans(UIHRF)

p/o 1 Identifies for blaster worm(UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies synflood attacks(UIHRF)
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plo 1 Identifies incoming and outgoing connections that are ssh(UIHRF)

plo 1 Identifies backdoors(UIHRF)

plo 1write the alert in a UIHRF format

5.2.4.4 XML Source Codes of IHSMO with Slots
The source code of IHSMO extracted from the Hozo ontology editor environment

showing values of concepts, slots and defined axioms for IHSMO can be found in

E.3 of Appendix E.

5.2.4.5 Ontology without Slots
Figure 5.17 shows the development of IHSMO with concepts only and elimination

of slots. The output of Hozo for this ontology can also be found in Appendix E.

5.2.4.6 XML Source Codes of IHSMO without Slots
The source code of IHSMO extracted from the Hozo ontology editor environment

showing values of concepts and defined axioms for IHSMO can be found in E.4 of

Appendix E.

5.3 Conclusion
An IHSMO has been designed using Hozo ontology editor in order to act as a

"prototype" to represent a unified IHS reference model and to standardise the

building blocks of existing and new IHS systems. The IHS reference model for

WLANs is vital for evaluation of current and development of future IHS systems and

it further contributes in enhancing security level of layer 2 and 3 of the OS! model in

WLANs, which have always been vulnerable to intruders. The design has listed steps

in the ontology-development process and defining class hierarchies and properties of

classes, attributes and instances. An advanced element of ontology representation has

been introduced by definitions and constraints of axioms, rules and functions on the

terminologies of IHSMO. Chapter 6 is focusing on evaluation of existing IHSs using

IHSMO.
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Figure 5.17. IHSMO without slots using Hozo editor
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6. Using IHSMO Reference Model to Evaluate Existing IHSs
In this chapter the ontology model of Snort, Bro and Kismet IHSs are developed

according to structure of IHSMO reference model and by using the Hozo ontology

editor. The evaluation could have been carried out by using the XML source codes of

the IHSMO modelling language but the Hozo editor has the ability to convert these

source codes to a more user friendly, simplified and readable text format. Therefore,

in order to evaluate the existing IHS systems using the IHSMO reference model, the

text versions of these three ontology models are compared against the text version of

the IHSMO reference model. The full text output of these ontologies can be found in

Appendix E in which the missing components of these IHS systems have been

highlighted (i.e. they are inserted into the places in which they are expected to be

seen). Thus, Appendix E contains all identical full IHSMO text versions in which

some highlighted parts are indicating different missing parts of evaluated IHSs. It is

important to note that the text versions of outputs can be converted back to ontology

modelling languages hence the actual ontology model can be developed from these

texts. The next section will show the development of the Snort ontology model using

the Hozo ontology editor.

6.1 An Ontology Model of Snort Wireless IHS system
Figure 6.1 shows an ontology model for Snort wireless. This ontology has been

developed using structure of the IHSMO reference model. For the evaluation

purposes, the model structure has been exported from Hozo ontology language into a

text format. The output of this format can be found in appendix EA. According to the

IHSMO reference model, the highlighted lines, depicts major components of Snort

wireless system lacking from the full IHSMO. These missing components have

significant contribution towards the IHS operation in terms of accuracy, integrity of

the identification system, reliability of response system and effectiveness and

transparent operation of Snort wireless system.

The full text version of IHSMO has been shown in Appendix E.S. The IHSMO has

been used as a reference model to prove the weaknesses of Snort wireless IHS system

and its effectiveness in securing a wireless network.
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Following is the text version of IHSMO reference model ontology, which presents

the lacking parts of major components of Snort wireless IHS. The text format below

is derived from Hozo output according to the IHSMO hierarchical structure.

(Ontology Name)
IHSMO with Concepts and Slots v2.ont.xml

- lIeS
plo 1 IHMD : IHMD Database
plo 1 UIHRF : IntrusiQD Un~fied ReRort Forma~

- IIHSM
plo 1 Method Tl IICS Protocols
plo 1 Method T2 IICS Protocols
plo 1 Method Tn lIeS Protocols

- Identification Subsystem
-Hybrid Identification
-Anomaly Identification (AI)
-Live Identification
a/a 1 FTP analysis: A~~ __~
a/a 1 identifies and log
a/a 1 DNS analysis: A
plo 1 Logging based : AI
a/a 1 detects password scans: A
a/o 1 analysing rlogin/telnet: AI
a/o 1 access and record connection events: AI
a/o 1 tracks probe requests and responses: A
a/o 1 Display Last-advertised channel for network: A
a/o 1 DisRlay Number of clients (unique MACs) seen on network:

A]
a/a 1 Display Network status flags: AI
a/a 1 Display Extra AP info included by some manufacturers: AI
a/a 1 Display Number of LLC packets: AI
a/a 1 Identifies Manufacturer and Model of AP and Client:
a/a 1 Display Maximum supported rate as advertised by AP:
a/a 1 Display Maximum supported rate as advertised by AP: A
a/o 1 Display Last seen noise level: AI
a/a 1 Display Last seen signal level: AI
a/a 1 Display WEP status: AI
plo 1 Other unclassified Identifications : A
plo 1 Identifies vulnerability scans(UIHRF)
plo 1 Identifies port scans (UIHRF) : AI
a/a 1 record and analyse email traffic: A
a/a 1 track software versions: A
a/o 1 identifies clear text passwords: AI
plo 1 Fuzzy encryption detection (UIHRF)
plo 1 Identifies unusual probes (UIHRF) :
plo 1 Identifies unusual probes (UIHRF) :
plo 1 Identifies excessive disassociation (UIHRF)
plo 1 Identifies Netstumbler probe requests (UIHRF)
plo 1 Identifies Deauthenticate/Disassociate Flood
plo 1 Identifies Lucent link test (UIHRF) : WO
plo 1 Identifies
plo
plo
plo

AI

AI

SSID brute force attempt(UIHRF) : WD
AP changing to a new channel(UIHRF)
Broadcast discon/deauthenticate(UlrH~R~F~~~=
Invalid BSS tirqestamps(UUiRF) : w~

1 Identifies
1 Identifies
1 Identifies
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plo 1 Identifies weak-iv packet (UIHRF) : WO
plo 1 Identifies MITM attacks (UIHRF) : WO
plo 1 Identifies MAC spoofing attacks (UIHRF) WO
plo 1 Identifies for blaster worm(UIHRF) : WO
plo 1 Identifies synflood attacks (UIHRF) : WD
plo 1 Identifies in and out connections that are ssh(UIHRF) :WO
plo 1 Identifies backdoors(UIHRF) : WO
a/o 1

- Informing/Passive Response
a/o 1 Edit router's ACL to block hostile hosts: Any

- Defending/Active Response
a/o 1 sending alert to administrator's email or pager: AI
a/o 1 log alerts to event logs : AI

- Admin Console
- Defending/Active Response_2

- IHMD Database (WO)
- Intrusion Unified Report Forma
- lIes Protocols

plo 1 Based on IOMEF : IIHSM
plo 1 Any Wireless comQatible exchanqe for~t

- Wireless IDXB
IIHSM

The above output clearly indicates that Snort wireless does not support the IIeS

protocol and its dependent attributes. It also shows that there are many important

parts are missing from anomaly identification subsystem that is part of live

identification attributes. The Snort wireless does not have understanding of UIHRF

or its equivalent. Hence there is no IHMD or its equivalent exists in Snort wireless

IHS.

6.2 An Ontology Model of Bro Wireless IHS system
Figure 6.2 shows an ontology model for Bro IRS. This ontology has been

developed using the IHSMO reference model's structure. The IRSMO has been

used as a reference model to prove the weaknesses of Bro IHS system and its

effectiveness and operation in securing a wireless network.

The ontology model has been converted into a text format and can be found In

Appendix E.6. The highlighted lines clearly show lack of critical components in

Bro IHS compare to IHSMO reference model. These components have a significant

impact on the IHS operation in terms of accuracy and integrity of identification, its

reliability in tackling the intruders, effectiveness in securing the network and its

smooth, transparent and low power operation. The full text version of IHSMO has

been shown in Appendix E. 7.
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Following is the text version of IHSMO reference model ontology, which shows

missing major components of Bro IHS, hence making it to be an unreliable IHS in

protecting a WLAN against intruders. The text format below is derived from Hozo

output according to the IHSMO hierarchical structure.

(Ontology Name)
IHSMO with Concepts and Slots v2.ont.xml
(Wholeness Concept)
-Incoming Traffig
- Libpcap/Winpcap

plo 1 Pre-processor [Packet Decoding, Filtering System] DP
- lIeS

plo 1 IHMD : IHMD Database
plo 1 UIHRF : Intrusion Unified ReQort Forma

- IIHSM
plo 1 Method Tl IICS Protocols
plo 1 Method T2 IICS Protocols
plo 1 Method Tn lIeS Protocols

- Identification Subsystem
-Hybrid Identification
-Misuse Identification (MI)
-Identification Database
plo 1 ARP decoding : MI
plo 1 Decoding based (layer2 Identifications) : M
plo 1 Layer 2 header decoding : M
a/o 1 Protocols being analysed: tcp, udp, icmp, and ip: M
a/o 1 test the IP header's TOS field value: MI
a/o 1 test the IP header's TTL field value: MI
a/o 1 test the IP header's TTL field value: M
a/o 1 test the IP header's TTL field value: MI
a/o 1 test the IP header's ment ID field for a sRecific

value: M
a/o 1 watch the IP option fields for specific codes: M
a/o 1 test the fragmentation bits of the IP header: M
a/o 1 test the packet's payload size
a/o 1 test the Tep flags for certain values: M
a/o 1 test the Tep sequence number for a specific value:
a/o 1 test the TCP acknowledgement for a specific value:
a/o 1 test the IeMP code field against a specific value:
a/o 1 test the ICMP type field against a specific value:
a/o 1 test the ICMP ECHO ID field against a specific value:
a/o 1 test the field against a specific value: MI
a/o 1 test the sequence number against a s ecifi

value: M
plo 1 Frame structure based (layer 2 Identifications) : M
a/o 1 tests the entire frame control field: MI
a/o 1 tests the 802.11 frame's type: M
a/o 1 tests the 802.11 frame's SUbtype: MI
a/o 1 tests the from distribution system frame control flag: M
a/o 1 tests the to distribution system frame control
a/o 1 tests the more fragments frame control flag: M
a/o 1 tests the retry frame control flag: MI
a/o 1 tests the power management frame control flag: M
a/o 1 tests the more data frame control flag: MI
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1 tests the
1 tests the
1 tests the
1 tests the
1 tests the
1 tests the

alo 1
alo 1
alo 1

alo 1
alo 1

alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1

format or a binary log

alo 1 send WinPopup alert messages to Windows machines: AI
a/o 1 record log in a cvs file: A
a/o 1 send alerts to a *NIX socket that

listen on: AI
a/o 1 Packets logged to a decoded ASCII format or a binary lo~

File: AL
alo 1 send WinPopup alert
alo 1 record log in a cvs
a/o 1 Watch Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol services for.

Specific application/procedure calls: AI
alo 1 Search for a pattern in the Uniform Resource

(URI) portion of packet: A ~ __
plo 1 Fuzzy encryption detection (UIHRF) : wo
plo 1 BSSIO (MAC address) of the network (UIHRF) :WD
plo 1 Identifies unusual probes (UIHRF) : WO
plo 1 Identifies unusual probes (UIHRF) : WO
plo 1 Identifies excessive disassociation (UIHRF) :WD
plo 1 Identifies Netstumbler probe requests (UIHRF) :WO
plo 1 Identifies Oeauthenticate/Oisassociate Flood(UIHRF):WO
plo 1 Identifies SSIO brute force attempt (UIHR!}:WD
plo 1 Identifies Lucent link test (UIHRF) :WD
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plo 1 Identifies AP changing to a new channel (UIHRF) :WD
plo 1 Identifies Broadcast disconnect/deauthenticate(UIHRF) ·WO
plo 1 Identifies Invalid BSS timestamps (UIHRF) :WD
plo 1 Identifies weak-iv packet (UIHRF) :WD
plo 1 Identifies MITM attacks (UIHRF) :WD
plo 1 Identifies MAC spoofing attacks (UIHRF) :WO
plo 1 Identifies synflood attacks (UIHRF) :WD
alo 1 Promiscuous mode: Anomaly Identification
plo 1 write the alert in a simple format (UIHRF) :WO
alo 1 dumps the application layer information for a given

Session: Any'
alo 1 block web sites: Any'

- IHMD Database
- Intrusion Unified Report Forma~
- lIeS Protocols

plo 1 Based on IOMEF : IIHSM
plo 1 Any Wireless com atible exchange format:IIHSM

- Wireless lOX
- Data Processing (DP)

plo 1 Decoding Raw data
alo 1 Ethernet 802.11*:
alo 1 Token Ring packets: D
alo 1 Higher layer protocols such as lP, TCP, and UDP:DP

It can be noted that there are significant issues with identification system, including

anomaly identification subsystem. There are not robust misuse identification

subsystems in place and major attributes are missing from live identification

subsystem. Similar to the Snort wireless IHS, the Bro IHS does not have a clear

understanding of IIeS, UIHRF and IIHSM systems that makes it to be an unreliable

IHS in protecting a wireless network against intruders.

6.3 An Ontology Model of Kismet IHS system
Figure 6.3 shows an ontology model for Kismet IHS. This ontology has been

developed based on IHSMO reference model's structure. The ontology model has

been converted to a text format and can be found in appendix E.8. Like previous

IHS systems and according to IHSMO reference model, the highlighted lines show

lack of vital components in Kismet IHS.

These missing components would have significant effect on the IHS operation in

terms of accuracy and integrity of the identification system, etc. The full text

version ofIHSMO can be found in Appendix E.9.
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Figure 6.3. Kismet lliSMO using Hozo editor
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The IHSMO has been used as a reference model to prove the weaknesses of Kismet

IHS system and its effectiveness and operation in securing a wireless network.

Following is the text version of IHSMO reference model ontology, which shows

the missing major components of Kismet IHS compared to IHSMO structure and

components. The text format below is derived from Hozo output according to the

IHSMO hierarchical structure.

(Ontology Name)
IHSMO with Concepts and Slots v2.ont.xml

(Wholeness Concept)
- IHSMO

- Incoming Traffic
- Libpcap/Winpca?
plo 1 Pre-processor [Packet Decoding, Filtering System) DP

- IICS
plo 1 IHMD : IHMD Database
plo 1 UIHRF : Intrusion Unified

- IIHSM
plo 1 Method T1 IICS Protocol~
plo 1 Method T2 IICS Protocols
plo 1 Method Tn IICS Protocols

- Identification Subsystem
- Hybrid Identification
- Anomaly Identification

plo 1 Method L1 Live Identification
plo 1 Method L2 Live Identification
10 Method Ln Live Identification

- Response Ontology
- Active Response Ontology~ __~ __~ __

plo 1 Method Rl Defending/Active Respons
plo 1 Method R2 : Defending/Active Response
plo 1 Method Rn : Defending/Active Res£onse

- Passive Response Ontolo~~ ~ ~ __
plo 1 Method R'l Informing/Passive Response
plo 1 Method R'2 Informing/Passive Respons~
plo 1 Method R'n InformingLPassive ResQonse

-Misuse Identification (MI)
Identification Database
plo 1 Protocol based (layer3 Identifications) :
a/a 1 protocols being analysed: tcp, udp, icmp,
a/a 1 test the IP header's TTL field value: M
a/a 1 test the IP header's TOS field value: MI
a/a 1 test the IP header's fragment ID field for a specifi

value: M]
a/a 1 watch the IP option fields for specific codes: M
a/a 1 test the fragmentation bits of the IP header: M]
a/o 1 test the packet's payload size against a value: M]
a/o 1 test the TCP flags for certain values: MI
a/o 1 test the TCP seguence number field for

: M
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alo 1 test the TCP acknowledgement field for a specific value
: MI

alo 1 test the ICMP type field against a specific value: MI
alo 1 test the ICMP code field against a specific value: MI
alo 1 test the ICMP ECHO ID field against a specific value: MI
alo 1 test the ICMP ECHO sequence number against a specific

: AL
tracks probe requests and responses: A ,
Fuzzy encryption detection(UIHRF) : WO
BSSID (MAC address) of the network(UIHRF) : WO
Display Last-advertised channel for network: AI
Display Number of clients (uni ue MACs) seen on network:
A

alo 1 Display Network status flags: A
alo 1 Display Extra AP information included

manufacturers: AI
Display Number of LLC packets: Anomaly Identificatio
Identifies Manufacturer and Model pf AP and Client: A
Display Maximum supported rate as advertised by AP:
Display Maximum supported rate as advertised bAP:
Display Name of the network or grouR: A
Display Last seen noise level: AI
Display Last seen signal level: A
Display Network type (ProbeL Adhoc, etc): AI
Display WEP status: AI
Identifies unusual ~--~
Identifies unusua~ WO

alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1

alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
plo 1
alo 1

- Live
plo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
plo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1

time,

alo 1
plo 1
plo 1
alo 1
alo 1

alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
alo 1
a/o 1
a/o 1
a/o 1
a/o 1
a/o 1
plo 1
azs 1

value: MI
filter for SYN/FIN/RST TCP Eackets: Mi
process TCP fragments : MI
flag HTTP-based worm sources such as Code Red: MI
detailed analysis of http requests: M~
detailed analysis of http replies: MI
tests the more fragments frame control flag: MI
tests the retry frame control flag: M~suse
Identification
tests the power management frame control fla MI
tests the more data frame control flag: MI
tests the wep frame control flag: MI
tests the order frame control flag: MI
tests the frame's 4th address field: M
Other unclassified
role: An}-l
Identification
Protocol based (layer3 Identifications)
FTP analysis: AI
identifies and log TFTP sess~: AI
ICMP analysis: AI
DNS analysis: AI
search for a set of patterns in the packet's payload: AI
Logging based : AI
detects password scans: AI
analysing rlogin/telnet: A
access and record connection events: AI
Frame structure based (layer2 Identification): AI
Networks with known WEP keys can be decrypted in real
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plo 1 Identifies excessive disassociation(UIHRF) : WO
plo 1 Identifies Netsturnbler probe requests(UIHRF) : WO
plo 1 Identifies Oeauthenticate/Oisassociate Flood(UIHRF) WD
plo 1 Identifies Lucent link test(UIHRF) : WD
plo 1 Identifies SSIO brute force attempt(UIHRF) : WO
plo 1 Identifies AP changing to a new channel (UIHRF) WO
plo 1 Identifies Broadcast disconnect/deauthenticate(UIHRF)

WO
plo 1 Identifies Invalid BSS timestamps (UIHRF) : WD
plo 1 Identifies weak-iv packet (UIHRF) : WO
plo 1 Identifies MITM attacks (UIHRF) : WO
plo 1 Identifies MAC spoofing attacks (UIHRF) : WO
plo lather unclassified Identifications : AD
plo 1 Identifies vulnerability scans (UIHRF) WO
plo 1 Identifies port scans (UIHRF) : WO
a/a 1 watch & record RPC services for specific

application/procedure calls : A
a/a 1 record and analyse email traffic: AI
a/a 1 track software versions: AI
plo 1 Identifies for blaster worm(UIHRF)
plo 1 Identifies synflood attacks (UIHRF)
a/a 1 SSL analyser: A
plo 1 Identifies incoming- that are

ssh (UIHRF) : W
plo 1 Identifies backdoors(UIHRF) : WD
a/a 1 Identifies clear text passwords:
a/a 1 Promiscuous mode: AI
a/a 1 search for a pattern in the
plo 1 Alert based : A
a/a 1 send alerts to syslog: A
plo 1 write the alert in a UIHRF format : WD
a/o 1 send alerts to a *NIX socket that

listen on : AI
a/o 1 Packets logged to a decoded ASCII

file: A
a/a 1 send WinPopup alert messages to Windows machines: AI
a/o 1 record log in a database: AI
a/o 1 record log in a cvs file: A
a/a 1 sending alert to administrator's email or pager: AI
a/o 1 log alerts to event logs: AI

- Informing/Passive Response
a/o 1 Terminate a connection: An~
a/o 1 Block a malicious host: An~
a/o 1 Edit router's ACL to block hostile hosts: An
a/o 1 Passive monitoring ~o~f~~

- Defending/Active Response
plo 1 Alert based : A
a/a 1 send alerts to syslog: A
plo 1 write the alert in a simple format (UIHRF)
a/a 1 send alerts to a *NIX socket that

listen on : A
a/o 1 Packets log_ged to a decoded ASCII

file : A .....__ ..,~~
a/o 1 send winPopup alert messages
a/o 1 record log in a database: A
a/o 1 record log in a cvs file: A
a/a 1 sending: alert to administrator's
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a/a 1 log alerts to event logs: AI
a/a 1 Watch Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol services fa

specific application/procedure calls : A~
a/a 1 Search for a pattern in the Uniform Resource Indicato

(URI) portion of packet: AI
a/a 1 Terminate a connection: An~
a/a 1 Block a malicious host: Any
a/a 1 Edit router's ACL to block hostile hosts: Any
a/a 1 dumps the application layer information for a given

session: Any'_~~_
a/a 1 block web sites: An~

- Admin Console
- Defending/Active Response_2

- IHMD Database
- Intrusion Unified Report Format
- IICS Protocols

plo 1 Based on IDMEF : IIHSM
plo 1 Any Wireless compatible exchange format

- Wireless IDXP.
IIHSM

Data Processing
plo 1 Decoding
a/a 1 Ethernet
a/o 1 Token Ring packets: DP
a/a 1 Higher layer protocols

The above shows that Kismet IRS system has neither lies nor any response

systems to prevent the wireless network from possible intruders. Moreover, it lacks

the most important subsystems in IRSMO, which are UIRRF and IIRSM. Other

missing parts are, identification systems, including anomaly identification

subsystem, response ontology, including active and passive response ontologies,

attributes of live identification and attributes of identification database, which IS

part of misuse identification subsystem.

6.4 Conclusion
The ontology model of three most popular IRS systems, including Snort Wireless,

Bro and Kismet IRSs was evaluated using IRSMO reference model. The above

analysis clearly shows that none of the above wireless IRS systems are capable of

securing a Wireless network against intruders or possible attacks. The evaluation of

the ontology model of these systems precisely proves the lack of important

concepts and slots which are already existed in the IRSMO reference model. These

missing concepts and slots are extremely important to secure a WLAN against

intruders.
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An affective IHS system should be structured by following the intensive,

comprehensive and effective structure of IHSMO reference model. Hence the

IHSMO should be used as a comprehensive reference model to evaluate existing

and development of future Wireless IHSs.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions
This thesis has presented a novel IHS reference model for WLANs. Use of such

reference model should allow the characterisation of different IHSs m a

standardised and efficient manner. Thus, this approach is helping to build

collaborating system of communicating IHSs which may also be viewed as a

distributed super-IHS system. Such system will also be scalable and adaptable to

changing conditions. Distributed systems have better traffic processing and

handling capability, especially when presented with variable and increased traffic

profiles. Additionally, there are less (or no) single points of failure.

An effective IHS system should be structured by following the intensive and

comprehensive while effective structure of IHSMO reference model to achieve the

most accurate, reliable, effective and efficient IHS system without compatibility

issues. This new system will be used in a distributed ad hoc network since it is

capable of communicating with other IHSs thorough IICS subsystem using UIHRF,

IIHSM and IIHSCP. Hence the IHSMO should be used as a comprehensive

reference model to evaluate existing and development of future Wireless IHSs. The

earlier chapters have already established the hypothesis and provided the necessary

qualitative and quantitative merits of the ontological approach to the development

of the IHSMO. A substantial part of the thesis has been devoted to establishing

facts and evaluation where appropriate. It is therefore important to succinctly

summarise the findings of each relevant chapter in order to re-establish the original

hypothesis and the context in which the research was carried out. Below is the

summary of the conclusions derived from the thesis in a holistic manner.

In summary the following was achieved in this thesis:

• An extensive literature survey of recent research works on IHSs has been

carried out. It identified inconsistency of the use of terminology. This justified

the approach and the need to retain the same level of consistency in developing

the model proposed in this thesis.
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• An extensive literature survey of existing IHSs for WLANs have been carried

out and their architecture is presented in a unified way. This established a

common framework for comparison and benchmarking.

• Detailed comparison of selected IHSs was produced which further informed the

evaluation of the proposed model.

• The thesis identified a distinct absence of a standardised reference model for

IHSs, which justified the effort invested in the identification of such a model.

• As a result of the above, a Novel reference model for a scalable distributed IHS

architecture is formally introduced which specifies the need for identification

and response systems (with associated sets of methods) as well as inter IHS

communications protocol.

• A mathematical model of IHS description for ad hoc networks with present

intruder has been developed and a need for Unified Intrusion Handling Report

Format (UIHRF), Inter IHS Message and Inter IHS Communication Subsystem

(lIeS) for inter IHS communications was identified.

• Ontology-based approach for modelling of IHS was suggested and formally

adopted throughout.

• Intrusion Handling System Modelling Ontology (IHSMO) has been developed

and their associated terminologies and formal axiomatic definitions have been

defined.

• Ontologies of internal components such as Manager Console Ontology (MCO),

Identification Subsystem Ontology (ISO), Response Subsystem Ontology

(RSO), Inter IHS Communication Subsystem (lIeS) Ontology and IHS Traffic

Source Ontology (TSO) have been defined.

• It is concluded that using the Hozo ontology editor to build ontology for the

IHSMO was the right choice that allowed both specification and verification of

the integrity of the model developed.

• For the evaluation purposes the ontology-based models of three most popular

IHSs (Snort Wireless, Bro and Kismet) have been built using Hozo ontology

editor in order to compare IHSs in a unified way using IHSMO as a reference.
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This enabled a functionality gap analysis of the important concepts and slots

which are lacking in the three IHSs.

The main contributions of this research have been published in [Sale2005,

Paks2006, Sale2007, Sale2010a, Sale2010b] and it is available in appendix F.

7.2 Future Work
It can be noted that the concepts described in this research are focusing on

architecture and ontological issues but not specifying implementation oriented issues.

Therefore future work needs to be done on the following aspects:

I. Throughout this research it was assumed that IIHSM is protocol

independent and can be used by any type of IIHSCP i.e. wireless versions of

IDMEF communications protocol [Deba2002, Wood2007] (which does not

exist yet) or Intrusion Detection Exchange Protocol [Fein2007].

Alternatively, UDP can be used as a message carrier, after IHSs form some

kind of association and recognise each other. This would lead to a less energy

overhead wireless communication protocol for IICS.

2. Obviously, definition of the IIHSMs' format is required. Generic format

may look as shown in Figure 7.1.

Header: Payload:

Report data according to UIHRF
SenderIHS

Identifier

Figure 7.1: Proposed generic IIHSM format

3. Structure and functionality of the IHMD also has to be specified. This is

important to efficiently store all the UIHRFs within RSDB subsystems.
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Appendix A. Security in Wireless Networks
The main problem with WLANs is due to its nature because intrusion may happen

without intruder no longer gaining physical access to network in order to compromise

its security. Here intrusion means any set of actions that attempt to compromise the

integrity, confidentiality or availability of a WLAN by an unauthorised access. This

would create new vulnerabilities that do not exist in traditional wired networks; hence

many of the proven security measures tum out to be ineffective [Sale2007,

Sale2005].

A.1 Overview of Wireless Environment
The IEEE 802.11 networking standard was released in 1997 [Wave2001]. This

standard defined wireless networks offering data rates of I and 2 Mbps, which

could be achieved using Infrared or radio communication. Wireless equipment

getting access to the network, a medium access control protocol used in

IEEE802.11 is a Collision Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance

(CSMAlCA) which uses a lot of the channel's raw capacity. Theoretically a

maximum raw data rate of 2 Mbps defined by the 802.11 standard is reduced to 1

Mbps throughput due to CSMNCA protocol. Although this standard was the

original wireless networking standard, and manufacturers put their products on the

market, there was one main drawback preventing it from proper acceptance and this

was the issue of product interoperability. Products manufactured according to

IEEE802.11 were not guaranteed to work with products from other manufacturers.

What caused very low acceptance by the market.

The wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi) originally called the Wireless Ethernet Compatibility

Alliance (WECA) is a trade group formed in 1999 with a purpose of certifying

equipment related to wireless networking in order to ensure compatibility between

vendors. Once a wireless networking appliance has been given the "Wi-Fi

Certified" logo, it is certified by the Wi-Fi Alliance [Wifi 1999] to be compatible

with equipment from other wireless network equipment manufacturers.
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Although there have been many changes to the original IEEE 802.11 standard, the

three most important changes are amendments to the original, and these are the IEEE

802.11a, 802.11band 802.g amendments. These amendments are also referred to as

standards, although they are not individual standards themselves. Currently IEEE

802.11 is the most widely used WLAN technology.

Problems with the original IEEE802.11 were resolved with the amendment to

802.11 a, band g. IEEE 802.11b which was released in 1999 [Wave2001]. The

IEEE802.11 defined products that were made under this standard had an indoor

range of 30 meters, an outdoor range of 90 meters, which in turn decreases the

network data rate to 1Mbps in the case of outdoor usage. As this amendment also

used CSMAIC A, actual network throughput was still affected and reduced data

rates to 5.9Mbps over TCP and 7.1 Mbps over UDP [Wave2001]. Another

enhancement was Adaptive Rate Selection defined by IEEE802.11 b which means

that in the event of signal problems, the data rate would reduce appropriately from

II Mbps, then 5.5, then 2, then I. Acceptance of products using this specification

was much more positive than the original standard, as data rates were better, and the

Wi-Fi Alliance [Wifi1999] had given their approval for compliance of

interoperability. Similarly to the original standard it also uses the 2.40Hz band,

which is also used by microwave ovens, cordless telephones and Bluetooth

[Blue2007] and potentially can produce interference when such similar devices are

used in close proximity with each other.

The next amendment was the IEEE 802.Ila specification, which was released at

approximately the same time as the IEEE 802.llb amendment [Wave2001]. This

new release came with a maximum data rate of 54Mbps, with throughput about 24.7

Mbps, and Adaptive Rate Selection decreasing data rate to 48 Mbps, 36, 24, 18, 12, 9

and then 6. This specification used 12wireless network channels to communicate on,

which the product could be made to use, giving a lot of spectrum space to use, and

also used the 5 OHz frequency band, so interference was minimal as no household

products such as microwave ovens used the same band. Products made using this

amendment were not compatible with equipment using the IEEE 802.11b
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amendment as written in the specification, but manufacturers made equipment that

was compatible with both amendments and so that would make them work with

each other. Although this amendment made products better in performance than

the original standard, the IEEE 802.11b amendment had good success with global

acceptance and so products under this specification did not have a great amount of

success. To combat this low acceptance, manufacturers decided to make products

that could use a combination of the IEEE 802.IIx standards, meaning IEEE

802.IIa, 802.lIb or later 802.lIg. This was a successful idea and acceptance grew

[Tane2003].

The IEEE released 802.IIg in June 2003 which was another amendment to the

original standard. This specification uses the 2.4 GHz band, the same network

access method, as in CSMAlCA, and its Adaptive Rate Selection is from 54 Mbps

to 48, then 36, 24, 18, 12, 9 and then 6. As this amendment uses the same

frequency band as IEEE 802.11b, devices made under IEEE 802.11g are

compatible with those made under IEEE 802.11b [Tane2003].

Thus as with any of the other 802 networking standards (Ethernet, Token Ring,

etc.), the 802.11 specification affects the lower layers of the OSI reference model,

the Physical and Data Link layers shown in Figure A.I [Tanz2002]. The IEEE

802.11 MAC is common to all IEEE 802.11 PHY layers and specifies the functions

and protocols required for control and access. The MAC layer is responsible for

managing data transfer from the upper-level functions to the physical media.
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OSI Reference Model

APPLICATION

PRESENTATION

SESSION

TRANSPORT

1-

NETWORK

i

IEEE 802.2 nLogical Link Control (LLC)

IEEE 802.11

rlMedia Access Control (MAC)

Frequency Direct
Hopping Sequence
Spread Spread Infra-Red

Specrrurn Spectrulll PHY
(FHSS) (DSSS)

PHYLayer PHYLayer

Figure A.I. IEEE 802.11 standards mapped to the OS! reference model focuses on
the bottom two levels of the OS! model: PRY and MAC [Tanz2002]

Table A.I lists the variants of 802.11 standards and provides an overview of the

document contents [Wave200 1, Tane2003, Free2006]. Table A.2 also shows a

comparison of the physical layer of 802.11 standards.
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Table A.t. Overview and timeline ofIEEE 802.11 Variants

802.11 Variant Description

802.11 a (1999) A standard for WLAN operations in 5GHz band with a data rates of

up to 54Mbps.

802.11b (1999) A standard (also known as Wi-Fi) for WLAN operations in the 2.4

GHz band with data rates of up to 11Mbps.

802.11 c (2001) Documentation of 802.II-specific MAC procedures to the

International Organisation for Standardisation/International

Electro-technical Commission (ISO/IEC) 10038 (IEEE 802.1 d)

standard. Work has completed.

802.lld (2001) Definitions and requirements to enable the 802.11 standard to

operate in countries that are not currently served by the standard.

802.11e (2005) Attempting to enhance the 802.11 MAC for a better Quality of

Service (QoS). Improvements in capabilities and efficiency in order

to allow applications such as voice, video, or audio transport over

802.11 WLANs.

802.11f (2003) Developing recommended practices for implementing the 802.11

concepts of APs and distributed systems (DSs). The purpose is to

increase compatibility between AP devices from different vendors.

802.llg (2003) Developing a higher data rate PHY extension to the 802.11 b

standard while maintaining backward compatibility with current

802.11 b devices.

802.11h (2003) Enhancing the 802.11 MAC and 802.11a PHY to provide network

management and control extensions for spectrum and transmit

power management in the 5GHz band in order to allow regulatory

acceptance of the standard in some European countries.

802.11i (2004) Enhancing the security and authentication mechanisms.

802.11n (2008) Defining modifications to the Physical and Media Access Control

Layer (pHY!MAC) that deliver a minimum of 100 Mbps throughput

at the MAC SAP (service access point).
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Table A.2. Comparison of IEEE 802.11 PHYs and Throughputs

802.11 Frequencyl Modulation Maximum data Minimum Indoor Outdoor
Variant Wavelength Encoding rate Throughput at Range Range

!Throughput MAC SAP
(MM)

802.11 2.4 GHz ISM DSSSJ 2 <I -25 -75
(1997)

802.11 2.4 GHz ISM FHSS" 2 <I -25 -75
(1997)

802.11 850-950nm (IR) Diffuse IR5 2 <I -25 -75
(1997)
802.lla 5 GHzISM OFDM6 54 25-27 -30 -lOO
(1999)
802.llb 2.4 GHz ISM DSSS II 4-5 -35 -110
(1999)
802.llg 2.4 GHzISM OFDM 54 25-27 -35 -110
(2003)
802.11n 2.4 GHz or 5 ? 540 200 -50 ?
(2008) GHz

The next generation wireless applications will require higher WLAN data throughput

with a longer range. To achieve this, the 802.11n task group is set in order to define

modifications to the Physical Layer and Media Access Control Layer (PHY/MAC)

that deliver a minimum of 100 Mbps throughput at the MAC SAP (service access

point). This minimum throughput requirement approximately quadruples WLAN

throughput performance compared to existing 802.11a/g networks. Over-the-air

throughput is targeted to be in exceed of 200 Mbps to meet at least the 100 Mbps

MAC SAP throughput requirements. Other necessary improvements include range at

given throughputs, robustness to interference, and an improved and more uniform

service within the coverage of an access point (Basic Service Set - BSS). Wider

3 Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum

4 Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum

5 Diffuse infrared

6 Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing

7 Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
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bandwidth channels and multiple antenna configurations could lead to data rates of

500 Mbps [Inte2006, Khan2006].

A.2 A model of WLAN attack's structure
The following is a breakdown of the different phases in a network based system

compromise, categorising the methods attackers use to gain access to a system and

to hide their traces. An attack leading to a system compromise is conducted in

phases which start out with reconnaissance.

A.2.1 Reconnaissance
The first phase is reconnaissance. This comes in two flavours, passive and active.

The first step to attacking a wireless network involves finding a network to attack.

The first popular software to identify wireless networks was NetStumbler.

NetStumbler is a Windows application that listens for information, such as the

Service Set Identifier (SSIO), which is a sequence of up to 32 letters or numbers that

is the ID, or name, of a WLAN and being broadcasted from WAPs that have not

disabled the broadcast feature. When it finds a network, it notifies the person running

the scan and adds it to the list of found networks.

• Passive reconnaissance: is watching network traffic to discover hosts, addresses,

resources, users, etc. It is very hard to detect passive network sniffing. Luckily

the ability to do passive sniffing requires close proximity to the target network,

or a network adjacent to the target network.

• Active reconnaissance: is where the attacker actively sends data to your

network in an attempt to learn its extent, hosts, users, vulnerabilities, and so on.

Tools like nmap have powerful features both for exploring networks and for

obscuring the source of the attacks. Such tools however are not always

necessary. Ping, Telnet, and finger can be used. E-mail can also be used.

A.2.2 Compromise
After reconnaissance comes the compromise phase, at this point the attacker knows

some specific information about your network and the systems on it. He, or she, has
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selected one or more known vulnerabilities. He will now exploit one or more of

these weaknesses to compromise one or more accounts on the system.

A.2.3 Obfuscation
The next phase is obfuscation. Here the attacker will try to eliminate all evidence of

the intrusion.

A.2.4 Entrenchment
The next phase is entrenchment. Here the attacker will both enlarge the set of

compromised accounts and systems and create additional holes to come through if

the initial routes are found and blocked. At this point you are pretty much done for.

Your only chance to get the attacker out and keep them out is to disconnect from

the Net, wipe all the machines, and install from scratch, being sure this time to

apply all of those annoying security updates from your vendors.

Obviously, the earlier you can detect and head off an attack, the better. Once the

entrenchment phase has been reached, it is very difficult to get the intruders out,

because they generally have all the power your system administrators have, and

have probably compromised multiple systems in multiple ways. The only certain

way to get rid of them is to disconnect from the outside world and start from scratch,

loading everything off read-only media. Even this is problematic if you have data

and code you must restore from backups. Unless you know exactly when your

system was compromised and have a backup that hasn't been mounted since before

that date of compromise, you have no trustworthy copy of that code or data.

A.3 WLANs Security Threats Classification
WLANs devices are not isolated. They trust each other in some fashion. It might be

the almost blind faith or through a sophisticated cryptographic verification used by

the Kerberos authentication system in which case a particular user will be trusted. It

doesn't matter if the intruder can compromise the system, eventually it would be

able to attack other systems, by taking over either root, and hence the system's

identity, or some user account.
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A.3.1 Password Related Threats
Authentication is the process of proving someone's identity. This is distinct from

the assertion of identity known as identification, and from deciding what privileges

to be credited with that identity, known as authorization. While all three are

important, authentication is the trickiest from the perspective of network security.

We are concerned here with two forms of authentication, that of a user to a machine

during an initial login sequence, and machine to machine authentication during

operation. Solutions to the first problem are typically categorised as "something

you know," "something you have," and "something you are." Machine to machine

authentication is generally divided into two types: "cryptographic" and "other."

Client
Server

Challenge

User_
Key Transform

Res onse

Yes/No

Figure A.2. Challenge Response Authentication

System bugs are the exciting way to crack a system, but they are not the most

common attack. Rather it's a more mundane feature, the user passwords, which is

most often attacked. A high percentage of system penetrations occur because of the

failure of the entire password authentication system. These are called dictionary

attacks, and they are usually very successful. Make no mistake about it. If your

password file falls into enemy hands, there is a very high probability that your

network will be compromised.
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A.3.2 Authentication Related Threats
Computers often trust each other. This is well and good for machines under

common control; indeed, it is often necessary to their usability. But the web of trust

often spreads far wider than it should. It is a major part of a security administrator's

job to ascertain and control which machines trust which, for what, and by what

mechanisms. The address based mechanisms used by many of the standard

protocols are inadequate in high threat environments.

For better or worse, the dominant form of a host to host authentication today relies

on the network itself. That is, the network itself conveys not just the remote user's

identity, but is also presumed to be sufficiently accurate that one can use it as an

authenticated identity. As we have seen, this is dangerous. Network authentication

itself comes in two flavours, address based and name based. For the former, the

source's numeric JP address is accepted. Attacks on this form consist of sending

something from a fraudulent address. The accuracy of the authentication thus relies

on the difficulty of detecting such impersonations. Name based authentication is

weaker still. It requires that not just the address be correct, but also the name

associated with that address. This opens up a separate avenue of attack for the

intruder: corrupting whatever mechanism is used to map JP addresses to host

names. The attacks on the DNS attempt to exploit this path.

A.4 Categories of WLAN Attacks
It is necessary to understand why it's important to secure your WLAN. The WLAN

is subject to the same network attacks to which any wired network could be

vulnerable. However, there are some attacks that are specific to a WLAN that would

not be possible if it weren't broadcasted through the air.

A WLAN is susceptible to attacks ranging from passive eavesdropping to active

interfering [Zhan2003].

In Passive attack an unauthorised user gains access to important information

without any modification to these assets. Eavesdropping and Traffic analysis

(sometimes called traffic flow analysis) are examples of a passive attack. These

attacks are described below [TISN].
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• Eavesdropping: The attacker monitors transmissions for message content. An

example of this attack is a person listening into the transmissions on a LAN

between two workstations or tuning into transmissions between a wireless

handset and a base station.

• Traffic analysis: The attacker, in a more subtle way, gains intelligence by

monitoring the transmissions for patterns of communication. A considerable

amount of information is contained in the flow of messages between

communicating parties.

In an active attack the unauthorised user would make deletion or modification to

data stream, message or file. Active attacks would be in one of the following forms

or combination of them:

Masquerading, Replay, message (data) modification, denial of service (DoS) and

Repudiation. These attacks are defined below [TISN].

• Masquerading: The attacker impersonates an authorised user and thereby gains

certain unauthorised privileges.

• Replay: The attacker monitors transmissions (passive attack) and retransmits

messages as the legitimate user.

• Message modification: The attacker alters a legitimate message by deleting,

adding to, changing, or reordering it.

• Denial-of-service (DoS): The attacker prevents or prohibits the normal use or

management of communications facilities.

• Repudiation: Repudiation is an active attack on non-repudiation by either the

source or the destination where the source entity denies sending a message or the

destination entity denies receiving a message. Basic 802.11 securities do not have

non-repudiation. Without non-repudiation, the source entity can deny ever having

sent a message and the destination entity can deny ever having received the

message. Figure A.3 shows an example ofthis attack.
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Source Destination

"I never sent it" "I never received it"

Figure A.3. An example of repudiation

The risks associated with 802.11 are the result of one or more of these attacks. The

consequences of these attacks include, but are not limited to, loss of proprietary

information, legal and recovery costs, tarnished image, and loss of network service

[TISN). Figure A.4 shows taxonomy of above attacks.

I ATIACKS

I
I Passive Attacks I Active Attacks I

I I
Traffic

Message
Eavesdropping Analysis

Masquerade Replay Modification f- DeniaJ.okervi4:e Repudiation

Figure A.4. Taxonomy of Wireless Security Attacks [TISN)

The remaining of this chapter will discuss the available IEEE security features and

their drawback. Furthermore in order to show the inherit vulnerabilities of WLANs;

there are some experimental approaches to present most popular passive and active

attacks.
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A.5 Attacks in WLAN
This section would present experiments and exercises on various methods of hacking

and protecting a wireless network. It provides all the background information and

examines the theory behind attacks on a wireless network. As previously mentioned,

this section would discuss and cover two major types of attacks; passive and active,

and would show the theory behind them. It would examine the systems in a

widespread use of today's WLAN technology to counteract the methods of hackers.

Throughout this section the techniques that are explained are in use by actual hackers,

and although a talented hacker will have sophistication and complexity to their

attacks to achieve maximum impact whilst trying to keep anonymous, the basic

underlining theory behind the attack is always the same. Also throughout this section

the drivers and programs that are talked about are mainly for the Linux Operating

System (OS), unless otherwise stated. This is because most hacking programs

available require Linux as the OS as it is open source and this has always been the

choice for hacker's, because this adds flexibility to change drivers and programs as

necessary. This is something that would be most difficult under Windows, as it is

closed source, meaning the source code is not available to the public. All programs

and drivers mentioned here are licensed under the GNU GPL (General Public

License). The GPL is basically permission to investigate the internal structure of

programs, as well as modify the program, and redistribute it [Gowa2003]. A

condition of modification and redistribution is access to the source code, which most

programs provide. See Appendix B for Chipset and Driver Coverage.

A.S.1 Preparation for attack
What covered in appendix B were the chipsets that are used in wireless cards. The

chipset used is important, because available programs are designed specifically for

use with certain chipsets, with the Prism chipset being most dominant. Also of

importance is the card's ability to support different functions, and these functions

are mainly support for RFMON mode and the softAP feature. The card's ability to

construct wireless network frames can be important for some special tasks, but

software is available that can construct these frames and do not rely on any other
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special features of the card. Once the correct card has been obtained and has been

tested against the required features, then all that is needed is the skill and freely

available software to perform the attacks. For the attacks that are about to be

covered, a complete walkthrough will be given from a theoretical viewpoint. The

wireless network attacks to be covered will be breaking WEP encryption, different

flavours of the DoS (Denial of Service) attack, IP spoofing (includes port

scanning), MAC address spoofing, wireless traffic injection and the Man In The

Middle (MITM) attack. Whilst some of these attacks are simply about information

gathering of the target network (passive attacks), some of them are very destructive

(active attacks).

A.S.1.2 Denial of Service
One of the most destructive attacks is the Denial of Service attack (DoS), and is

especially easy on wireless networks. DoS is an attack that has the intention of

making a network resource, including servers, ordinary hosts, or entire network

connections unreachable. One method of accomplishing this is by flooding a host's

resources so that it becomes too consumed with work and eventually crashes

[Vlad2004]. There are three main types of DoS attacks; OSI layer I, layer 2 and

layer 3. Layer 1 attacks aim to fill up the channel's space where an AP's hotspot

resides to cause that AP DoS to the network [Vlad2004]. An example of a

program capable of this is FakeAP. FakeAP works by generating fake beacons for

APs that will eventually cause disturbance to the networking channel.

Layer 2 DoS attacks can be sent by an external host to a wireless network, and as an

example can forge De-authenticate packets from the wireless AP to any of its hosts,

or to all of its hosts. If this kind of attack takes place constantly, the hosts involved

will be disconnected from the AP for as long as the hacker is sending the packets,

which effectively denies the host network access. An example of a program

capable of this is Aireplay from the Aircrack tools. Using this form of the DoS

attack means that the hacker doesn't need to be a part of the target network to cause

the intended harm, but can also work from an internal machine on the target

wireless network. Also as management frames are not encrypted on wireless
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networks, bypassing encryption is not necessary and so this attack can have its full

effect, encryption or no encryption [Cobb2004].

The third form of the DoS attack is layer 3 based and is commonly referred to as

the SYN flood. This attack is based on the idea of sending SYN requests to

specific ports of a target system too quickly for the system to process, thereby

filling its backlog [Cobb2004]. This in tum means that it is not free to process

legitimate network connections, which eventually results is DoS to the target.

Using this type of attack means that a layer 3 connection needs to be available,

meaning that the hacker needs to be an internal computer-part of the target network.

This attack is formed on the basis of the TCP three way handshakes, which is used

in all communications using connection-oriented reliable TCP communication. The

three way handshake is shown in Figure A.S.

G +- ---------------_. SYN!ACK - - - -- - --- - - -- -- -- - -- --- G- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SYN - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _. ACK .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...

Figure A.5. Three way handshake

During the first step node I (N I) sends a SYN packet to node 2 (N2) to

"synchronise" a connection on a certain port. If the port is open PC (B) will reply

with a SYN/ACK packet to firstly acknowledge that it received NI's SYN packet,

and also a synchronising of its own data. The final part is for NI to send an

acknowledgement that it received N2's synchronise packet. After these three steps

the "3 Way Handshake" is complete, then communication can occur using the now

"open" connection.

All the DoS attacks are similar, because they are only effective for as long as the

hacker is flooding the DoS packets. The layer 3-based attack can be improved by

sending a larger payload with the SYN packets, and also increase the window size

to give the target extra work to do making it even busier with each packet sent, and
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this gives good results. The window size works by changing the amount of bytes

transmitted in each connection that is agreed on by both participants. An example

of a program that will perform this attack is Hping, which will be covered later.

The standard form of "ping" built into Linux will also work, as it has the option to

change the interval between packets, which is important when performing DoS.

A.S.1.3/P Spoofing
IP spoofing itself is not a destructive attack but rather a way of masking your

identity during communication. An example of where IP spoofing can be used is

when performing system fingerprinting. This is the collection of information by

probing the target system for open ports, services and so forth, and by masking the

hacker's IP address for someone who actually exists on the target network, which

shifts the blame onto them.

As mentioned, an example situation of using IP spoofing is port scanning. To

achieve maximum stealth, port scanning is usually done using a legitimate network

user as the victim, and so using their IP address in place of the hacker's. IP

spoofing used to port scan is also a layer 3 scan, meaning that the hacker needs to

be part of the target to do the scan. Figure A.6 shows the basic concept of IP

spoofing put to use by port scanning.

Victim: 192.168.1.2

c:)
,;tf "<, ,, ,, ,, ,

" ....
Packets spoofed Packets replied
,,,, ,

0\",,,
,,,,, AP: 192.168.1.2 ,,,,,

Source 0-----------------· Packets sent - - - - - - - - - - - •

Hacker: 192.168.1.10 Tar~et:I92.168.1.3

Figure A.6. Basic concept of IP spoofing
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In the situation above the hacker has become part of the target network. The hacker

is pretending to be the PC (Victim) for the purpose of fingerprinting the Server

(Target). This means that any logs produced or any alarms raised will point to the

PC user as the offender, when in fact they are not. Another point to note is that any

replies sent by the server will go to the PC and not the hacker. This means that the

spoofing process is actually replacing the source address in the packet with that of

the Victim, and so when the server replies, it replies to the sender of that packet

who is the hacker. It is important to realise that the spoofing of the IP address is

done on the fly, and should not be done as part of the wireless card's configuration.

The reason for this is that the spoofed IP address is part of the network and in use,

and if the hacker changes their IP address in the configuration of the wireless card

this will flag a duplicate JP address warning on the PC's console and this will draw

attention to unusual activity. It is possible to perform a more destructive form of

this attack, by performing a DoS attack on the PC and therefore taking it out of the

network, and then the hacker could change their JP address in the card's

configuration. This is unnecessary though, as it will draw attention to the PC's user

and requires two wireless cards; one for the DoS attack, and the other for the direct

port scanning. Another important point about this type of scan is the difficulty in

knowing the information contained in the replies, because the hacker does not

receive any replies. There is a way around this, and involves constant monitoring

of the PC to detect changes in its sequence numbers.

Normally, a host will respond in different ways depending on the situation. If the

host sent the SYN packet, as in the 3-way handshake then it will reply with a

SYNIACK packet as in the third step of the handshake. This only happens if the

service or "port" requested is offered, but will reply with a RST/ACK if the service

or port is not offered. If the host did not send the originating SYN packet, then it

will send a RST packet to act as a "reset" as it did not initiate a connection. Taking

these possibilities into consideration, any response from a host, for example a RST

packet, will ultimately affect its sequence numbers from the usual pacing. Also

take into consideration when performing this attack that the Victim does need to be

relatively inactive, maybe during a quiet period when network usage is very low.
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This is required because a difference in its sequence numbers needs to be

noticeable, and so if it is busy this will be much more difficult to notice. This

means that when monitoring the Victim PC, any changes in its usual sequence

numbers will indicate that it is sending out RST packets to the Server, in return to

services requested for by the hacker. For example, if the hacker has sent 7 SYN

packets requesting service on port 21 (FTP), and at the same time whilst monitoring

the Victim PC it notices changes indicating 7 packets sent out, then a conclusion

can be made that service on port 21 is offered on the Server. All possible open

ports can be discovered this way using this technique, and so acts as a good

information gathering technique that can be used for maybe a more sophisticated

attack. A program capable ofthis type of scan is Hping.

A.S.1.4 MAC Spoofing
This type of pretence again is not destructive by itself, but when combined with

other techniques can be the basic of a more powerful attack. MAC spoofing, like

IP spoofing is about pretending to be someone else usually for the purpose of

getting special access to somewhere, maybe bypassing a router's "MAC list"

security. MAC spoofing is most easily done using a Linux machine. Although

every MAC address is "burnt" onto the card itself and is unique, techniques are

being used now to overcome this in the software part of a wireless card's

communication. By defining a software based MAC address, all communications

from that wireless card will use that newly defined MAC address, over-riding the

hardware defined MAC address. As mentioned, this type of pretence is mostly

useful in overcoming "MAC list" security provided by routers and wireless APs.

Once the changing of the MAC is done on the hacker's machine, their machine is

''trusted'' by the AP, and given access to the network, providing all other credentials

are met including encryption (if any). Another powerful use of this technique is the

Man In The Middle attack. By changing the MAC on the wireless card, being used

as a softAP, all of its associated hosts will tum to the fake AP when their usual

(legitimate) AP gets a DoS attack. To change the MAC of the wireless card under

Linux, the ifconfig command can be used.
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A.5.1.5 MAN In The Middle
The Man In The Middle (MITM) attack is one of the most destructive and powerful

attacks to perform on a wireless network. This attack involves the primary goal of

overtaking a legitimate AP and pretending to be it, thereby taking over its usual

connected wireless hosts. Once this has been achieved, every packet that passes

across the network will go through the fake AP first, and so will see all

communication on the network in unencrypted-clear text. This attack does involve

other attacks mentioned to this point including a DoS attack, MAC spoofing and

breaking encryption if the legitimate AP has it turned on. This MITM attack can be

looked at by looking at key stages. The first stage would be network discovery, to

look for the AP that will be used and its credentials including channel assignment,

encryption and so forth. The second stage would be to perform the DoS on the

target AP to effectively disconnect its wireless link to the network. The third and

final stage would be to ensure the connectivity of all connected hosts to the fake AP

in control by the hacker. After these main stages are complete, the hacker will be

able to eavesdrop on all network communication. An important point to note about

this attack is that two wireless cards are needed [Vlad2004]. The first performs the

DoS attack on the legitimate AP, while the other acts like the softAP and

effectively eavesdrops on the network. Figure A.7 will be used for illustration

purposes.

The first stage of this attack is use network discovery programs such as Kismet to

find the target AP. Kismet is a good program to use, because a lot of credentials

can be found out. When taking over an AP in a hostile way it is important to make

sure that all of its features are copied. Some wireless cards can be very picky and if

the smallest detail is left out of the fake AP then it may refuse to connect to it. The

best approach to ensuring a successful attack is to copy the encryption, the AP's

MAC address, the network name or "ssid", and a DHCP server needs to be running

on the softAP in order for hosts to get their IP addresses.
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Hacker

Target Wireless Network

Figure A.7. Man in the Middle (MITM) attack

The information that can be found out from network discovery includes the MAC

address of the AP and of the clients connected and the SSID (network name).

Other information that can be found out includes the networking channel

assignment, whether or not encryption is enabled and whether the network is

infrastructure or ad hoc. It is worthwhile to note the MAC address of the AP as this

will be needed, and of the clients as this can act like a checklist later when verifying

connectivity between the hosts. To get the encryption key, it will have to be broken

using the method described earlier. A simple DHCP server can be dhcpd on Linux

systems. A common IP address of an AP is 192.168.1.1. The alternative is to

break the encryption on the network, become a part of the network for enough time

to eavesdrop on the communications and establish the lP address used. This can be

done using a program like Ethereal. Once all the credentials have been found out,

they can be used to configure the softAP. Wireless cards that offer the softAP

feature include cards using the chipsets Prism, Hermes, Symbol and Atheros

[Vlad2004]. These cards are available to purchase and include good support. The

second stage of this attack involves performing DoS on the target AP using the

second wireless card. A layer 2-based DoS can be used, as it can be from outside
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the target wireless network, and this is the ideal situation. Once the target AP has

been hijacked, the first wireless card using the softAP feature and configured

correctly is there for the immediate taking of all the wireless clients. This can be

verified by listing the clients connected to the hacker's computer. Wireless cards

using the Atheros chipset can use the wlanconfig utility to check the card and cards

using Prism can use iwlist to check the clients are connected. At this point the

connected hosts can be checked against the list made earlier during network

discovery to ensure all hosts have been picked up. It is important to keep the other

card occupied with the DoS continuously for as long as the attack is to last, because

the moment the DoS is ended it is likely that all hosts will re-connect to their

legitimate AP.

Once the attack has been successful, and all clients have connected to the hacker's

machine, connectivity can be tested with ping. This ensures that all hosts have

connected to the fake AP and that a communications link exists between the softAP

and all the hosts. At this point the attack is a success, and now important

information travelling across the network between clients can be leaked to the

hacker. This means that the hacker can see and copy all packets in clear text

including private and valuable information, otherwise known as eavesdropping. It

is important to note during this attack that from the viewpoint of all the hosts,

nothing has changed. They might get a "network connection established" like

windows XP notifies in the taskbar, but unless they do some investigation they will

be unaware of what has taken place. The only changes to a client's machine will be

their IP address, and that should be it.
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Appendix B. Experiments

B.1 Chipset and Driver Coverage
Given the theory behind any attack, it cannot go ahead with the most important

component-the wireless card. Programs that are available for free download off the

Internet use a few chipsets but one is very popular to hackers, because of its

manufacturer's openness of its specification, and that is the Prism chipset. The

Prism chipset was formally made by Intersil, who have always made information

freely available from their website that describes the Prism chipset's specification,

operation and structure. The Prism chipset is now maintained by Conexant. This

has been very popular and has led to a whole list of programs that have the baseline

requirement of using this chipset. The Prism chipset has evolved into a family of

chipsets from the release of the original 802.11 standard until present. There have

been many versions of the chipset, but of the most notable was Prism 1 with

relation to the original 802.11 standard. With the release of 802.11b came Prism 2

and Prism 3, then Prism Indigo for 802.11a, Prism GT for 802.11b/g and Prism

Duette for 802.IIa/b. There are many wireless cards produced by many

manufacturers in the form of PCMCIA adaptors, PCI cards and USB adaptors that

use the Prism chipset [Vlad2004]. The Linux driver for Prism based cards (Prism

2,2.5 and 3), named Host AP, can be found at http://hostap.epitest.fi.

There are many more chipsets that are seen as adequate for use in hacking. There

are a few key points that make a chipset adequate for hacking. RFMON8 mode is

one of these. RFMON mode simply places the wireless card into "listen" mode so

that any packet that crosses the wireless interface is read, and can be captured

[Vlad2004]. This means that any packets sent on a single channel can be captured

or if the channel is in roaming mode, any packets are "seen" by the wireless card.

8 "Radio Frequency Monitoring, RFMON is a passive method ofWLAN discovery. It is a sniffing mode which allows
the card to report drivers from the 802.11 layer. A client with a wireless card that is configured in RFMON mode will
be able to capture all RF signals on the channels to which it is configured to listen. RFMON is a receive-only mode.
While in RFMON mode, wireless clients are unable to transmit any frames; their cards are only able to receive, and
therefore capture traffic" http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/R/RFMON.html
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Another important feature of any hacker-friendly wireless card is support for being

an Access Point (software based), and also its ability to build wireless frames and

transmit them [Vlad2004]. One of the most important chipset is the Cisco Aironet

and chipsets made by Hermes, Symbol, and Atheros.

The Aironet chipset is a Cisco proprietary and used in products sold only by Cisco.

One unique feature of Cisco Aironet cards that use the Aironet chipset is the ability

to hop through all available channels without using a software-based channel

hopper. The only drawback to this is that when using an Aironet card in RFMON

mode it cannot be locked to one channel, because the firmware would override the

software-based option and continue to hop through the channels. Aironet cards are

also known for their excellent receiving sensitivity. Aironet cards are well

supported across all common Windows and UNIX-based operating systems. The

main disadvantage with an Aironet card is that it cannot be placed into software AP

mode (softAP) mode. The reason for this is Cisco is the only people allowed to

make the drivers for their wireless cards because their cards are proprietary, and so

only Cisco drivers are available. However the Aironet cards are popular when it

comes to site surveying, and multiple-channel traffic analysis due to their hardware-

based channel-hopping feature [Vlad2004]. Cisco Aironet drivers for Linux can be

found at http;llwww.cisco.com!pcgi-binitablebuild.pVaironet-utils-linux.

The Hermes chipset is developed by Lucent. Cards using this chipset have been

available for a long time like other makes, and are known for good receiving

sensitivity and being user-friendly [Vlad2004]. These cards can be placed into

monitor using a patch released by the Shmoo Group, and is available at

http://airsnort.shmoo.com!orinocoinfo.htmI.This patch enables Hermes based

cards to be put into RFMON mode. Another project that supports softAP mode for

Hermes based cards is HermesAP, available at http://www.hunz.org/hermesap.html.

This project will also support RFMON mode.

The Symbol chipset is based on the Prism 2 chipset but with their own MAC layer

controller. The MAC layer controller is the part that communicates with the
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software drivers, and its firmware performs most of the basic 802.11 protocol

functions including RFMON mode handling, frame insertion and softAP mode

handling [Ylad2004]. Cards using the Symbol chipset can be used under Linux

with the Orinoco driver, which is the same as the Hermes driver, HermesAP.

The Atheros chipset is another popular and commonly sought after chipset In

wireless cards. The most common Linux driver used for Atheros based cards is the

Madwifi project, available at http://madwifi.org. A new addition to this project is

Madwifi-NG, which can create Virtual Access-Points (YAP) [Madw]. These YAP

are virtual devices that are fully functional interfaces, and can be used in

infrastructure mode, RFMON* mode or AP mode, which creates a softAP. Both

the old Madwifi project and the NG project are able to put the wireless card into

RFMONmode.

There are windows drivers that support RFMON mode for chipsets based on

Atheros, Agere, Broadcom and Realtek. These drivers can be used with LAN

analysers, for example WildPacket's Airopeek. These drivers are available at

WildPacket's site, which IS available at

http://www.wildpackets.com!supportldownloads/drivers.

There are other chipsets that are used in hacking, but the ones covered above are the

most commonly sought after for use with Linux. Other chipsets include Broadcom,

Intel, Atmel and Realtek [Vlad2004].

For all the chipsets that do not have open-source drivers for Linux, there are

alternatives. These alternatives are the NdisWrapper driver from SourceForge, and

Driver Loader from Linuxant. NdisWrapper is a ''wrapper'' that uses the NDIS API

to link the wireless card to the Linux kernel. NDIS is short for Network Driver

Interface Specification and its main purpose is to define a standard API

(Application Programmers Interface) for Network Interface Cards (NICs)

[NdisOOOO].This means that NDIS acts as an interface, specifically for the layer 3

network protocol drivers, and layer 2 hardware level MAC drivers [NdisOOOO].
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NDIS is essentially a library of functions that hides the underlining complexities of

the NIC hardware. NdisWrapper acts like a ''wrapper'' to wrap around these NDIS

functions, primarily used for Windows on Intel-based computers, and integrate

them into the Linux system kernel. What this means in terms of the end-user, is

that they can take the Windows based driver from their installation CD or download

it from the appropriate manufacturers website and use it with the NdisWrapper

drivers under Linux. What this also means is that practically any wireless card

designed for use under Windows can be used under Linux in this way [Vlad2004].

A list is maintained at SourceForge, and is available at

http://ndiswrapper.sourceforge.netimediawiki/index.phplList.This list keeps track

of a number of manufacturers whose cards are known to work along with any

special instructions and Windows driver locations. Another very important feature

of this list is that for the majority of wireless cards the chipset information is

shown. This is very important as discussed above, when searching for the right

card to use for hacking. The only downside of this is that manufacturers change the

versions of their chipsets and it is not part of a product's advertising to show the

change in version numbers. This means that it is a trial and error situation when

purchasing wireless cards for specific chipsets. The main page for NdisWrapper is

found at http://ndiswrapper.sourceforge.netisupport.html. An alternative to

NdisWrapper is Driver Loader, sold by Linuxant. This driver is an alternative but

is only on a trial basis and there is a cost for this driver after the trial period. This

driver functions the same as NdisWrapper and uses the same Windows based driver

for the wireless card. The only difference between the two is NdisWrapper is free

under the GPL and Driverloader is commercial, but with a free trial. Driverloader

is available from http://www.linuxant.com/driverloader.

B.2 Installation and Experiments for Kismet
Kismet was obtained from http://www.kismetwireless.net!codelkismet-2006-04-

RJ.tar.gz The "kismet-2005-08-RI" has been used in our test bed. The installation

progress was as follows.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[root@localhost project] tar -xzvf kismet-2005-08-R l.tar.tar

[root@localhost project] cd kismet-2005-08-Rl

[root@localhost project] .lconfigure

[root@localhost project] make

[root@localhost project] make install

Once installed, Kismet needs to be configured. The command in the instructions

above ".lconfigurer" is used by a lot of open-source vendors now to creating an

automatic checklist of what is on the target system, as well as to make sure all

required dependencies are met. These Dependencies are often the common

programs and utilities installed with Linux. To configure Kismet, two of the files in

"/usr/local/etc" are used. The files are "kismet.conf" which controls the main

functionality of Kismet and "kismet_ui.conf", which controls the appearance of the

GUI that Kismet uses. We changed the "kismet.conf" file to become:

Suiduser=guest

Source=madwifing_g, wifiO,MadwifiNG

Writeinterval=20

Logtemplate=%n-%d-%I-%l

Let's look at the definition of parameters. The "Suiduser" parameter is used to set

Kismet up for the user who will run the program. In this case the user "guest" will

run Kismet, and this is considered the proper secure way of running Kismet, as it

will not process harmful whilst using root access, as root is not the user to run

Kismet. The "source" parameter is used to configure Kismet to use a certain

manufacturer of chipset, as it places the card into RFMON mode, which is a feature

controlled by the chipset. We changed the source to use the MadWifi-NG driver

which is used for Atheros based chipset cards. Over the time of research

implementation these card had to change. These different assignments are shown

below:

&JII1ITh fJIIdVmlopm",t of a &f""''' Mode/for
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.:. Atheros Chipset: madwifing_g,wifiO,MadwifiNG

.:. Prism Chipset: hostap, wlanO,Prism

.:. Realtek chipset: rt2500, rausbO,Realtek

As we used each card for the situation at hand, we changed the parameter manually

to use the wireless card we needed. The first parameter, for example "hostap" tells

Kismet which chipset the wireless card is using. This is found in the Kismet

documentation at http://www.kismetwireless.netldocumentation.shtml. There it lists

the different assignments for different chipsets. The second parameter, for example

''wlanO'' tells Kismet which interface the wireless card is using. These are simply

the interface names used by Linux, and are found out using the "iwconfig"

command. In the above assignments, the Atheros chipset is a special case where

the interface needs to be the "master" device; the ''wifiO'' device as opposed to the

"athO" interface. This is only true for the Madwifi-NG driver as stated in the

Kismet documentation. The last parameter is user-defined, and is just used to

identify what source Kismet is using, for example "MadwifiNG" for the Madwifi-

NG driver.

The second part to Kismet's configuration is to configure how the GUI is presented

in the file "kismet_ui.conf'. We only wanted to change one parameter and that was

"showintro" to "false" to skip the introduction every time Kismet loads, which is

not important to the functionality of Kismet.

8.2.1 Prevention System Experiments for Kismet

The first program that we used was Kismet. Following is the command and screen-

shot I (Figure B.l) used for a Broadcast Disassociation attack.

[root@localhost project] aireplay --0 0 -a 00: 11:95:94:AD:OCrausbO

Rlstarrh tIIId [)evelojJlllttlt ofa RI!.,." .. Model for
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Figure B.l. Broadcast Disassociation attack

The next command and output (Figure B.2) shows a client de-authenticate attack.

[root@localhost project ]airep lay -0 o -a 00:11:95:94:AD:OC

cOO:14:A4:59:5A:D7 rausbO

Figure B.2. Client de-authenticate attack

The next attack (Figure B.3) shows the MITM attack.
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[root@localhost project] aireplay -00 -a 00: 11:95:94:AD:OC-c

00:] 4:A4:59:5A:D7 rausbO

B.3. Prevention System Experiments for BRO IDS
To install Bro-IDS we typed the following commands.

[root@localhost project] tar -xzvf bro-l.X-current.tar.gz

[root@localhost project] cd bro-Ll

[root@localhost project] ./configure

[root@localhost project] make

[root@localhost project] make install-brolite
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This installs BRO-IDS on Linux. The configurations provided by BRO should be

adequate.

To test BRO we used the following commands.

[SYN flood]

[root@localhost project] hping 192.168.1.4 -S -p 21 -i u1 -w 30772

[Spoofed SYN flood]

[root@localhost project] hping 192.168.1.4 -S -p 23 -i u1-w 30772 -a

192.168.1.1

[Weird activity]

[root@localhost project] hping 192.168.1.4 -SA -p 80 -i u I -w 30772

BRO creates a report type log of all necessary details including attacks connections

and so forth. This is an example of what it looks like.

Site Report for SECURE, from 2006/08/06 00:00:30 to 2006/08/07 00:00:30

generated on Man Aug 7 16:25:242006

Incident Count: 2
Scanning Hosts
Successful 1
Unsuccessful 0

C Connection Status
# number corresponds to alarm

triggered by the connection
• successful connection,

otherwise unsuccessful.
I Initiatator of Connection
> connection initiated by remote

==============

Summary
=--=========

============ host
Incident Details < connection initiated by local
============= host

# legend for connection type
#

Incident SECURE-OOOO15
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Alarm: SynFloodStart
start of syn-flood against

192.168.1.6; sampling packets now
08/06 15:28:40

192.168.1.5 ->
Alarm: SynFloodStatus

syn-flood against 192.168.1.6;
estimated 0 connections in last

1.0 min 82.0 usecs
08/06 15:28:58

192.168.1.5 ->
Alarm: SynFloodStatus

syn-flood against 192.168.1.6;
estimated 20700 connections in

last 1.0 min 195.0 usecs
08/06 15:29:58

192.168.1.5 ->
Alarm: SynFloodStatus

syn-flood against 192.168.1.6;
estimated 27800 connections in

last 1.0 min 313.0 usecs
08/06 15:30:58

192.168.1.5 ->
Alarm: SynFloodEnd

end of syn-flood against 192.168.1.6;
stopping sampling

08/06 15:30:58
192.168.1.5 ->
Alarm: SynFloodStart

start of syn-flood against
192.168.1.6; sampling packets now

08/06 16:01:50
192.168.1.5 ->
Alarm: SynFloodStatus

syn-flood against 192.168.1.6;
estimated 0 connections in last

1.0 min 324.0 usecs
08/06 16:01:58

192.168.1.5 ->
Alarm: SynFloodStatus

syn-flood against 192.168.1.6;
estimated 17700 connections in

last 1.0 min 837.0 usecs

Rese_h alltl V ... IDpmmlof a Re/ere/la MotItlfo,
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08/06 16:02:58
192.168.1.5 ->
Alarm: SynFloodEnd

end of syn-flood against 192.168.1.6;
stopping sampling

08/06 16:02:58
192.168.1.5 ->
Connections (only first 30 after alarm
are listed)

time byte remote local
byte
date time duration transfer port C I
port transfer protocol

No connection data available

Incident SECURE-OOOO16

Alarm: SynFloodStart
start of syn-flood against

192.168.1.6; sampling packets now
08/06 15:37:30

192.168.1.2 ->
Alarm: SynFloodStatus

syn-flood against 192.168.1.6;
estimated 28000 connections in

last 1.0min 456.0 usecs
08/06 15:37:58

192.168.1.2 ->
Alarm: SynFloodStatus

syn-flood against 192.168.1.6;
estimated 27000 connections in

last 1.0 min 144.0 usecs
08/06 15:38:58

192.168.1.2 ->
Alarm: SynFloodEnd

end ofsyn-flood against 192.168.1.6;
stopping sampling

08/06 15:39:58
192.168.1.2 ->
Alarm: SynFloodStart

start of syn-flood against
192.168.1.6; sampling packets now
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08/06 16:05:29
192.168.1.2 ->
Alarm: SynFloodStatus

syn-flood against 192.168.1.6;
estimated 0 connections in last

1.0min 910.0 usecs
08/06 16:05:58

192.168.1.2 ->
Alarm: SynFloodStatus

syn-flood against 192.168.1.6;
estimated 18000 connections in

last I.O min 877.0 usecs
08/06 16:06:58

192.168.1.2 ->
Alarm: SynFloodEnd

end of syn-flood against 192.168.1.6;
stopping sampling

08/06 16:06:58
192.168.1.2 ->
Connections (only first 30 after alarm
are listed)

time byte remote local
byte
date time duration transfer port C I
port transfer protocol
----- -------- -------- -------- ------ ------ ----

No connection data available
-----------------------------
===========

Signature Distributions
============

No data to report
=========

Scans
============
Host: 192.168.1.5
192.168.1.5
Reason: 192.168.1.5 has scanned 50

ports of 192.168.1.6
========

Connection Log Summary

Site-wide connection statistics
Successful: 89

Rmarrh and Deu:lopfllen' of a &ftrrna Model for
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Unsuccessful: 91669
Ratio: 1:1029.

Top 20 Sources
Host

Bytes Conn. Count
IP

86179
192.168.1.6 192.168.1.6
83
192.168.1.5 192.168.1.5

6216
Top 20 Destinations

Host JP
Bytes Conn. Count

xmlrpc.rhn.redhat.com 209.132.177.100
194K 78

192.168.1.6 192.168.1.6
868 6

194.72.108.2 ]94.72.108.2
23437 2

web-cms-02.unl.ac.uk
163.167.82.61 7997 2

ukadvipl.doubleclick.net
209.62.178.51 150 1
Top 20 Local Email Senders
No data to report for this section

Top 20 Services
Service Conn. Count % of Total

Bytes In Bytes Out
------------ ------------ ---------- ---------

https 78 87.64 82986
194K
ftp-data 6 6.74 216

868
http 5 5.62 3193

31584
=============
Byte Transfer Pairs
=============
Hot Report - Top 20

Local
Remote Conn.

Local Host Remote Host
Bytes Bytes Count
----------------------- -----------------------
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xmlrpc.rhn.redhat.com
199091 82693 371
194.72.108.2
23435 1567 4

192.168.1.6 web-cms-02.unl.ac.uk
7995 1130 4
...ip l.doubleclick.net
149 491 2

192.I 68.1.6

192.168.1.6 192.168.1.6

8.4 Prevention System Experiments for Proventia
The first attack (Figure B.4) shows OS fingerprinting.

[root@localhost project] hping 192.168.1.4

0.0.0.0

(Suopicioos AcIiYi1yJTM signoture detect. unusual TCP Hag combination. thai. may indiCate an attock .. 'e att~ to guess the operating sy.tem used by •
remote TCP stock. FI.g combinot"", thatlrigp 1M 'l!1"bSe include SYNfIN. FINI'USHIURG. PUSH. ,..... l- ex use 01the Tep reserved bit ... defined by

Figure B.4. OS fingerprinting

The next attack (Figure B.5) shows Probing for FTP.

[root@Iocalhost project] hping 192.168.1.4 -S -p 21

EiIo ~dit ~_ 100is Help

Everl.llrtruder.! HitlOl)lI

.0710812006 01:10:32 SYNFIood
Time E--.t Intrude<

(!) 0710812006 01:Q.231 TCP_OS_Finger","
~ 0710812OOO01:Q.231 TCP_N.JLScan
(!) 07l08l2006 01:Q.216 A' Prover(;" protection ,t..-ted

192.168.1.6
192.168.1.6
0.0.0.0

po,t-O<>llog,' 10
pQ!t-D<>llogo- 10

PercentFIOmI",ude,· 1OO<>SYN.-286I45314S3I495·4S614S9·501re 54192.1sa1.6

Figure B.5. Probing for FTP

The next attack in Figure B.6 shows probing for web server
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[root@localhost project] hping 192.168.l.4 -S -p 80

~~~-~~port-21!!!!e---
P.. cenlframlntruder-l00<>SYN ... 263<> DATAs-O
PercentF ramintnJder~1 00<> SYN.-2S6I45J14931495-496I499-501 ~
poItaO<>ffags- 10
port-O<> llags- 10

192.168.1.6
192.168.1.6
192.168.1.6

07/08/2006 01:02:16 AI Proventio protection <t.. ted 0.0.0.0

Figure B.6. Probing for web server

[Hoot Sen.O!) n .. signaUi. detect. Tep port probes cirected at poIt 80 01 443, wI1ch mayirdicot. on ottack.r·, attempt to cbcov.. on HTTP"l"'"''''your
system

The next attack in Figure B.7 shows DoS attack using large fragments.

[root@localhost project] ping -s 65507 -10 192.168.1.4

071013/200601:16:25 TCP_Probe_HTTP
07100/200601:1125 TCP_Probe_Ftp
07I00l200601:11:46 SYNFtood
0710012006 01:10:32 SYNFtood
071013/200601:02:31 TCP_OS_Frngerprnt
071001200601:02:31 TCP_NUI_Scan
07108/200601 :02:16 A1fProventio protection started

192.168.1.6
192.168.1.6
192.168.1.6
192.168.1.6
192.168.1.6
0.0.0.0

port-SO<>reason-F'ew.led
port-21oreason-Fwewaled 123
PercentFramlnlruder-1 OO<>SYN.·26300A TAs-O 1
PercentFramlrMIuder·l OO<>SYN's:286145314931495·4961499·501 r= 54
port=O<>flogs- 10
port-Do flags-. 10

Figure B.7. DoS attack using large fragments

(Oerial 01Service) This signal ... delecb ....... an eocos. 01 i'IccmpIete hagmerted dalagr.",. have been received Qv the IDS, to til!> point that the resources
allocated 100IP ha!J!lO'llreauernb!y have been ~aled Tt;. may rapr ....... delbe<ale attempt 10 Iloo9 the fOS with ~e "agmem, will the nert 01

The next attack in Figure B.8 shows the DoS; SYN flood.

[root@localhost project] hping 192.168.1.4 -S -p +1 -i u 1 -w 30772
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0.710.812006 SYNFIood
0.7108/2006 01:28:53 TO'_Probe_Tet>eI
o.7~ 01:21:27 F'ognenLR ...... =_E><h.lusted
0.710812006 01:16:25 TO'_P,obe_HTTP
07/08/2006 01:13:25 TCPcProbe_Ftp
0.7108/2006 01 :11:46 SYNFiood
07 ~ 01:02:31 TCP_OS_Fngerprn
0.710812006 01 :0.2:31 TO' _NtJLS"."
0710812006 01:02: 16 AI Proverlia protection .t""ed

192.16a 1.6
192.168.1.6
192.168.16
192.16a 1.6
192.16al.6
192.168.1.6
192.168.1.6
0.0.0.0.

port.. 80(')fe~sOf"P;Fir~led
pOft=21 <>reasort:Firewaled
P",centf,ominlruder·l OO<>SYN.·263<>OA TAs-D
porl~)flags.
port-p<>II.g.'

loenial of Service' Thi.. ign.h .. detects a TCPSYN flood attack by"""'oring lho runb.. and 'ote a.SYN packel s,th.I .. .,yer reee;v., that do rot res tJIt in. ~ltlli! '
a1estolmhed connect"'" during tho me" .. ,,""'" window.You conItoi tho biggorng ,0(0 using two t~ parameto .. to 'Peuy tho.-....ber 01new comoe"" -'

Figure B.8. The DoS; SYN flood

The next attack in Figure B.9 shows IP spoofing.

[root@localhostproject] hping 192.168.1.4 -S -p 23 -i u1-w 30772-a

192.168.1.2

0.710812006
0.7108/200> 01:28:53 TO'_P,obe_T et>eI
0.7108/2006 01:21:27 F,agment_Resources_E"",,",led
07/081200601:16:25 TO' _P,obe_HTTP
0.7/0812006 01:13:25 TCP_P,obe_Ftp
0.710812006 01:11 :46 SYNfIood
0710812006 (11:02:31 TCP_OS_FII1ge,print
0.7/00/200601:02:31 TO'_NtJLS"",
07/0012006 01 :02: 16 AI P,oventia protecl"", .tarled

porl.23<>,••• 0n=Fvewaled

192.16al.S
192.16a1.6
192.168.1.6
0.0.0.0

port",80<>,easo~Fifewaled
port.21<>,ea.on-F'ewaled
P",centF,ominbuder· t OIl<>SYN.,.263<>OA TAs·O
porl.~>IIags-
port.;ooflags.

(Denial 01S","'e, Thio .ignat .... delocts. TCPSYN IIood att~ by ~ tho runber and ,ale cl SYN packet. that. SOIVtI"eceiv .. thai do "9I,estJIt in .E_ve!l!.. Info_"
an estol*hed comection during tho meaNoment windowYou control ihetriggering ,at. Wino two Wring patameter, to.peeiy the runber 01new caYIOcIi<ln _

Figure B.9. IP spoofmg
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Appendix C: Software Documentation and Components

C.1 Snort
The configuration of Snort for the experiment purposes required a good knowledge

of its commands; therefore the following material has been gathered from Snort

website below.

http://snort-wireless.org/docs/usersguide/

C.1.1 Snort Rules and Configuration Commands

MAC Addresses: Source and Destination MAC addresses may be specified in much

the same way that IP addresses are specified in Snort rules. A single MAC address

may be specified by a colon separated list of octets, or a list separated by commas

and enclosed in braces. In addition the '!' character may prefix any MAC address to

perform a logical NOT operation.

Example:

Address List

# Single
OO:DE:AD:BE:EF:OO
# ~C
[OO:DE:AD:BE:EF:OO, OO:DE:AD:CO:DE:OO, .... J

~c Address

The Direction Operator: Snort contains two operators for specifying the direction of

the traffic that a rule applies to. The unidirectional operator -> translates to "source to

destination." The bidirectional operator <> translates to "source to destination or

destination to source."

Rule Options: Snort-Wireless has many 802.11 specific rule options available when

creating rules that use the "wifi" protocol. Additionally many of Snort's standard rule

options are available to use for "wifi" protocol rules.

C.1.2 Snort·Wireless Specific Keywords
Snort commands are shown as follow.
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frame _control: tests the entire frame
control field

type: tests the 802.11 frame's type

styp: tests the 802.11 frame's subtype

from_d: tests the from distribution
system frame control flag

to_lis: tests the to distribution system
frame control flag

more: frags :tests the more fragments
frame control flag

retry: tests the retry frame control
flag

pwr_mgmt: tests the power
management frame control flag

more_data: tests the more data frame
control flag

Remurh ami Deuloj>lllent of a ReJi,."a Model for
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wep: tests the wep frame control flag

order: tests the order frame control
flag

duration_id: tests the frame's
duration/id field

bssid: tests the frame's BSSID

seqnum: tests the frame's sequence
number

fragnum: tests the frame's fragment
number

addr4: tests the frame's 4th address
field

ssid: tests the frame's SSID
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C.1.2.1 Frame control
The frame_control option allows checking whether or not the entire frame control field

contains a specific value. Values may be specified in either hexadecimal or decimal

notation. An 802.11 frame's control field is 16 bits wide, thus the minimum value allowed

is 0 and the maximum is 65535. In addition, '!' may proceed the argument to specify a

logical NOT operation on the comparison.

Format: frame _control: [!]<number>;

C.1.2.2 Type
The type option allows you to specify specific 802.11 frame types that a rule applies to. '!'

may proceed the argument to specify a logical NOT operation on the comparison.

Format: type: [!]<wifi type>;
Valid Types:

STYPE_MANAGMENT
STYPE_CONTROL
STYPE_DATA

C.1.2.3 Stype
The stype option allows you to specify specific 802.11 frame subtypes that a given rule

applies to. When using this rule option the frame's type is implicitly checked. In addition, '!'

may proceed the argument to specify a logical NOT operation on the comparison.

Format: stype:[!]<wifi subtype>;

• Valid Management Frame Subtypes

STYPE_ASSOCREQ

STYPE_ ASSOCRESP

STYPE_REASSOC_REQ

STYPE_REASSOC_RESP

STYPE_PROBEREQ

STYPE _PROBERESP

STYPE_BEACON

STYPE_ATIM

STYPE_DISASSOC

Rlsearrh anti De"Io"",,,,, of a Rlfmwa Model for
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STYPE_AUTH

STYPE DEAUTH

• Valid Control Frame Subtypes

STYPE PS

STYPE_RTS

STYPE_CTS

STYPE_ACK

STYPE CFEND

STYPE_CFEND_CFACK

• Valid Data Frame Subtypes

STYPE_DATA

STYPE_CFACK

STYPE_CFPOLL

STYPE_CFACK_CFPOLL

STYPE_NULL

STYPE_CFACK_NULL

STYPE_CFPOLL_NULL

STYPE_CFACK_CFPOLL_NULL

C.1.2.4 From_ds
The from_ds option allows you to specify whether the rule applies to 802.11 frames leaving

the distribution system (e.g., the frame is travelling from access point to stations). Valid

arguments are ON, OFF, TRUE, or FALSE. For consistency and silliness, 'I' may proceed

the argument to perform a logical NOT operation on the comparison.

Format: from_ds:[!] TRUE IFALSE ION IOFF;

C.1.2.S To_ds
The to_ds option allows you to specify whether the rule applies to 802.11 frames entering

the distribution system (e.g., the frame is travelling from a station to an access point).

Valid arguments are ON, OFF, TRUE, or FALSE. For consistency and silliness, 'I' may

proceed the argument to perform a logical NOT operation on the comparison.

Format: to ds:[!] TRUE IFALSE ION IOFF;
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C.1.2.6 More_frags

The more_frags option allows you to specify whether the rule applies 802.11 to frames

that have more fragments following them. Valid arguments are ON, OFF, TRUE, or

FALSE. For consistency and silliness, 'I' may proceed the argument to perform a logical

NOT operation on the comparison.

Format: more_frags:[!] TRUE IFALSE ION IOFF;

C.1.2.7 Retry
The retry option allows you to specify whether the rule applies to 802.11 frames that have

been retransmitted. Valid arguments are ON, OFF, TRUE, or FALSE. For consistency

and silliness, 'I' may proceed the argument to perform a logical NOT operation on the

comparison.

Format: retry:[!] TRUE IFALSE ION IOFF;

C.1.2.B Pwr_mgmt
The pwr_mgmt option allows you to specify whether the rule applies to 802.11 frames

that indicate whether the transmitting device is in power-save mode. Valid arguments are

ON, OFF, TRUE, or FALSE. For consistency and silliness, 'I' may proceed the argument

to perform a logical NOT operation on the comparison.

Format: pwr_mgmt:[!] TRUE I FALSE ION IOFF;

C.1.2.9 More_data
The more data option allows you to specify whether the rule applies to 802.11 frames

that have their more data control flag set. Valid arguments are ON, OFF, TRUE, or

FALSE. For consistency and silliness, 'I' may proceed the argument to perform a logical

NOT operation on the comparison.

Format: more data:[!] TRUE IFALSE ION IOFF;

C.1.2.10 WEP

The wep option allows you to specify whether the rule applies to 802.11 frames that have

been processed by the WEP algorithm. Valid arguments are ON, OFF, TRUE, or FALSE.

For consistency and silliness, 'I' may proceed the argument to perform a logical NOT

operation on the comparison.
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Format: wep:[!] TRUE IFALSE ION IOFF;

C.1.2.11 Order
The order option allows you to specify whether the rule applies to 802.11 frames that are

being transmitted using the strictly-ordered service class. Valid arguments are ON, OFF,

TRUE, or FALSE. For consistency and silliness, 'I' may proceed the argument to perform

a logical NOT operation on the comparison.

Format: order:[!] TRUE IFALSE ION IOFF;

C.1.2.12 Duration_id
The duration_id option allows you to specify whether the rule applies to 802.11 frames

that either do or do not have a specific value for their Duration/ID field. Values may be

specified in either hexadecimal or decimal notation. An 802.11 frame's Duration/ID field

is 16 bits wide, thus the minimum value allowed is 0 and the maximum is 65535. In

addition, 'I' may proceed the argument to specify a logical NOT operation on the

comparison.

Format: duratioD_id:[!]<Dumber>;

C.1.2.13 BSSID
The bssid option allows you to specify whether the rule applies to 802.11 frames that

either do or do not have a specific BSSID. BSSID's are specified as a 48-bit hexadecimal

number (i.e., OxOOOOOOOOOOOOto OxFFFFFFFFFFFF). In addition, 'I' may proceed the

argument to specify a logical NOT operation on the comparison.

Format: bssid: [!]OxOODEADBEEFOO;

C.1.3 Summary of Snort Wireless features

Detection Features:

• Alerts based :
o send alerts to syslog
o write the alert in a simple format
o send alerts to a UNIX socket that another program can listen on
o Packets logged to a decoded ASCII format or a binary log file
o send WinPopup alert messages to Windows machines
o record log in a database
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o record log in a cvs file
• Decoding based:

o ARP decoding
o Layer2 headers decoding

• Protocol based:
o Protocols Snort analyses: tcp, udp, icmp, and ip.
o test the IP header's TTL field value
o test the IP header's TOS field value
o test the IP header's fragment ID field for a specific value
o watch the IP option fields for specific codes
o test the fragmentation bits of the IP header
o test the packet's payload size against a value
o test the TCP flags for certain values
o test the TCP sequence number field for a specific value
o test the TCP acknowledgement field for a specific value
o test the ICMP type field against a specific value
o test the ICMP code field against a specific value
o test the ICMP ECHO ID field against a specific value
o test the ICMP ECHO sequence number against a specific value

• Frame structure based:
o tests the entire frame control field
o tests the 802.11 frame's type
o tests the 802.11 frame's subtype
o tests the from distribution system frame control flag
o tests the to distribution system frame control flag
o tests the more fragments frame control flag
o tests the retry frame control flag
o tests the power management frame control flag
o tests the more data frame control flag
o tests the wep frame control flag
o tests the order frame control flag
o tests the frame's duration/id field
o tests the frame's BSSID
o tests the frame's sequence number
o tests the frame's fragment number
o tests the frame's 4th address field

• Others:
oReal-time
o Promiscuous mode
o search for a set of patterns in the packet's payload
o dumps the application layer information for a given session
o watch RPC services for specific application/procedure calls
o search for a pattern in the URI portion of a packet
o Detect portscan
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Prevention Features:
• knock down connections
• block web sites

General Features:

• OS: *NIX
• License: Open Source
• Network based
• Passive monitoring of network traffic
• Signature based

C.2 Kismet

C.2.1 Summary of Kismet's features:

Detection Features:

• Real-time
• Networks with known WEP keys can be decrypted in real-time
• Runtime filtering of packets
• tracks probe requests and responses
• Fuzzy encryption detection
• BSSID (MAC address) of the network
• Display Last-advertised channel for network
• Display Number of clients (unique MACs) seen on network
• Display Network status flags
• Display Extra AP information included by some manufacturers
• Display Number of LLC packets
• Identifies Manufacturer and Model of AP and Client
• Display Maximum supported rate as advertised by AP
• Display Name of the network or group
• Display Last seen noise level
• Display Last seen signal level
• Display Network type (Probe, ad hoc, Infra, etc)
• Display WEP status (does network indicate it uses WEP)
• Display Last seen IP used by host
• Detects unusual probes
• Detects excessive disassociation
• Detects Netstumbler probe requests
• Detects DeauthenticatelDisassociate Flood
• Detects Lucent link test
• Detects SSID brute force attempt
• Detects AP changing to a new channel
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• Detects Broadcast disconnectldeauthenticate
• Detects Invalid BSS timestamps
• Detects weak-iv packet

Prevention Features:

• None (it's a legacy IDS only not an IPS)

General Features:

• OS: *NIX
• License: Open Source
• Network Based
• Passive monitoring of network traffic
• Signature based
• Anomaly based

C.3 Bro-IDS:
The following is the documentation of Bro-IDS. It is required to study this before

installing the Bro. The following is a technical review of Bro-IDS system.

C.3.1 Technical Details Overview
Architecturally, Bro is layered into three major components. It uses the now-standard

libpcap packet-capture library developed by LBNL's Network Research Group to filter

the packet stream in the kernel for high performance.

The filtered packets are then passed along to Bro's event engine, which reduces the

filtered stream into a series of higher-level events. These events reflect network activity

in policy-neutral terms. That is, what has happened but not why or whether it is

significant.

Finally, Bro's policy script interpreter executes event handlers written in the custom Bro

scripting language. These scripts express a site's security policy, i.e., what actions to take

when the monitor detects different types of activity. The scripting language is very

powerful, allowing Bro to track detailed information about the network's activity. Scripts

can generate real-time alerts and can also execute arbitrary programs. This last means

that Bro can respond to attacks. For example, at LBNL the operational Bro's
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configuration will sometimes block a remote Internet host from further access to the

Laboratory's network, which can be viewed as a form of reactive firewall.

C.3.2. Detection of intrusions
Bro analyses network traffic against rules describing what sort of activity is deemed

troublesome. These rules might describe restrictions on activity (e.g., only certain hosts

can connect to certain services), policies regarding what activity is worth alerting (e.g.,

attempts to a given number of different hosts constitutes a "scan"), or signatures

describing known attacks or access to known vulnerabilities.

C.3.3 Analysis of network traffic
First Bro filters the traffic, discarding elements of minimal important to its analysis. The

remaining information is sent to its "event" engine, where Bro interprets the structure of

the network packets and abstracts them into higher-level events describing the activity.

Finally, Bro executes policy scripts against the stream of events, looking for activity that

the rules indicate should generate alerts or actions, such as possible intrusions.

C.3.4 Bro's events
Events are actions that take place on the network. Examples of events might be a failed

connection attempt, a connection established between two computers, a successful

authentication and login, a Web browser requesting a URL, or the response sent back by

the Web server.

C.3.S Policy scripts
Policy scripts are programs written in the Bro language. They contain the rules that

describe what sorts of activities are deemed troublesome. They analyse the network

events and initiate actions based on the analysis.

C.3.6 Action taken by the scripts
Scripts generate a number of output files recording the activity seen on the network

(including normal, non-attack activity). They also can generate alerts signifying that a

problem has been seen. In addition, scripts can execute programs, which can terminate

existing connections, block traffic from hostile hosts (by inserting blocks into a router

access control list), send e-mail messages, or page the on-call staff.
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C.3.7 Can Bra automatically block hostile connections?
Bro itself cannot block connections, but by using its ability to execute programs, Bro's

detection capabilities can be integrated with network equipment that can create such

blocks. For example, Bro can detect a scan and send the attacking IP address to an

external program that can, in tum, insert an access control block into a router, thus

stopping the attacking IP from further scanning.

C.3.S Bra needs a special language
Bro's language is geared towards network analysis in general and security analysis in

particular. It understands network notions such as "connections", "IP addresses", "ports",

and various network protocols. Its operators and functions are designed to ease the task of

expressing different forms of network analysis.

C.3.9 Summary of Bra IHS features

Identification Features:

• Alerts based :
• send alerts to administrator:

o email
o pager
o log alerts to event logs
o log alerts to syslog

• Protocol based:
o filter for SYNIFINIRST TCP packets
o process TCP fragments
o FTP analysis
o identify and log TFTP sessions
o flag HTTP-based worm sources such as Code Red
o ICMP analysis
o detailed analysis of http requests
o detailed analysis of http replies
o DNS analysis

• Logging Based:
o detects password scans
o rloginltelnet analyser
o access and record connection events

• Others:
oReal-time
o detects vulnerability scans
o detects port scans
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o record and analyse RPC portmapper requests
o record and analyse email traffic
o track software versions
o looks for blaster worm
o looks for synflood attacks
o ssl analyser
o Detects incoming and outgoing connections that are ssh
o Looks for backdoors
o Looks for clear text passwords

Prevention Features:

• terminate a connections
• block a malicious host
• edit router's ACL to block hostile hosts

General Features:

• OS: *NIX
• License: Open Source
• Network Based
• Passive monitoring of network traffic
• Signature based
• Anomaly based

C.4 Proventia:
The following material has been gathered from following website.

http://www.iss.netJproductslProventia Network Anomaly Detection System/product m

ain page.html

C.4.1 Virtual Perimeters
Proventia Network ADS gives you the ability to construct virtual boundaries within your

network, hardening and segmenting the network to prevent cross-infections while

reducing downtime and cleanup costs.

C.4.2 Safe Vaccine
Proventia ADS allows network teams to perform detailed "what if?" analyses

automatically. Pre-emptive filters on your current routing, switching or firewall

infrastructure can be applied to stop infections before they can begin, without disrupting

business.
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C.4.3 Safe Quarantine
Proventia Network ADS provides instant notification of security threats. It can lock down

an entire network to an automatic white list of good relationships instantly, dropping

99.99% of attack traffic without disrupting legitimate traffic.

C.4.4 Active Threat Feed
This feature automatically feeds Proventia Network ADS with the latest network and

security behavioural intelligence. Once updated, Proventia Network ADS immediately

begins analysing network-wide flow data for these new behaviours.

C.5 Airdefence
The following material has been gathered from following website.

http://www.airdefense.net/products/airdefense ids.shtm

With its patent-pending Multi-Dimensional Detection Engine, AirDefense analyses

threats to identify security breaches based on Signature analysis, Protocol analysis, Policy

deviation and statistically anomalous behaviour.

AirDefense Guard responds to attacks with ActiveDefense technology, which interfaces
with access points to disconnect the attacker's connection to the WLAN.

C.S.1Not stop Audit & Policy Enforcement
Because new risks can arise with the easy deployment of unauthorised access points or

careless break of security policy, wireless LANs should be continuously surveyed to

track traffic patterns, ensure network fidelity and identify security vulnerabilities.

With 24x7 monitoring, AirDefense maintains a real-time audit of the network that

identifies all WLAN hardware and activity in the area. AirDefense provides network

administrators with easy-to-use tools to manage network policies, set alarms and receive

detailed status reports. The policy manager is used to define, monitor and enforce

business rules for wireless LANs such as:

• Off-hours traffic
Notify security managers of suspicious late-night traffic.

• Ad hoc networking
Prohibit the use of peer-to-peer ad hoc networks between wireless devices without an

access point.
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• Channels
Limit access points to operate only on authorised channels.

• Encryption & Authentication
Require all wireless LAN traffic to be encrypted and authenticated with WEP,

S02.Ix, WPA, LEAP or PEAP.

• Encryption
Require all wireless LAN traffic to be encrypted with WEP or WPA.

With Active Defence Technology, AirDefense interfaces with access points to provide

policy enforcement for security and service levels.
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Appendix D. IIHSM
In IDMEF structure "analyser" and "manager" are respectively equivalent to "detection

subsystem" and "management console" in IIHSM.

0.1 Internationalization and Localisation
IDMEF message formats shall support full internationalization and localisation.

0.1.1 Rationale
Since network security and IHS are areas that cross geographic, political, and cultural

boundaries, the IDMEF messages MUST be formatted such that they can be presented to

an operator in a local language and adhering to local presentation customs.

D.1.2 Scenario
An IDMEF specification might include numeric event identifiers. An IDMEF

implementation might translate these numeric event identifiers into local language

descriptions. In cases where the messages contain strings, the information might be

represented using the ISO/lEe IS 10646-1 character set and encoded using the UTF-8

transformation format to facilitate internationalization [Wood2007].

0.2 Message Filtering and Aggregation
The format of IDMEF messages MUST support filtering and/or aggregation of data by the

manager.

0.2.1 Rationale
Since it is anticipated that some managers might want to perform filtering and/or data

aggregation functions on IDMEF messages, the IDMEF messages MUST be structured to

facilitate these operations.

0.2.2 Scenario
An IDMEF specification proposal might recommend fixed-format messages with strong

numerical semantics. This would lend itself to high- performance filtering and aggregation

by the receiving station.
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0.3 10MEF Communication Protocol (lOP) Requirements

D.3.1 Reliable Message Transmission
The lOP must support reliable transmission of messages.

D.3.1.1 Rationale
IDS managers often rely on receipt of data from IDS analysers to do their jobs effectively.

Since IDS managers will rely on IDMEF messages for this purpose, it is important that lOP

deliver IDMEF messages reliably.

D.3.2 Interaction with Firewalls
The lOP must support transmission of messages between ID components across firewall

boundaries without compromising security.

D.3.2.1 Rationale
Since it is expected that firewalls will often be deployed between OMEF capable analysers

and their corresponding managers, the ability to relay messages via proxy or other suitable

mechanism across firewalls is necessary. Setting up this communication MUST NOT

require changes to the intervening firewall(s) that weaken the security of the protected

network(s) nor SHOULD this be achieved by mixing IDMEF messages with other kinds of

traffic (e.g., by overloading the HTTP POST method) since that would make it difficult for

an organisation to apply separate policies to IDMEF traffic and other kinds of traffic.

D.3.2.2 Scenario
One possible design is the use of TCl' to convey IDMEF messages. The general goal in

this case is to avoid opening dangerous inbound "holes" in the firewall. When the manager

is inside the firewall and the analysers are outside the firewall, this is often achieved by

having the manager initiate an outbound connection to each analyser. However, it is also

possible to place the manager outside the firewall and the analysers on the inside; this can

occur when a third-party vendor (such as an ISP) is providing monitoring services to a user.

In this case, the outbound connections would be initiated by each analyser to the manager.

A mechanism that permits either the manager or the analyser to initiate connections would

provide maximum flexibility in manager and analyser deployment.
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0.3.3 Mutual Authentication
The IDP must support mutual authentication of the analyser and the manager to each other.

Application-layer authentication is required irrespective of the underlying transport layer.

0.3.3.1 Rationale
Since the alert messages are used by a manager to direct responses or further investigation

related to the security of an enterprise network, it is important that the receiver have

confidence in the identity of the sender and that the sender have confidence in the identity

of the receiver. This is peer-to-peer authentication of each party to the other. It MUST

NOT be limited to authentication of the underlying communications mechanism, for

example, because of the risk that this authentication process might be subverted or

misconfigured.

0.3.4 Message Confidentiality
The IDP MUST support confidentiality of the message content during message exchange.

The selected design MUST be capable of supporting a variety of encryption algorithms and

MUST be adaptable to a wide variety of environments.

0.3.4.1 Rationale
IDMEF messages potentially contain extremely sensitive information (such as passwords)

and would be of great interest to an intruder. Since it is likely some of these messages will

be transmitted across uncontrolled network segments, it is important that the content be

shielded. Furthermore, since the legal environment for encryption technologies is

extremely varied and changes often, it is important that the design selected be capable of

supporting a number of different encryption options and be adaptable by the user to a

variety of environments.

0.3.5 Message Integrity
The lOP MUST ensure the integrity of the message content. The selected design MUST be

capable of supporting a variety of integrity mechanisms and MUST be adaptable to a wide

variety of environments.
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0.3.5.1 Rationale
IOMEF messages are used by the manager to direct action related to the security of the

protected enterprise network. It is vital for the manager to be certain that the content of the

message has not been changed after transmission.

0.3.6 Per-source Authentication
The lOP MUST support separate authentication keys for each sender. If symmetric

algorithms are used, these keys would need to be known to the manager it is

communicating with.

0.3.6.1 Rationale
Given that sensitive security information is being exchanged via the IOMEF, it is important

that the manager can authenticate each analyser sending alerts.

0.3.7 Denial of Service
The lOP SHOULD resist protocol denial-of-service attacks.

0.3.7.1 Rationale
A common way to defeat secure communications systems is through resource exhaustion.

While this does not corrupt valid messages, it can prevent any communication at all. It is

desirable that IDP resist such denial-of-service attacks.

0.3.7.2 Scenario
An attacker penetrates a network being defended by an IDS. Although the attacker is not

certain that an IDS is present, he is certain that application-level encrypted traffic (i.e.,

IDMEF traffic) is being exchanged between components on the network being attacked.

He decides to mask his presence and disrupt the encrypted communications by initiating

one or more flood events. If the lOP can resist such an attack, the probability that the

attacker will be stopped increases.

0.3.8 Message Duplication
The IDP SHOULD resist malicious duplication of messages.
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0.3.8.1 Rationale
A common way to impair the performance of secure communications mechanisms is to

duplicate the messages being sent, even though the attacker might not understand them, in

an attempt to confuse the receiver. It is desirable that the lOP resist such message

duplication.

0.3.8.2 Scenario
An attacker penetrates a network being defended by an IDS. The attacker suspects that an

IDS is present and quickly identifies the encrypted traffic flowing between system

components as being a possible threat. Even though she cannot read this traffic, she copies

the messages and directs multiple copies at the receiver in an attempt to confuse it. If the

lOP resists such message duplication, the probability that the attacker will be stopped

increases.

0.3.9 Message Content Requirements

0.3.9.1 Detected Data
There are many different types of IDSs, such as those based on signatures, anomalies,

correlation, network monitoring, host monitoring, or application monitoring. The IOMEF

design MUST strive to accommodate these diverse approaches by concentrating on

conveying *what* an IDS has detected, rather than *how* it detected it.

0.3.9.2 Rationale
There are many types of lOSs that analyse a variety of data sources. Some are profile based

and operate on log files, attack signatures, etc. Others are anomaly based and define

normal behaviour and detect deviations from the established baseline. Each of these IDSs

reports different data that, in part, depends on their intrusion detection methodology. All

MUST be supported by this standard.

0.3.10 Event Identity
The content of IDMEF messages MUST contain the identified name of the event (event

identity) if it is known. This name MUST be drawn from a standardised list of events (if

available) or will be an implementation-specific name if the event identity has not yet been

standardised. It is not known how this standardised list will be defined or updated.
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Requirements on the creation of this list are beyond our efforts. Other groups within the

security arena are investigating the creation of such lists.

0.3.10.1 Rationale
Given that this document presents requirements on standardising ID message formats so

that an ID manager is able to receive alerts from analysers from multiple implementations,

it is important that the manager understand the semantics of the reported events. There is,

therefore, a need to identify known events and store information concerning their methods

and possible fixes to these events. Some events are well known and this recognition can

help the operator.

0.3.10.2 Scenario
Intruder launches an attack that is detected by two different analysers from two distinct

implementations. Both report the same event identity to the ID manager, even though the

algorithms used to detect the attack by each analyser might have been different.

0.3.11 Event Background Information
The IDMEF message design MUST include information, which the sender should provide,

that allows a receiver to locate background information on the kind of event that is being

reported in the alert.

D.3.11.1 Rationale
This information is used by administrators to report and fix problems.

D.3.11.2 Scenario
Attacker performs a well-known attack. A reference to a URL to background information

on the attack is included in the IDMEF message. The operator uses this information to

initiate repairs on the vulnerable system.

D.3.12 Additional Data
The IDMEF message MUST be able to reference additional detailed data related to this

specific underlying event. It is OPTIONAL for implementations to use this field. No

requirements are placed on the format or content of this field. It is expected that this will

be defined and described by the implementer.
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D.3.12.1 Rationale
Operators might want more information on specifics of an event. This field, if filled in by

the analyser, MAY point to additional or more detailed information about the event.

D.3.13 Event Source and Target Identity
The IDMEF message MUST contain the identity of the source of the event and target

component identifier if it is known. In the case of a network-based event, this will be the

source and destination JP address of the session used to launch the event. Note that the

Identity of source and target will vary for other types of events, such as those

launched/detected at the operating system or application level.

D.3. 13. 1 Rationale
This will allow the operator to identify the source and target of the event.

D.3.14 Device Address Types
The IDMEF message MUST support the representation of different types of device

addresses.

D.3.14.1 Rationale
A device is a uniquely addressable element on the network (i.e., not limited to computers or

networks or a specific level of the network protocol hierarchy). In addition, devices

involved in an intrusion event might use addresses that are not IP-centric.

D.3.14.2 Scenario
The IDS recognises an intrusion on a particular device and includes both the IP address and

the MAC address of the device in the IDMEF message. In another situation, the IDS

recognises an intrusion on a device that has only a MAC address and includes only that

address in the IDMEF message. Another situation involves analysers in an Asynchronous

Transfer Mode (ATM) switch fabric that use E.164 address formats.

D.3.15 Event Impact
The IDMEF message MUST contain an indication of the possible impact of this event on

the target. The IDMEF design document MUST define the scope of this value.
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D.3.15.1 Rationale
Information concerning the possible impact of the event on the target system provides an

indication of what the intruder is attempting to do and is critical data for the operator to

perform damage assessment. Not all systems will be able to determine this, but it is

important data to transmit for those systems that can. This requirement places no

requirements on the list itself (e.g., properties of the list, maintenance, etc.); rather the

requirement only specifies that the IDMEF must contain a field for specifying the impact

and that the IDMEF must define the scope of such values.

D.3.16 Automatic Response
The IDMEF message MUST provide information about the automatic actions taken by the

analyser in response to the event (if any).

D.3.16.1 Rationale
It is very important for the operator to know if there was an automated response and what

that response was. This will help determine what further action to take, if any.

D.3.17 Analyser Location
The IDMEF message MUST include information that would make it possible to later

identify and locate the individual analyser that reported the event.

D.3.17.1 Rationale
The identity of the detecting analyser often proves to be a valuable piece of data to have in

determining how to respond to a particular event.

D.3.17.2 Scenario
One interesting scenario involves the progress of an intrusion event throughout a network.

If the same event is detected and reported by multiple analysers, the identity of the analyser

(in the case of a network-based analyser) might provide some indication of the network

location of the target systems and might warrant a specific type of response. This might be

implemented as an JP address.
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D.3.18 Analyser Identity
The IOMEF message MUST be able to contain the identity of the implementer and the

analyser that detected the event.

0.3.18.1 Rationale
Users might run multiple lOSs to protect their enterprise. This data will help the systems

administrator determine which implementer and analyser detected the event.

D.3.18.2 Scenario
Analyser X from implementer Y detects a potential intrusion. A message is sent reporting

that it found a potential break-in with X and Y specified. The operator is therefore able to

include the known capabilities or weaknesses of analyser X in his decision regarding

further action.

0.3.19 Oegree of Confidence
The IOMEF message MUST be able to state the degree of confidence of the report. The

completion of this field by an analyser is OPTIONAL, as this data might not be available at

all analysers.

0.3.19.1 Rationale
Many lOSs contain thresholds to determine whether or not to generate an alert. This might

influence the degree of confidence one has in the report or perhaps would indicate the

likelihood of the report being a false alarm.

0.3.19.2 Scenario
The alarm threshold monitor is set at a low level to indicate that an organisation wants

reports on any suspicious activity, regardless of the probability of a real attack. The

degree-of-confidence measure is used to indicate whether this is a low-probability or high-

probability event.

0.3.20 Alert Identification
The IDMEF message MUST be uniquely identifiable in that it can be distinguished from

other IOMEF messages.
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D.3.20.1 Rationale
An IDMEF message might be sent by multiple geographically-distributed analysers at

different times. A unique identifier will allow an IDMEF message to be identified

efficiently for data reduction and correlation purposes.

D.3.20.2 Scenario
The unique identifier might consist of a unique originator identifier (e.g., IPv4 or IPv6

address) concatenated with a unique sequence number generated by the originator. In a

typical IDS deployment, a low-level event analyser will log the raw sensor information

into, e.g., a database while analysing and reporting results to higher levels. In this case, the

unique raw message identifier can be included in the result message as supporting

evidence. Higher-level analysers can later use this identifier to retrieve the raw message

from the database if necessary.

0.3.21 Alert Creation Date and Time
The IDMEF MUST support reporting alert creation date and time in each event, where the

creation date and time refer to the date and time that the analyser decided to create an alert.

The IDMEF MAY support additional dates and times, such as the date and time the event

reference by the alert began.

D.3.21.1 Rationale
Time is important from both a reporting and correlation point of view. Event onset time

might differ from the alert creation time because it might take some time for the sensor to

accumulate information about a monitored activity before generating the event, and

additional time for the analyser to receive the event and create an alert. The event onset

time is therefore more representative of the actual time that the reported activity began than

is the alert creation time.

0.3.21.2 Scenario
If an event is reported in the quiet hours of the night, the operator might assign a higher

priority to it than she would to the same event reported in the busy hours of the day.

Furthermore, an event (such as a lengthy port scan) may take place over a long period of

time and it would be useful for the analyser to report the time of the alert as well as the time

the event began.
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D.3.22 Time Synchronization
Time SHALL be reported such that events from multiple analysers in different time zones

can be received by the same manager and that the local time at the analyser can be inferred.

0.3.22.1 Rationale
For event correlation purposes, it is important that the manager be able to normalize the

time information reported in the IDMEF alerts.

0.3.22.2 Scenario
A distributed ID system has analysers located in multiple time zones, all reporting to a

single manager. An intrusion occurs that spans multiple time zones as well as multiple

analysers. The central manager requires sufficient information to normalize these alerts

and determine that all were reported near the same "time" and that they are part of the same

attack.

0.3.23 Time Format
The format for reporting the date MUST be compliant with all current standards for Year

2000 rollover, and it MUST have sufficient capability to continue reporting date values

past the year 2038.

0.3.23.1 Rationale
It is desirable that the IDMEF have a long lifetime and that implementations be suitable for

use in a variety of environments. Therefore, characteristics that limit the lifespan of the

IDMEF (such as 2038 date representation limitation) MUST be avoided.

0.3.24 Time Granularity and Accuracy
Time granularity and time accuracy in event messages SHALL NOT be specified by the

IDMEF.

0.3.24.1 Rationale
The IDMEF cannot assume a certain clock granularity on sensing elements, and so cannot

impose any requirements on the granularity of the event timestamps. Nor can the IDMEF

assume that the clocks being used to timestamp the events have a specified accuracy.
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D.3.25 Message Extensions
The IDMEF message MUST support an extension mechanism used by implementers to

define implementation-specific data. The use of this mechanism by the implementer is

OPTIONAL. This data contains implementation-specific information determined by each

implementer. The implementer MUST indicate how to interpret these extensions, although

there are no specific requirements placed on how implementers describe their

implementation-specific extensions. The lack or presence of such message extensions for

implementation specific data MUST NOT break interoperation.

0.3.25.1 Rationale
Implementers might wish to supply extra data such as the version number of their product

or other data that they believe provides value added due to the specific nature of their

product. Implementers may publish a document or web site describing their extensions;

they might also use an in-band extension mechanism that is self-describing. Such

extensions are not a license to break the interoperation of IDMEF messages.

0.3.26 Message Semantics
The semantics of the IDMEF message MUST be well defined.

0.3.26.1 Rationale
Good semantics are key to understanding what the message is trying to convey so there are

no errors. Operators will decide what action to take based on these messages, so it is

important that they can interpret them correctly.

0.3.26.2 Scenario
Without this requirement, the operator receives an IDMEF message and interprets it one

way. The implementer who constructed the message intended it to have a different

meaning from the operator's interpretation. The resulting corrective action is therefore

incorrect.
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0.3.27 Message Extensibility
The IDMEF itself MUST be extensible. As new ID technologies emerge and as new

information about events becomes available, the IDMEF message format MUST be able to

include this new information. Such message extensibility must occur in such a manner that

Interoperability is NOT impacted.

0.3.27.1 Rationale
As intrusion detection technology continues to evolve, it is likely that additional

information relating to detected events will become available. The IDMEF message format

MUST be able to be extended by a specific implementation to encompass this new

information. Such extensions are not a license to break the interoperation of IDMEF

messages.
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Appendix E. IHSMO using Hozo editor

E.1 IHSMO with slots
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E.2 IHSMO without slots
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E.3 IHSMO source code with attributes/slots

<Jxml versicn= r Lf)" encodlng="UTF-8" 7>
_ <OE_FILE filename="IHSMO with Concepts and
- Slots_v2.ont.xml"

ont_id="12189100213590nt">
<FILENAME_ONT>IHSMO with Concepts and

510ts_v2.ont.xml </FILENAME_ONT>
:: <W_CONCEPTS>
<CANVAS_SIZE w="4000" h="4000" />

:: <CONCEPTid="1218901676562_nO">
<LABEL>IHSMO</LABEL>
<SUB__LABELSI>
<POSx="312" y="248" I>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_L label="IH5MO" def="" role_name=""

class_const="" rh_name="" value="" />
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1218901676562_n1">
- <LABEL>lncomlng Trafflc</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="572" y="4" I>
<PART_TREE>dose</PART _TREE>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_Llabel="Traffic Source Ontology" def=''''

role_name="" class_const="" rh_name=""
value="" />
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1218901676562_n2">
- <LABEL>Ubpcap/Wlnpcap</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="748" y="O" />

_ <SLOTS>
:: <SLOTid="1218901676562_.3" type="NW"
- label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l" role="*NIX

Based capturing System"
class_constraint="Data capturing"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<PART_TREE>dose</PART _TREE>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Data capturing" rh_name=""
value="" />
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230956039562_s4" type="NW"
- label=".lot3" kind="p/o" num="l" role="Wln

Based capturing System"
class_constraint="Data capturing"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Data capturing" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1218901676562_s4" type="NW"
- label="slot2" kind=·p/O" num="l" role="Pre-

processor" class_constraint="Data
processing" rh_name="PlICket Decoding,
Filtering system" value="">
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<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Data Processing" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_Llabel="Upcap/Wlncap Ontology" def=''''

role_name="" class_const='''' rh name=""
value="" I> -
</CONCEPT>

- <CONCEPTid="1218901676562 n5">
- <LABEL>IICS</LABEL> _
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="572" y="108" I>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>

:: <SLOTS>
z: <SLOTid="1218901676562_s6" type="NW"

label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l" role="IHMD"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value=:"">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh name=""
value="" /> -
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1218901676562_s7" type="NW"
label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="UIHRF" class_constraint="lntruslon
Unified Report Format" rh name=""
value=""> -

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="lntruslon Unified Report
Format" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONS/>
<SUB_Llabel="IIC5 Ontology" def=""

role_name="" class_const="" rh_name=''''
value="" I>
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1218901676562 n12">
- <LABEL>ldentlflcatlon 5ubsystem</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="488" y="216" I>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONS/>
<SUB_Llabel="Hybrld Subsystem Ontology"

def="" role_name="" class const=""
rh_name="" value="" I> -
</CONCEPT>

:: <CONCEPTid="1218901676562_n13">
<LABEL>Hybrid Identlflcatlon</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="704" y="212" />
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONSI>
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<SUB_Llabel="Hybrld Identification Ontology"
def='''' role_name="" class_const=""
rh_name="" value="" />
</CONCEPT>

- <CONCEPTid="1218901676562_n14">
- <LABEL>Anomaly Identlflcatlon</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="860" y="300" />

- <SLOTS>= <SLOTid="1218904397000_s15" type="NW"
- label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="Method L1" class_constraint="Llve
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Uve Identification" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>= <SLOTid="1218904397000_s16" type="NW"
label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method L2" class_constraint="Uve
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value='''' />
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1218904397000_s17" type="NW"
- label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="Method Ln" class_constraint="Uve
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Uve Identification" rh_name=""
value="" />
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_L label="Anomaly Ontology" def=""

role_name="" class_const="" rh_name=""
value='''' I>
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1218901676562_n15">
- <LABEL>Mlsuse Identlflcatlon</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<P~S x="568" y="276" I>
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_L label="Mlsuse Ontology" def=""

role_name="" class_const="" rh_name=""
value='''' I>
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1218901676562_n16">
- <LABEL>Response Ontology</LABEL>
<SUB LABELS/>
<POS~="148" y="288" I>
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONSI>
<SUB L label="Response Ontology" def=""

rOle_name="" class_const="" rh_name=""
value="" I>
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</CONCEPT>
- <CONCEPTid="1218901676562 n17">
- <LABEL>Actlve Response Ontology</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="O" y="364" />

- <SLOTS>= <SLOTid="1218902034796_S18" type="NW"
label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method R1"
class_constraint="Defendlng/ Active
Response" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="lnformlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

= <SLOTid="1218902034796_s19" type="NW"
label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method R2"
class_constraint="Defendlng/ Active
Response" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Defendlng/ Active Response"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

= <SLOTid="1218902034796_s20" type="NW"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method Rn"
class__constraint ="Defendlng/ Active
Response" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=''''

class_const="Defendlng/ Active Response"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_Llabel="Actlve Response Ontology"

def="" role name="" class const=""
rh_name=';;; value="" I> -
</CONCEPT>

- <CONCEPTid="1218901676562 n18">
- <LABEL>Passlve Response OntOiogy</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="288" y="360" I>= <SLOTS>= <SLOTid="1218902034796_s22" type="NW"

label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method R'l"
class_constraint= "Informlng/ Passive
Response" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="lnformlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1218902034796_s23" type="NW"
label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method R'2"
class_constraint="lnformlng/Passlve
Response" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
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<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role name=....
class. const="lnformlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name= ....value='''' />
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="121S902034796_s24" type="NW"
- label="slot3 .. klnd="p/o" num="l"

role="Method R'n"
class constraint ="Informing/Passive
Response" rh name="" value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role name=""

class const="Informlng/ Passive Response"
rh_name= ....value=..../>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_L label="Passlve Response Ontology"

def= ....role_name=....class_const=""
rh_name= ....value="" I>
</CONCEPT>

- <CONCEPTid="121S901676562_n19">
- <LABEL>Admln/Manager Console

Ontology</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="O" y="S" />

- <SLOTS>
:: <SLOTid="121S902034796_s26" type="NW"
- label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="Monltoring Security Polley based on
Anomaly Identification"
class constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="" value=....>

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB- L label="slot" def=....role_name="Security

Policy" class_const="Anomaly Ontology"
rh_name= ....value="" I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="121S902034796_s27" type="NW"
label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Updatlng RSDB"
class constraint= "RSDBDatabase"
rh name="" value=:"">

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB-L label="" def="" role_name=""

cI;sS const="RSDB Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="121S902034796_s2S" type="NW"
- label=".lot3" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="Manual Prevention"
class_constraint="Admln Console" rh_name=""
value="">

<SUB LABELSI>
<PART TREE>dose</PART.TREE>
<SUB i label="" def="" role_name=""

cI;ss_const="Admln Console" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1218902034796_s29" type="NW"
- label="slot4" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="Networic Monitoring"
dass_constraint="Admln Console" rh_name=""
value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
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<SUB_Llabel='''' def="" role_name=""
class_const="Admln Console" rh name=""
value="" I> _.
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_Llabel="Admln/Manager Console

Ontology" def="" role_name="" class_const=""
rh_name="" value="" I>
</CONCEPT>

.::<CONCEPTid="121S904047109_n30">
<LABEL>RSDB Database <I LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="5SS" y="360" />

.: <SLOTS>

.: <SLOTid="1218904397000_s34" type="NW"
label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method Al"
class_constraint="ldentlflcatlon Database"
rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel>' ..• def="" role_name=""

class_const="Identification Database"
rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="121S904397000_s35" type="NW"
label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method A2"
class_constraint="ldentlflcatlon Database"
rh_name=1I1I value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel='''' def='''' role_name=''''

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="121S904397000_s36" type="NW"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method An"
class_constraint= "Identification Database"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel='''' def="" rotejrame=?"

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONS/>
</CONCEPT>

.: <CONCEPTid="121S9319SSS12_n37">
<LABEL>ldentlflcatlon Database</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="44" y="624" />

- <SLOTS>
.: <SLOTid="121S9319S8812_s3S" type="NW"

label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Decodlng based (layer2
Identifications)" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="· value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="92" y="520" />

- <SLOTS>
~ <SLOTid="121S93198S812_s39" type="R2-1"

label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l" role="ARP
decoding" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">
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<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_.const="Rule Set Data Base" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1218931988812_s40" type="R2-1"
label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Layer 2 header decoding"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB'=-LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="" def='''' role_name=""

class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""
class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
<IS LOT>

_ <SLOT id="1218931988812_s41" type="NW"
- label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="Protocol based (layer3
Identifications)" class_constraint=" Misuse
Identification" rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB LABELSI>
<POS~="80" y="692" I>

_ <SLOTS>
: <SLOT id="1218931988812_s42" type="R2-1"

label="slot" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Protocols Snort analyses: tcp, udp,
Icmp, and Ip" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB LABELSI>
<SUB- L label='''' def="" role_name=""

cI;ss_const="Any" rh_name="" value='''' I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1218931988812_s43" type="R2-1"
- label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test

the IP header's TTL field value"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB'=-LABELSI>
<SUB_L label='''' def='''' role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1218931988812_s44" type="R2-1"
label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the IP header's TOS field value"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB'=-LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=''''
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1218931988812_s4S" type="R2-1"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the IP header's fragment ID field for a
specific value" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
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</SLOT>
z: <SLOTid="1218931988812_S46" type="R2-1"

label="slotS" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="watch the IP option fields for specific
codes" class..constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rbname«'" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rb..neme=:" value="" I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1218931988812_s47" type="R2-1"
label="slot6" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the fragmentation bits of the IP header"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB._Llabel="" def='''' role name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1218931988812_548" type="R2-1"
label="slot7" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the packet's payload size against a value"
class_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1218931988812_s49" type="R2-1"
label="slot8" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the TCP flags for certain values"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="11 value= ?">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel='''' def="" role name=''''

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1218931988812_sSO" type="R2-1"
label="slot9" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the TCP sequence number field for a
specific value" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1218931988812_sS1" type="R2-1"
label="slot10" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the TCPacknowledgement field for a
specific value" class_constraint="MI.u.e
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel='''' def="" role_name=""

class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1218931988812_sS2" type="R2-1"
label="slot11" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the ICMP type field against a specific value"
class_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
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<SUB_llabel="" def='''' role__name=""
class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=''''
value="" I>
</SlOT>

- <SLOTid="1218931988812_s53" type="R2-1"
label="slot12" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the ICMP code field against a specific
value" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1218931988812_s54" type="R2-1"
label="slot13" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the ICMP ECHOID field against a specific
value" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB LABELSI>
<SUB- L label=?" def="" role_name=''''

cl~ss_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SlOT>

_ <SLOTid="1218931988812_s55" type="R2-1"
label="slotI4" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the ICMP ECHOsequence number against a
specific value" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB LABELSI>
<SUB-L label="" def="" role_name=""

c1~ss_const="MlsuseOntology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1218931988812_s56" type="R2-1"
label="slot1S" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="fllter for SYN/FIN/RST TCP packets"
class constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB- L label="" def="" role_name=""

cI~ss_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SlOT>

_ <SLOTid="1218931988812_s57" type="R2-1"
- label="slot16" kind="a/o" num="1"

role="process TCP fragments"
class_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB-L label="" def="" role_name=""

c1;ss_const="AnY" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1218931988812_sS8" type="R2-1"
label="slotI7" kind="a/o" num="1" role="flag
HTTP-based worm sources such as Code
Red" c1ass_constraint="MlsuseIdentification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB'=-LABELSI>
<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""

c1;ss_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1218931988812_s59" type="R2-1"
label="slotI8" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="detalled analysis of http requests"

Re.uarrh flIIIi o."I0"",,,,t ofa Reftm.a Mtxltl for
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c1ass_constraint="MlsuseIdentification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=''''

class const="Any" rh name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

-= <SLOTid="1218931988812_s60" type="R2-1"
label="slotI9" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="detalled analysis of http replies"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABElSI>
<SUB_llabel="" def='''' role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel='''' def="" role_name=""
class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=""
value='" />
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230837580437_s62" type="NW"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="I"
role="Frame structure based (layer 2
Identifications)" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="640" y="664" />

- <SLOTS>
~ <SLOTid="1230850840750_s64" type="R2-1"

label="slot" kind="a/o" num="1" role="tests
the entire frame control field"
c1ass__constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_llabel="" def="" role_name=""

c1ass_const="Any"rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230850840750_s65" type="R2-1"
- label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="1" role="tests

the 802.11 frame's type"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SlOT>

- <SLOTid="1230850840750_s66" type="R2-1"
- label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="I" role="tests

the 802.11 frame's subtype"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

c1ass_const="Any"rh_name='''' value="" I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230850840750_s67" type="R2-1"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="I" role="tests
the from distribution system frame control
flag" class_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def='''' role_name=""

c1ass__const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
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</SLOT>
- <SLOTid="1230SS0S40750_s6S" type="R2-1"
- label="slotS" kind="a/o" num="1" role="tests

the to distribution system frame control
flag" ctass_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel='''' def= ....role_name=....

class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh__name=....
value="" />
</SLOT>

- <SLOT id="1230SS0S40750_s69" type="R2-1"
- label="slot6" kind="a/o" num="1" role="tests

the more fragments frame control flag"
class_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh_name= ....value=....>

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label=" ..• def="" role_name=....

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230SS0S40750_s70" type="R2-1"
- label="slot7" kind="a/o" num="1" role="tests

the retry frame control flag"
class_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh name='''' value=?">

<SUB-LABELS/>
<SUB=L label=....def='..• role_name=....

class_const="AnY" rh_name=....value="" />
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230SS0S407S0_s71" type="R2-1"
- label="slotS" kind="a/o" num="1" role="tests

the power management frame control flag"
class_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh name=....value=....>

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB-L label=....def= ....role_name=....

cI;;ss_const="Any" rh_name=....value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230SS0S40750_s72" type="R2-1"
_ label="slot9" kind="a/o" num="1" role="tests

the more data frame control flag"
class_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh name=....value="">

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB=L label=....def= ....role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230SS0S407S0_s73" type="R2-1"
label="slot10" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="tests the wep frame control flag"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh name=....value=....>

<SUB-=:-LABELSI>
<SUB_L label=....def= ....role_name=....

class_const="Any" rh_name=....value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230SS08407S0_s74" type="R2-1"
label="slot11" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="tests the order frame control flag"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh name=....value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB=Llabel=....def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name=....value=....I>
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</SLOT>
.: <SLOTid="1230SS0S407S0_s7S" type="R2-1"

label="slot12" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="tests the frame's duration/Id field"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name=....value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role name=....

class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=....
value=....I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230SS0S407S0_s76" type="R2-1"
label="slot13" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="tests the frame's BSSID"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name=....value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name=....value="" I>
</SLOT>

:::<SLOTid="1230SS0S407S0_s77" type="R2-1"
label="slot14" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="tests the frame's sequence number"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name=nn vetue=?">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role_name=....

class_const="Any" rh_name=....value="" I>
</SLOT>

z: <SLOTid="1230SS0S407S0_s7S" type="R2-1"
label="slot1S" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="tests the frame's fragment number"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name=....value=....>

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel='..• def= ....role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name=·... value="" I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230SS0S407S0_s79" type="R2-1"
label="slot16" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="tests the frame's 4th address field"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name=....value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role_name=....

class_const="Any" rh_name=·..• value=..../>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role_name=....
class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=....
value=....I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230SS2626S31_s7S" type="NW"
label="slot4" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Other unclassified Identifications"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name=·...value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="112" y="1404" I>

- <SLOTS>
.: <SLOTid="1230852626531_sS2" type="R2-1"

label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="1" role="role"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
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<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role_name=....
class_const="Any" rh_name="" value=....I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role, name=....
class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1230SS2626S31 nS3">
- <LABEL>Llve Identlflcatlon</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="1144" y="60S" I>

- <SLOTS>
: <SLOTid="1230SS2626S31_s94" type="NW"
- label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="Protocol based (layer3
Identifications)" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
- <SLOTS>
=- <SLOTid="1230SS2626S31_s9S" type="R2-1"
- label="slot" kind="a/o" num="1" role="FTP

analysis" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role_name=....

class_const="Any" rh_name='''' value="" I>
</SLOT>

.:: <SLOT id="1230SS2626S31_s96" type="R2-1"
label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="ldentlfy and log TFTPsessions"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label='''' def= ....role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=....
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230SS2626S31_s97" type="R2-1"
label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="1" role="ICMP
analysis" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label='''' def='''' role_name=....

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230SS2626S31_s9S" type="R2-1"
'abel="slot4" kind="a/o" num="1" role="DNS
analysis" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label=....def="" role_name=....

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="· I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230SS2626S31_s99" type="R2-1"
label="slotS" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="search for a set of patterns In the
packet's payload" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name=....value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>

&searrh and De"lopmenl of a &jerrna Model for
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<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""
class_const="Any" rh ..name= ....value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel='''' def= ....role_name=""
class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value=....I>
</SLOT>

.; <SLOTid="1230SS5124031_s100" type="NW"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Logglng based"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name=....value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="6S4" y="S12" I>

:: <SLOTS>
:: <SLOTid="1230SSS124031_s101" type="R2-1"

label="slot" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="detects password scans"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name=....value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def="" role__name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name=....value="" I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1230SSS124031_s102" type="R2-1"
label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="analysing rlogln/telnet"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rhname«'" valuee ""c-

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role_name=""

class.._const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1230SSS124031_s103" type="R2-1"
label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="access and record connection events"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh__name=....value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name='''' value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role_name=''''
class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value=....I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1230SSS124031_s104" type="NW"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Frame structure based (layer2
Identification)" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh name=....value="">

<SUB_LABELSI> -
<pas x="11SS" y="90S" I>

- <SLOTS>
.: <SLOTid="1230SSS124031_s10S" type="R2-1"

label="slot" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Networks with known WEP keys can
be decrypted In realtime"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
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<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=''''
class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.:. <SLOTid="1230855124031_s106" type="R2-1"
label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="tracks probe requests and responses"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=?" def='''' role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.:. <SLOTid="1230855124031_s107" type="R2-1"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Fuzzy encryption detectlon(UIHRF}"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=''''

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value='''' I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230855124031_s108" type="R2-1"
- label="slot4" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="BSSID (MAC address) of the
network(UIHRF}" class_constraint="IHMD
Database" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s109" type="R2-1"
- label="slot5" kind="a/o" num="1"

role="Dlsplay Last-advertised channel for
network" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""

cI;3"ss_const="AnomalyOntology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s110" type="R2-1"
label="slot6" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Dlsplay Number of clients (unique
MACs) seen on network"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="· value="">

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB-L label='''' def="" role_name=''''

cl;3"ss_const="Any"rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s111" type="R2-1"
- label="slot7" kind="a/o" num="1"

role="Dlsplay Network status flags"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB-L label="" def="" role_name=""

cI;3"ss_const="AnY"rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s112" type="R2-1"
- label="slot8" kind="a/o" num="1"

Reseanh atUi D ... Iop.t1It of II Reftre"" Model for
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role="Dlsplay Extra AP Information Included
by some manufacturers"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="fI value e "''»

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230855124031_s113" type="R2-1"
label="slot9" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Dlsplay Number of LLC packets"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230855124031_s114" type="R2-1"
label="slot10" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="ldentlfies Manufacturer and Model pf
AP and Client" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel='''' def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name='''' value='''' I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230855124031_s115" type="R2-1"
label="slotll" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Dlsplay Maximum supported rate as
advertised by AP" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name='''' value="" I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230855124031_s116" type="R2-1"
label="slot12" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Dlsplay Maximum supported rate as
advertised by AP" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=''''

class_const="Any" rh_name='''' value="" I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230855124031_S117" type="R2-1"
label="slot13" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Dlsplay Name of the network or
group" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230855124031_s118" type="R2-1"
label="slot14" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Dlsplay Last seen noise level"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230855124031_s119" type="R2-1"
label="slot15" kind="a/o" num="1"
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role="Dlsplay Last seen signal level"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name='''' vatue="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s120" type="R2-1"
label="slot16" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Dlsplay Network type (Probe, Adhoc,
Infra, etc)" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value=?">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB L label="" def="" role__narne=''"

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s121" type="R2-1"
label="slot17" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Dlsplay WEPstatus"
class constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh narne=?" value="">

<SUB-LABELS/>
<SUB- L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=....
value=""/>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s122" type="R2-1"
- label="slot18" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="Identlfies unusual probes (UIHRF)"
class constraint="IHMD Database"
rh name="" value=....>

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB-L label="" def=....role_name=....

class__const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_sl23" type="R2-1"
- label="slot19" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="ldentlfies unusual probes (UIHRF)"
class constraint="IHMD Database"
rh name=....value=....>

<SUB-LABELSI>
<POS~="1240" y="1612" I>
<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s124" type="R2-1"
- label="slot20" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="ldentlfies excessive
dlsassoclatlon(UIHRF)"
class constraint="IHMD Database"
rh name=·..• value="">

<SUB'=-LABELSI>
<P~S x="1232" y="1640" I>
<SUB L label=·..• def="" role_name=""

class const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value:· ..·I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s125" type="R2-1"
- label="slot21" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="ldentlfies Netstumbler probe

RJ!~ tlJIdO"''''/»"ellt of tl Rlft""'" Motielfor
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requests(UIHRF)" class_constraint="IHMD
Database" rh_name='''' value=''''>

<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="1232" y="1672" />
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" />
</SLOT>

:::<SLOTid="1230855124031_s126" type="R2-1"
label="slot22" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Identifies
Deauthentlcate/Dlsassociate
Flood(UIHRF)" class_constraint="IHMD
Database" rh_name="" value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="1240" y="1712" I>
<SUB_Llabel=....def='''' role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh name=""
value="" />
</SLOT>

:::<SLOTid="1230855124031_s127" type="R2-1"
label="slot23" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Identlfies Lucent link test(UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="1240" y="1744" />
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=....
value="" I>
</SLOT>

:::<SLOTid="1230855124031_s128" type="R2-1"
label="slot24" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Identlfies SSID brute force
attempt(UIHRF)" class_constraint="IHMD
Database" rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB__LABELSI>
<POSx="1236" y="1816" I>
<PART_TREE>ciose</PART_TREE>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=''''

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=''''
value="" I>
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="1230855124031_s129" type="R2-1"
label="slot25" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Identlfies AP changing to a new
channel(UIHRF)" class_constraint="IHMD
Database" rh_name=....value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<P~S x="1240" y="1848" I>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

:::<SLOTid="1230855124031_s130" type="R2-1"
label="slot26" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Identifies 8roadcast
disconnect/ deauthentlcate(UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh__name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="1240" y="1884" I>
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<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role_name=....
class_const="IHMD Database" rh__narne=?"
value=..../>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s131" type="R2-1"
- label="slot27" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="ldentlfies Invalid ass
tlmestamps(UIHRF)" class_constraint="IHMD
Database" rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB_LABELS/ >
<POSx="1240" y="1920" />
<SUB_Llebel=?" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh name=""
value="" />
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s132" type="R2-1"
_ label="slot2S" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="ldentlfies weak-Iv packet (UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh narne=?" value="">

<SUB-LABELS/>
<POS-x="124S" y="1952" />
<SUB_Llabel=?" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s133" type="R2-1"
- label="slot29" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="ldentlfies MITM attacks(UIHRF)"
class constraint="IHMD Database"
rh name=1I1I value="">

<SUB'=-LABELS/>
<POSx="1240" y="17S0" />
<PARTTREE>close</PART_TREE>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s134" type="R2-1"
_ label="slot30" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="ldentlfies MACspoofing attacks
(UIHRF)" class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh name='''' value="">

<SUB'=-LABELS/>
<POSx="1240" y="15S0" />
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel='''' def="" role_name=""
class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s135" type="NW"
label="slot5" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Other unclassified Identifications"
class constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="" value=''''>

<SUB'=-LABELS/>
<POSx="772" y="1704" />

- <SLOTS>
: <SLOTid="1230855124031_s136" type="R2-1"
- label="slot" kind="p/o" num="1"

RI-m. aIIIi Deulopm.", ofa Rlft,.- Mw/for
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role="ldentlfles vulnerability scans(UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="S16" y="176S" />
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh name=""
value="" /> -
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s13S" type="R2-1"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="ldentlfies port scans(UIHRF)"
class__constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="S12" y="1S04" />
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s139" type="R2-1"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="watch &. record RPCservices for
specific application/procedure calls"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="248" y="192S" />
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=....
value="" />
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230855124031_s140" type="R2-1"
label="slot5" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="record and analyse email traffic"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="S12" y="1860" />
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value=..../>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230855124031_s141" type="R2-1"
label="slot6" kind="a/o" num="1" role="track
software versions"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="S20" y="1900n I>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value=..../>
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="1230855124031_s142" type="R2-1"
label="slot7" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="ldentlfies for blaster worm(UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="· value=·...>

<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="S12" y="1940" />
<SUB_Llabel=....def=....role_name=....

class_const="IHMD Database" rh name=""
value=..../> -
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</SlOT>
.. <SLOTid="1230SSS124031_s143" type="R2-1"
- label=".lotS" kmd="p/o" num="1"

role="Identlfles synflood attacks(UIHRF)"
class constraint="IHMD D.taba.e"
rhoname='''' value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="320" y="1964" I>
<SUB_Llabel="" def=....role_name=....

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=....
value="" I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230SSS124031_s144" type="R2-1"
- label=".lot9" kind="a/o" num="l" role="SSL

analy.e," class_constraint="Anomaly
Id.ntlflcatlon" rh name=....value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="324" y="172S" I>
<SUB_Llabel="" def=....role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=''''
value="" I>
</SLOT>

.. <SLOTid="1230SSS124031_s14S" type="R2-1"
- label=".lot10" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="ldentlfles Incoming and outgoing
connection. that ., ••• h(UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Dat.base"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="264" y="1760" I>
<SUB.L label="" def=....role_name=....

class const="IHMD D.t.b ..... rh name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

.. <SLOTid="1230SSS124031_s146" type="R2-1"
- label=".lot11" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="Identifies b.ckdoors( UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD D.t.b .....
rh name="" value=....>

<SUB~l.ABELSI>
<POSx="324" y="17SS" I>
<SUB L label="" def=....role_name=""

class_const="IHMD D.t.b ..... rh_name=""
value=....I>
</SLOT>

.. <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s147" type="R2-1"
- label="slot12" kind="a/o" num="l"

role="ldentlfies cl•• , text pauwords"
class_constraint="Anom.ly Identification"
rh name=....value="">

<SUB-LABELSI>
<POS-x="324" y="1S20" I>
<SUB L label=....def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anom.ly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="12308S8S989S8_s148" typeoz"R2-1"
- label=".lot13" klnd="a/o" num="l"

role="Promiscuous mode"
class constraint="Anom.ly Identification"
rh name=....value=....>

<SUB-LABELSI>
<POS-x="320" y="18S2" I>
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<SUB L labe"'''" def=·· role n.11ll{, ."

class const~"Anomaly Ontology" rh ""rn., ".,
value •• I .
</SLOT>

: <SLOTId=·12308S8S989"_s14'· type "Al-I"
label=·"ot14" klnd<·"./o" "<Jill "1"
role" "search for a pattern In the URI
portion of a p8Cket·
class constramt e "Anomaly Ict.ntlftcatlon"
rh name="" value..•• ..

<SUB LABELS/ >
<pas x="320" y,,"I888- t »
<SUB L label,,"" def,,·" role name"'"-

class const=·Anomaly Ontology" rh n"me --
value="· />
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB L label="" de'''"" role name «:"

class const=·Anomaly Ontology" rh name .-
value="· I>

</SLOT>
: <SLOTId=·123085'515843_s137- type e ·NW"

label="slot· klnd"·p/o· num,,·I· role" ·Alert
ba... " class constrsmt c· Anomaly
Id.ntlftcatlon· rh name:"· valueu··:-

<SUB LABELS/ >
<POSx=·SOO· y="1320· I_.

- <SLOTS>
: <SLOTid="123085'SI5843_s138- type- ·Al-I·

lebel= ".. ot· klnd,,·./o· num,·I- roleo·Hnd
alerts to sysIog" class constraint ,-·Anomaly
Identification" rh name ". valu(''"•• ;.

<SUB LABELS/ >
<SUB.L label'"•.. ot· dc'·z·· role nam('''·send

alerts to sysIog' class (Onst ·Any·
rh name"·· value=" /-..
</SLOT>

: <SLOTId="12308S1515843_s131- type~·R2-I·
label,,""ot2' kind~·p/o· nurn -1· role ,,'wrtte
the al.rt In a UIHRr format'
class constraInt'" 'IHMD Databa .. ·
rh name.."· value","">

<SUB LABELS/ >
<SUB,L label..""ot2· def~•• role name~·wrtt.

the alert In a .. mple format·
class const&·IHMD Databa .. • rh name··"
value..•• I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTId="12308S9S15843_'140- type··A2-1·
label="sIoU· kind.."a/O· num,,-1- role·· .. nd
al.rts to a -NIX eocket that another
program can IIften on'
class_constraint,.· Anomaly Identlftcatlon"
rh name_H.value"'"">

<SUB LABELSI>
<SUB.L label.· .. 0t3· de'''"" role name.·aend

.Ierts to a -NIX eocket that another
program can IIften on' class (onsl- "Any·
rh_name..•• value..•• I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTId·"12308S9S15843_'141- type "oA2_1·
label..°slot4" klnd··a/o· num~·l·
roles "Packets logged to a decoded ASCII
format or a binary log ftl.·
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class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value='"">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="slot4" def= .... role_name="Packets

logged to a decoded ASCII format or a
binary log file" class_const="Any"
rh_name=....value="" I>
</SLOT>

.:: <SLOTid="12308S9S1S843_s142" type="R2-1"
label="slotS" kind="a/o" num="1" role="send
WlnPopup alert messages to Windows
machines" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="slot5" def=....role_name="send

WlnPopup alert messages to Windows
machines" class_const="Any" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

z: <SLOT id="1230859515843_s143" type="R2-1"
label="slot6" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="record log In a database"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="slot6" def="" role_name="record

log In a database" class_const="Any"
rh_name="" value=....I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="123085951S843_s144" type="R2-1"
- label="slot7" kind="a/o" num="1"

role="record log In a cvs file"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="slot7" def="" role_name="record

log In a cvs file" class_const="Any"
rh_name= ....value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="12308S951S843_s145" type="R2-1"
- label="slot8" kind="a/o" num="1"

role="sendlng alert to administrator's email
or pager" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="slotS" def=....role_name="sendlng

alert to administrator's email or pager"
class_const="AnY" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230859515843_s146" type="R2-1"
- label="slot9" kind="./o" num="1" role="log

alerts to event logs"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="slot9" def="" role_name="log

alerts to event logs" class_const="Anomaly
Ontology" rh_name="" value=....I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel="slot" def="" role_name="Alert
based" class_const="Anomaly Ontology"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>
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</SLOTS>
</CONCEPT>

:::<CONCEPTid="1230859515843 n147">
<LABEL>lnformlng/Passlve Re;ponse</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="O" y="1S20" I>

::: <SLOTS>
:::<SLOTid="1230859515843_s148" type="NW"

label="slot" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Termlnate a connection"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name="" value=''">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role name=....

class_const="Any" rh_n~me="" value=....I>
</SLOT>

:::<SLOTid="1230859515843_s149" type="NW"
label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Block a malicious host ..
class_constraint="Any" rh_name=....value='..'c-

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def=' ..• role name=....

class_const="Any" rh_name=....value="" I>
</SLOT>

:::<SLOTid="1230859515843_s150" type="NW"
label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="1" role="Edlt
router's ACL to block hostile hosts"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name=....value=?">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role name=....

class_const="Any" rh_name=....value=....I>
</SLOT>

:::<SLOTid="123085951S843_s151" type="NW"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Passlve monitoring of network traffic"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name=....value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name='''' value=....I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>
</CONCEPT>

:::<CONCEPTid="1230859S15843 n152">
<LABEL>Defendlng/ Active ResPonse</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="1172" y="O" I>

- <SLOTS>
:::<SLOTid="1230859515843_s153" type="NW"

label="slot" kind="p/o" num="1" role="Alert
based" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name=....value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
:::<SLOTS>
;: <SLOTid="1230S59515843_s154" type="R2-2"

label="slot" kind="a/o" num="1" role="send
alerts to syslog" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name=....value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<PART_TREE>close</PARTTREE>
<SUB_Llabel="slot" def="';-role_name="send

alerts to syslog"
class_const="lnformlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name=....value='''' I>
</SLOT>
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- <SLOTid="1230859515843_s155" type="R2-2"
label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l" role="wrlte
the alert In a simple format(UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="slot2" def='''' role_name="wrlte

the alert In a simple format"
class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh__name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230859515843_s156" type="R2-2"
label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="l" role="send
alerts to a *NIX socket that another
program can listen on"
class constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB- L label="slot3" def="" role_name="send

aierts to a * NIX socket that another
program can listen on"
class const="Informlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name="" value=?"I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230859515843_s157" type="R2-2"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Packets logged to a decoded ASCII
format or a binary log file"
class constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="11 value="">

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB-L label="slot4" def="" role_name="Packets

I~ged to a decoded ASCII format or a
binary log file"
class const="Informing/ Passive Response"
rh_name="" value='''' I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230859515843_s158" type="R2-2"
label="slotS" kind="a/o" num="1" role="send
WlnPopup alert messages to Windows
machines" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB LABELS/>
<SUB-L label="slotS" def="" role_name="send

"",nPopuP alert messages to Windows
machines" class_const="Informing/Passive
Response" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230859S15843_slS9" type="R2-1"
label="slot6" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="record log In a database"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB'=-LABELS/>
<SUB L label="slot6" def="" role_name="record

log In a database"
class_const="Informing/ Passive Response"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="12308S9515843_s160" type="R2-1"
- label="slot7" kind="a/o" num="1"

role="record log In a cvs file"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB'=-LABELSI>
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<SUB_Llabel="slot7" def="" role_name="record
log In a cvs file"
class_const="Informlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="1230859515843_s161" type="R2-1"
label="slot8" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="sendlng alert to administrator's email
or pager" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB__L label="slot8" def="" role_name="sendlng

alert to administrator's email or pager"
class_const="Informing/ Passive Response"
rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="12308S9S15843_s162" type="R2-1"
label="slot9" kind="a/o" num="1" role="log
alerts to event logs"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel="slot9" def="" role_name="log

alerts to event logs"
class_const="lnformlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel="slot" def="" role name="Alert
based" class_const="Anomaly Ontology"
rh_name="" value='''' />

</SLOT>
.::<SLOTid="12308S9515843_s163" type="NW"

label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Termlnate a connection"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name='''' value=....>

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel="slot" def=""

role_name="Termlnate a connection"
class_const="Any" rh_name=....value=..../>
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="12308S9515843_s164" type="NW"
label="slot22" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Block a malicious host"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel="slot2" def="" role_name="Block a

malicious host" class_const="Any"
rh_name=....value="" />
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="1230859515843_s165" type="NW"
label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="l" role="Edlt
router's ACL to block hostile hosts"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel="slot3" def="" role_name="Edlt

router's ACL to block hostile hosts"
class_const="AnY" rh_name=....value="" I>
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="1230859515843_s166" type="NW"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="dumps the application layer
Information for a given session"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name="" value="">
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<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label=="slot4" def==""role_name=="dumps

the application layer Information for a
glyen session" class_const="Any" rh_name=""
value='''' [»
<{SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="12308S9S1S843_s167" type="NW"
- label="slotS" kind="a/o" num="1" role="block

web sites" class_constraint="Any" rh_name=""
value=?">

<SUB_LABELSj>
<SUB_L label="slotS" def="" role_name="block

web sites" class_const="Any" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_L label="Informlng/Passlye Response"
def=?" role_name='''' class_const=....
rh_name='''' value="" I>
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1230938127140_n167">
- <LABEL>Admln Console</LABEL>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="SOO" y="1380" I>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONS/>

</CONCEPT>
_ <CONCEPTid="1230938127140_n168">
- <LABEL>Defendlng/ ActlYe

Response_2</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx=="376" y="1460" />
<RELATIONSI>

</CONCEPT>
_ <CONCEPTid="1230946789609_n165">
- <LABEL>IHMD Database</LABEL>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="296" y="1516" />

</CONCEPT>
_ <CONCEPTid="lZ30946789609_n166">
- <LABEL>Intruslon Unified Report

Format</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="300" y="1552" />

</CONCEPT>
_ <CONCEPTid="1Z30946789609_n167">
- <LABEL>IICS Protocols</LABEL>

<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="308" y="1592" l>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>

- <SLOTS>
: <SLOT id="1230946789609_s168" type="NW"
- label="slot" kind="p/o" num="1" role="Baseci

on IDMEF" class_constraint="I1HSM"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB-=-LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IIHSM" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230946789609_s169" type="NW·
- label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="1" role="Any

Wireless compatible exchange format"
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class_constraint="IIHSM" rh name=""
value=""> -

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
<{SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONSI>
<ICONCEPT>

.: <CONCEPTid="1230946789609_n170"
instantiation ="true" >

<LABEL>Wlreless IDXP</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<pas x="S04" y="1596" />
<RELATIONS/>

</CONCEPT>
.: <CONCEPTid="1230946789609_n171">
<LABEL>IIHSM <I LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="90B" y="132" I>

- <SLOTS>
.: <SLOTid="12309467B9609_s172" type="NW"

label="slot" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Method T1" ciass_constraint="IICS
Protocols" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IICS Protocol" rh_name=""
value= ?" />
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230946789609_s173" type="NW"
label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Method T2" class_constraint="IICS
Protocols" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label='''' def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230946789609_s174" type="NW"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Method Tn" class_constraint="IICS
Protocols" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

ciass_const="Any" rh_name="" value='''' />
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONS/>
</CONCEPT>

.: <CONCEPTid="1230990225468_n176">
<LABEl>Data Capturlng</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="12" y="178Z" />
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONS/>
<SUB_L label="Data Capturing" def=""

role_name="" class_const="" rh name==""
value::"" I> -
</CONCEPT>

:. <CONCEPTid="123099022S468_n177"
instantiation ="true" >

<LABEL>Packet Snlffers</LABEL>
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<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="134" y="1881" />
<RELATIONS/>

</CONCEPT>
.::<CONCEPTid="1230990225468_n178"

instantiation ="true" >
<LABEL>Traffic Generators</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="169" y="1808" I>
<RELATIONSI>

</CONCEPT>
.:: <CONCEPTid="1230990225468_n179"

instantiation = "true" >
<LABEL>Network Testers</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="181" y="1719" />
<RELATIONSI>

</CONCEPT>
.:: <CONCEPTid="1230990225468_nI80"

instantiation ="true" >
<LABEL>Traffic Analysers</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="6" y="1884" />
<RELATIONSI>

</CONCEPT>
.:: <CONCEPTid="1230990225468_n181"

instantiation ="true" >
<LABEL>Network Monitoring Tools</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="94" y="1684" I>
<RELATIONSI>

</CONCEPT>
_ <CONCEPTid="1230990225468 n182"
- instantiation="true"> _
<LABEL>Network IHSs</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="O" y="1704" I>
<RELATIONSI>

</CONCEPT>
.:: <CONCEPTid="1230990796046_n183">
<LABEL>Data Processlng</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="87" y="1968" />

- <SLOTS>
: <SLOTid="1230990796046_sI84" type="NW"
- label="slot" kind="p/o" num="I"

role="Decodlng Raw data link layer packets"
class_constraint="Data Processing"
rh_name="Preprocessor" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
- <SLOTS>
: <SLOTid="1230990796046_sI85" type="R2-1"
- label="slot" kind="a/o" num="1"

role="Ethernet 802.11*"
class_constraint="Data Processing"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230990796046_sI86" type="R2-1"
- label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="I"

role="Token Ring packets"
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class_constraint="Data Processing"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role name=''''

class._const="DataProC;;sslng" rh name=""
value="" I> -
</SLOT>

.:: <SLOTid="1230990796046_sI87" type="R2-1"
label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="I"
role="Hlgher layer protocols such as lP,
TCP, and UDP" class_constraint="Data
Processing" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_.._Llabel="" def="" rolejiame=?"

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB__L label="" def=?" role name=""
class_const="Data Processing" rh_name=""
value="" />
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>
</CONCEPT>

<ISA id="1218901676562 Isa20"
parent="IHSMO" child=';;"Incomlng Traffic" />

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa21"
parent="Incomlng Traffic"
child="Llbpcap/Wlnpcap" I>

<ISA id="1218901676562 Isa22"
parent="IHSMO" child=7."IICS"/>

<ISA id="1218901676562 Isa24"
parent="IHSMO" child=7."Identlflcatlon
Subsystem" />

<ISA id="1218901676S62_lsa2S"
parent="Identlflcatlon Subsystem"
child="Hybrld Identification" />

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa26"
parent="Hybrld Identification"
child="Anomaly Identification" />

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa27"
parent="Hybrld Identification" child="Mlsuse
Identification" />

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa28"
parent="IHSMO" child="Response Ontology"
I>

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa29"
parent="Response Ontology" child="Actlve
Response Ontology" I>

<ISA id="1218901676562 Isa30"
parent= "Response Ont;;'ogy" child="Passive
Response Ontology" />

<ISA id="1218901676562 Isa31"
parent="IHSMO" child=7."Admln/Manager
Console Ontology" />

<ISA id="1218904047109_lsa43"
parent="Mlsuse Identification" child="RSDB
Database" />

<ISA id="1230938127140 Isa185"
parent="Admln Consol;"
child~"Defendlng/Actlve Response_2" />

<ISA Id= 1230946789609_lsa188" parent="IICS
Protocols" child="Wlreless IDXP" />

<ISA id="1230946789609_lsa189"
parent="IICS" child="IIHSM" />
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<ISA id="123099022S468_lsa19S"
parent="Data capturing" child="Packet
Sniffers" />

<ISA id="123099022S46S_lsa199"
parent="Data capturing" child="Traffic
Generators" / >

<ISA id="123099022S468_lsa200"
parent="Data capturing" child="Network
Testers"/>

<ISA id="123099022S468_lsa201"
parent="Data capturing" child="Traffic
Analysers" />

<ISA id="123099022S46S_lsa202"
parent="Data capturing" child="Network
Monitoring Tools" / >

<ISA id="123099022S46S_lsa203"
parent="Data capturing" child="Network
IHSs" />
<lW_CONCEPTS>

- <R_CONCEPTS>
- <CANVAS_SIZEw="2000" h="2000" I>

</R_CONCEPTS>
<IOE_FILE>

E.4 IHSMO source codes without attributes/slots
<?xml version="l.O" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

_ <OE FILE filename="IHSMO without
- Slots_v2.ont.xml"

ont id="12189100213S90nt">
<FILENAME_ONT>IHSMOwithout

Slots_v2.ont.xml </FILENAME_ONT>
- <W CONCEPTS>
- <cANVAS_SIZE w="4000" h="4000" />
_ <CONCEPTid="121S901676S62_nO">
- <LABEL>IHSMO</LABEL>
<SUB LABELS/>
<POS-x="312" y="24S" />
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONS/>
<SUB L label="IHSMO" def="" role_name=""

cI~Ss const='''' rh_name="" value="" I>
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1218901676S62_nl">
- <LABEL>Incomlng Trafflc</LABEL>
<SUB LABELS/ >
<POs-x="S72" y="4" I>
<PART TREE>close</PART_TREE>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_L label="Traffic Source Ontology" def=""

role_name="" class_const="" rh_name=""
value="" I>
<ICONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1218901676S62_n2">
- <LABEL>Ubpcap/Wlnpcap</LABEL>

<SUB LABELSI>
<POS-x="748" y="O" />
<PART_TREE>dose</PART_TREE>

- <SLOTS>
:: <SLOT id="1218901676562_s3" type="NW"
- label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l" role="*NIX

Based capturing System"
c1ass_constraint="Data capturing"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB'=-LABELSI>
<PART_TREE>dose</PART _TREE>
<SUB L label="" def= ....role_name=""

c1~ss_const="D.ta capturing" rh_name=""
value="" I>
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</SLOT>
.: <SLOTid="1230956039562_s4" type="NW"

label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="1" role="Wln
Based Capturing System"
class_constraint="Data Capturing"
rh_name="" value= ....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label=....def="" role_name=""

class_const="Data Capturing" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1218901676S62_s4" type="NW"
label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Preprocessor" class_constraint="Data
Processing" rh_name="Packet Decoding,
Filtering System" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def= ....role_name=""

class_const="Data Processing" rh_name=""
value="" />

</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_L label="Upcap/Wlncap Ontology" def=""

role_name="" class_const="" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</CONCEPT>

- <CONCEPTid="121S901676S62_nS">
- <LABEL>IICS</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="S72" y="10S" />
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>

- <SLOTS>
~ <SLOTid="1218901676562_s6" type="NW"

label="slot" kind="p/o" num="1" role="IHMD"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value= ....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>

</SLOT>
.: <SLOTid="1218901676562_s7" type="NW"

label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="UIH RF" class_constraint= "Intrusion
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Unified Report Format" rh_name=""
value=?">

<SUB_LABELS />
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="lntruslon Unified Report
Format" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONS I>
<SUB_L label="IICS Ontology" def=""

role_name= ....class_const='''' rh_name=""
value="" />
</CONCEPT>

- <CONCEPT id="1218901676562_n12">
<LABEL> Identification Subsystem </LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS I>
<POS x="488" y="216" I>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONS I>
<SUB_L label="Hybrld Subsystem Ontology"

def="" role_name="" class_const=""
rh_name="" value="" />
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPT id="1218901676562_n13">
- <LABEL>Hybrid Identlflcatlon</LABEL>

<SUB_LABELS />
<POS x="704" y="212" I>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONS />
<SUB L label="Hybrld Identification Ontology"

dcl="" role_name="" class_const=""
rh name='''' value="" />

</CONCEPT>
_ <CONCEPT id="1218901676562_n14">
- <LABEL>Anomaly Identlflcatlon</LABEL>

<SUB_LABELS I>
<POS x="860" y="300" I>
<PART_TREE>close</PART _TREE>

- <SLOTS>
: <SLOT id="1218904397000_s15" type="NW"
- label="slot" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="Method L1" class_constraint="Uve
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB LABELSI>
<SUB- L label="" def="" role_name=""

cI;;ss_const="Uve Identification" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1218904397000_s16" type="NW"
label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method L2" class_constraint="Uve
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB LABELSI>
<SUB- L label="" def="" role_name=""

cI;ss_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1218904397000_s17" type="NW"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method Ln" class_constraint="Uve
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS I>
<PART_TREE>close</PART _TREE>
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<SUB__L label="" def="" role name=""
class_const="Live Identification" rhname=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONS I>
<SUB_L label="Anomaly Ontology" def=""

role_name="" class_const="" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</CONCEPT>

-= <CONCEPTid="1218901676562_n15">
<LABEL>Mlsuse Identlflcatlon</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS />
<POS x="568" y="276" />
<PART..TREE>close</PART _TREE>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONS I>
<SUB_L label="Mlsuse Ontology" def=""

role_name="" class_const="" rh_name=""
value= ..../>
</CONCEPT>

:. <CONCEPTid="1218901676562_n16">
<LABEL>Response Ontology</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS />
<POS x="148" y="288" I>
<PART_TREE>close</PART _TREE>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONS I>
<SUB_L label="Response Ontology" def=""

role_name="" classconsr»:" rh.__name=""
value="" />

</CONCEPT>
:. <CONCEPTid="1218901676562_n17">
<LABEL>Actlve Response Ontology</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POS x="O" y="364" I>
<PART_TREE>close</PART _TREE>

- <SLOTS>
- <SLOT id="1218902034796_s18" type="NW"
- label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="Method R1"
class_constraint="Defendlng/ Active
Response" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS I>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Informlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

- <SLOT id="1218902034796_s19" type="NW"
- label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="Method R2"
class_constraint= "Defending/ Active
Response" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Defendlng/ Active Response"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

-= <SLOT id="1218902034796_s20" type="NW"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method Rn"
class_constraint="Defendlng/ Active
Response" rh_name="" value="">
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<SUB__LABELSI>
<SUB_L Iabel=?" def='''' role name=""

class_canst="Defending/Active Response"
rh_name="" value=?" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_L label="Actlve Response Ontology"

def="" role_name="" class_const=""
rh_name="" value="" I>
</CONCEPT>

.:: <CONCEPTid="1218901676562_n18">
<LABEL>Passlve Response Ontology</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="288" y="360" />
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>

_ <SLOTS>
-= <SLOT id="1218902034796_s22" type="NW"
- label="slot" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="Method R'1"
class_constraint ="Informing/ Passive
Response" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label='''' def='''' role_name=''''

class_const="lnformlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1218902034796_s23" type="NW"
- label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="Method R'2"
class_constraint ="Informing/ Passive
Response" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="" def='''' role_name=""

class_const="Informing/ Passive Response"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1218902034796_s24" type="NW"
- label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="Method R'n"
class_constraint="lnformlng/Passlve
Response" rh_name= ....value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Informing/ Passive Response"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_L label="Passlve Response Ontology"

def="" role_name="" class_const=""
rh name="" value="" I>
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1218901676S62_n19">
- <LABEL>Admln/Manager Console

Ontology</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="O" y="8" I>
<PART_TREE>dose</PART_TREE>

- <SLOTS>
:: <SLOTid="1218902034796_s26" type="NW"
- label=".'ot" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="Monltoring Security Policy based on
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Anomaly Identification"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name:"" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel="slot" def='''' role_name="Secur'tv

Policy" class_const="Anomaly Ontology"
rh_name='''' value="" I>

</SLOT>
.: <SLOTid="1218902034796_s27" type="NW"

label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Updatlng RSDB"
class_constraint="RSDB Database"
rh_name= ....value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB._Llabel="" def= ....role_name=....

class_const="RSDB Database" rh name=""
value=!" I> -
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid:"1218902034796_s2B" type="NW"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Manual Prevention"
class_constraint="Admln Console" rh name=""
value=""> -

<SUB_LABELSI>
<PART_TREE>close</PART TREE>
<SUB_Llabel=....def="" rol; name=""

class_const="Admln Co;:;sole" rh name=""
value="" I> -
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1218902034796_s29" type="NW"
label="slot4" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Network Monitoring"
class_constraint="Admln Console" rh name=""
value=....> -

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def= ....role_name=""

class_const="Admln Console" rh name=''''
value="" I> -

</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_L label="Admln/Manager Console

Ontology" def="" role name="" class const=""
rh_name="" value='''' /> -
</CONCEPT>

.: <CONCEPTid="1218904047109_n30">
<LABEL>RSDBDatabase</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="S88" y="360" I>
<PART_TREE>close</PARTTREE>

.: <SLOTS> -

.: <SLOTid="1218904397000_s34" type="NW"
label="slot" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Method A1"
class_constraint="ldentlflcatlon Database"
rh_name='''' value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="" def= ....role name=""

class_const="ldentlflcatlon Database"
rh_name="" value= ....I>

<IS LOT>
.: <SLOTid="1218904397000_s3S" type="NW"

label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method A2"
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class_constraint="Identification Database"
rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1218904397000_s36" type="NW"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Method An"
class.,constraint="Identification Database"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name='''' value=?" I>
<{SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONSI>
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1218931988812 n37">
- <LABEL>Identlflcatlon Databas;</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="44" y="624" I>
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>

- <SLOTS>
: <SLOTid="1218931988812_s38" type="NW"
- label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="Decodlng based (layer2
Identifications)" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="92" y="S20" I>

- <SLOTS>
=- <SLOTid="1218931988812_s39" type="R2-1"
- label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l" role="ARP

decoding" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Rule Set Data Base" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1218931988812_s40" type="R2-1"
- label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="Layer 2 header decoding"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB'=-LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def= ....role_name=""

class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=''''
value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""
class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=....
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1218931988812_s41" type="NW"
- label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="Protocol based (layer3
Identifications)" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="SO" y="692" I>

- <SLOTS>

ReSUl1fhI1IUi Dmhpttlmt of a Refire".. Model for
18117/- HilIuJi"!, Syste",s ill Winltss IAN.

.: <SLOTid="1218931988812_s42" type="R2-1"
label="slot" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Protocols Snort analyses: tcp, udp
Icmp, and Ip" class_constraint="Mlsuse '
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def='''' role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value='''' I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1218931988812_s43" type="R2-1"
label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="l" role="test
the IP header's TTL field value"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="12189319S8812_s44" type="R2-1"
label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="l" role="test
the IP header's TOS field value"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role name=''''

class_const="Mlsuse O.rtology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

.:: <SLOTid="121S93198SS12_s4S" type="R2-1"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="l" role="test
the IP header's fragment ID field for a
specific value" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh__name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="121S93198S812_s46" type="R2-1"
label="slotS" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="watch the IP option fields for specific
codes" class_constraint="Misuse
Identification" rh name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI> -
<SUB_Llabel="" def='''' role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="121S931988812_s47" type="R2-1"
label="slot6" kind="a/o" num="l" role="test
the fragmentation bits of the IP header"
class_constraint= "Misuse Identification"
rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="121S9319S8812_s4S" type="R2-1"
label="slot7" kind="a/o" num="l" role="test
the packet's payload size against a value"
class_constraint= "Misuse Identification"
rh_name='''' value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel='''' def='''' role_name=''''

class_const="Any" rh_name=....value="" I>
</SLOT>
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- <SLOTid="1218931988812_s49" type="R2-1"
label="slot8" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the TCP flags for certain values"
class_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1218931988812_sSO" type="R2-1"
- label="slot9" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test

the TCP sequence number field for a
specific value" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def= ....role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
<ISLOT>

- <SLOTid="1218931988812_sS1" type="R2-1"
- label="slot10" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test

the TCP acknowledgement field for a
specific value" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def= ....role_name=....

class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1218931988812_sS2" type="R2-1"
label="slot11" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the ICMP type field against a specific value"
class constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB LABELS/>
<SUB-L label="" def="" role_name=""

CI;ss_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=....
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1218931988812_sS3" type="R2-1"
label="slot12" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the ICMP code field against a specific
value" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
<IS LOT>

_ <SLOTid="1218931988812_sS4" type="R2-1"
label="slot13" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test
the ICMP ECHOID field against a specific
value" class_constraint="Misuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1218931988812_sSS" type="R2-1"
- label="slot14" kind="a/o" num="1" role="test

the ICMP ECHOsequence number against a
specific value" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>

&s.arrh tIIId De1eht-<"1 t1a &.foWlU'Model for
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<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role.__name=""
class..const="Misuse Ontology" rh_name=''''
value=?" />
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1218931988812_sS6" type="R2-1"
label="slot1S" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="fllter for SYN/FIN/RST TCP packets"
cless, constraint= "Misuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB__L label="" def='''' role__name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value=..../>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1218931988812_sS7" type="R2-1"
label="slot16" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="process TCP fragments"
class, constraint= "Misuse Identification"
rh_name=....value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1218931988812_sS8" type="R2-1"
label="slot17" kind="a/o" num="1" role="flag
HTTP-based worm sources such as Code
Red" class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=''''
value="" />
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1218931988812_s59" type="R2-1"
label="slot18" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="detalled analysis of http requests"
class_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel='''' def="" role_name=""

class_...const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1218931988812_s60" type="R2-1"
label="slot19" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="detalled analysis of http replies"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def='''' role_name=''''

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""
class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1230837580437_s62" type="NW"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Frame structure based (layer 2
IdentIficatIons)" class_constraint="Mlsuse
Identification" rh_name='''' va/ue="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<pas x="640" y="664" I>

- <SLOTS>
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- <SLOTid="1230S50S40750_s64" type="R2-1"
- label="slot" kind="a/o" num="I" role="tests

the entire frame control field"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel='''' def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value='''' I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230S508407S0_s6S" type="R2-1"
label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="I" role="tests
the S02.11 frame's type"
class_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh_name="" value=?">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

c1ass_const="Any"rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230S50S40750_s66" type="R2-1"
label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="I" role="tests
the 802.11 frame's subtype"
class constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh name="n value="">

<SUB_=-LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value='''' I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230850S407S0_s67" type="R2-1"
- label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="I" role="tests

the from distribution system frame control
flag" class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB_=-LABELS/ >
<SUB L label=?" def="" role_name=·..•

class_const="Misuse Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230850S40750_s68" type="R2-1"
- label="slotS" kind="a/o" num="I" role="tests

the to distribution system frame control
flag" c1ass_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB::::Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230850840750_s69" type="R2-1"
- label="slot6" kind="a/o" num="I" role="tests

the more fragments frame control flag"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB_=-LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="12308508407S0_s70" type="R2-1"
- label="slot7" kind="a/o" num="I" role="tests

the retry frame control flag"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB_=-LABELSI>
<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""

cI;ss_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>

RI_h ""J [),'~;''_''Iof II RIft,."" Motitlfor
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</SLOT>
.= <SLOTid="1230SS0840750_s71" type="R2-1"

label="slotS" kind="a/o" num="I" role="tests
the power management frame control flag"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def="" role name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.= <SLOTid="1230SS0840750_s72" type="R2-1"
label="slot9" kind="a/o" num="1" role="tests
the more data frame control flag"
class_constraint ="Misuse Identification"
rh_name=....value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def= ....role name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name=....value="" I>
</SLOT>

.= <SLOTid="1230SS08407S0_s73" type="R2-1"
label="slotl0" kind="a/o" num="I"
role="tests the wep frame control flag"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel="" def= ....role_name=·..•

class_const="Any" rh_name=....value=..../>
</SLOT>

.= <SLOTid="1230SS0S407S0_s74" type="R2-1"
label="slotll" kind="a/o" num="I"
role="tests the order frame control flag"
class_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def= ....role__name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

.:: <SLOTid="12308508407S0_s7S" type="R2-1"
label="slotI2" kind="a/o" num="I"
role="tests the frame's duration/Id field"
class_constraint="Misuse Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=....
value=....I>
</SLOT>

.:: <SLOTid="12308S0S407S0_s76" type="R2-1"
label="slotI3" kind="a/o" num="I"
role="tests the frame's BSSID"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name='''' value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def="" role_name=....

class_const="Any" rh_name=....value=....I>
<IS LOT>

.::<SLOTid="1230SS0S407S0_s77" type="R2-1"
label="slotI4" kind="a/o" num="I"
role="tests the frame's sequence number"
class_constraint="Mlsuse Identification"
rh_name="" value=·...>

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role_name=....

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
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<JSLOT>
- <SLOTid="123D8SD8407S0_s78" type="R2-1"
- label="slotlS" kind="a/o" num=="1"

role="tests the frame's fragment number"
class__constraint: "Misuse Identification"
rh_name: ....vatue=:"">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label:"" def==....role_name==....

class_const:"Any" rh_name='''' value«?" I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOT id="123D850840750_s79" type="R2-1"
- label="slot16" kind="a/o" num="1"

role="tests the frame's 4th address field"
class_constraint =="Misuse Identification"
rh_name==''''value=:">

<SUB_LABELSI">
<SUB_Llabel="" def='''' role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value«?" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_L labe!=:" def==''''role_name= ....
class_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=''''
value==""/>
<JSLOT>

::. <SLOT id="1230852626531_s78" type="NW"
label"""slot4" kind="p/o· num",,"1"
role="Other unclassified Identifications·
class constraint ="Misuse Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB_::-LABELSI>
<POSx="112" y="1404" I>

- <SLOTS>
:: <SLOT id:"1230852626S31_s82" type=="R2-1"

label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="l" role="role"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def='''' role_name= ....

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value::"" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""
cI;';ss_const="Mlsuse Ontology" rh_name=""
value"""" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1230852626531_n83">
- <LABEL>Llve Identlflcatlon</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<pas x::"1144" y="608" J>
<PART_TREE>close</PART_ TREE>

- <SLOTS>
:: <SLOT id=="1230852626531_s94" type="NW"

label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Protocol based (layer3
Identifications) n class_constraint:::"Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value:::"">

<SUB_LABELS />
- <SLOTS>
:: <SLOT id="1230852626531_s95" type="R2-1"
- label="slot" kind="a/o· nurn="l" role="FTP

analysis" class_constraint= "Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="· value="">

Res_,-h aliaDm/aplllntt ofa RefinIUZ Mode/for
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<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_l label="" def='''' role _name=''''

class const="Any" rh__name","" value=":" />
</SLOT>

.:. <SLOT id","1230852626531_s96" type="R2-1"
label="slot2" kind="a/o" num","1"
role="ldentlfy and log TFTP sessions"
class_constraint=:"Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" vatue=v">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def"''''' rolejtarne e ?"

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" /»
</SLOT>

.: <SLOT id="1230852626531_s97" type="R2-1"
label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="l" role="ICMP
analysis" class_constraint:::"Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel='''' def==""role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name::"" value:::"" />
</SLOT>

=- <SLOT id="1230852626531_s98" type="R2-1"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num::"1" role="DNS
analysis" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def::"" role__name=""

c1ass_const:::"Anomaly Ontology" rh_name= ....
value="" I>
</SLOT>

-= <SLOT id="123D852626531_s99" type="R2-1"
label="slotS" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="search for a set of patterns in the
packet's payload" class__constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name= ....value= ....>

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label:::"" def","" role_name::""

class_const="Any" rh_name=·..• value="" J>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_L label:::"" def="" role_name=""
class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=·..•
value="" />
</SLOT>

-= <SLOT id="1230855124031_s100" type="NW"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Logging based"
class_constraint::"Anomaly Identification"
rh_name::"" value=·..·>

<SUB_LABELS />
<POSx="684" y="512" J>

- <SLOTS>
~ <SLOT id="1230855124031_s101" type="R2-1"

label="slot" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="detects password scans"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def:"" role_name=""

class_const="Anv" rh_name"' ....value="" />
</SLOT>

::. <SLOT id="1230855124031_s102" type="R2-1"
label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="1"
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role="analyslng rlogln/telnet"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name=....value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def= ....role_name=....

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value=....I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s103" type="R2-1"
- label="slot3 .. kind="a/o" num="l"

role="access and record connection events"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel=....def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""
class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s104" type="NW"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Frame structure based (layer2
Identification)" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="l1SS" y="90S" I>

- <SLOTS>
:: <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s105" type="R2-1"

label="slot" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Networks with known WEP keys can
be decrypted In realtime"
class constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="" value=''''>

<SUB"::-LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s106" type="R2-1"
label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="tracks probe requests and responses"
class constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name=....value="">

<SUB"::-LABELSI>
<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s107" type="R2-1"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Fuzzy encryption detectlon(UIHRF)"
class constraint="IHMD Database"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB"::-LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230S55124031_slOS" type="R2-1"
label="slot4" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="BSSID (MAC address) of the
network(UIHRF)" class_constraint="IHMD
Database" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>

Rlsearrh -' De•• /ol-'" of" IVfor- Mtxkl for
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<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>
<SUB_Llabel=....def='''' role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh name=""
value=....I> -
«SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230S55124031_sl09" type="R2-1"
label="slot5" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Dlsplay Last-advertised channel for
network" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS[:»
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=''''

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" (>
«SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230S55124031_sllO" type="R2-1"
label="slot6" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Dlsplay Number of clients (unique
MACs) seen on network"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=''''

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
«SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230S55124031_sl11" type="R2-1"
label="slot7" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Dlsplay Network status flags"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def='''' role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s112" type="R2-1"
label="slotS" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Dlsplay Extra AP Information Included
by some manufacturers"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s1l3" type="R2-1"
label="slot9" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Dlsplay Number of LLC packets"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230S55124031_s1l4" type="R2-1"
label="slotl0" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="ldentlfies Manufacturer and Model pf
AP and Client" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1230S55124031_sl15" type="R2-1"
label="slotll" kind="a/o" num="l"
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role="Dlsplay Maximum supported rate as
advertised by AP" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB_LABELS/ >
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230855124031_s116" type="R2-1"
- label="slot12" kind="a/o" num="l"

role="Dlsplay Maximum supported rate as
advertised by AP" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230855124031_s117" type="R2-1"
- label="slot13" kind="a/o" num="l"

role="Dlsplay Name of the network or
group" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s118" type="R2-1"
_ label="slot14" kind="a/o" num="l"

role="Dlsplay Last seen noise level"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="" vatue=?">

<SUB-=:-LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="123085S124031_s119" type="R2-1"
label="slotlS" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Dlsplay Last seen signal level"
class constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh nime='''' value="">

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB=:Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s120" type="R2-1"
_ label="slot16" kind="a/o" num="l"

role="Dlsplay Network type (Probe, Adhoc,
Infra, etc)" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="AnomaIY Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="123085S124031_s121" type="R2-1"
label="slot17" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Dlsplay WEPstatus"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB"=-LABELSI>
<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>
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.; <SLOTid="123085S124031_s122" type="R2-1"
label="slot18" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Identlfies unusual probes (UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel='''' def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh narne»'"
value="" I> -
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="123085S124031_s123" type="R2-1"
label="slot19" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="ldentlfies unusual probes (UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<pas x="1240" y="1612" />
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class const="IHMD Database" rh name=""
value=?" I> -
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="12308S5124031_s124" type="R2-1"
label="slot20" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Identifies excessive
dlsassociatlon(UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name='''' value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<pas x="1232" y="1640" />
<SUB_Llabel='''' def=....role_name=....

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=....
value="" I>
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="12308S5124031_s125" type="R2-1"
label="slot21" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="ldentlfies Netstumbler probe
requests(UIHRF)" class_constraint="IHMD
Database" rh_name="" value=....>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<pas x="1232" y="1672" I>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh name=....
value="" />
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="1230855124031_s126" type="R2-1"
label="slot22" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="Identifies
Deauthentlcate/Dlsassoclate
Flood(UIHRF)" class_constraint="IHMD
Database" rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<pas x="1240" y="1712" I>
<SUB_Llabel='''' def=....role_name=''''

class_const="IHMD Database" rh name=....
value="" I>
</SLOT>

.: <SLOTid="123D8S5124D31_s127" type="R2-1"
label="slot23" kind="p/o" num="l"
role="ldentlfies Lucent link test(UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<pas x="1240" y="1744" />
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<SUB_L tabel=:" def= .... role_name= ....
class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" />
</SLOT>

- <SLOT id="12308SS124031_s128" type="R2-1"
- label="slot24" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="Identlfies SSID brute force
attempt(UIHRF)" class_constraint="IHMD
Database" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS / >
<pas x="1236" y="1816" />
<PART_TREE >close</PART _TREE>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="12308SS124031_s129" type="R2-1"
label="slot2S" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Identlfies AP changing to a new
channel(UIHRF)" class_constraint="IHMD
Database" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS I>
<pas x="1240" y="1848" I>
<SUB_L label= ....def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=''''
value='''' I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230S55124031_s130" type="R2-1"
- label="slot26" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="Identlfies Broadcast
disconnect/ deauthentlcate(UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh narne>'" value=?">

<SUB -LABELS I>
<POS-x="1240" y="18S4" I>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class const="IHMD Database" rh_name=''''
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230S55124031_s131" type="R2-1"
- label="slot27" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="ldentlfies Invalid BSS
tlmestamps(UIHRF)" class_constra int = "IHM 0
Datab.se" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS I>
<POS x="1240" y="1920" I>
<SUB_L label= ....def="" role_name=""

class const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230SSS124031_s132" type="R2-1"
- label="slot2S" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="ldentlfies weak-Iv packet (UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB -LABELS I>
<POS-x="124S" y="1952" I>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="12308SS124031_s133" type="R2-1"
label="slot29" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="ldentlfies MITM attacks(UIHRF)"
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class_constraint= "IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value=?">

<SUB_LABELS />
<pas x="1240" y="17S0" />
<PART_TREE>close</PART _TREE>
<SUB._L label= ....def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value='''' I>
</SLOT>

.:: <SLOT id="1230S55124031_s134" type="R2-1"
label="slot30" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Identlfies MAC spoofing attacks
(UIHRF)" class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name= ....value= ....>

<SUB_LABELS I>
<POS x="1240" y="1580" I>
<SUB_L label="" def= .... role_name=''''

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name= ....
value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_L label="" def='''' role_name=""
class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name= ....
value="" I>
</SLOT>

.:: <SLOT id="12308SS124031_s13S" type="NW"
label="slot5" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Other unclassified Identifications"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name= ....value= ....>

<SUB_LABELS I>
<POS x="772" y="1704" I>

- <SLOTS>
~ <SLOT id="1230S55124031_s136" type="R2-1"

label="slot" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="ldentlfies vulnerability scans(UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value= ....>

<SUB_LABELS I>
<POS x="816" y="1768" I>
<SUB_L label= ....def="" role_name= ....

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name= ....
value= ....I>
</SLOT>

.:: <SLOT id="12308S5124031_s138" type="R2-1"
label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="ldentlfies port scans(UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name= ....value= ....>

<SUB_LABELS />
<pas x="812" y="1804" />
<SUB_L label= ....def= .... role_name= ....

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name= ....
value= ..../>
</SLOT>

.:: <SLOT id="12308SS124031_s139" type="R2-1"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="watch" record RPC services for
specific application/procedure calls"
class_constra int = ..Anomaly Identification"
rh_name= ....value=''''>

<SUB_LABELS I>
<POS x="248" y="1928" />
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<SUB_Ltabel=?" def~'''' role_name~''''
class_const~"Anomaly Ontology" rhjiarne>?"
value=?" I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid~"1230855124031_s140" type~"R2-1"
- label="slot5" kind="a/o" num="1"

role="record and analyse email traffic"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="812" y="1860" I>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230855124031_s141" type="R2-1"
- label="slot6" kind="a/o" num="1" role="track

software versions"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="820" y="1900" I>
<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s142" type="R2-1"
- label="slot7" kind="p/o" num="l"

role="ldentlfies for blaster worm(UIHRF)"
class_constraint~"IHMD Database"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB__:_-LABELSI>
<POSx="812" y="1940" I>
<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
<IS LOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s143" type="R2-1"
label="slot8" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="ldentlfies synflood attacks(UIHRF)"
class constraint="IHMD Database"
rh name=:" value="">

<SUB-LABELSI>
<pas -x="320" y="1964" />
<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_sl44" type="R2-1"
- label="slot9" kind="a/o" num="1" role="SSL

analyser" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB LABELS/>
<POS-x="324" y="1728" />
<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230855124031_s14S" type="R2-1"
- label="slotl0" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="ldentlfies Incoming and outgoing
connections that are ssh(UIHRF)"
class constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name='''' value="">
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<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="264" y="1760" I>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role__name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" />
</SLOT>

_:<SLOTid="1230855124031_s146" type="R2-1"
label="slot11" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Identifies backdoors( UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="324" y="1788" I>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

-= <SLOTid="1230855124031_s147" type="R2-1"
label="slot12" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="ldentlfies clear text passwords"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="324" y="1820" I>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" />
</SLOT>

_:<SLOTid="1230858698968_s148" type="R2-1"
label="slot13" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Promlscuous mode"
class__constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="320" y="1852" I>
<SUB__L label="" def="" role_name=''''

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" />
</SLOT>

-= <SLOTid="1230858698968_s149" type="R2-1"
label="slot14" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="search for a pattern In the URI
portion of a packet"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<pas x="320" y="1888" I>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
<IS LOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""
class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" />
</SLOT>

_:<SLOTid="1230859515843_s137" type="NW"
label="slot" kind="p/o" num="1" role="Alert
based" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="600" y="1320" />

- <SLOTS>
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_ <SLOTid="1230859515843_s138" type="R2-1"
label="slot" kind="a/o" num="l" role="send
alerts to syslog" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELS/ >
<SUB_Llabel="slot" def="" role_name="send

alerts to syslog" class_const="Any"
rh_name="" value=..../>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230859515843_s139" type="R2-1"
- label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l" role="wrlte

the alert In a UIHRF format"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB LABELSI>
<SUB=Llabel="slot2" def="" role_name="wrlte

the alert In a simple format"
class__const="IHMD Database" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230859515843_s140" type="R2-1"
label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="l" role="send
alerts to a *NIX socket that another
program can listen on"
class constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB- L label="slot3" def='''' role_name="send

al;rts to a *NIX socket that another
program can listen on" class_const="Any"
rh_name="" value=....I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230859515843_s141" type="R2-1"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Packets logged to a decoded ASCII
format or a binary log file"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB'=-LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="slot4" def="" role_name="Packets

logged to a decoded ASCII format or a
binary log file" class_const="Any"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230859515843_s142" type="R2-1"
label="slot5" kind="a/o" num="l" role="send
WlnPopup alert messages to Windows
machines" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="slot5" def="" role_name="send

Win Popup alert messages to Windows
machines" class_const="Any" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230859515843_s143" type="R2-1·
label="s'ot6" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="record log In a database"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name=·...value=''''>

<SUB-LABELSI>
<SUB-Llabel="slot6" def="" role_name="record

log In a database" class_const="Any"
rh_name="" value="· I>
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</SLOT>
-= <SLOTid="1230859515843_s144" type="R2-1"

label="slot7" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="record log In a CYS file"
class_constraint= "Anomaly Identification"
rh_name=ttt1 value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="slot7" def="" role name="record

log In a cvs file" class_const="Any"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.:: <SLOTid="1230859515843_s145" type="R2-1"
label="slot8" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="sendlng alert to administrator's email
or pager" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="slot8" def="" role_name="sendlng

alert to administrator's email or pager"
class_const="Any" rh_name='''' value="" I>
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="1230859515843_s146" type="R2-1"
label="slot9" kind="a/o" num="l" role="log
alerts to event logs"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB__LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="slot9" def=?" role_name="log

alerts to event logs" class_const="Anomaly
Ontology" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel="slot" def="" role_name="Alert
based" class_const="Anomaly Ontology"
rh_name="" value="" />

</SLOT>
</SLOTS>
</CONCEPT>

-= <CONCEPTid="1230859515843_n147">
<LABEL>lnformlng/Passlve Response</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="O" y="1520" I>
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>

_ <SLOTS>
: <SLOTid="1230859515843_s148" type="NW"
- label="slot" kind="a/o" num="l"

role="Termlnate a connection"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

.::<SLOTid="1230859515843_s149" type="NW"
label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Block a malicious host"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def='''' role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name:'''' value="" />
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230859515843_s150" type="NW"
- label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="l" role="Edlt

router's ACL to block hostile hosts"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name='''' value=''''>
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<SUB LABELSI>
<SUB---Llabel=?" def="" role_name=""

class__const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230859515843_s151" type="NW"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Passlve monitoring of network traffic"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB LABELSI>
<SUB- L label="" def="" role_name=""

cI;ss_const="Any" rh_name='''' value=....I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>
</CONCEPT>

- <CONCEPTid="1230859515843_n152">
- <LABEL>Defendlng/ Active Response</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="1172" y="O" />
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>

- <SLOTS>
-: <SLOTid="1230859515843_s153" type="NW"
- label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l" role="Alert

based" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
- <SLOTS>
-: <SLOTid="123085951S843_slS4" type="R2-2"
- label="slot" kind="a/o" num="l" role="send

alerts to syslog" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<PARTTREE>close</PART_TREE>
<SUB_Llabel="slot" def="" role_name="send

alerts to syslog"
class const="lnformlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name="" value=....I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230859S1S843_slSS" type="R2-2"
- label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l" role="wrlte

the alert In a simple format(UIHRF)"
class_constraint="IHMD Database"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB_::-LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="slot2" def="" role_name="wrlte

the alert In a simple format"
class_const="Anomaly Ontology" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="1230859S1S843_s1S6" type="R2-2"
label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="1" role="send
alerts to a *NIX socket that another
program can listen on"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB_::-LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="slot3" def="" role_name="send

alerts to a *NIX socket that another
program can listen on"
class_const="Informing/Passive Response"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOTid="12308S9515843_s157" type="R2-2"
label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Packets logged to a decoded ASCI
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format or a binary log file"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="slot4" def="" role_name="Packets

logged to a decoded ASCII format or a
binary log file"
class_const="lnformlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name="" value="" />

</SLOT>
- <SLOTid="123085951S843_s158" type="R2-2"
- label="slot5" kind="a/o" num="l" role="send

WlnPopup alert messages to Windows
machines" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB LABELSI>
<SUB- L label="slot5" def="" role_name="send

WlnPopup alert messages to Windows
machines" class_const="lnformlng/Passlve
Response" rh_name="" value='" I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230859S15843_slS9" type="R2-1"
- label="slot6" kind="a/o" num="l"

role="record log In a database"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value=?">

<SUB LABELSI>
<SUB=:Llabel="slot6" def="" role_name="record

log In a database"
class_const="lnformlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name="" value="" I>

</SLOT>
- <SLOTid="12308S9S1S843_s160" type="R2-1"
- label="slot7" kind="a/o" num="l"

role="record log In a cvs file"
class constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh name="" value="">

<SUB-LABELS/>
<SUB=Llabel="slot7" def="" role_name="record

log In a cvs file"
class_const="lnformlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="12308S9S1S843_s161" type="R2-1"
- label="slot8" kind="a/o" num="l"

role="sendlng alert to administrator's email
or pager" class_constraint="Anomaly
Identification" rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB LABELSI>
<SUB- L label="slot8" def="" role_name="sendlng

aiert to administrator's email or pager"
class_const="lnformlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

- <SLOTid="1230859515843_s162" type="R2-1"
- label="slot9" kind="a/o" num="1" role="log

alerts to event logs"
class_constraint="Anomaly Identification"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="slot9" def="" role_name="log

alerts to event logs"
class_const="lnformlng/Passlve Response"
rh_name="" value="" />
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</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_L label="slot" def='''' role_name="Alert
based" class_const="Anomalv Ontologv"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230859515843_s163" type="NW"
label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="l"
role="Termlnate a connection"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name="" value=?">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="slot" def=""

role name="Termlnate a connection"
class_const="Anv" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230859515843_s164" type="NW"
- label="slot22" kind="a/o" num="l"

role="Block a malicious host"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="slot2" def='''' role_name="Block a

malicious host" class_const="Any"
rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230859515843_s165" type="NW"
- label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="l" role="Edlt

router's ACL to block hostile hosts"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="slot3" def='''' role_name="Edlt

router's ACL to block hostile hosts"
class_const="Any" rh_name="" velue='..• I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230859515843_s166" type="NW"
- label="slot4" kind="a/o" num="l"

role="dumps the application laver
Information for a given session"
class_constraint="Any" rh_name= ....value=''''>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_L label="slot4" def="" role_name="dumps

the application laver Information for a
given session" class_const="Any" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230859515843_s167" type="NW"
label="slot5" kind="a/o" num="l" role="block
web sites" class_constraint="Any" rh_name=""
value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="slot5" def="" role_name="block

web sites" class_const="Anv" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_L label="lnfonnlng/Passlve Response"
def="" role_name="" class_const=""
rh name="" value="" />
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1230938127140_n167">
- <LABEL>Admln Console</LABEL>

<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="SOO" y="1380" I>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONSI>

Rtsearrh atld Dt,.h/JIIHII' ofa Rtfm_ Motltl for
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</CONCEPT>
.: <CONCEPTid="1230938127140_n168">
<LABEL>Defendlng/ Active

Response_2</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSJ>
<pas x="376" y="1460" I>
<PART_TREE>dose</PART_TREE>
<RELATIONSI>

</CONCEPT>
z: <CONCEPTid="1230946789609_n165">
<LABEL>IHMD Database</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="296" y="1516" I>
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>

</CONCEPT>
::. <CONCEPTid="1230946789609_n166">
<LABEL>lntruslon Unified Report

Format</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<pas x="300" y="1552" I>

</CONCEPT>
z: <CONCEPTid="1230946789609_n167">
<LABEL>IICS Protocols</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="308" y="1592" I>
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>
<SUB_TREE>open</SUB_TREE>

- <SLOTS>
::.<SLOTid="1230946789609_s168" type="NW"

label="slot" kind="p/o" num="l" role="Based
on IDMEF" class constraint="IIHSM"
rh_name="tI valu~=tln>

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IIHSM" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

::. <SLOTid="1230946789609_s169" type="NW"
label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="l" role="Anv
Wireless compatible exchange format"
class constraint="IIHSM" rh name='"
value-=""> -

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=....

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONSI>
</CONCEPT>

.: <CONCEPTid="1230946789609_n170"
instantiation= "true" >

<LABEL>Wlreless IDXP</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<pas x="504" y="1596" I>
<RELATIONSI>

</CONCEPT>
.:: <CONCEPTid="1230946789609_n171">
<LABEL>IIHSM</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="908" y="132" I>
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>

- <SLOTS>
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_ <SLOT id="12309467B9609_sI72" type="NW"
- label="slot" kind=np/o" num="l"

role="Method Tl" class_constraint="IICS
Protocols" rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="IICS Protocol" rh_name=""
value="" />
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230946789609_sI73" type="NW"
- label="slot2" kind="p/o" num="I"

role="Method T2" class_constraint="IICS
protocols" rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""

cl;';ss_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" />
</SLOT>

_ <SLOT id="1230946789609_s174" type="NW"
- label="slot3" kind="p/o" num="1"

role="Method Tn" class_constraint="IICS
protocols" rh_name="" value=''''>

<SUB_LABELS/>
<SUB L label="" def="" role_name=""

cI;';ss_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
<IS LOT>
</SLOTS>

<RELATIONSI>
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1230990225468_nI76">
- <LABEL>Data Capturlng<ILABEL>
<SUB LABELS/>
<POS-x="11" y="1783" I>
<SUB_TREE>open </SUB_TREE>
<RELATIONSI>
<SUB_L label="Data Capturing" def=""

role_name="" class_const="" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</CONCEPT>

_ <CONCEPTid="1230990225468_nI77"
- instantiation="true">

<LABEL>Packet Snlffers<ILABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="134" y="1881" I>
<RELATIONSI>

</CONCEPT>
_ <CONCEPTid="1230990225468_nI78"

instantiation ="true" >
<LABEL>Traffic Generators<ILABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="169" y="1808" I>
<RELATIONSI>

<ICONCEPT>
_ <CONCEPTid="1230990225468_nI79"
- instantiation="true">
<LABEL>Network Testers<ILABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="181" y="1719" I>
<RELATIONSI>

</CONCEPT>
_ <CONCEPTid="1230990225468_n180"

instantiation ="true" >
<LABEL>Traffic Analysers <I LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
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<POSx="6" y="18B4" />
<RELATIONS/>

</CONCEPT>
:: <CONCEPTid="1230990225468_nI81"

instantiation= "true" >
<LABEL>Network Monitoring Tools</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="94" y="1684" />
<RELATIONS/>

</CONCEPT>
:: <CONCEPTid="1230990225468_n182"

instantiation= "true" >
<LABEL>Network IHSs<ILABEL>
<SUB_LABELS/>
<POSx="O" y="1704" />
<RELATIONS/>

</CONCEPT>
:: <CONCEPTid="1230990796046_n183">
<LABEL>Data Processlng</LABEL>
<SUB_LABELSI>
<POSx="B7" y="1968" />
<PART_TREE>close</PART_TREE>

_ <SLOTS>
~ <SLOTid="1230990796046_s184" type="NW"

label="slot" kind="p/o" num="1"
role="Decodlng Raw data link 'aver packets"
class_constraint="Data Processing"
rbnarne=t'Preprocesser" value="">

<SUB_LABELS/>
- <SLOTS>
:: <SLOTid="1230990796046_S185" type="R2-1"

label="slot" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Ethernet 802.11*"
class_constraint="Data Processing"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB__LABELS/>
<SUB_L label="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name="" value="" I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1230990796046_s186" type="R2-1"
label="slot2" kind="a/o" num="I"
role="Token Ring packets"
class_constraint="Data Processing"
rh_name="" value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""

class_const="Data Processing" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>

:: <SLOTid="1230990796046_s187" type="R2-1"
label="slot3" kind="a/o" num="1"
role="Hlgher layer protocols such as lP,
TCP, and UDP" class_constraint="Data
Processing" rh_name='''' value="">

<SUB_LABELSI>
<SUB_Llabel='''' def="" role_name=""

class_const="Any" rh_name=·..• value="" />
</SLOT>
</SLOTS>

<SUB_Llabel="" def="" role_name=""
class_const="Data Processing" rh_name=""
value="" I>
</SLOT>
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</SLOTS>
</CONCEPT>

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa20"
parent="IHSMO" child="Incomlng Traffic" I>

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa21"
parent="Incomlng Traffic"
child="Ubpcap/Wlnpcap" />

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa22"
parent="IHSMO" child="IICS" />

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa24"
parent="IHSMO" child="Identification
Subsystem" />

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa25"
parent="Identlflcatlon Subsystem"
child="Hybrld Identification" />

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa26"
parent="Hybrld Identification"
child="Anomaly Identification" />

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa27"
parent="Hybrid Identification" child="Mlsuse
Identification" />

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa28"
parent="IHSMO" child="Response Ontology"
/>

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa29"
parent="Response Ontology" child="Actlve
Response Ontology" / >

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa30"
parent="Response Ontology" child="Passive
Response Ontology" / >

<ISA id="1218901676562_lsa31"
parent="IHSMO" child="Admln/ Manager
Console Ontology" />

<ISA id="1218904047109_lsa43"
parent="Mlsuse Identification" child="RSDB
Database" />

<ISA id="1230938127140_lsa185"
parent="Admln Console"
child="Defendlng/Actlve Response_2" />

<ISA id="1230946789609_lsal88" parent="IICS
Protocols" child="Wlreless IDXP" />

<ISA id="1230946789609_lsa189"
parent="IICS" child="IIHSM" />

<ISA id="1230990225468_lsa198"
parent="Data capturing" child="Packet
Sniffers" />

<ISA id="1230990225468_lsa199"
parent="Data capturing" child="Traffic
Generators" I>

<ISA id="1230990225468_lsa200"
parent="Data capturing" child="Network
Testers" />

<ISA id="1230990225468_lsa201"
parent="Data capturing" child="Traffic
Analysers" / >

<ISA id="1230990225468_lsa202"
parent="Data capturing" child="Network
Monitoring Tools" I>

<ISA id="1230990225468_lsa203"
parent="Data capturing" child="Network
IHSs"/>
<lW_CONCEPTS>

_ <R_CONCEPTS>
- <CANVAS_SIZEw="2000" h="2000" />
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E.5 Text output of Snort Wireless ontology based on IHSMO reference model

(Ontology Name)
Snort_Wireless with Concepts and Slots vI.ont.xml

(Wholeness Concept)
- IHSMO

- Incoming Traffic
- Libpcap/Winpcap

plo 1 *NIX Based Capturing System : Data Capturing
plo 1 Win Based Capturing System : Data Capturing
plo I Preprocessor [Packet Decoding, Filtering System]

Processing
- Identification Subsystem

NO Clear H brid Definition
- Anomaly Identification

plo I Method LI Live Identification
plo I Method L2 : Live Identification
plo I Method Ln : Live Identification

- Misuse Identification
- RSDB Database

plo I Method Al Identification Database
plo I Method A2 Identification Database
plo I Method An Identification Database

- Response Ontology
- Active Response Ontology

plo I Method RI Defending/Active Response
plo I Method R2 : Defending/Active Response
plo I Method Rn : Defending/Active Response

- Passive Response Ontology
plo I Method R'I Informing/Passive Response
pia 1 Method R'2 : Informing/Passive Response
plo I Method R'n : Informing/Passive Response

- Admin/Manager Console Ontology
plo I Monitoring Security Policy based on Anomaly Identification

Anomaly Identification
plo I Updating RSDB : RSDB Database
plo I Manual Prevention : Admin Console
plo I Network Monitoring: Admin Console

- Identification Database
plo I Decoding based (layer2 Identifications) : Misuse Identification

plo I ARP decoding : Misuse Identification
plo I Layer 2 header decoding : Misuse Identification

plo I Protocol based (layer3 Identifications) : Misuse Identification
a/o I Protocols Snort analyses: tcp, udp, icmp, and ip Misuse

Identification
a/a I test the IP header's TTL field value: Misuse Identification
a/o I test the IP header's TOS field value: Misuse Identification
a/a I test the IP header's fragment ID field for a specific value

Misuse Identification
a/a I watch the IP option fields for specific codes Misuse

Data

Identification
a/a I test the fragmentation bits of the IP header

Identification
a/o I test the packet's payload size against a value

Identification

Misuse

Misuse

Res,orr" and Dmlopm,nt of a Refirena: Model for
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a/o 1 test the TCP flags for certain values : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 test the TCP sequence number field for a specific value

Misuse Identification
a/o 1 test the TCP acknowledgement field for a specific value

Misuse Identification
a/a 1 test the ICMP type field against a specific value

Identification
a/o 1 test the ICMP code field against a specific value

Identification
a/a 1 test the ICMP ECHO ID field against a specific value

Misuse

Misuse

Misuse
Identification

a/a 1 test the ICMP ECHO sequence number against a specific value
Misuse Identification

a/a 1 filter for SYN/FIN/RST TCP packets : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 process TCP fragments : Misuse Identification
a/a 1 flag HTTP-based worm sources such as Code Red Misuse

Identification
a/a 1 detailed analysis of http requests : Misuse Identification
a/a 1 detailed analysis of http replies : Misuse Identification

plo 1 Frame structure based (layer 2 Identifications) Misuse
Identification

a/o 1 tests the entire frame control field : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the 802.11 frame's type: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the 802.11 frame's subtype: Misuse Identification
a/a 1 tests the from distribution system frame control flag

Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the to distribution system frame control flag : Misuse

Identification
a/a 1 tests the more fragments frame control flag Misuse

Identification
a/o 1 tests the retry frame control flag : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the power management frame control flag Misuse

Identification
a/a 1 tests the more data frame control flag Misuse

wep frame control flag : Misuse Identification
order frame control flag : Misuse Identification
frame's duration/id field: Misuse Identification
frame's BSSID : Misuse Identification
frame's sequence number: Misuse Identification
frame's fragment number: Misuse Identification

a/o 1 tests the frame's 4th address field: Misuse Identification
plo 1 Other unclassified Identifications : Misuse Identification

a/a 1 role : Any
- Live Identification

plo 1 Protocol based (layer3 Identifications) Anomaly
Identification

a/o 1 ICMP analysis: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 search for a set of patterns in the packet's payload

Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Frame structure based (layer2 Identification): Anomaly

Identification
a/a 1 Networks with known WEP keys can be decrypted in realtime:

Anomaly Identification
plo 1 BSSID (MAC address) of the network(UIHRF) Anomaly

Identification
a/a 1 Display Name of the network or group : Anomaly Identification

Identification
a/a 1 tests the
a/a 1 tests the
a/o 1 tests the
a/a 1 tests the
a/o 1 tests the
a/a 1 tests the

Rlseatrh tllIIi Dt~Jo"".. 1 ofII Rlft"'u. Mode/for
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a/o 1 Display Network type (Probe, Adhoc, Infra, etc): Anomaly
Identification

plo 1 Other unclassified Identifications : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 watch & record RPC services for specific

application/procedure calls: Anomaly Identification
a/o I Promiscuous mode: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 search for a pattern in the URI portion of a packet: Anomaly

Identification
plo 1 Alert based : Anomaly Identification

a/o 1 send alerts to syslog: Anomaly Identification
plo 1 write the alert in a UIHRF format : IHMD Database
a/o 1 send alerts to a *NIX socket that another program can listen

on : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Packets logged to a decoded ASCII format or a binary log file

: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 send WinPopup alert messages to Windows machines Anomaly

Identification
a/o 1 record log in a database: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 record log in a cvs file: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 log alerts to event logs: Anomaly Identification

- Informing/Passive Response
a/o 1 Terminate a connection: Any
a/o 1 Block a malicious host: Any
a/o 1 Passive monitoring of network traffic: Any

- Defending/Active Response
plo 1 Alert based : Anomaly Identification

a/o 1 send alerts to syslog: Anomaly Identification
plo 1 write the alert in a simple format
a/o 1 send alerts to a *NIX socket that another program can listen

on : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Packets logged to a decoded ASCII format or a binary log

file: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 send WinPopup alert messages to Windows machines: Anomaly

Identification
a/o 1 record log in a database: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 record log in a cvs file: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Watch Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol services for

specific application/procedure calls: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Search for a pattern in the Uniform Resource Indicator (URI)

portion of packet: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Terminate a connection: Any
a/o 1 Block a malicious host: Any
a/o 1 Edit router's ACL to block hostile hosts: Any
a/o 1 dumps the application layer information for a given session:

Any
a/o 1 block web sites: Any

- Admin Console
- Defending/Active Response_2

- Data Capturing
- Packet Sniffers
- Traffic Generators
- Network Testers
- Traffic Analysers
- Network Monitoring Tools
- Network IHSs

- Data Processing

RlJearrb -' Drn/opltmtl t!a Rlforlla ModtJ for
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plo 1 Decoding Raw data link layer packets [Preprocessor]
Processing

alo 1 Ethernet 802.11*: Data Processing
alo 1 Token Ring packets: Data Processing
alo 1 Higher layer protocols such as lP, TCP, and UDP: Data

Data

Processing

(Relation Concept)
- equal

pli 1 value
pli 1 value
sameAs
pli 1 class
pli 1 class
larger-than
pli 1 larger : Any
pli 1 smaller : Any

number
number

Any
Any

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

E.G Text output of IHSMO reference model and the missing parts of Snort
wireless shown in highlight
The highlighted sections show the missing components of snort IRS system when

evaluated using IRSMO reference model.

(ontology Name)
IHSMO with Concepts and Slots v2.ont.xml

(Wholeness Concept)
IHSMO

Incoming Traffic
- Libpcap/Winpcap

plo 1 *NIX Based Capturing System : Data Capturing
plo 1 Win Based Capturing System : Data Capturing
pia 1 Preprocessor [Packet Decoding, Filtering System] Data

Processing
- lICS

plo 1 IHMD : IHMD Database
plo 1 UIHRF : Intrusion Unified
- IIHSM~ __~_~~ _

plo I Method Tl
plo I Method T2 IICS

o I Method Tn

Forma

- Identification Subsystem
- Hybrid Identification

- Anomaly Identification
plo I Method Ll Live
plo 1 Method L2 : Live
plo 1 Method Ln : Live

- Misuse Identification
- RSDB Database

plo I Method Al
plo I Method A2
plo I Method An

Identification

Identification
Identification

Identification Database
Identification Database
Identification Database

Rmarrh and Durlopment of a Reftrena Modelfor
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- Response Ontology
- Active Response Ontology

plo 1 Method RI Defending/Active Response
plo 1 Method R2 : Defending/Active Response
plo 1 Method Rn : Defending/Active Response

- Passive Response Ontology
plo 1 Method R'1 Informing/Passive Response
plo 1 Method R'2 : Informing/Passive Response
plo 1 Method R'n : Informing/Passive Response

- Admin/Manager Console Ontology
plo 1 Monitoring Security Policy based on Anomaly Identification

Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Updating RSDB : RSDB Database
plo 1 Manual Prevention : Admin Console
plo 1 Network Monitoring : Admin Console

- Identification Database
plo 1 Decoding based (layer2 Identifications) : Misuse Identification

plo 1 ARP decoding : Misuse Identification
plo 1 Layer 2 header decoding : Misuse Identification

plo 1 Protocol based (layer3 Identifications) Misuse Identification
a/o 1 Protocols being analysed: tcp, udp, icmp, and ip: Misuse

Identification
a/a 1 test the IP header's TTL field value: Misuse Identification
a/a 1 test the IP header's TOS field value: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 test the IP header's fragment ID field for a specific value:

Misuse Identification
a/o 1 watch the IP option fields for specific codes: Misuse

Identification
a/o 1 test the fragmentation bits of the IP header: Misuse

Identification
a/o 1 test the packet's payload size against a value: Misuse

Identification
a/a 1 test the TCP flags for certain values: Misuse Identification
a/a 1 test the TCP sequence number field for a specific value:

Misuse Identification
a/o 1 test the TCP acknowledgement field for a specific value:

Misuse Identification
a/o 1 test the ICMP type field against a specific value: Misuse

Identification
a/a 1 test the ICMP code field against a specific value: Misuse

Identification
a/o 1 test the ICMP ECHO ID field against a specific value: Misuse

Identification
a/a 1 test the ICMP ECHO sequence number against a specific value:

Misuse Identification
a/o 1 filter for SYN/FIN/RST TCP packets: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 process TCP fragments: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 flag HTTP-based worm sources such as Code Red: Misuse

Identification
a/a 1 detailed analysis of http requests: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 detailed analysis of http replies: Misuse Identification

plo 1 Frame structure based (layer 2 Identifications) Misuse
Identification

a/a 1 tests the entire frame control field: Misuse Identification
a/a 1 tests the 802.11 frame's type: Misuse Identification
a/a 1 tests the 802.11 frame's subtype: Misuse Identification

&searrh IlIIIi D... lop",.,,1 of a &.fom, a M.a.1for
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a/o 1 tests the from distribution system frame control flag: Misuse
Identification

a/o 1 tests the to distribution system frame control flag: Misuse
Identification

a/o 1 tests the more fragments frame control flag: Misuse
Identification

a/o 1 tests the retry frame control flag: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the power management frame control flag: Misuse

Identification
a/o 1 tests the more data frame control flag: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the wep frame control flag: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the order frame control flag: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the frame's durationlid field: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the frame's BSSID: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the frame's sequence number: Misuse Identification
alo 1 tests the frame's fragment number: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the frame's 4th address field: Misuse Identification

plo lather unclassified Identifications : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 role: Any

- Live Identification
plo 1 Protocol based (layer3 Identifications) Anomaly

Identification
a/a 1 FTP analysis: Anomaly
a/o 1 identify and log TFTP sessions : Anomaly
a/o 1 ICMP analysis: Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 DNS analysis: Anomaly Identificatio
a/o 1 search for a set of patterns in the packet's payload: Anomaly

Identification
plo 1 Logging based : Anomaly Identification

a/o 1 detects password scans: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 analysing rlogin/telnet: Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 access and record connection events : Anomaly' Identification

a/o 1 Frame structure based (layer2 Identification): Anomaly
Identification

a/o 1 Networks with known WEP keys can be decrypted in realtime:
Anomaly Identification

a/o 1 tracks probe requests and responses: Anomaly Identificatio
plo 1 Fuzzy encryption detection(UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 BSSID (MAC address) of the network(UIHRF) IHMD Database
a/o 1 Display Last-advertised channel for network: Anomaly;

dentification
a/o 1 Display Number of ..;;;;.;;;,--;;.;M""A""C_;;s",)._.;;;...;;..;;;,.;.;,-........_ ....._"'""......

Anomaly Identificatio
a/o 1 Display Network status flags: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Display Extra AP information included

~nomaly Identificatio
a/o 1 Display Number of LLC packets: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Identifies Manufacturer and Model f AP and

Identification
a/o 1 Display

Identification
a/o 1 Dis lay

Identification
alo 1 Display
a/o 1 Display
a/o 1 Display

Maximum as

Maximum sueported rate as advertised b

Name of the network or group : Anomaly Identification
Last seen noise level: Anomaly Identification
Las signal level: Anomal Identification

RtItarrh QIIdD ... lopment 0/a Referena Modelfor
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a/a 1 Display Network type (Probe, Adhoc, Infra, etc): Anomaly
Identification

a/a 1 Display WEP status: Anomaly Identificatiod
plo 1 Identifies unusual probes (UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies unusual probes (UIHRF) : IHMD Databas
plo 1 Identifies excessive disassociation(UIHRF) : IHMD Database
pia 1 Identifies Netstumbler probe requests(UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies Deauthenticate/Disassociate Flood (UIHRF) IHMD

Database
plo 1 Identifies Lucent link test (UIHRF) : IHMD Databas
plo 1 Identifies SSID brute force attempt (UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies AP changing to a new channel (UIHRF) IHMD

Database
plo 1

Database
plo 1 Identifies Invalid BSS timestamps (UIHRF) : IHMD Database
pia 1 Identifies weak-iv packet (UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies MITM attacks(UIHRF) : IHMD Databas
plo 1 Identifies MAC spoofing attacks (UIHRF) : IHMD Databas

plo 1 Other unclassified Identifications : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Identifies vulnerability scans (UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies port scans(UIHRF) : IHMD Databas
a/a 1 watch & record RPC services

application/procedure calls: Anomaly Identification~. __
a/a 1 record and analyse email traffic: Anomaly Identificatio
a/a 1 track software versions: Anomaly Identificatio
plo 1 Identifies for blaster worm(UIHRF) IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies synflood attacks (UIHRF) : IHMD D tabas~
a/a 1 SSL analyser: Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Identifies incoming and outgoing

ssh(UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies backdoors(UIHRF) : IHMD Database
a/o 1 Identifies clear text passwords : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 Promiscuous mode: Anomaly Identification
ala 1 search for a pattern in the URI portion of a packet: Anomaly

Identification
plo 1 Alert based : Anomaly Identification

a/a 1 send alerts to syslog: Anomaly Identification
plo 1 write the alert in a UIHRF format : IHMD Database
a/a 1 send alerts to a *NIX socket that another program can listen

on: Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 Packets logged to a decoded ASCII format or a binary log

file: Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 send WinPopup alert messages to Windows machines: Anomaly

Identification
a/o 1 record log in a
a/a 1 record log in a
a/a 1 sending alert

Identification
a/a 1 log alerts to event logs: Anomaly Identification

- Informing/Passive Response
a/a 1 Terminate a connection: Any
a/o 1 Block a malicious host : Any
a 0 1 Edit router's ACL to block h-o-s-t-'~~'l-e-
a/o 1 Passive monitoring of

- Defending/Active Response
plo 1 Alert based : Anomaly Identification

for specific

arethat

database: Anomaly Identification
cvs file: Anomaly Identification
to administrator's email or pager: Anomaly
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a/o 1 send alerts to syslog: Anomaly Identification
plo 1 write the alert in a simple format (UIHRF) IHMD Database
a/o 1 send alerts to a *NIX socket that another program can listen

on: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Packets logged to a decoded ASCII format or a binary log

file: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 send WinPopup alert messages to Windows machines: Anomaly

Identification
a/o 1 record log in a database: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 record log in a cvs file: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 sending alert to administrator's ernaii or Eager Anomal

Identification
a/o 1 log alerts to event logs : AnomalY.-1.d~e_[ltificatio~
a/o 1 Watch Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol services for

specific application/procedure calls: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Search for a pattern in the Uniform Resource Indicator (URI)

portion of packet: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Terminate a connection: Any
a/o 1 Block a malicious host: Any
a/a 1 Edit router's ACL to block hostile hosts: Any
a/o 1 dumps the application layer information for a given session

Any
a/a 1 block web sites: Any

- Admin Console
- Defending/Active Response_2

- IHMD Database

exchange format

- Data Capturing
- Packet Sniffers
- Traffic Generators
- Network Testers
- Traffic Analysers
- Network Monitoring Tools
- Network IHSs

- Data Processing
plo 1 Decoding Raw data link layer packets [Preprocessor]

Processing
a/o 1 Ethernet 802.11*: Data Processing
a/o 1 Token Ring packets: Data Processing
a/o 1 Higher layer protocols such as lP, TCP, and UDP: Data

Data

Processing

(Relation Concept)
- equal

p/i 1 value
p/i 1 value
sameAs
p/i 1 class
p/i 1 class
larger-than
p/i 1 larger : Any
p/i 1 smaller : Any

number
number

Any
Any
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E.7 Text output of Bro IHS ontology based on IHSMO reference model

(Ontology Name)
Bro IHS with Concepts and Slots vl.ont.xml

(Wholeness Concept)
- IHSMO

- Incoming Traffic
- Libpcap/Winpcap

plo I *NIX Based Capturing System : Data Capturing
p/o 1 Kernel [Filtering System) Data Processing

- Identification Subsystem
- No Hybrid Identification in Bro IHS System

- Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Method LI Live Identification
plo 1 Method L2 : Live Identification
plo 1 Method Ln : Live Identification

- Misuse Identification
- RSDB Database

p/o 1 Method Al Identification Database
p/o 1 Method A2 Identification Database
p/o 1 Method An Identification Database

- Response Ontology
- Active Response Ontology

plo 1 Method RI Defending/Active Response
plo 1 Method R2 : Defending/Active Response
plo 1 Method Rn : Defending/Active Response

- Passive Response Ontology
plo 1 Method R'l Informing/Passive Response
plo 1 Method R'2 : Informing/Passive Response
plo 1 Method R'n : Informing/Passive Response

- Admin/Manager Console Ontology
plo 1 Monitoring Security Policy based on Anomaly Identification

Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Updating RSDB : RSDB Database
plo 1 Manual Prevention : Admin Console
plo 1 Network Monitoring : Admin Console

- Identification Database
plo 1 Protocol based (layer3 Identifications) : Misuse Identification

a/o 1 filter for SYN/FIN/RST TCP packets : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 process TCP fragments : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 flag HTTP-based worm sources such as Code Red : Misuse

Identification
a/o 1 detailed analysis of http requests : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 detailed analysis of http replies : Misuse Identification

- Live Identification
plo 1 Protocol based (layer3 Identifications) : Anomaly

Identification
a/o 1 FTP analysis : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 identify and log TFTP sessions : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 ICMP analysis : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 DNS analysis : Anomaly Identification

plo 1 Logging based : Anomaly Identification
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a/o 1 detects password scans : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 analysing rlogin/telnet : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 access and record connection events : Anomaly Identification

plo 1 Other unclassified Identifications : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Identifies vulnerability scans : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Identifies port scans : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 watch & record Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol services

for specific application/procedure calls : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 record and analyse email traffic : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 track software versions : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Identifies for blaster worm : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 SSL analyser : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Identifies incoming and outgoing connections that are ssh

Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Identifies backdoors : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 Identifies clear text passwords : Anomaly Identification

plo 1 Alert based : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 send alerts to syslog : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 record log in a database : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 sending alert to administrator's email or pager: Anomaly

Identification
a/a 1 log alerts to event logs : Anomaly Identification

- Informing/Passive Response
a/a 1 Terminate a connection : Any
a/o 1 Block a malicious host : Any
a/a 1 Edit router's ACL to block hostile hosts: Any
a/o 1 Passive monitoring of network traffic : Any

- Defending/Active Response
plo 1 Alert based : Anomaly Identification

a/o 1 send alerts to syslog : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 record log in a database : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 sending alert to administrator's email or pager: Anomaly

Identification
a/a 1 log alerts to event logs : Anomaly Identification

a/a 1 Terminate a connection : Any
a/a 1 Block a malicious host : Any
a/a 1 Edit router's ACL to block hostile hosts Any

- Admin Console
- Defending/Active Response 2

- Data Capturing
- Packet Sniffers
- Traffic Generators
- Network Testers
- Traffic Analysers
- Network Monitoring Tools
- Network IHSs

(Relation Concept)
- equal

p/i 1 value
p/i 1 value
sameAs
p/i 1 class
p/i 1 class
larger-than
p/i 1 larger : Any
p/i 1 smaller : Any

number
number

Any
Any
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E.B Text output of IHSMO reference model and the missing parts of Bro rHS
System shown in highlight
The highlighted sections show the missing components ofBro IHS system when evaluated

using IHSMO reference model.

(Ontology Name)
IHSMO with Concepts and Slots v2.ont.xml

(Wholeness Concept)
- IHSMO

- Incoming Traffic
- Libpcap/Winpcap

plo 1 *NIX Based Capturing System : Data Capturing
plo 1 Win Based Capturing System: Data cap~t_u_r~l~·n~g.~~~~~_~~~
p/o 1 Preprocessor [Packet Decoding F_flt~£:j,.E!9~:istem"--,-......;::;;..;;.",,

Processing
- IICS

plo 1 IHMD : IHMD Databas
plo 1 UIHRF : Intrusion Unified ~eport For~
- IIHSM

plo 1 Method TI IICS Protocols
plo 1 Method T2 IICS Protocols
plo 1 Method Tn IICS Protocols

Identification Subsystem
- Hybrid Identification

- Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Method LI Live Identification
plo 1 Method L2 : Live Identification
plo 1 Method Ln : Live Identification

- Misuse Identification
- RSDB Database

plo 1 Method Al
plo 1 Method A2
plo 1 Method An

- Response Ontology
- Active Response Ontology

plo 1 Method RI Defending/Active Response
plo 1 Method R2 : Defending/Active Response
plo 1 Method Rn : Defending/Active Response

- Passive Response Ontology
plo 1 Method R'l Informing/Passive Response
plo 1 Method R'2 : Informing/Passive Response
plo 1 Method R'n : Informing/Passive Response

- Admin/Manager Console Ontology
plo 1 Monitoring Security Policy based on Anomaly Identification

Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Updating RSDB : RSDB Database
plo 1 Manual Prevention : Admin Console
plo 1 Network Monitoring Admin Console

- Identification Database

Identification Database
Identification Database
Identification Database
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plo 1 Decoding based (layer2 Identifications) :Misuse Identifi_satiqq
plo 1 ARP decoding : Misuse Identificatio~
plo 1 Layer 2 header decoq.ing : Misuse +p,eDt,ificaJ;;iol]

plo 1 Protocol based (layer3 Identifications) : Misuse Identification
a/a 1 Protocols being analysed: tcp, udp·, icmp, and ip Mis~

Identification
a/a 1 test the IP header's TTL field value: Misuse Identificatio~
a/o 1 test the IP header's TOS field value: Misuse Identification
a/a 1 test the IP header's fragment ID {ield fQ& ..£l.....§Eecific

Misuse Identification
a/a 1 watch the

dentification
a/o 1 tes~t~-:~~__~~~~~~:.

Identification _
a/0 1 test _:;=;.._.=a;.;:c~k~e:;.;t:;.,'..:s:.-~,hZ.~~_;

Identification
a/o 1 test the Tep flags for certain values': Mi~use IdentlficatIoril
a/o 1 test the Tep se~uence number 1;h.e;I·,dfor ~Recif}-~alue..J..I

value

Identificatio
a/a 1 test

Identificatio
a/a 1 test

Identification
a/a 1 test the

Misuse Identification
a/a 1 filter for SYN/FIN/RST Tep packets : Misuse Identification
a/a 1 process TCP fragments : Misuse Identification
a/a 1 flag HTTP-based worm sources such as Code Red Misuse

Identification
a/o 1 detailed analysis of http requests : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 detailed analysis of http replies : Misuse Identification

/0 1 Frame based 2
Identification

a/o 1 tests the entire frame control field : Misuse Identificatioq
a/a 1 tests the 802.11 frame's type: Misuse Identificatio
a/o 1 tests 802.11 frame's subtype: Misuse Identification~ __
a/o 1 tests from distribution system frame ontrol flag

Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the to

Identificatio~
a/o 1 tests

Identification
a/a 1 tests the retry frame control flag : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the ower management frame control flag__~~~~~

dentification
a/o 1 t~e-s~t-s--~t~h-e--~m--o'r--e--~ control {i-a-------~~--~

ndentificatio ~~ ~~ ~ __~~ ~~ ~~~~~ __~-,
a/o 1 tests the wep frame control flag : Misuse Identificatio
a/o 1 tests the order frame control flag : Misuse Identificatio
a/o 1 tests the frame's duration/id field: Misuse .Ident;iicatio
a/o 1 tests the frame's BSSID : Misuse Identificatio
a/a 1 tests the frame's sequence number
a/a 1 tests the frame's fragment number
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a/o 1 tests the frame's 4th address field: Misuse Identification
plo lather unclassified Identifications : Misuse Identification

a/o 1 role : An
- Live Identification

plo 1 Protocol based (layer3 Identifications) Anomaly
Identification

a/a 1 FTP analysis : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 identify and log TFTP sessions : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 IeMP analysis : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 DNS analysis : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 search for a set of patterns in the packet' s payload~

Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Logging based : Anomaly Identification

a/o 1 detects password scans : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 analysing rlogin/telnet ; Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 access and record connection events : Anomaly Identification

a/o 1 Frame structure based (layer2 Identification) Anomal
Identification

a/a 1 Networks with known WEP be .9l'!cryptedin
Anomaly Identification

a/a 1 tracks probe requests and responses : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Fuzzy encryption detection (UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 BSSID (MAC address) of the network(UIHRF) ; IHMD Database
a/o 1 Display Last-advertised channel for network Anomaly

Identification
a/o 1 Display Number of clients (unique MACs) seen on network

Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 Display Network status flags ; Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Display Extra AP information included by some manufacturers

Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 Display Number of LLC packets : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 Identifies Manufacturer and Model pf AP and Client

Identification
a/a 1 Display Maximum supported rate as advertised by AP Anomaly'

Identification
a/a 1 Dis2lay Maximum by AP

Identificatio
a/a 1 Display Name of the network or group : Anomaly Identificatio
a/a 1 Display Last seen noise level : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 Display Last seen signal level : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Display Network ty e (Probe Adhoc Infra, etc) Anomaly,

Identification,
a/o 1 Display WEP status : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Identifies unusual probes (UIHRF) : IHMD Databas
/0 1 Identifies unusual probes (UIHRF) : IHMD Databas

plo 1 Identifies excessive disassociation (UIHRF) ; IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies Netstumbler probe requests(UIHRF) : IHMD Databas
plo 1 Identifies Deauthenticate/Disassociate Flood(UIHRF) IHM

Database
plo 1 Identifies Lucent link test(UIHRF) : IHMD Databas ;.,,_-.,,_-plo 1 Identifies SSID brute force attempt(UIHRF) : IHMD Databas
plo 1 Identifies AP changin to a new channelIU_IH_R_F"~ _

Database
plo 1

atabas
plo 1 Identifies Invalid BSS timestamps(UIHRF)
pia 1 Identifies weak-iv packet (UIHRF) IHMD Database
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plo 1 Identifies MITM attacks (UIHRF) : IHMD Databas~
d/o 1 Identifies MAC spoofing attacks (UIHRF) : IHMD Database

p/6 1 Other unclassified Identifications : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Identifies vulnerability scans (UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies port scans (UIHRF) : IHMD Database
a/o 1 watch & record RPC services for specifit

application/procedure calls : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 record and analyse email traffic : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 track software versions : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Identifies for blaster worm(UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies synflood attacks (UIHRF) : IHMD Database
a/o 1 SSL analyser : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Identifies incoming and outgoing connections that are

ssh(UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies backdoors(UIHRF) IHMD Database
a/o 1 Identifies clear text passwords : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Promiscuous mode : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 search for a pattern in the URI portion of a acket : Anomal

Identification
plo 1 Alert based : Anomaly Identification

a/o 1 send alerts to syslog : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 write the alert in a UIHRF format : IHMD Database
a/a 1 send alerts to a ca~ liste

on : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 Packets logged to a decoded ASCII format or a binary log file

: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 send WinPopup alert messa_ges to Anomal

Identification
a/o 1 record log in a database : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 record log in a cvs file : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 sending alert to administrator's email or pager Anomaly

Identification
a/a 1 log alerts to event logs : Anomaly Identification

- Informing/passive Response
a/o 1 Terminate a connection : Any
a/o 1 Block a malicious host : Any
a/o 1 Edit router's ACL to block hostile hosts: Any
a/a 1 Passive monitoring of network traffic : Any

- Defending/Active Response
plo 1 Alert based : Anomaly Identification

a/o 1 send alerts to syslog : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 write the alert in a simple format (UIHRF) IHMD Database
a/o 1 send alerts to a *NIX socket that another

on : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 Packets logged to a decoded ASCII format or a binar

: Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 send WinPopuR

Identification
a/o 1 record log in a
a/a 1 record log in a
a/o 1 sending alert Anomaly

Identification
a/o 1 log alerts to event logs : Anomaly Identification
a/a 1 Watch Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol

specific application/procedure calls : Anomaly IdentificationL- __
a/o 1 Search for a pattern in the Uniform Resource Indicator

portion of packet : Anomaly Identificatio
Rtsearrh and Dmhpmml of a ReflrenceModel for
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a/o 1 Terminate a connection : Any
a/o 1 Block a malicious host : Any
a/o 1 Edit router's ACL to block hostile
a/o 1 dumps the a Rlication

:Any
a/o 1 block web sites : Any

- Admin Console
- Defending/Active Response_2

- IHMD Database
- Intrusion Unified Report Format
- IICS Protocols

plo 1 Based on IDMEF : IIHSM
plo 1 Any Wireless comp'atible exchan e format~~~~~
- Wireless IDXP

- Data Capturing
- Packet Sniffers

iven session

- Traffic Generators
- Network Testers
- Traffic Analysers
- Network Monitoring Tools
- Network IHSs

- Data Processing
plo 1 Decoding Raw data link layer packets

Processing
a/o 1 Ethernet 802.11* : Data Processing
a/o 1 Token Ring packets : Data Processing
a/o 1 Higher layer protocols such as IP I TCP I and UDP

Processing

Data

(Relation Concept)
- equal

p/i 1 value
p/i 1 value

- sameAs
p/i 1 class
p/i 1 class

- larger-than
p/i 1 larger : Any
p/i 1 smaller : Any

number
number

Any
Any

E.g Text output of Kismet IHS ontology based on IHSMO reference model

(Ontology Name)
Kismet IHS with Concepts and Slots v1.ont.xml

(Wholeness Concept)
- IHSMO

- Incoming Traffic
- Libpcap/Winpcap

plo 1 *NIX Based Capturing System : Data Capturing
plo 1 Filtering System [ Filtering System] : Data Processing

- Identification Subsystem
- No Hybrid Identification

- Misuse Identification
- RSDB Database
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plo 1 Method Al Identification Database
plo 1 Method A2 Identification Database
plo 1 Method An Identification Database

- AdminlManager Console Ontology
plo 1 Updating RSDB : RSDB Database
plo 1 Manual Prevention : Admin Console
plo 1 Network Monitoring: Admin Console

- Identification Database
plo 1 Decoding based (layer2 Identifications) : Misuse Identification

plo 1 ARP decoding : Misuse Identification
plo 1 Layer 2 header decoding : Misuse Identification

plo 1 Frame structure based (layer 2 Identifications) Misuse
Identification

alo 1 tests the entire frame control field : Misuse Identification
alo 1 tests the 802.11 frame's type: Misuse Identification
alo 1 tests the 802.11 frame's subtype: Misuse Identification
alo 1 tests the from distribution system frame control flag

Misuse Identification
alo 1 tests the to distribution system frame control flag : Misuse

Identification
alo 1 tests the
alo 1 tests the
alo 1 tests the
alo 1 tests the
alo 1 tests the

wep frame control flag : Misuse Identification
frame's durationlid field: Misuse Identification
frame's BSSID : Misuse Identification
frame's sequence number Misuse Identification
frame's fragment number: Misuse Identification

- Data Capturing
- Packet Sniffers
- Traffic Generators
- Network Testers
- Traffic Analysers
- Network Monitoring Tools
- Network IHSs

(Relation Concept)
- equal

pli 1 value
pli 1 value
sameAs
pli 1 class
pli 1 class
larger-than
pli 1 larger : Any
pli 1 smaller : Any

number
number

Any
Any
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E.10 Text output of IHSMO reference model and the missing parts of Kismet
IHS System shown in highlight

The highlighted sections show the missing components of Kismet IHS system when

evaluated using IHSMO reference model.

(Ontology Name)
IHSMO with Concepts and Slots v2.ont.xrnl

(Wholeness Concept)
- IHSMO

- Incoming Traffic
- LibpcaplWinpcap

plo 1 *NIX Based Capturing System : Data Capturing
plo 1 Win Based Capturing System : Data
plo 1 PreQrocessor [Packet Decoding I System]

Processing
- IICS

plo 1 IHMD : IHMD Database
plo 1 UIHRF : Intrusion Unified Report Format
- IIHSM

plo 1 Method T1 IICS Protocols
plo 1 Method T2 IICS Protocols
plo 1 Method Tn lIeS Protocols

Identification Subsystem
- Hybrid Identification

- Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Method L1 Live IdentificatiOti
plo 1 Method L2 : Live Identification
plo 1 Method Ln : Live Identification

- Misuse Identification
- RSDB Database

plo 1 Method A1 Identification Database
plo 1 Method A2 Identification Database
plo 1 Method An Identification Database

- Response Ontology
- Active Response Ontology

plo 1 Method Rl Defending/Active
plo 1 Method R2 : DefendinglActive
plo 1 Method Rn : Defendin Active ~~~~=-

- Passive Response Ontology
plo 1 Method R'l Informing/Passive Response
plo 1 Method R'2 : Informing/Passive Response
10 1 Method R'n : Informin IPassive Res on

- AdminlManager Console Ontology
plo 1 Monitoring Security Policy based on Anomaly Identification

Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Updating RSDB : RSDB Database
plo 1 Manual Prevention : Admin Console
plo 1 Network Monitoring : Admin Console

- Identification Database
plo 1 Decoding based (layer2 Identifications) Misuse Identification

plo 1 ARP decoding : Misuse Identification

Data
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plo 1 Layer 2 header decoding : Misuse Identification
plo 1 Protocol based (layer3 Identifications) : Misuse Identification

a/o 1 Protocols being analysed: tcp, udp, Misuse,
Identificatio

a/o 1 test the IP header's TTL field value: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 test the IP header's TOS field value: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 test the IP header's fragment ID field for a specific value

Misuse Identification
a/o 1 watch the IP option fields for

Identification
a/o 1 test the fragmentation bits of the IP header Misuse

Identification
a/o 1 test the packet's Qayload size

Identification
a/o 1 test the TCP flags for certain values : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 test the TCP sequence number field value

Misuse Identification
a/o 1 test the TCP acknowledgement value

Misuse Identification
a/o 1 test the ICMP type field Misus~

Identificatio
a/o 1 test the ICMP code field against a Misuse

Identification
a/o 1 test the ICMP ECHO ID field against a specific value Misuse

Identification
a/o 1 test the ICMP ECHO sequence number against a specific val~e

Misuse Identification
a/o 1 filter for SYN/FIN/RST TCP packets : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 process TCP fragments : Misuse Identificatio
a/o 1 flag HTTP-based worm sources such as ~ode Red Misuse

Identification
a/o 1 detailed analysis of http requests : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 detailed analysis of http replies : Misuse Identification

plo 1 Frame structure based (layer 2 Identifications) Misuse
Identification

a/o 1 tests the entire frame control field : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the 802.11 frame's type: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the 802.11 frame's sUbtype: Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the from distribution system frame control flag

Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the to distribution system frame control flag : Misuse

Identification
a/o 1 tests the

Identificatio
a/o 1 tests the retry frame control flag : Misuse Identification
a/o 1 tests the mana ement frame control fla

Identification
a/o 1 tests

Identification~ __
a/o 1 tests wep frame control flag : Misuse Identificatio
a/o 1 0 der frame control flag : Misuse Identificatio
a/o 1 tests the frame's duration/id field: Misuse Identification

frame control Misuse

control flag Misuse

1 tests the frame's BSSID : Misuse Identificationa/o
a/o
a/o
a/o

plo 1

1 tests the frame's
1 tests the frame's
1 tests the frame's
Other unclassified

sequence number : Misuse Identification
fragment number : Misuse Identification
4th address field : Misuse Identification

Identifications Misuse Identificatio
Researcha"d Dmlopment of a Refire"", Mode/for
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a/o 1 role : Any
- Live Identification

plo 1 Protocol based (layer3 Identif'cations)
Identification

a/o 1 FTP analysis : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 identify and log TFTP sessions : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 ICMP analysis : Anomaly Identification
a/o IONS analysis : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 search for a set of patterns in the

Anomaly Identificatio~
plo 1 Logging based : Anomaly Identification

a/o 1 detects password scans : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 analysing rlogin/telnet : Anomaly Identificatio~
a/o 1 access and record connection events : Anomaly Identification

a/o 1 Frame structure based (la er2 Identi~ication) Anoma],__
Identification

a/o 1 Networks with known WEP
nomaly Identification

a/o 1 tracks probe requests and responses : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Fuzzy encryption detection (UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 BSSID (MAC address) of the network(UIHRF) : IHMD Databas
a/o 1 Display Last-advertised channel for network Anomal~

Identification
a/o 1 Display Number of clients (unique MACs)

Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Display Network status flags
a/o 1 Display Extra AP information

Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Display Number of LLC packets : Anomaly Identificatio
a/o 1 Identifies Manufacturer and Model pf AP and Client Anomal

Identification,
a/o 1 Display Maximum supported rate as advertised by...;.;,;,--,:._,:;

Identification
a/o 1 Display Maximum supported rate as advertised by AP Anomal~

Identification
a/o 1 Display Name of the network or group : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Display Last seen noise level : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Display Last seen signal level : Anomaly Identificatio
a/o 1 Display Network ty e (Probe, Adhoc, In.fra, e...;;t...;;c_,_)_.........""''''''''''=.;;;; ..u

Identification
a/o 1 Display WEP status : Anomaly Identificatio
plo 1 Identifies unusual probes (UIHRF) : IHMD Databas
plo 1 Identifies unusual probes (UIHRF) : IHMD Databas
plo 1 Identifies excessive disassociation (UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies Netstumbler probe requests(UIHRF) : IHMD Databas
plo 1 Identifies Deauthenticate Disas$ooiate Flood (UIHRF) IBM

Database
plo 1 Identifies Lucent link test(UIHRF) : IBMD Databas
plo 1 Identifies SSID brute force attempt (UIBRF) : IHMD
plo 1 Identifies AP chan ing to a new c

Database
plo 1 rHM

Database
plo 1 Identifies
plo 1 Identifies
plo 1 Identifies
plo 1 Identifies attacks
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plo 1 Other unclassified Identifications : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Identifies vulnerability scans (UIHRF) : IHMD Database' '
plo 1 Identifies port scans(UIHRF) : IHMD Database

~-..",.,,~~~~a/o 1 watch & record RPC services for speCif~
application/procedure calls : Anomaly Identification

a/o 1 record and analyse email traffic: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 track software versions : Anomaly Identification "
plo 1 Identifies for blaster worm(UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies synflood attacks(UIHRF) : IHMD Database'
a/o 1 SSL analyser : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 Identifies incoming and ,outgoing connection_s that are'

ssh(UIHRF) : IHMD Database
plo 1 Identifies backdoors(UIHRF) IHMD Database,
a/o 1 Identifies clear text passwords: Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Promiscuous mode : Anomaly Identificatioq
a/o 1 search for a pattern in the URI }?ortiop of a "p.5L.ck~t_;Anomal

Identification, ~_
plo 1 Alert based: Anomaly Identificatio~--.~" __--~

a/o 1 send alerts to syslog : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 write the alert in a UIHRF format : IHMD Database
a/o 1 send alerts to a *NIX socket that anoth

on : Anomaly Identification
a/o 1 Packets logged to

: Anomaly Identification
L
, ~

a/o 1 send WinPo u
Identificatio

a/o 1 record log in a database : Anomaly
a/o 1 record log in a cvs file : Anomaly
a/o 1 sending alert to administrator's email or pager Anomal

Identification
a/o 1 log alerts to event 10

- Informing/passive Response~ __
a/o 1 Terminate a connection : An
a/o 1 Block a malicious host : AnYiI--.,...,.-:---:-
a/o 1 Edit router's ACL to block hostile
a/o 1 Passive monitoring of network raffic AQ

- Defending/Active Response
plo 1 Alert based: Anomaly Identificatiod~,,~~~--~~

a/o 1 send alerts to syslog : Anomaly Identification
plo 1 write the alert in a simple format (UIHf.F) IHMD Databas'1.:...__
a/o 1 send alerts to a *NIX socket that another_l;;=~;;';;>",::';::;:':':""":::'::=-"''''''''''''''~

on : Anomaly Identificatio
a/o 1 Packets logged to a decoded ASCII

: Anomaly Identification
a/0 1 send WinPop.~u~t,;,.-:::~;.-:...l'-~~:.:::!..';t~:!..-~:......:::.;;;;.:.:

Identificatio
a/o 1 record log in a database : Anomaly IdentificatioQ
a/o 1 record log in a cvs file : Anomaly ldentificatio
a/o 1 sending alert to administrator's email or ,Qa Anomal

dentificatio ~ __----~-- ~~ --~~~~~~-~~----~-
a/o 1 log alerts to event logs : Anomaly Identificatio
a/o 1 Watch Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol for

specific application/procedure calls : Anomaly Identification~ _
a/o 1 Search for a pattern in the Uni~f~o~r~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~u

portion of packet : Anomaly Identificatio
a/o 1 Terminate a connection Any;
a/o 1 Block a malicious host : An
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a/o 1 Edit router's ACL to block hostile hosts: Any
a/o 1 dumps the application layer information for a given session

Any
a/o 1 block web sites : Any

- Admin Console
- Defending/Active Response_2

- IHMD Database
- Intrusion Unified Report Format
- IICS Protocols

plo 1 Based on IDMEF : IIHSM
plo 1 Any Wireless compatible exchange format
- Wireless IDXP

IIHSM

- Data Capturing
- Packet Sniffers
- Traffic Generators
- Network Testers
- Traffic Analysers
- Network Monitoring Tools
- Network IHSs

- Data Processing
plo 1 Decoding Raw data link

Processing
a/o 1 Ethernet 802.11* : Data Processing
a/o 1 Token Ring packets : Data Processin~
a/o 1 Higher la er protocols such ~_s IP! TCP, and UDP

Processing

DatC1

Da~

(Relation Concept)
- equal

p/i 1 value
p/i 1 value
sameAs
p/i 1 class
p/i 1 class
larger-than
p/i 1 larger : Any
p/i 1 smaller : Any

number
number

Any
Any
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Appendix F. Abstracts of the Published Papers

An Ontology Approach to Construction of Identification Subsystem for
Intrusion Handling Systems in Wireless LANs**

S. Salekzamankhani, A. Pakstas, B.Virdee
Faculty of Computing

London Metropolitan University
Holloway Road, London, N7 8DB, UK

Abstract- Intrusions to WLANs is a fact of everyday life and handling them is becoming more and
more challenging. Currently there is no standardised reference model which can be used to compare
and evaluate existing or design future Intrusion Handling Systems for WLANs. Hence this paper
first reviews structure and components of Intrusion Handling System's reference model, then it
describes and discusses the construction of Identification Subsystem Modelling Ontology (ISMO) of
this model. The proposed ontology is based on the concepts of various ontology modelling and
simulation tools. Careful attention is given to support two important functions: manage the
dependencies between ontologies and at the same time to keep and restore their consistencies if they
change in order to accommodate new information, or to adjust the representation of the domain as
the world changes.

** Short listed for best paper awards In World Congress on Engineering (WCE), The 2010 International Conference of Wireless
Networks (ICWN'IO), Imperial College, 30 June - 2 July 2010,London, UK, ISBN: 978-988-17012-9-9.

Ontology Approach to Construction of Response and Management
Console Subsystems for Intrusion Handling Systems in Wireless LANs*

S. Salekzamankhani, A. Pakstas, B.Virdee
Faculty of Computing

London Metropolitan University
Holloway Road, London, N7 8DB, UK

Abstract- Intrusive attacks to WLANs is pervasive nowadays and combating them is becoming more
and more demanding. Currently there is no standardised reference model which can be used to
compare and evaluate existing or design future Intrusion Handling Systems for WLANs. Hence, this
paper describes and discusses the construction of Response Subsystem Modelling Ontology and
Management Console Ontology for Intrusion Handling System reference model. The proposed
ontology is based on the concepts of various ontology modelling and simulation tools. This gives
careful attention to support two important functions, that is to manage the dependencies between
ontologies and at the same time to keep and restore their consistencies if they alter in order to
accommodate new information, or to adjust the representation of the domain as the world changes.

• Best Paper Award oftlte 2010 Intunatlonal Conference of Wireless Networks (ICWN'IO) part of World Congress on
engineering (WCE), Imperial CoUege, 30 June - 2 July 2010, London, UK, ISBN: 978-988-17012-9-9.
(Ref:llttp:I./www.laeng.orglWCE2010lcongress_awards.lltm1)
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Why we need a Reference Model for Intrusion Handling
Systems for Wireless LANs?

S. Salekzamankhani, A. Pakstas
Department of Computing, Communications Technology and Mathematics

London Metropolitan University
Holloway Road, London, N7 8DB, UK

Abstract-WLANs are different from the traditional wired LANs in terms of their exposure to
potential threats, vulnerability and security tecbniques. Intrusions to WLANs are facts of the
everyday life and bandling them becomes more and more difficult. Currently there is no
standardised reference model which may help to design, compare and evaluate tbe existing or future
Intrusion Handling Systems (IHSs) for WLANs. Analysis oftbe commercial IHSs shows tbat tbey all
are built as a proprietary systems which are neitber taking into consideration existence of other
IHSs nor tbey are trying to find tbe ways to establish inter-IHS collaboration wbicb may belp to
achieve better security for tbe end-users. Hence tbis paper starts by an analysis of tbe features of
existing IHSs for WLANs, follows witb proposing tbe new ways to enbance tbeir design, and then is
discussing development of such a novel reference model for a scalable distributed IHS architecture.

Telecommunications and Computer Networks, SoftCOM1007, 15th International Conference, 27-29 Sept. 2007 pp.l- 6. ISBN:
978-953-6114-95-5.

Fighting Intrusions in Wireless LANs: A Need for the Reference
Model

A. Pakstas, S. Salekzamankhani, B.Virdee
Department of Computing, Communications Technology and Mathematics

London Metropolitan University
166-220 Holloway Road, London, N7 8DB, UK

{a.pakstas, s.salek, b.virdee }@Iondonmet.ac.uk

Abstract-A traditional way to improve security of wired computer network can be achieved by
applying access control policies to the front door of network. However these policies may be not
sufficient and effective any more when applied to the Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs).
WLANs are different from the traditional wired LANs in terms of their exposure to potential threats,
vulnerability and security tecbniques. Intrusions to WLANs are facts of the everyday life and
bandling them becomes more and more difficult. Currently there is no standardised reference model
which may help to design, compare and evaluate the existing or future Intrusion Handling Systems
(IHSs) for WLANs. Analysis of the commercial IHSs shows tbat they all are built as a proprietary
systems which are neither taking into consideration existence of other IHSs nor they are trying to
find the ways to establish inter-IUS collaboration which may help to achieve better security for the
end-users. Hence this paper starts by an analysis of the features of existing IHSs for WLANs, follows
with proposing the new ways to enhance their design, and then is discussing development of such a
novel reference model for a scalable distributed IHS architecture.

Proc. r IEEE and IFlP International Confermce in Cmtral Asia on the Next Generation of Mobile, Wireless and Optical
Communications Networks, (ICll006), Tashkent, Uzbekaltan ,Sep. 19,2006, ISBN: 14244-0543-2
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Towards Development of a Reference Model for Intrusion Detection
Systems for Wireless LANs

S. Salekzamankhani, A. Pakstas, B.Virdee
Department of Computing, Communications Technology and Mathematics

London Metropolitan University
Holloway Road, London, N7 8DB, UK

Abstract-Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are different from the traditional wired LANs in
terms of their potential threats, vulnerability and security techniques. The traditional mechanisms of
protecting networks witb firewalls and encryption software as it is done in tbe wired networks are no
longer sufficient and effective in WLANs. Tbe paper is focusing on the analysis of the existing
Intrusion Detection Systems (lOSs) for WLANs and proposing ways to enbance their design.
Currently there is no standardised reference model to help design, compare and evaluate the existing
or future lOSs for WLANs. Hence this paper focuses on development of such a novel reference
model.

IEEE Globecom 2005, Workshop on Adaptive Wireless Networks, A WIN Nov. 30, 2005, San Louis, USA.

The end.
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